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PREFACE

1 HAVE thought that, upon a subject so accordant with my tastes

as is Horticulture, I might prepare a work adapted to our climate

and useful to the public. The repeated inquiries made of me, as a

Bookseller, for a practical treatise on the subject, and these in-

quiries growing more frequent with the manifest growth of the

gardening spirit among us, led to the undertaking. Yet, written,

as it has been, in the intervals of trade and subjected to its constant

interruptions—now advancing but a line at once, again a page or

an article—suspended totally for nearly two years, then hastily

finished, looked over, and printed under circumstances that ren-

dered the author's revision of the proof impossible—many defects

of style, and errers of the press, are manifest. These, if the work

contain the information sought, practical men will readily excuse

in a first edition.

To claim much originality in a modern work on Gardening,

would display in its author great ignorance or great presumption.

If it did not contain much that is 'found in other horticultural

works, it would be very defective. Gardening is as old as Adam,
and what we know to-day of its principles and operations has beea

accumulated, little by little—the result of thousands of experi-

ments and centuries of observation and practice. Hence, from the

gardening literature of our language, has been selected, for this

work, those modes of culture which considerable experience and
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observation has proved adapted to our climate. The species and

varieties of plants found here most desirable for use or ornament,

have been selected and described. This mass of material has been

modified and increased by pretty copious garden-notes of my own.

Still, it has been my object to make a useful and reliable, rather

than an original work.

Where an author's language suited my purpose, it was at once

incorporated into the text. If the expression is sometimes changed,

it is generally to make it more concise. To save repeated acknow-

ledgments and quotation-marks in the text, a list is appended of the

authors which occur to me from whom assistance has been derived.

The names of those to whom I am most indebted have a star pre-

fixed.

It was first intended merely to modify an English work—G. W.
Johnson's "Kitchen Gardening"—and adapt it to our own cli-

mate. Hence, his arrangement of articles in the alphabetical order

of their genera is adhered to. Plants similar in nature are thus

grouped together, and some repetition is avoided. But that work

not proving so available as expected, and botanical names being

still in a state of change,"^" not many articles were prepared before

I regretted not having followed the common method, which is cer-

tainly more convenient for reference to all except botanists. But

as the index renders it easy to find any plant by its common name,

the arrangement of the articles was of too little importance to be

changed at that period.

The necessity of a Southern work on Gardening is felt by every

Horticulturist in our midst. Our seasons difier from those of the

Northern States, in heat and dryness, as much as the latter do

from those of England. Treatises perfectly adapted to their cli-

mate we are obliged to follow very cautiously. English works

require the exercise of a still greater degree of judgment in the

reader, the climate of England being still more cool and humid.

Again, our mild winters admit of garden-work nearly every day of

the year. All the heavy operations of trenching, manuring, laying

out, pruning, and planting trees, shrubs, and hardy ornamental

plants, are at that season most conveniently performed.

Chervil, for instance, is now Chserophylum sativum.
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In this particular aspect, our climate is much like that of the

south of England. Hence, while the calendars of operations, in

works prepared for the Northern States, seldom agree with our

practice, those in English works are often found to coincide with it.

But even where the time of performing certain operations is the

same in both countries, the long, dry summers, and still milder win-

ters, of this climate, often render necessary a peculiar mode of per-

forming the same.

We need, then, works upon Gardening specially adapted to our

latitude and wants. But, with the exception of the valuable msCt-

ter scattered through our Agricultural and Horticultural periodi-

cals. Holmes' " Southern Farmer and Market Gardener," written

some years since, and briefly treating of the kitchen garden depart-

ment merely, is the only work containing anything reliable on the

subject.

The chief original features, then, of this work, are, that it endea-

vors to give more or less information upon the whole subject of

Gardening ; and information, too, that is practically adapted to

our climate, habits and requirements. In the fruit-garden depart-

ment, especially, a good deal of new matter is to be found. Through-

out the entire work, processes are frequently described, and methods

of culture given, which are suited only to climates and seasons like

our own. Those varieties of plants and trees are pointed out which

experience has proved are least adapted to our orchards and gar-

dens. Analyses of the most important vegetables and fruit-trees

are supplied, both to gratify a rational curiosity and to assist those

who wish to experiment in special manures—which should be very

cautiously ventured upon in the present state of our knowledge.

Unusual prominence is also given to the general subject of manures,

as they are the foundation, not only of successful gardening, but of

profitable husbandry. The hints on Landscape-gardening have

been gathered, with great care, from the works of Downing, Lou-

den, Smith and others, and modified to suit our climate. In the

Flower-garden department, few varieties of plants are noticed that

have not grown under my own eye, and none that I do not know

are really fine. Besides the various works consulted, the experi-

ence of horticultural friends has been freely communicated. Valu-

able hints have been derived from Rev, Mr. Johnson and Mr.
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Thourmond, of Atlanta, Prof. J. P. Waddel, Dr. M. A. Ward and

Br. James Camak, of Athens, Kt. Rev. Bishop Elliott, of Savan-

nah, Dr. J. 0. Jenkyns and Mr. Affleck, of Mississippi ; and espe-

cially from J. Yan Buren, Esq.,* of Clarksville, Geo., whose suc-

cessful efiforts to make known and diffuse native southern varieties

of the apple rendered him a public benefactor. It is hoped we
shall yet see a work upon fruit-trees from his pen.

If this treatise, with all its imperfections, shall in any degree in-

crease the love of Gardening among us ; if it shall cause orchards

to flourish, shade-trees to embower, and flowers to spring up around

any Southern home, the author's purpose is accomplished.

* By an oversight, my own descriptions of the Batchelor, Maverick's Sweet,

Nickajack, Berry, Disharoon, Catooga, Comack's Sweet and Neverfail Apples, for

which Mr. Yan Buren furnished the specimens of fruit, are placed among the vari-

eties described by him.
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INTRODUCTION.
Gardening was man's first occupation. It has num-

bered among its votaries the wisest and best of our race,

and has been deemed in all ages a delightful employment.

But to yield pleasure or profit it must be prosecuted un-

derstandingly. He who desires in full the enjoyments

and advantages of a garden, must be qualified to* take

charge of it himself; must thoroughly understand the

principles and manipulations of horticulture ; must know

the qualities and requirements of his soil, and what may
be most satisfactorily produced from it in his peculiar

climate j in short, he should in all cases be capable of su-

perintending and directing advisedly its operations, really

knowing when they are well or ill done.

It is difficult to acquire this knowledge by reading or

simply looking on. It is easiest and most pleasantly gained

with implement in hand and a note-book in the pocket.

The readier way of understanding the directions of the

books, is to put them in practice. He who thus heartily

enters into the performance of horticultural operations,

will be fully rewarded by our good old mother earth in

health, profit, and pleasure In health, for not only does

the garden yield a choice and wholesome variety of fruits

and vegetables* most salutary for daily food, but the ex-

1*
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ercise afforded in moving the fresh soil, and the interest

excited hy the diversified operations of the garden, are

still more salutary. In profit—^but of that hereafter. In

pleasure—^for what is more delightful than to watch the

daily developments of that which our own hands have

planted, cultivated, and sheltered—or to witness, as the

skillful gardener will do, the constantly improving condi

tion of his soil, or to partake of the daily succession of

choice vegetables and luscious fruits brought to perfection

by his skill and care, or to enjoy the more spiritual and

refined pleasures of landscape and flower-gardening where

the eye is charmed with the greenness and breadth oflawns

grouped with all rare and magnificent trees, or with par-

terres gay with brilliant colors and profuse with beautiful

and perfect forms. But those who possess a taste for gar-

dening need no display of inducements to attract them to

their favorite haunts.

They will not seek in these pages for arguments in

favor of gardening, but for suggestions and instructions as

to the best methods of performing its operations.
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FORMATION ANi:) MANAGEMENT OF
GARDENS IN GENERAL.

Situation.—With us, gardening in all its departments

is generally deemed the peculiar province of the ladies*

and we cannot regret that it has fallen into their hands.

Had Mr. Downing lived at the South, he would never

have asked " What is the reason American ladies do not

love to work in their gardens V Hence the usual direc-

tion that the gardens should be formed near the house,

becomes with us doubly important. The situation of the

flower-garden and lawn should be immediately adjacent

to the dwelling, in order to yield the highest degree of

pleasure. The most satisfactory arrangement is to form

the lawn directly in front, and the flower-garden on the

side, sufficiently near to be overlooked by the drawing-

room windows, while the sides of the dwelling, in part, and

its entire rear, including the kitchen and servants' yard,

are sheltered and concealed by trees. A dwelling thus

embayed in well-grown trees is always regarded with

pleasure. As neither the fruit ot kitchen garden, espe-

cially the latter, can be considered ornamental, they should

not, though near the dwelling, be placed obtrusively in

view. Near they should be, as if either is distant, time is
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lost m watching its progress ; it is in danger of being ne-

glected ; and even if this is not the case, its choicest pro-

ducts may gratify the palate of any one besides its owner.

A good arrangement is to place them in immediate con-

nection with the pleasure-ground, proceeding from the

shrubbery to the fruit department, and thence to the

kitchen-garden. The latter should be near the stables, in

order that it may be copiously replenished with manure

without too great expenditure of labor.

Much, however, depends upon the soil. The best at

command, in the vicinity of the dwelling, should be chosen.

Proximity to water is also highly important, especially if

it can be readily employed for irrigation. Low situations

are more endangered by late and early frosts, but their

abundant moisture renders them desirable for summer
crops. A diversity of soils and exposures in the same in-

closure is desirable.

Care should be taken that the productiveness of the garden

be not diminished by the proximity of large trees, which

are injurious by their drip to all plants beneath them, and

by their shade and extended roots to those more remote.

The small fibrous roots of trees extend far beyond their

branches, and one is not safe from these devourers much
short of the length of the stem which they nourish. If

trees exist too valuable to be removed, dig a deep trench

near them, and cut off all roots that extend into it. This

will probably relieve the adjacent crops from their inju-

rious effects.

Aspect and Inclinatioiv.—A slight exposure to the

south and east is generally recommended. All good

gardeners take pride in having early crops, and this com-

pensates in some measure for their short duration in such

an exposure. A north-eastern aspect is to be avoided, as
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our worst storms are from that direction. A north-west-

ern exposure, though cold and late, is less liable to injury

from late and early frosts, as vegetation in such situations

is sheltered somewhat from the rising sun, and does not

suffer so much if it becomes slightly frozen. It is not the

frost that injures plants so much as the direct heat of the

sun falling upon the frozen leaves and blossoms.

Cabbage, cauliflower, strawberries, spinach, lettuce, and

other salads, are much more easily brought to perfection

in a northern aspect. Many of these run up to seed im-

mediately if exposed to the full • sun. The soil, too, is

usually richer, and will retain its fertility longer, other

things being equal, in a northern exposure. It is a great

advantage, if the garden slope at all, to have it slope in

more than one direction, giving a choice of exposure, and

generally also of soil, as it is thus adapted to. both late

and early crops. But when the drainage is good, a level

is to be preferred, as by the aid of the fences any desired

exposure can be obtained for particular plants. Indeed in

this climate nothing is more to be regarded than the in-

clination of the soil. Whatever be the situation or aspect,

a garden must be as level as possible. Any considerable

inclination in this latitude subjects the richest portion of

the soil to the danger of being washed away by our

violent storms. In the rich mellow soil of a garden culti-

vated as it should be, if there be any perceptible slope, a

single storm will cause a loss of manure and labor that

will require considerable expense to repair. If the ground

is not level at first, it will be economy to throw it at once

into terraces of convenient breadth. The steeps of these

can be clothed with blue grass or strawberry plants, to

prevent them from washing.

Size.—A garden should be proportioned to the size of
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the family, and their partiality for its different products.

A small garden with a suitable rotation of crops, and well

manured and cultivated, will yield more pleasure and

profit than an ordinary one of three times its size. An
active industrious hand can take care of an acre, well pro-

vided with hot-beds, cold frames, &c., keeping it in perfect

neatness and condition ; or if the plough and cultivator be

brought into requisition, as they should be in large gar-

dens, four times that amount can be under his care.

If but little room can be allowed near the house, cab-

bages, carrots, turnips, potatoes, and the common crops

can be grown in the field, if well enriched and cul-

tivated solely with the plough. The fruit garden should

be in a separate compartment, as the shade of the trees is

very injurious, and the exhaustion of the soil by their

roots still more so. Dwarf pears upon the quince stock

are the least injurious, and may be admitted into the

vegetable department.

Form.—The form w^ll often depend upon the situation

of the garden or inclination of the ground. When a

matter of choice, a square or parallelogram is most con-

venient for laying out the walks and beds. A parallelo

gram extending from east to west gives a long south wall

for shading plants in summer, and a long sheltered border

for forwarding early crops. In plantation gardening an

oblong shape has the further advantage of giving longer

rows for the plough.

Laying out.—Inlaying out, a broad walk wide enough

to admit a cart for manuring the plants, should run through

the centre from end to end, until you nearly reach the

border. Here may be a turning-place around an arbor or

tool-house. A border, eight to twelve feet wide, should
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extend all around, next the boundary- and next this should

be a walk, also entirely around, three or four feet wide.

If cultivated with the plough, this division into the borders,

and two large plats, will be sufficient, but the borders

should then be, at least twelve feet wide, to give room

enough for those vegetables that will not admit cultiva-

tion with this implement.

The other vegetables may be successfully cultivated in

these two plats, in long rows. Where the spade and hoe

are used, these oblong plats may be subdivided for con-

venience into smaller plats, by walks three feet wide, ex-

tending from-the borders to the main walk, and a portion

of these should be laid out each year by very narrow

alleys into beds, four feet wide, for onions, beets, carrots,

&c. The earth should be dug out of the main walks, four

inches deep, and spread evenly on each side over the

adjacent ground. The walks may be filled with gravel,

so as to be dry and comfortable, or fresh tan, if accessible,

will answer very well, and will keep out the weeds for

two years, when it should be used as a dressing for the

strawberry beds, and its place filled with a fresh supply.

No more walks or alleys should be made than are required

for convenience in gardening operations, and where it is

not desirable to admit a cart, the main walk need not be

over five or six feet wide.

Fencing.—The objects of fencing are to procure shel-

ter for delicate plants from cold winds, also shade for

those that require it, and, above all, to keep out of the

garden intruders of all kinds, that the owner may enjoy

its fruits without molestation. A high close board fence,

or a stone or brick wall, answers a tolerable purpose ; but

the only thing to be relied on is a living hedge. The
Osage Orange, Pyracanth, Cherokee, and single White
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Macartney roses are all good for this purpose. Osage

Orange plants may be raised from seed, or bought at the

nurseries for five or six dollars per thousand. The Pyra-

canth, or evergreen thorn, we have Mr. Affleck's authority

for stating, will make a hedge as effectual as the Osage

Orange, and, as it is an evergreen, is much the most desir-

able. The blossoms in Spring are very showy, and it is

covered in Winter with bright scarlet berries, and hence

it is often called the burning bush. It grows freely from

cuttings in sandy soil, but these cuttings should remain

in the nursery-bed a year to become well rooted before

use. Mr. Nelson gives the following directions for plant-

ing and trimming a hedge, which apply equally well to

Osage Orange and Pyracanth

:

"Planting.—First dig a trench where the hedge is

intended to be grown, two spades deep, throwing the sur-

face to one, and the subsoil to another side ; then throw

the surface soil down on the bottom of the trench, and if

it is very poor, add a little manure, or good surface earth,

or even dry oak leaves. Autumn is by far the best time

for transplanting, and can safely be done as soon as the

leaves are dropped. Cut down the plants to within four

inches above the roots before planting. Several authors

recommend planting in double rows, but according to my
experience in the management of hedges, (and I have

had a good deal in my life), I decidedly prefer single

rows. Assort the plants in two parcels, those of large

and those of small size, and lay the smaller ones aside for

the richest ground. Stretch the line firmly, and place the

plants in as straight a line as possible, one foot apart ; fill

vip the trench with earth, leaving about two inches above

ground
;
press the earth not too firmly, but water plenti-

fully, and after that, level the whole nicely."
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" Trimming.—It is perfectly useless to plant a hedge

and leave it to be killed by weeds, or grow without trim-

ming. A young hedge will require the same amount of

labor as a row of Indian corn. The plants having been cut

so much down, will, of course, start vigorously the ensuing

Spring. A good hedge ought never to be trimmed in

any other than in a conical shape. When trimmed in a

conical shape, every shoot taill enjoy thefull benefit of air y

lighty and moisture^ and by this simple and natural me-

thod, a hedge can be shorn into a strong wall of verdure^

so green and closefrom bottom to top, that even a sjmrrow

cannot, without difficulty, pass through it. In order to

make a hedge so thick and impervious as above men-

tioned, it is necessary to go to work even in the first sum-

mer, with a pair of hedge shears, pruning the young

growth, when about three months old, at the same time

laying down some of the most vigorous shoots to fill up

some vacant places near the ground ; these shoots may be

fastened to the ground with some hooked pegs ; they may

be considered as layers, will soon send up a number of

sprouts, and make the hedge impenetrable for pigs, and

nearly for rabbits. The young twigs may be trimmed in

a wedge shape, not more than one foot high, and at the

base, six inches broad. The next season the hedge may

be allowed to grow one foot higher, and three or four

inches wider at the base. Thus the management must be

continued until the hedge has attained the intended hight,

allowing an addition of four inches broader at the bottom,

for every foot more in hight. A hedge, regularly trim-

med twice a year, will, with the exception of the first

years, when it requires a little more care than afterward,

continue impenetrable for fifty or even one hundred

years."

The Cherokee rose, by planting the cuttings by the
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side of a plank or wire fence, two feet apart, will grow up

and cover it in a short time, and effectually repel man and

beast; but it requires constant sbortening in, or it is apt

to die out at the bottom, and become unsightly, and is in

all respects much inferior to the single white Macartney.

This is also an evergreen, and very easily grown from

cuttings. It is very thorny, and of beautiful foliage. It

never dies out at the bottom, whether pruned or not, and

is very hardy, and of luxuriant growth. The most satis-

factory fence can be made with this, by setting good chest-

nut or cedar posts, eight feet apart, with their small ends

charred, and planted about two and a half or three feet in

the ground. Upon this, form the usual paling fence, or

nail a good wide bottom board, and finish the fence with

stout wire, strained through holes in the posts. The wire

fence may be four feet high. The roses should be rooted

cuttings, and may be planted at first, even eight feet apart,

and by layering and training the bottom shoots, if the

ground is kept in good order, in three years it will repel

every intruder. It is better where plants are abundant,

to set them out four feet apart. This hedge requires less

pruning than any other to keep it impenetrable. The
holly would also make ah efficient and beautiful hedge,

were it not so difficult to transplant. My own hedge of

Macartney rose, where three years old, trained on a com-

mon fence of rails and paling, forms a barrier perfectly

secure, and very ornamental.

Soil.—In our fine climate, the character of the soil is

of much more importance than situation or aspect. The
mechanical texture is especially to be regarded, as on this

depends the proper retention of manure and moisture.

There are two grand divisions of soils, heavy and light,

which pass into each other by imperceptible gradations.
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Heavy soils are those in which clay predominates.

They are difficult to work, and in dry weather often bake

like a brick, and are not permeable to dews or light rains,

but after heavy rains, become so saturated that they are

a long time unfit to work, and the plants often die from

excess of moisture. The crops, too, are full ten days latei

in coming to perfection than in a good sandy loam. LigJit

soils include those in which sands or gravel are the chief

ingredients. The water that falls upon these soils passes

instantly through them, so that the crops suffer quickly

from drought. In these, vegetation is earlier, but they do

not readily combine with manures, the soluble parts of

which are leached through into the subsoil, or are washed

out by the rains, so that if manure be constantly applied,

they will yield but a moderate crop. Gravels are, in this

respect, from the coarseness of the particles, generally

worse than sands. Sandy soils are better adapted to tap

rooted plants and bulbs, and for striking cuttings of all

kinds, while clays are better fitted for plants with fibrous

roots.

In a garden designed for the cultivation of a variety of

plants, both a light sand and stiff clay are desirable. But

the best soil for general purpos'es, is a loam of medium

texture, arising from a suitable admixture of the two, as

they reciprocally correct the defects of each other, and

with the addition of organic matter, form a soil suited to

the cultivation of nearly all garden productions. Any soil

with judicious culture, draining, and manures, can be con-

verted into such a loam.

If either of the above soils contain in its composition

a large quantity of lime, it is called a calcareous soil,

and is adniirably fitted for the culture of fruit trees and

wheat.

An alluvial soil is that formed by the overflow of streams,
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or the deposition of various matters washed down from the

hills, and has generally a large proportion of vegetable

matter. It is exceedingly well suited for the kitchen

garden, requiring little manuring, and not suiBfering from

drought, but is not so well suited for fruit trees, with the

exception of the apple.

A peaty soil consists generally of vegetable mould, in a

state of very slow decomposition, and possesses generally

too much acidity for profitable cultivation, but when dried

and combined with the lime and salt mixture described

hereafter, and composted with animal matter, is a most

valuable addition to all soils.

The depth of a soil is quite as important as its texture.

If not naturally deep, it must be made so by trenching.

Deep soils retain a constant supply of moisture in dry

weather, so that the plants do not suffer; and they do not

become too wet in rainy seasons, as the earth drinks in

and retains the rain below the surface ; beside, they are

not so liable to wash away. If equally rich, they furnish

plants with a more abundant pasturage and supply of food

than shallow soils. Especially for all tap -rooted plants, a

deep soil is indispensable. In the preparation of your

garden, see that the ground is dry, deep, and rich. Good

vegetables will not grow in a wet soil. A shallow soil

will not furnish them with a regular supply of moisture,

and the crops growing upon a poor soil never pay for the

labor bestowed upon it.

A good garden soil must be not only of the proper depth

and texture, but, that vegetation may be healthy, must

contain not only alumina and silex, or, in other words,

clay and sand, in proper proportions, but also the other

inorganic or earthy matters found in plants. These are

carbonate and sulphate of lime, potash, soda, magnesia,

sulphur, phosphorus, oxide of iron, manganese, and chlo-
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rine, all which, except alumina, exist in plants, and some-

times form ten per cent, of their weight.

If any of these constituents are wanting, the soil is

defective, but it will not be fertile if all of them are pre-

sent, unless there is organic matter in the soil to afford an

abundant supply of ammonia and carbonic acid to the

growing crop.

Improvement of the Soil.—A soil may be improved

in texture by the addition of any necessary constituents

for the growth of plants which may be wanting.

The texture of a clayey soil can be rendered more per-

vious by thorough draining, deep trenching, and by the

application of sand, ashes, lime, and unfermented manure.

So much sand is required to produce any perceptible ef-

fect in improving a heavy clay, that it is the most expen-

sive mode of improvement. Ashes and lime both have

the property of rendering heavy soils lighter and light

soils more tenacious, and both more productive, especially

for potatoes, turnips, beets, and peas, which delight in cal-

careous soils. In cold climates, ploughing clay lands

deeply in the fall, and exposing them to the action of the

Winter's frost, is very beneficial, but in sections where

there is little frost and abundant and heavy rains, it is

worse than useless. Turning under coarse vegetable or

carbonaceous matter, as straw, leaves, pine brush, corn-

stalks, a crop of cow peas, or any other green crop, bog or

leaf mould, decomposed peat, and even tanbark itself, so

deeply beneath the surface as not to interfere with culti-

vation, will by the slow decomposition of these materials

much increase the fertility of a clay soil by improving its

texture.

The frequent working of the soil with the hoe and

spade, admitting the ammonia and fertilizing gases of the
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atmosphere is itself very beneficial to clay soils, if done

when the earth is dry. A clay soil is exceedingly injured

if worked wet. A clay soil is so difficult to work, and so

liable to bake into a hard crust after every rain, that it

will well repay where materials for the purpose are at all

convenient to lay out a good deal of time and labor in

improving its mechanical texture.

The texture of a sandy soil is much more easily im-

proved than a clay, as the per centage of clay required to

convert any sand into a loam is not very large and can

easily be added. Fortunately too in sandy soils, clay is

generally near at hand, often lying but a few inches be-

neath the surface. A few loads of stiff clay, scattered

thinly over the surface in Autumn, are worth more ap-

plied to such a soil than any manure, for the clay will

render manures permanent in their effect, which else

would leach through without benefit to the crops; the

effect of the clay itself is lasting. Lime, as before ob-

served, stiffens the texture of a sandy soil, and gympsum
has the same effect. Ashes are also an excellent and pro-

fitable dressing to such a soil, leached or unleached, but

the best of all applications is a good clay marl. Peat,

vegetable manure, and carbonaceous matters of all kinds,

as refuse charcoal, are good applications to sandy soils, as

they enable them better to retain the fertilizing properties

of the manure applied, if they do not much affect the

texture of the soil. Sandy soils very often rest upon a

clay bottom, so that the thorough trenching a garden

should receive, will often greatly improve its texture.

Working such a soil while wet, and the continual use of

the roller will also render it more tenacious. But clay is

the great improver, and it is astonishing how small a

quantity of fine clay will cement a loose sand into a good

loam.
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To conclude, in regard to the texture of soils, clioose

or make for your garden a loam of medium texture a lit-

tle inclined to sand, and the finer its particles the better.

Clays and sands both become objectionable, as they de-

part, from this friable loamy texture, and the first step in

their improvement is to bring them to this condition. A
medium consistency best agrees with vegetation.

The depth of soil in the garden is as likely to need im-

provement as its texture. A deep soil is necessary that

the roots may penetrate it freely in search of food, and

be able to endure our summer droughts. The roots of a

strawberry have been traced ^lyq feet down in a deep rich

soil. The diflPerence in freshness and growth of plants

raised upon trenched soils, and those growing upon soils

prepared in the common manner is remarkable. In lawns,

the color of the grass will indicate very exactly the

greater or less depth of the soil. The depth of soils may
be increased by subsoil ploughing, or trenching.

Subsoil ploughing is much cheaper and answers a very

good purpose when the spot to be prepared is large. A
common turning plough goes first, and ploughs as deep a

furrow as practicable. It is followed by the subsoil plough

in the same furrow, which loosens the soil without turning

it up to the depth of eighteen or twenty inches, unless it

is a stiff clay or gravel.

Trenching is the mode of improving the depth of the

soil in smaller gardens, and is performed in this manner

:

At one end of the plot to be trenched, you dig with the

spade a trench three feet wide, and two feet deep ,* you

throw the earth out on the side away from the plot to be

trenched. Shovel the bottom clean, and make the sides

perpendicular, leaving a clear open trench the width of

the plot. Open another trench the same width, and put

the surface spadeful of that into the bottom of the former
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trencli, and tlie next spadeful upon that, until opened to

the same depth as thej^r^^ one. When the plot is entirely

trenched in this way, the last trench will remain open,

which must he filled with the earth thrown out from the

first one, which finishes the work. If the subsoil is poor

and gravelly, it is better to take off the top spadeful, and

loosen up the bottom to the required depth, with a pick,

without bringing it to the surface. If the soil requires it,

as it generally will, layers of manure may be added to

those of earth, alternately. If the soil is too sandy, clay

and other amendments must be added ; while if too heavy,

woods-earth, leaves, muck, straw, tan-bark, or any other

vegetable refuse can be alternated, putting the coarsest

materials at the bottom. Tan-bark, particularly, should

be buried at least six inches below the surface, unless the

ground is to be cropped with strawberries or Irish potatoes,

to which it is advantageous.

Trenching is an expensive operation, costing some thirty

or forty dollars per acre, but " nothing," says Mr. Barry,

'*is so expensive and troublesome, as an ill-prepared soil."

This process is found to be of great advantage in England,

where there is no lack of moisture, and still more so by the

market gardeners of the Northern States, while in our own
dry, warm climate, it is, as I know by trial, absolutely indis-

pensable. Ground thus prepared is not so liable to wash

away, as it will readily soak up the heaviest rain, if properly

terraced. There is no point of greater importance than this.

Poor ground deeply moved, is better than rich with shallow

tillage, and when the ground has been prepared once in this

manner, it will feel the benefit forever after. Increasing

the depth of the soil in this mode, is to all intents and pur-

poses increasing the size of your garden ; for one-fourth

of an acre thus prepared, will yield in a dry season, as

much as an acre will, with shallow tillage ; and the growth
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of the plants in a good season, will be fully doubled.

Trees especially feel the benefit of this preparation, and

all fruit gardens should be thus prepared. No matter how
deep you may work the soil for trees or plants, their fibres

will penetrate it, and feel the good effect.

Trenching should be performed in the fall— the coarse

manure dug in at that time. At the top it should be well

manured with well rotted dung, charcoal dust, ashes, or

other good manure, dug in shallowly, taking care to level

the ground while trenching, so as to prevent washing.

Another good coat of compost should be added just before

planting in the spring.

Manures.—Soils are also improved by supplying any

necessary constituents of plants in which they are partly

or wholly deficient ; in other words, by the application of

manures. Anything which being added to the soil directly

or indirectly, promotes the growth of plants, is a manure.

They are of two classes. Organic and inorganic. The
first embracing animal and vegetable, and the second min-

eral manure. Manures directly assist vegetable growth

either by entering into the composition of plants, by ab-

sorbing and retaining moisture from the atmosphere, or by
absorbing from it nutritive gases.

Manures indirectly assist the growth of plants either by

destroying vermin or weeds by decomposing in the soil,

and rendering available any stubborn organic remains, by
protecting plants from sudden changes of temperature, or

by improving the texture of the soil.

All the above properties probably never are combined

in any one manure, each being characterized by*superiority

in some one of the above qualities.

The manures most generally applicable, are those com-

posed of substances which directly enter into and are essen*

2
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tial to the growth of plants. What are these substances ?

If you burn dried vegetables, a few ashes only remain

;

less than one-tenth of their substance. This is all the plant

got necessarily from the soil. Over ninety per cent, has

escaped into the air, from which the plant derived it imme-

diately or remotely. The composition of their ashes, va-

ries in different species of plants, and slightly in the same

species, when grown in different soils ; but they are always

a valuable manure for that species, and when slowly dis-

solved in the soil, furnish the roots with just the salts re-

quired to nourish the growing plant.

But over nine pounds in every ten, have disappeared

under the action of fire. The substances expelled are car-

bon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen; all essential to

growth, and which must be furnished to the plant, or it

will perish. Carbon, nearly pure, occurs in charcoal in a

solid form, comp6sing all of this substance but the ash.

Carbon uniting with the oxygen of the air, forms the car-

bonic acid gas, so destructive to animal life when charcoal

is burned in a close room. The carbon of plants is derived

partly by the absorbtion of carbonic acid gas from the air by
their leaves ; but the roots, also, extract a portion of the

same gas from the soil. We can increase the supply of this

by vegetable manure, such as decayed leaves and other car-

bonaceous matters, which, slowly decomposing, supply the

roots with abundant food. The others occur only as gases

or in combination with other substances. Oxygen forms

nearly half the substance of the globe. It unites with hy-

drogen, forming eight-ninths of the water we drink ; and

with nitrogen forming one-fifth of the air we breathe. With
carbon it forms the carbonic acid described above. The oxy-

gen of plants is derived from all of the above sources, being

placed abundantly within the reach of every living thing.

Hydrogen, in combination with oxygen, forms one-ninth
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of the weight of water; with carbon, it composes carbu-

retted hydrogen, and with nitrogen, ammonia. The main

supply of hydrogen is derived from water, a portion, how-

ever, is obtained from the ammoniacal and other gases

which pass from decomposing organic substances, and

from the absorption of soluble organic matters in the soil.

Of all the substances that minister directly to the growth

of plants, by entering into their composition, nitrogen is

perhaps the most necessary to supply. Though it forms

four-fifths of the atmosphere, yet in thi« state plants can-

not appropriate it. It unites with hydrogen forming am-

monia, and with oxygen forming nitric and nitrous acids,

from which compounds plants derive the small proportions

they appropriate. Though the proportion of nitrogen

existing in plants is small, yet it is not the less essential

;

but in fact, is that which is most needful to place within

their reach. Ammonia is the substance from which plants

derive most of their nitrogen. Ammonia or hartshorn is

the gas given out by the common smelling salts. It is

that which gives to animal manures their peculiar value.

This gas enters immediately into the circulation of

plants. We all know how luxuriantly plants grow in

putrid animal manure.

This is owing to the ammonia given off by the manure,

and appropriated directly by the plants, supplying them

with both its constituents nitrogen and hydrogen. Indeed

the value of manure is measured by the amount of am-

monia it contains, not because ammonia is more essential

than some of the other constituents of plants, but because

more difficult to obtain in sufiicient quantity. Manures

that are rich in nitrogen, readily pass into a state of fer-

mentation, and the abundant ammonia given off will often

burn the plants with which it comes in contact ; hence
they are called hot manures, as guano, horse and pig
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manure. Thesa are most valuable for clays,which retain

the fertilizing gases and store them up for use.

Manures deficient in nitrogen, like those of all rumina-

ting animals and all kinds of vegetable manures are called

cold, and are best fitted for sandy soils, to which they

give tenacity and the power of retaining moisture and

ammonia.

The decayed parts rendered soluble of any plant as

well as its ashes are among the best manures for plants of

its own species. Vineyards have been kept fertile by

digging into the soil the fresh prunings of the vines, and

indeed, increase in richness from the slight manuring their

own leaves afford. So forests are enriched by falling

leaves.

After the oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen, are

driven off by combustion, the small per centage of ashes

remaining is made up of the following substances, viz.

chlorine, sulphur, phosphorous, silica or sand, potash, soda

lime, magnesia, and oxide of iron, all which in greater or

less proportions enter into the composition of our garden

crops, and must be supplied if wanting in the soil. Of

these, less general, or as they are called special manures,

lime and sulphur are most cheaply supplied by sulphate

of lime or gypsum, that being composed of sulphur, oxy-

gen and lime. It is a component of turnips, peas, and

beans, and if not already in the soil is a useful application

to these crops.

Phosphorous and lime can be supplied by crushed

bones, a most valuable manure, composed gf phosphate

of lime and from thirty-four to fifty per cent, of gelatine,

which latter substance rapidly putrifies and becomes

available in supplying ammonia. The phosphate of lime

is found in wheat, peas, beans, cucumbers, potatoes, garlic,

&c., &c. Wood ashes afford the cheapest mode of sup-
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plying potash. Chlorine and soda are found in many-

plants, and are best supplied from refuse common salt,

which not only enters into the composition of plants, but

is otherwise beneficial as shown hereafter. Phosphate of

lime and potash are the additions miost frequently needed

by soils.

Let us now examine the constituents of common stable

manure, and note its value as a direct food for plants. It

contains.

Carbon,

Hydrogen,

Oxygen,

Nitrogen.

Carbonate of lime,

Found in all plants.

do. of sodaJ ^^"^'•^t-

Muriate of potash, in cucumbers, garlic, &c.

Chlorine of sodium, \ ^ x i x
' I In most plants,

bulphate of soda, )

do. of potash, in cucumbers, garlic, &c.

Magnesia in grains of all kinds.

Phosphate of lime, |
Potatoes, vines, onions,

( peas, beans, grain.

Oxide of Iron, \

Alumina, > In most plants.

Silica. )

Thus, the value of stable manure is readily seen, every

part of it has been formed of vegetable products, and is

ready when rendered soluble to enter into and minister

again to their growth. So of every other manure com-

posed of animal and vegetable remains, bones included.

It is not enough, however, that a substance contain the

essential components of the plant to which it is to be

applied. It must be in such a state, that the plants may
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appropriate them, hence, animal matters which are easily

rendered soluble, have a much greater effect when first

applied, than vegetable manures, but the latter are more

permanent as their constituents gradually become soluble.

It is by putrefaction that all animal and vegetable remains

are rendered available to plants, but if they are allowed to

putrefy without care, the loss is immense^-the soluble parts

are washed away, the gases pass off into the air, and at

least 50 per cent, of the manure is dissipated.

Some manures ameliorate the soil by absorbing and re-

taining moisture from the atmosphere. This property is

as beneficial to a clay as to a sandy soil during drought,

as at such times clays are often baked so as to be imper-

vious to the dew, and suffer nearly or quite as much as

more sandy soils. The best absorbents of moisture are

stable manure, thoroughly decomposed tanbark, and the

manure of the cow and pig, in the order named. After

these come sheep and fowl manure, salt, soot, and even

burnt clay is not without its virtue. All these absorbents

are much more effectual when finely divided, and the soil

itself is a good absorbent in proportion to its richness, and

the friability produced by frequent culture. In the power

of retaining moisture absorded, pig manure stands pre-

eminent, next that of the horse, then common salt and

soot.

Some manures are beneficial in absorbing not only mois-

ture, but nutritious gases from the atmosphere which they

yield to the roots in a concentrated form. All animal and

vegetable manures have the power of attracting oxygen

from the air during decomposition.

Charcoal and all carbonaceous matters have the power

of absorbing carbonic acid gas in large quantities, supply-

ing constantly to the roots of plants an atmosphere of

carbonic acid, which is renewed as quickly as it is ab-
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stracted. The same substances are especially valuable for

their power of absorbing ammonia. Charcoal will absorb

ninety times its volume of ammoniacal gas which can be

separated by simply moistening it with water.

Decayed wood absorbs seventy times its volume, while

leaf mould, perfectly rotted tanbark, and in fact all

vegetable manures are exceedingly valuable in this re-

spect.

Manures indirectly assist the growth of plants by de-

stroying weeds and predatory vermin. This is not a

property of animal and vegetable manures, (except that

guano repels most insects,) they foster these enemies of

the crop, but salt, lime and ashes applied to the surface of

the soil are very destructive to nearly all insects, while

the roots of weeds and grasses if composted with the salt

and lime mixture are completely destroyed, and converted

into an excellent manure.

Anotker indirect action of manure in assisting the growth

of plants, is in decomposing and rendering available any

stubborn organic substances in the soil. Stable manure

and all decomposing animal and vegetable substances

have a tendency to promote the decay of any organic re-

mains in the soil. All putrescent substances hasten the

process of putrefaction in other organic bodies with which

they come in contact. Even peat and tanbark mingled

with stable dung, and Icejpt moist are converted into good

manure ; common salt in small proportions has a similar

septic property, and the efficacy of lime in this respect is

well known.

But the most valuable agent in decomposing organic

substances is the salt and lime mixture made as follows

:

Take three bushels of unslacked lime, dissolve a bushel

of salt in as little water as possible, and slake the lime

therewith—^if the lime will not take up all the brine at
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once,which it will, if good and fresh burned, turn it over

and let it lie a day and add a little more of the brine,

daily turning and adding until all is taken up.

This salt and lime mixture is exceedingly valuable. It

destroys the odor of putrefying animal matters, while it

retains the ammonia. Of itself it supplies plants with

chlorine, lime and soda, all of which are requisite. Any
vegetable refuse whatever, leaf mould, turf, straw, chips,

and even tanbark, if kept moist and sprinkled throughout

with this mixture, become thoroughly decomposed in a

very short time, and if used for the bottom of pig-pens,

stables and yards where they can absorb the urine, they

become the very best of manures.

Another indirect agency of manures, is in protecting

plants from sudden changes of temperature. There is no

doubt, that rich soils and those abounding in animal and

vegetable remains are less liable to change their tempera-

ture with the incumbent atmosphere, than those of poorer

constituents, for the decomposition of manures gives warmth

to the soil. Corn can be grown in high latitudes upon

rich land only, upon a poor soil it would perish. Some
manures as salt, it is asserted, protect plants from suffering

by sudden reduction of temperature by entering into their

systems—stimulating and rendering them more vigorous

impregnating their sap and rendering it less likely to be

congealed. This is doubtful.

The last indirect effect of manures upon plants is by

improving the texture of the soils in which they grow.

Decomposing in the ground they leave interstices as they

become less in bulk, making it more light and porous.

The effect of manure in rendering a stiff soil light and

porous is very well known. It is equally true that vege-

table manures give to sandy soils greater tenacity, enabling

them better to retain moisture and ammonia.
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Having considered the modes in wliich manures act

upon the growth of plants, a still more important inquiry

remains, viz. : What manures can we obtain and render

available. The scarcity of manures at the South is a great

difficulty in gardening. But a small amount of live stock

is kept by our planters in proportion to the number of

acres in cultivation. What is thus obtai;aable is not well

husbanded, and is needed on the plantation for corn and

cotton. Still, on most country places, enough is wasted to

supply not only the garden, but to leave a surplus for the

plantation. In town, wherever a horse and cow can be kept,

enough can be made for a large garden, while even a pig if

kept at work in his pen with the aid of soap-suds from the

house, will convert some fifteen loads of weeds, yard sweep-

ings, chips, tanbark, and leaves, into a valuable manure.

Of Saline Manures, the most available are ashes leached

and unlcached, which should be most carefully saved, as

potash is one of the elements most speedily exhausted

from the soil. They contain besides potash, phosphoric

and sulphuric acids, manganese, chlorine, soda, magnesia,

carbonate of lime, and soluble silica. They may be

applied directly to any crops and especially to fruit trees.

Composted with swamp, earth, and other vegetable m9,t-

ter, they correct its acidity, and form an excellent manure
for all crops, and in connection with lime form the best

compost for orchard purposes.

Lime may be applied in this compost for trees, but for

all garden crops, the lime and salt mixture affords a suffi-

ciency for the growing crops. Shell lime is the best to

employ, as it contains some phospate of lime which is still

more valuable. If lime is used alone, mix it intimately

with the surface soil, but do not plough or spade it in. Its

effect in improving the texture of soils, we have already

considered.

2*
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All the constituents of the lime and salt mixture are

available to plants, the caustic lime decomposes the salt

forming chloride of calcium, while the soda set free, draws

carbonic acid from the atmosphere and becomes a carbonate.

Lime decomposes all organic matters, but it drives off the

ammonia, and hence, should not be used in connection

with animal manure. The mixture is still better than

lime for decomposing organic matters, and besides does not

drive off the ammonia therein.

Lime rubbish from old brick walls, and the plastering

of old houses, absorb nitrogen from the air, forming nitrate

of lime. This salt furnishes nitrogen abundantly to plants.

This rubbish also contains a portion of hair and silicate of

lime, and is a very powerful manure. One ton is suffi-

cient for an acre.

Common salt on lands so distant from the sea, that the

spray does not reach them, is a very beneficial manure.

The refuse salt which has been used for bacon is the most

valuable, as it contains in addition the blood and juices of

the meat which greatly increase its value. It may be di-

rectly applied to asparagus without injury, and at the rate

of six or eight bushels per acre applied in autumn, it benefits

all garden crops, keeping the soil moist and free from in-

sects and worms. Gypsum enters into the composition of

many crops, but a very small quantity will suffice. One
bushel per acre yearly is all that is needed. In absorbing

ammonia from the manure heap, charcoal dust and leaf

mould are much cheaper.

Marl where it can be obtained may be applied with ad-

vantage especially to sandy soils. It is generally benefi-

cial in proportion to the quantity of lime it contains.

Soot is rich in ammonia ; very little of this can be pro-

cured, but it should be carefully preserved and applied in

small quantities to cabbage and other plants infested with
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insects. It drives these off and its ammonia also promotes

the growth of the plants.

Among the vegetable matters which may add to the

stock of manures for the garden, the very best is cotton

seed where it can be obtained. If the husk were removed

and the remainder reduced to an equally dried state, it

would scarcely be inferior in strength to guano itself. It

may be applied with advantage to any crop.

Charcoal renders the soil light and friable, gives it a

dark color and additional warmth for early crops. The
bed whereon charcoal has been burnt is always marked

by a more vigorous growth of plants when it becomes

sufficiently mixed with earth. It contains also small

quantities of silicate of potash and other fertilizing salts.

It absorbs botli carbonic acid and ammonia from the

air, and yields them to the roots of plants. It is most

marked in its effects on plants which require abundant

nitrogen. As it is indestructible, its beneficial effects last

as long as it remains in the soil, supplying the spongioles

or rootlets of plants with an atmosphere of -carbonic acid

which is renewed as fast as abstracted. Its good effects

begin to be seen when the dust is applied at the rate of

forty bushels per acre. Charcoal is invaluable for destroy-

ing the odor of decaying animal matter, retaining all the

gases in its own substance ready to yield them up for the

use of plants. Hence, the best application of this sub-

stance is not directly to the soil, but to compost it with

putrescent animal matters, urine ar night soil, of which it

will absorb all the odor and fertilizing gases given off

during their decomposition. Composted with the last

named substance, it becomes poudrettCi and is second only

to guano as a fertilizer.

In striking cuttings or potting plants, charcoal is a

valuable substitute for sand, plants rooting in with greater
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certainty. Fine charcoal can be obtained in considerable

quantities from the old hearths where it has been buried,

also the refuse of smith's shops, founderies, and machine

shops. All the refuse of the garden that will not decay,

pea-brush, trimmings of trees, cabbage and corn stalks, to-

gether with tanbark, saw-dust, fresh shavings may be

collected, the coarser materials placed at the bottom and

set on fire when the heap is building, then covered with

the finer, beating all well together, cover it well with short

moist,rubbish weeds and clods. Bermuda grass turf is the

best material for this purpose if you are troubled with it.

Thrust a stake in different places that the fire may run

through the entire heap, and if it breaks out in any of

these, stop them with rubbish or earth and make holes in

a new place. When finished and the fire put out, store it

up for use. The roasted turf a» well as the charcoal is a

most valuable manure, especially for roses.

Beside charcoal, there are many other vegetable sub-

stances of great value, as absorbents of the fertilising salts

and gases that would otherwise escape from animal

manures. Carbonaceous matter of every sort should be

provided for this purpose. Gather the leaves of trees of

all kinds including pine straw. They contain all the sub-

stances necessary for the growth of the plants from which

they fall, and in the proportion needed for new growth.

Throw them into the stables and yards, moisten them and

sprinkle them with the lime and salt mixture, and if kept

in a damp state and turned over once or twice, they form

the best manure known for all kinds of trees and shrubs,

and indeed afford all the necessary constituents organic

and inorganic of all cultivated plants.

Another valuable absorbent is swamp muck. Gather

the black earth of swamps, place in piles and let it dry

out the superfluous moisture, haul itjto the compost heap
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or yard, and mix with every load a bushel and a half of

the lime and salt mixture intimately while it is in a

moderately moist state, and in thirty days it will be de-

composed. Upon a layer of this earth six inches thick,

spread a coat of fresh stable manure, each day covering it

with ten times its quantity of prepared muck which will

absorb all the gases and salts. Let the pile accumulate

until four feet high, and then turn it all over, mix it intim-

ately, and cover the whole with a thick coat of prepared

muck. If too dry to ferment, add water, and in three

weeks it will be fit for use, and will be found equal to

common stable manure, and is entirely free from insects of

all kinds. In reducing composts of all kinds, the heap

must be kept moist or no fermentation will be produced,

keeping it " always moist but never leached " is the way
to produce a strong compost.

A thick layer of the muck should be kept also in the

hog-pens and stables to absorb the urine, removing the

solid manure from the latter daily, and the muck at the

end of each week. Upon this muck also the house slops

of all kinds should be poured and where charcoal is not

employed, a bushel every three days should be thrown

into the privy to destroy the offensive gases produced.

Swamp muck may also be reduced with ashes or lime,

either of which will destroy all acid properties. The salt

and lime mixture is the best and usually the cheapest, but

leached ashes mixed with carbonaceous matter have an

additional part of their potash, rendered soluble and avail-

able for plants, and should be used thus where obtain-

able.

Of still more value is leaf mould or the black surface

soil of the woods. This is free from the acid properties of

swamp muck, and may be applied directly to most plants

in the flower garden, many of which will not flourish un^
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less this material is present in the soil. It is of still more

importance for potting plants in the greenhouse. For the

kitchen and fruit garden it is best composted like swamp
muck with fresh animal manure.

Another material abounding in carbon which may, to

some extent, be used as an absorbent of animal manure is

tanbark. It may be beneficially applied directly to straw-

berries, to which it answers the double purpose of mul-

ching and manure. But the crowns of the plants must

not be covered ; for all purposes it should be obtained as

much decomposed as possible.

Tan may be applied directly to Irish potatoes when
ready to cover in the furrow. After they are dropped fill

the furrow even with the surface with tan, and finish by

covering this with earth. A little of the lime and salt

mixture is applied with the tan to great advantage. It

improves the yield materially and the quality also, as all

carbonaceous matters do. Where swamp muck or leaf

mould can be obtained, it is hardly worth while to use

tan as an absorbent of animal manures. It is very diffi-

cult to reduce, but if kept moist the lime and salt mixture

will do it. It may be strewed in the stock yard, six or eight

inches thick, and sprinkled pretty thickly with the mix-

ture. The treading of the stock will mix it. Let the

whole be turned over in a moist state once or twice, and

in the course of the winter it will become a valuable ap-

plication to the plants that do well with fresh manure.

There are abundant elements of fertility in tan but it is

more difficult to render them available than with any other

vegetable substance
;
perhaps the readiest and most profit-

able method is to char it. Decayed chips, sawdust,

shavings, &c., are best applied to Irish potatoes, as directed

in the case of tanbark. They should be covered with soil

to promote a more speedy decay.
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Green Manures.—There are various crops raised to turn

into the ground in a fresh state for fertilizing it. For

this purpose all the weeds of the garden should be eni

ployed while green unless they are thrown to the pig.

Over any vacant spots in the garden not wished to be used

in autumn, rye or barley can be sown which will keep the

soil from washing, and when large enough may be either

cut for the cow or turned into the soil as the plots are

wanted for ujae.

Spinach should be sown in considerable quantities as it

grows all winter and spaded into the soil in the spring

adds a good deal to its fertility—the seed in any quantity

can be saved with little trouble. The most important

class of manures is that derivedfrom animals. All animal

manures when compared with the preceding class are rich

in nitrogen, easily decomposed and rendered soluble, but

though the effect of this class of substances is much more

obvious it is not so lasting.

The greatest attention should be paid to collecting,

preserving, and economizing animal manure. Its great

value consists in certain volatile and soluble substances

which in the common mode of preserving manure are dis-

sipated in the air or washed away by heavy rains. In

this climate to shelter it from the sun and rain is very

necessary. All animal matter is either directly or indirect-

ly derived from vegetable substances, hence, every portion

of the same that can be rendered soluble is a valuable food

for plants. Among the most important animal substances

employed as manures are urine and dung of all kinds.

The first of these is almost invariably wasted, though in

the case of the cow, it is of more value than the solid ex-

crements. It should be carefully saved by bedding the

yard and stables with swamp muck or some other absorb-

ent. Urine is particularly rich in ammonia. This may
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be absorbed by tbe muck or its strength may be retained

by sprinkling the floor of stables and the manure heap

frequently with fine charcoal or plaster of Paris. Gypsum
sprinkled upon the floors of stables forms a compound

like the urate of commerce, so powerful that 500 pounds

will amply manure an acre. If you can obtain no other

absorbent, even tanner's bark is not without its value,

but the weeds, sweepings of walks, and other refuse of the

garden are to be preferred. Urine may also be diluted

with three times its weight of water and permitted to

grow stale and be applied at night or in moist weather

directly to the growing crops. The principal animal

manures are those of the horse, the hog, the cow, and the

sheep. Of these horse manure is most valuable in its

fresh state. That of the hog comes next, then that of the

ox, while the cow is at the bottom of the list because most

of the enriching substances in her food go to the formation

of milk, leaving the manure comparatively weakened.

The manures of animals is far richer than their food, be-

cause it contains more nitrogen, the carbon and oxygen of

the food being taken up by the lungs and blood to sustain

the animal heat. The richer the food given to animals

the more powerful is the manure. If animal manures are

employed in a fresh state they should be mixed intimately

with the soil and given to such coarse feeding crops as

corn and the garden pea. But nearly all plants do better

if the manure is .composted and fully fermented before

use. Pig manure used alone is pernicious to the growth
of the cabbage and turnip tribe, and gives an unpleasant

taste to many other vegetables, but composted with muck or

mould it is much more beneficial as well as more durable.

In managing animal manures, decomposition must be

promoted to convert the nitrogen into ammonia—the vola-

tile parts must be preserved from dissipation in the air,
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and the soluble portions from being washed out by rains.

That it may ferment, it must be kept in a body that heat

may be generated and its natural moisture retained, while

beneath it a layer of some absorbent substance should be

placed to receive and retain its soluble parts, and as fast

as it is thrown from the stables it should be covered with

layers of muck to retain the ammonia. Horse manure,

especially, should not be exposed at all, it begins to heat

and lose nitrogen almost immediately as may be perceived

by the smell. Mix it with other manures and cover it

with absorbents as soon as possible.

The manure of birds is richer than that of any other

animals ; as the solid and liquid excrements are mixed to-

gether, it is particularly rich in nitrogen and the phos-

phates. Three or four hundred weight of the manure of

fowls, turkeys, &c., is of equal value with from fourteen to

eighteen loads of animal manure. Guano is a manure of this

class. It is the manure of sea-birds which has accumulated in

tropical latitudes where it seldom or never rains. These

birds feed upon fish entirely, hence, the manure is re-

markably rich in nitrogen. Guano is this substance with

the water evaporated. The Peruvian and Bolivian are

the best varieties, and when these can be bought pure,

delivered at not over three dollars to three dollars and a

half per hundred weight, it is generally the cheapest

manure to be obtained as it is so easily applied—^the labor

of applying other manures often approaching the price of

guano. It is well to apply about two hundred weight per

acre with one half the usual quantity of other manure.

Guano should never in a fresh state come in contact with

seeds or the roots of plants as it is sure to destroy their

vitality. In setting out fruit trees and shrubs of -all kinds

guano is the cheapest and most convenient manure to

apply. After the holes are dug, sprinkle the bottom
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thinly with a handful of guano. Cover this at least three

inches deep. On this you may plant your trees with

safety, and after the roots are covered a little more may
he sprinkled and the whole covered with soil. But the

great value of guano is in forming liquid manure, one

pound of guano to five gallons of water applied once a week
will add wonderfully to the growth of any plants watered

with this mixture. For very delicate plants twice the

ahove quantity of water should be given. If guano is not

to he had, the manure of fowls is a good suhstiture. This

liquid is especially valuable in the flower garden. It

must be poured upon the roots and not upon the leaves or

collars of the plants. On lawns, a pound sprinkled upon
each square rod will restore their verdure. A great ad-

vantage of applying guano is that no seeds of weeds are

scattered in the soil.

Night soil and chamber slops should be composted as

before directed with charcoal or the black mould from the

woods.

(xypsum may be added to the mixture, all smell is

thus destroyed and an offensive nuisance is converted into

a valuable application to any crop. Where charcoal is

freely used this substance becomes perfectly inodorous.

Guano and poudrette are the best possible manures for

the cabbage tribe and other plants that need phosphates

and nitrogen. Both these manures are exceedingly pow-

erful but their effects do not last heyond one season. The
fertilizing properties exist in the right proportions to be

taken up at once by the plants, and nearly all their nutri-

tive properties are exhausted the season they are applied.

The following table from Boussingault gives a compre-

hensive view of the proportion of azote or nitrogen con-

tained in the most common manures, and of their quality
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and equivalents, referred to farm yard dung as tlie stand-

ard. Thus ten lbs. of fresh cotton-seed oil cake is equal

in value to one hundred fresh or wet farm yard dung as

far as the nitrogen in each is concerned. To form a perfect

table of equivalents the phosphates, potash, &c., must be

also taken into consideration.

U O Quality Equivalent
So Azote in 100 according to according

"l
state. to state.

Dry. Wet Dry Wet. Dry. Wet

Farm yard dung, . 79.3 1.95 0.41 100 100 100 100
Dung from an Inn yard, 60.6 2 08 0.79 107 107 94 51
Dung water, 99.6 1.54 0.06 78 2 127 68

Withered leaves of carrots 70.9 2.94 0.85 150 212.5 66 47

do. do. of oak 25.0 1.57 i.;i8 80 293 125 34
Oyster shells, . 17.9 0.40 0.32 20 80 488 125
Oak sawdust, 26.0 0.72 0.54 36 135 256 74
Oil cake of cotton seed, . Jl.O 4.52 4.02 231 1000 32 10
Solid cow dung, . 85 9 2.30 0.32 117 80 84 125
Urine of cows,

.

88.3 3.80 0.44 194 110 51 91

Mixed cow dung, . 84.3 2.59 0.41 132 102.5 75 98
Solid horse dung, . 75.3 2.21 0.55 113 137.6 88 73
Horse urine,. 79.1 12.50 2.61 641 652.5 15i m
Mixed (horse dung,) 75.4 3.02 2.74 154 185 66 54
Pig dung, . 81.4 3.37 0.63 172 157.5 58 63
Sheep dung, . 63.0 2.99 1.11 153 277.5 65 86
Poudrette of Bellonl, . 12.5 4.40 3.85 225 962 44 10*
Pigeon's dung. 9.6 9.02 8.30 462 2075 2U 5
Guano from England, . 19.6 6.20 5.00 323 1247 3U 80
Idem . . 23.4 7.05 5.40 361 1349 28 74
do. imp. from France, 11.3 15.73 13.95 807 3487 m 28h

Dried muscular flesh, . 8.5 14.25 13.04 730 3260 m 3

Liquid blood, . 81.0 2.95 795 3045 m H
Fresh bones,. 30.0 5.31 1326 n
Feathers, . * . . 12.9 17.61 15.34 903 3835 11 n
Cow hair flock, . 8.9 15.12 13.78 775 3445 13 . 3
Woollen rags, . 11.3 20.26 17.98 1039 4495 n 2i
Horn shavings, '• 9.0 16.78 14.36 809 3590 m 3
Wood soot, . 6.6 1.31 1.15 67 287-5 149 36
Vegetable mould,. 1.03 53 189 83

There are several other substances which, when they

can be obtained, should be carefully applied. Among
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these, the most available are the offal of slaughtered ani-

mals and their carcasses, hair, bristles, leather, refuse from

the tanners and shoemakers, woollen rags, and bones. All

these contain the elements required by growing plants in

a very concentrated state. The hair, bristles, &c., may
be applied directly to any crop. These matters are very

powerful, and a small quantity will suffice. Slaughter-

house offal, and the carcasses of any animals that may have

died, should be buried deeply in a pit, with absorbents

beneath, and covered with muck or loam. In a year it

will become a most valuable manure.

Bones are an especially useful application to almost any

garden crop. Bones contain sixty-six parts of earthy mat-

ter, mostly phosphate of lime, and thirty-four parts of gel-

atine. Phosphate of lime, next to ammonia, is the most

necessary application to a soil, because the first element

exhausted. Gelatine is rich in nitrogen, so that in bones

are united the most desirable organic and inorganic ma-

nures. Applied whole, bones decompose too slowly to be

of much value, and would be greatly in the way of tillage.

They may be broken small with a sledge-hammer or crow-

bar, in a large wooden mortar, lined at the bottom with a

thick iron plate. When beaten small, the fine dust can

be sifted out, and the remainder moistened and thrown up

in heaps, to ferment a few months. Bones can be dis-

solved by boiling them in strong lye, and dried, by mixing

with ashes or sand, can be applied broadcast or in the

drills. The best way to treat bones is to dissolve them in

sulphuric acid, forming superphosphate of lime. A car-

boy of sulphuric acid, costing about four dollars, at whole-

sale, in the cities, and containing one hundred and sixty

pounds, will dissolve about three hundred pounds of bones.

The bones should be put in a tub. A portion of the acid
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equal to one-third should be diluted by pouring it into

three times its bulk of water, and then should be poured

upon the bones. After standing a day or two, pour on

another portion of diluted acid, and if not already dissolved,

in a day or two after the remainder should be added. The
mass must be often stirred. The bones will dissolve into

a kind of paste, which may be mixed with thirty times its

bulk of water, and used as a liquid manure, but it is more

convenient in practice to mix it with ashes, sawdust, or fine

charcoal. Three bushels of these dissolved bones are suf-

ficient for an acre. The acid has converted the bones into

a superphosphate of liine, which is very soluble, and is

readily taken up by the plant. This is the most valuable

of all manures for the turnip, and the quantity needed for

the acre is so little that the expense is less than almost

any other application.

Composts.-—The composting of manure should take

place, as a general thing, as fast as it is made. Still,

in the garden, out of sight, there should be a compost heap

for receiving all kinds of rubbish that can have the least

value as fertilizers. Make a shallow excavation of a

square or oblong form, with the bottom sloping to one end.

Into this collect the litter and sweepings of the yards, de-

cayed vegetables of all kinds, brine, soapsuds, and slops

from the house, woollen rags, leaves, green weeds, and

garden refuse. After it has accumulated a little, turn it

over, adding a little of the salt and lime mixture, and keep

the whole inodorous, by covering it with rich mould or

black earth from the woods. If the heap is formed en-

tirely of vegetable materials, ashes and lime should be

added ; but if it contain animal matter, they would do

harm by letting free the ammonia. The heap should not

be deep, but, like all other manure heaps, should be kept
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"always moist, but never leached,'* by the addition of

liquids from the house and kitchen. If this compost be for a

sandy soil, the addition of clay would be very beneficial.

Special Manures.—The subject of special manures,

though still in its infancy having attracted great attention,

we have given under the head of all the most important

vegetables, their analyses and sometimes with hints foi*

special manuring the same.

We know each species of animals requires peculiar kinds

of food in order fully to develop its powers, and that food

specially adapted to one species will not nourish and will

be refused by another. The dog or cat would starve on

food which would fatten the horse. So each species of

vegetable is equally select in its requirements for food.

Some plants will perish in soil specially adapted for the

growth of a different species. Every plant will not come
to perfection in a rich soil. More or less lime is necessary

for instance to most cultivated plants, yet the pine sorrel

and kalmia will not grow where much lime is present.

Besides organic substances as already stated, all culti-

vated plants contain several or all of the following constitu-

ents : potash, soda, lime, magnesia, chlorine, sulphuric and

phosphoric acids, silex, &c., and for successful culture all

the inorganic materials of a plant must be found in the soil.

The amount of these substances found in the soil can be

pretty exactly determined by analysis, but sufficiently so

for all practical purposes by noticing its geological forma-

tion and the plants growing spontaneously upon it. Soil

analyses should be obtained only of the most accurate

chemists as there are many sources of error and the pro-

portion of some one or two materials required by plants

in the soil is so small that they may possibly exist in suf-

ficient quantity and yet escape detection. The amount of
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these substances taken up by each plant is determined by
analyzing its ashes. The amount of each of these materials

in healthy plants of the same species at the same stage

of growth is pretty constant.

In some species no soda at all is found, in others no

magnesia, in others very little lime, and the proportion of

acids as well as alkalies, varies in different plants. The
object of special manures is to supply those substances

which are most likely not to exist in the soil in sufficient

quantity for the wants of the plant under cultivation. The
salts most important to the growth of plants in which soils

are most apt to be deficient are lime, phosphate of lime,

and potash. An application of the two latter is almost

invariably beneficial. Other substances also when taken

up in large quantities will require to be supplied, such as

soda, sulphuric acid, and chlorine. The analysis of a plant

however does not always indicate truly what the plant

most needs in the soil. Many plants have more of the

phosphate in their composition than the turnip but no one

is so much benefited by the application of phosphate and

superphosphate of lime.

Rotation of Crops.—As different plants appropriate

different substances, the rotation of crops has considerable

influence in retaining the fertility of a soil. If the same
kind of plants are continued upon the same soil, only a

portion of the properties of the manure applied is used,

while by a judicious rotation everything in the soil or in the

manure suitable for vegetable food is taken up and appro-

priated by the crop. Some vegetables as onions and carrots

are very exhausting to the soil while lettuce is very slightly

prejudicial. Hence, however plentiful manure may be, a

succession of exhausting crops should not be grown upon

the same bed, not only because abundance is no excuse for
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want of economy, but because manure freshly applied is

not so immediately beneficial as those remains of organized

matter which by long continuance in the soil have become

impalpably divide.d and diffused through its texture of

which each succeeding crop consumes a portion. Those

plants generally are least exhausting which have the lar-

gest surface of leaves, not only because they are made up

of a greater proportion of aqueous matter but also because

they are enabled to obtain more in proportion of their food

from the atmosphere. A rotation was formerly thought

necessary from an idea that each plant throws off from its

roots into the soil certain matters which are injurious to

others of the same species afterward grown upon the soil,

but this view can hardly be sustained. Another reason

for rotation of crops is that some crops are so favorable to

weeds that if continued long iipon the same bed the labor

of cultivating them is much increased, while if raised but

olice in a place and followed by a cleaning crop, the weeds

are easily kept under.

Besides many crops planted continually in the same soil

are more liable to be attacked by the insects which are

the peculiar enemies of those plants. Again different

plants derive their principal nourishment from different

depths of soil. Hence deep-rooted plants should be suc-

ceeded by those whose roots extend but little below the

surface. Perennial plants by annuals, crops left for seed

or that are of a dry solid texture, by those which are suc-

culent and juicy.

In short, the same species of plants should never be

grown in successive crops upon the same ground. The
most beneficial plan is where exhausting and non-exhaust-

ing crops alternate with each other, as after manure, viz.

:

Onions, Lettuce, Cabbage, Carrots, Manure ; or,

Turnips, Celery, Peas, Potatoes, Manuro.
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Tlie following is also a very good rotation

.

1. Tke cabbage tribe to be followed by

2. Alliaceous plants, as onions, leeks, &c., to be followed

by legumes, as beans or peas. Peas may be followed the

same year with celery.

3. Tap-rooted plants, as carrots, beets, parsnips

4. Surface roots, as onions, potatoes, turnips.

5. Celery, endive, lettuce, spinach, &c.

Celery is excellent to precede asparagus, onions, cauli-

flowers, or turnips ; old asparagus beds for carrots, pota-

toes, &c. ; strawberries, and raspberries for the cabbage

tribe ; cabbage for the tap-rooted plants
;
potatoes for the

cabbage tribe.

In these rotations it is not necessary to apply manure

to every crop. For the bulbous roots as the onion, plants

cultivated for their leaves as spinach and asparagus, the

ground can scarcely be too rich, and the bulk of the ma-

nures may be applied to them and the cabbage and tur-

nip crops, while for plants raised for seed it is best that

the foliage should not be stimulated into too great luxu-

riance.

Sub-succession.—To get the highest pofifflWe results

from a garden, there must be not only a gen^^ral rotation

of crops year by year, but a number of sub-successions

each year, as fast as the crops are removed. One-fourth

of an acre thoroughly manured and kept perfectly free

from weeds, and as fast as one crop is removed another

placed upon the ground, will yield more than an acre

managed in the common way.

For instance, late in the fall a portion of the garden

may be occupied with spinach ; this should be heavily

manured, and may keep the ground until time to plant

melons and other vines, when just enough of the ground

3
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may be deeply dug to form the melon hills, and the crop

will be ready to remove before the melons begin 4o run.

The melon crop may be followed by one of turnips. All

such plants as radish, lettuce, and other small salads need

take up no room : they can, any of them, be raised be-

tween the potatoe drills, or between melon hills, rows of

corn, &c. and will come to perfectio;a before the potatoe or

other crops require the ground. Kadi&hes can be raised

in the beds of all kinds of plants that are slow in coming

up,v as carrots, parsnips, &c., and will be ready to remove

by the time the others come up. Three or four weeks

before Irish potatoes are ripe, a plant of winter cabbage

can be placed in the trench caused by earthing up the po-

tatoes, where it will find shade and moisture until.well

e&tablished, and digging the potatoes will cultivate the

cabbage. Between the rows of early potatoes is also a

good situation for raising celery for home use.

Any vacant spot that occurs early in summer should be

occupied with plantings of extra early or sweet corn, pota-

toes, kidney beans, for preserving for winter use, and cu-

cumbers for pickling. Those coming later in the season,

may be occupied by sweet potatoe until July, then corn,

cow peas, or Euta Baga turnips. Where the early onions

grow, both in the alleys and in the centre of the bed,

before much of the crop is removed, may be planted with

late cabbages or Siberian kale, dabbage will head out

planted 1st August if in moist ground and well culti-

vated, and sweet corn may be planted at the same time.

Still later, every unoccupied corner should he covered

with turnips and winter radishes, which may cover nearly

the whole garden, being sown in drills between the rows

of plants not yet quite ready to be removed. After the

frost has come, any vacant spaces should be immediately

sown with spinach, onions, and other crops for early spring
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use, or with barley or rye for the cow. The secret of

successful cultivation, says Downing, is an abundant sup-

ply of manure. A small extent of ground well manured

and trenched deeply, by these sub-successions,, will pro-

duce an enormous amount of vegetables, while only the

same surface needs to be hoed, manured, and kept free

from weeds as if it produced but one crop. To be sure,

more manure and more labor are needed, but nothing like

the amount which would be required to produce the same

crops without these sub-successions. Many other sub-suc-

cessions will occur to a thoughtful gardener, but to derive

the full benefit of them the grounds should be trenched at

least thirty inches deep when the garden is formed.

Profits of Gardening.—The results of the above mode

of procedure, in the case of the garden of the Retreat for

the Insane at Utica, New York, were published by Dr.

Brigham. The land was good and yearly manured. The

product was as follows on one and one-fourth acres. of

land :—1100heads lettuce^ large ; 1400 heads cabbage, large

;

700 bunches radishes ; 250 bunches asparagus ; 300 bunches

rhubarb ; 14 bushels pods, marrowfat peas; 40 bushels beans

;

sweet corn, 3 plantings, 419 dozen ; summer squash, 715

dozen; squash p^eppers, 45 dozen; cucumbers, 756 dozen;

cucumber pickles, 7 barrels ; beets, 147 bushels; carrots, 29

bushels; parsnips, ^6 bushels; onions, 120 bushels; turnips,

80 bushels ; early potatoes, 35 bushels ; tomatoes, 40 bushels;

winter squash, 7 wagon loads ; celery, 500 heads—^all worth

621 dollars in Utica market, but supplied one hundred

and thirty persons with all they could consume. Only

one man was required to do all the necessary labor.

Forwarding Early Crops.—Early crops in the open

air should be planted in a sheltered situation, on a dark-
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colored, silicious soil. It may be brought to a proper

state by the admixture of sand and charcoal. Crops may
be retarded by planting in a border sheltered from the

sun, and of a lighter color and more aluminous. Therfe

are many plants which do much better if sown in the fall.

Rhubarb, parsley, &c., come up more freely if suffered to

be in the ground all winter. Potatoes, too, may be early

planted, and if they come up, should be sheltered by a cover-

ing of straw or litter, added from time to time to keep them
from frost. Cabbage, cauliflower, brocoli, &c., may be kept

out all winter in boxes made by nailing four pieces of

boards together, eight inches wide. Cut the pieces 12

inches wide at the bottom, and 10 at the top, nail them

together at the corners. After the frosts begin to be se-

vere, throw in a handful of loose straw, which will pre-

vent the sudden freezing and thawing of the plants.

Great care should be taken to produce early crops, as

they are less liable to be injured by insects or weeds, and

very much increase the satisfaction of gardening. Early

plants may be obtained by sowing them in a box set by a

window, or raised in autumn and protected in winter in a

cold frame or pit, or raised any t^me during winter in a

hot bed for those more delicate, or in a cold frame under

glass for the hardier kinds. Eadishes sown under glass

without heat early in January are generally fit for use

early in March. Such plants, when set out in the spring,

require shading a few days until established.

Frames or Hot Beds are most usually employed for

forwarding plants. The frame for general use has from

three to ^lyq sashes, (see plate), and is made for con-

venience about four and a half or five feet wide, and

the length depends on the number of sashes, which are

usually ahout forty inches wide. Use the smallest glass

you can obtain, certainly not over seven by nine. A
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smaller size is preferable, as it is not so liable to be

broken, and can be more readily repaired. These sashes

are made without cross-bars, the glass over-lapping like

the shingles of a house, and resting on bars extending

lengthwise of the sash. The lap of each pane of glass need

not be over half an inch, and if the glass is set in the sash

when freshlj painted with two coats of good paint, no

puttying is necessary. The bars which sustain the glass

may be two inches wide, which will make the sash

stronger. The frame is a box of boards, three feet high

in front, and three feet ten inches in the back. The front,

of course, is towards the south. Let the corners of the

frame be nailed to small pieces of scantling, which may
rest upon bricks or blocks. At the corner, also, of each

sash let another piece of scantling be placed, and on the

top of these, narrow strips twice the length of the sash are

to be nailed, extending back for the sash to slide upon.

The ends projecting should also be supported by pieces

of timber. Between the sashes, nail an inch strip a little

thicker than the sash to the narrow plank on which they

slide, and put on the sash ; and upon this strip nail

another narrow strip, projecting over the sash a little, to

hold them in their place, but not so tightly but what they

will readily slide in this groove. They can be taken out

at either end. Tack on a piece of leather at the upper
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end of each sasli, to draw it up more readily. All cracks

should be closed by fitting in pieces of boards over them.

Fill up the box thus constructed with good stable ma-

nure, in which there is plenty of litter. If this is not in

the mass in sufficient quantity, add oak-leaves or tanbark.

There should be at least one-third litter in the heap.

Shake it up and mix it well together, adding water if at

all dry, and throw it into a compact heap to ferment. In

a week, turn it over, and if dry and musty in any part,

water the same. Let it be two or three days longer, and

then work it over thoroughly, as before, and water if ne-

cessary. Then put it into the frame and press it down
closely, and equally filling it within twelve inches of the

top all around, a little higher in the centre than at the

sides. It is well to excavate about ten inches below the

frame, to admit a larger body of manure. Put on the

sash and keep them close until the heat rises and a steam

appears upon the glass. As soon as the heat rises, give

air at noon each day, but keep closed in the evening and

at night, unless the heat is very violent, when a little air

should be given. In three days, if the manure was suffi-

ciently moist, the bed will be ready for use. If it has set-

tled unequally, level the surface and add eight inches of

fine, dartcolored, sandy garden-soil, spread it evenly, and

put on the sash. When warmed through, sow in pots

plunged in the mould, or in small drills from one-eighth

of an inch to an inch deep, varying in depth with the size

of the seeds, and cover by sifting fine earth on the sur-

face. Water gently by sprinkling through the fine rose

of a watering pot, until the seecls appear, when they

should have air every day freely (unless absolutely freez-

ing) which will bring them up strong, and prevent their

dropping off by excess of confined moisture. There are

very few days which will not permit opening the bed at
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noon. During warin, gentle rains, the sash should be

opened, but closed very carefully during cold or heavy

washing storms. About 60"^ is the proper temperature.

Such a bed as this is invaluable for striking cuttings of

all kinds, in which case there should be an inch of clear

river sand or charcoal spread over the surface. Annuals

of all kinds for the flower garden, radish, tomatoes, pep-

pers, cabbage and lettuce plants, &c., will be ready, if the

bed is made in January, for transplanting quite as soon as

they can be removed with safety.

Cold Frames are made just like the above, only the

box need not be over 15 inches high at the back, and are

excellent for wintering half hardy plants of all kinds, and

also for forwarding the more hardy plants, as cabbage,

lettuce, &c. Indeed, they are quite as indispensable as

the hot bed, and less expensive. In very severe weather,

the heat may be kept in by earthing up the sides and

covering the sash with mats during the night. Air should

always be given when the weather will admit, or the

plants will grow up yellow and spindling. In managing

frames, the secret of success is to give plenty of air.

Plants raised in cold frames are generally more hardy and

desirable than those from a hot bed.

Propagation of Plants.—There are only two general

modes of propagating plants, viz., hy seed and by division.

Species are propagated by seed, but varieties, generally by

division as they do not always continue true from seed.

There are also two modes oipropagating by division; in

the one, the plants root in the ground as suckers, layers

and cuttings, and in the other they root in another plant,

as in budding, grafting, and inarching. While all plants

are naturally multiplied by seed, most kinds also allow of

propagation by division, as by taking offsets, parting their
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TOots, suckers, cuttings, runners, layers, &c. Propagation

by seed often produces new varieties which are only to be

perpetuated by division of their roots, cuttings, layers, or

budding and grafting upon stocks.

Propagation by Seed.—The most healthy and vigor-

ous plants are generally produced by seed, and this is the

only method of obtainingnew varieties. Great care should

be used in the selection of seed, as on their perfection the

growth of the young plant very much depends. They
should be sound and well ripened that they may germinate

freely. Some seeds lose their vitality very soon after

being gathered, others retain it but one or two seasons,

and are better if sown as fresh as possible, while melon

seed grows better by keeping. The soundness of seed

may be tested by putting them into warm water; nearly

all sound seeds will sink in this fluid in a short time. They
can also be proved by planting a few in a pot and keep-

ing it in a warm room, or plunged in a hot bed, and a few

days will test the soundness of the seed. The causes of

unsoundness in seed are blight, unripeness, mouldiness

and age.

Seed should not only be sound but of the right kind as

it is very vexatious to sow early Yorks when you think

your are sowing drumheads and vice versa. The way to

avoid such mistakes is either to raise your own seed, or to

know of whom you buy. Your own eye in the case of

many seeds will not assist you at all in discriminating.

Seed must not only be of the right sort, but true to that

sort. Early York cabbage seed may be sown, or Scarlet

radish seed, yet from having been planted near to some
other varieties, the seed is crossed with them and the most

valuable qualities of the variety lost. The cabbage may
be late or long-legged and not head at all, or the radish
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tougli and misshapen. The seed may come up well but

when fullgrown not be at all the thing you wish. Truth in

seed is in insured by raising them yourself and at so great

a distance from any other plants of the same species that

intermixture is impossible. If you buy, purchase only of

a trusty seedsmen, and as these cannot raise all the va-

rieties, even they may be deceived. If you get hold of

seeds that are very true, it is best to buy enough to last as

long as those seeds will keep. -^ Among the most reliable

wholesale seedsmen, I will mention the folio-wing houses

(without disparaging others), whose seeds I have used and

find them reliable. Buist & Landreth, of Philadelphia

;

Hovey & Co., of Boston ; and Thorburn, of New York.

In many cases it would be better to remit to these gentle-

men direct, through a merchant and obtain the desired

kinds, than to plant the miserable seeds often sent out to

our stores, even if the lattei: were gratis. There is no

reason in the world why the South should not raise its

Saving and Preserving Seeds.—Directions are given

under each plant, but we will add the following general

rules :

—

The very finest plants should be chosen for this pur-

pose, that is, those most true to their kind and most

perfect in shape and quality. In the cabbage, a small

short stem, well formed head with few loose leaves ; in the

turnip large bulb, small neck, few short and slender stalked

leaves, and solid flesh. In the radish, high color (unless

v/hite), small neck, few and short leaves, and in the case

of flowers, seed should be saved only from those most per-

fectly developed.

Great care should be taken to preserve the varieties

unmixed, as if varieties of the same species, or very similar

3*
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species are planted near each other they will cross and

produce untrue seed. In this way, it is true, valuable va-

rieties often originate, but the chances preponderate that

the produce will be worthless. There can be no cross

between a cabbage and a carrot, because they are of totally

different races, and there is no similarity ; but all the

varieties of cabbage will cross with each other, with Brus-

sels sprouts, turnips, and in short with all the others de-

scribed under the genus Brassica. So of corn ; in a few

years the early varieties from the North become so inter-

mingled with our own as not to be distinguished. Often

three or four varieties of as many colors may be found on

one ear when several sorts grow near together. The

pollen of one variety is conveyed to the pistil of the

other and the result is a hybrid partaking more or less of

the character of both parents. The difficulty of keeping

seeds pure renders it advisable not to save seeds of two

varieties of any species the same year.

Seeds should stand until perfectly ripe, and should be

cut or pulled in dry weather, and dried thoroughly before

being threshed. If any moisture then appears, dry them

further and store in paper bags, keeping free from vermin

and damp. Insects can be kept from most seeds by sprink-

ling the paper with spirits of turpentine. Peas and beans

when thoroughly dried should be kept in well stopped

bottles in which a few drops of spirits of turpentine have

been placed. This will destroy the bugs as they hatch.

The following list of the time seeds keep is from Cob-

bett, but with a few exceptions mentioned hereafter, it is

always best to sow new seed

:
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Artichoke . .

Asparagus
Bairn . . .

Basil • . .

Beau . . .

Bean (Kidney)
Beet . . .

Borage . .

Brocoli . . .

Burnet . , .

Cabbage . .

Calabash . ,

Cale . . . .

Cale (Sea)

Camomile . .

Capsicum . .

Caraway . .

Carrot . .

Cauliflower . .

Celery . . .

Chervil . . .

Cives ...
Corn . . .

Corn-Salad .

Coriander . .

Cress . . .

Years.

. 3

4
2
2

2
1

10
4
4
6

4
7

4

2
2
4
1

4
10
6
8

3
2

Cucumber
Dandelion
Dock
Endive
Fennel .

Garlick

Years.
. . 10

_. 10
. . 1

. 4
. . 6

Q-ourd . . . . 10

Hop ... . 2

Horsc-Kadish . . 4

Hyssop . . . . 6

Jerusalem Artichoke 3

Lavender . . . 2

Leek . . . . 2

Lettuce . . . 3

Mangel Wurzel . 10

Marjoram . .
4

Marigold . . . 3

Melon . . . . lO

Mint . . .
4

Mustard . . / 4

Nasturtium .' 2

Onion . . .
2

Parsley . . .

*. 6

Parsnip . .
1

Pea .... 1

Pennyroyal .
2

I

Potatoe
Pumpkin .

Purslane

Radish
Rampion
Rape . .

Rhubarb
Rosemary .

Rue . .

Ruta-Baga
Salsify . .

Samphire .

Savory . .

Scorzenera
Shalot . .

Skirret

Sorrel . .

Spinach
Squash . .

Tansy .

Tarragon
Thyme
Tomatum .

Turnip
Wormwood

Years.

, . 8
10

2
2

4
1

3
3

4
2
3
2
2
4
4

4
10
3
4
2

2
4
2

Sowing and Germination of SEED.-^-The seedsman

IS often blamed for selling bad seed, when the fault is

with the planter. That seed may germinate moisture,

air, and a certain degree of warmth, varying with each

variety, are necessary. Light must also be excluded until

the root can derive nourishment from the soil. The first

effect of air, heat, and moisture upon the seed, is to

change, its starchy matter into a sugary pulp, the proper

food of the embryo. If at this time the seed be withered

by exposure to heat without sufficient covering, it will

perish. It often happens that Reeds are planted in a fresh-

dug soil, and the above change in the properties of the

seed takes place, but the earth not heing pressed upon it

the seed dries up and the embryo perishes. Others again

are buried too deeply, and though the seed swells, jet
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sufficient air and warmth are not obtained to give the em-

bryo life. The seed should be just so far covered as to

exclude light, and afford barely moisture sufficient for its

wants. The first thing in sowing is a suitable preparation

of the soil, so that the young roots thrown out may easily

penetrate it. It must be made more or less fine for differ-

ent seeds. Peas and beans do not require the soil to be

as finely pulverized as small seeds. The seeds must also

be firmly fixed in the soil, and pressed by the earth in

every part in order to retain moisture sufficient to encour-

age vegetation, but they should not be so deeply buried

as to be deprived of air, or have their ascending shoots

impeded by too much soil above. In all cases, seeds

should be sown in fre^h dug soil, that they may have the

benefit of the moisture therein, but they should never be

put in when the soil is really wet, as the ground will bake

and the seed perish. Moist weather in summer is excel-

lent for putting in seeds, provided the ground is still fria-

ble. Just before a light rain is the best possible time for

sowing turnips and other summer sown crops.

Seeds of all kinds should be sown in drills or rows. In

these they ©an be planted at any required depth., while if

broad cast, some will be uncovered, and others too

deeply buried in the earth. In drills you can know also

where to look for the young plants ; they can have the

soil dug around them, they will thus grow much faster,

and are much more easily thinned and cultivated. When
the seeds are planted, the earth should generally be

pressed upon them with a roller or by treading with the

feet in the case of large seeds, or by smoothing the sur-

face with the back of the spade or by walking over them

on a board for the smaller kinds. Pressing the earth upon

them will retain the moisture about them, and hasten

theiy vegetation. When they pome up keep them free
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from weeds, and thin them as directed under the name of

each plant.

PROPAGATroN BY DIVISION.—Propagation by division,

in the case of hulhs or tuhersy is analogous to sowing

seeds. A bulb requires the same influences to make it

vegetate, and its manner of growth is much the same, but

for all bulbs the soil should be deeply pulverized, and

most bulbs and kibers require to be planted more deeply

than seeds.

Suckers,—Sending up suckers, forming offsets and

throwing out runners, are all natural ways of propagation,

and if all plants produced them, nothing more would be

required than to divide the offspring from the parent, and

replant in any suitable soil. But, in general, those only

produce suckers that send out stray horizontal roots, as

the sucker is in fact a bud from one of these. roots which

has pushed its way through the soil and become a stem

As this stem generally forms fibrous roots of its own above

the point ofjunction with the parent root, it may be flip-

ped off and planted like a rooted cutting. Its supply ot

nourishment will be diminished when separated from the

parent stem, and its head, therefore, should be cut in to

diminish evaporation. It is well, when the parent plant

is strong, to take up a part of the horizontal root and plant

with the sucker attached.

Suckers of another kind spring from the collar of the

old plant, and are slipped off with any fibrous roots they

may have attached. The great objection to planting out

suckers is, that plants grown from them have a much greater

tendency to throw out suckers, and thereby become ex-

ceedingly annoying in gardens, by encroaching on other

plants, than if propagated by other methods. Easpberries,
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lilacs, roses, snowballs, and many other plants and shrubs

are readily propagated by suckers. Suckers should never

be used of plants that may be propagated by other

modes.

Offsets are formed on bulbs only, being young bulbs

attached to the sides of the old ones, and merely require

breaking off and planting in a light, rich soil. Runners
are thrown out by the strawberry, &c. They spring from

the crown or collar of the plant, and throw out roots at

their joints, which may be cut off from the parent plant

and set out in good soil, to make new plants.

Layers are branches bent into the earth, and half cut

through near the bend, the free portion of the wound be-

ing called a tongue (a). This

is kept open by a bit of twig,

or piece of (jrock. They are

in fact cuttings only partially

separated from parent plants.

The incision is made through

the bark at the base of a bud.
LAYERS.

The object of the gardener is

to induce the layer to emit roots into the earth at the

tongue.* ' With this view, he twists the shoot half round,

so as to injure the wood vessels ; he heads it back so that

only a bud or two appear above ground, and when much
watering is required, he places a handful of silver sand

around the tongued part, then pressing the earth down
with his foot, so as to secure the layer, he leaves it with-

out further care. The intention of both tongueing and
twisting is to prevent the return of the sap from the layer

into the main stem, while a small portion is allowed to rise

out of the latter into the former. The effect of this opera-

^ See Lindley's ** Theory of Horticulture.''
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tion is to compel the returning sap to organize itself exter-

nally as roots, instead of passing downwards below the

bark as wood ; the bending back is to assist this object,

by preventing the expenditure of sap in the completion of

leaves. The bud left on the tongue favors the emission

of roots, as a tendency in nearly all plants exists to throw

out roots at the joints, and the silver sand secures the

drainage so necessary to cuttings. When the roots are

thrown out naturally wherever a joint touches the earth,

as in the verbena, they only require pegging down to

make them form new pl'ants. To make them emit roots,

the returning sap may be arrested by taking off a ring of

bark, or a wire twisted tightly around it pinching the

bark, or any other operation that impedes the return of

the sap beyond the parts where roots are desired. The
best season for layering is before the sap begins to rise in

the spring, or from the last of June, during summer on.

wood of the same season^s growth. A good time for roses

is after the first bloom is over. Layered at this time, they

will generally be fit to take up the ensuing winter, but

most plants require twelve months, and some two years,

before they will root. In nurseries the ground is prepared

around each stool by digging and manuring, and the

branches laid down neatly, so as to form a radiated circle

round the stool, with the ends rising all around the circle

about the same height. Where it is difficult to get the

shoot to be layered down to the soil, a portion of the soil

may be raised to the plant as the Chinese gardeners prac-

tice in a pot, the earth in which should be kept steadily

moist.

Cuttings,—A cutting is a part of a plant capable of

emitting roots, and becoming an individual similar to its

parent. To effect this, a suitable temperature and degree

of moisture are required. Cuttings in general may be

taken from stem, branch, or root. Cuttings of the stems
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and branches differ from layers, in being removed without

root, and they generally require shading, which layers do

not, and occasionally bottom heat, to make them throw

out roots. The branches most suitable for cuttings are

those which grow nearest to the ground, especially those

which recline upon it, as they have a greater tendency to

throw out roots. The time for making cuttings of hardy

plants is in the autumn, and through the early winter

months, as the frost seldom throws them out with us.

Rose cuttings put out the last of October will be ready,

with a little care, to be put out in place early in spring,

having rooted perfectly during the winter. If put in a hot

bed, the plants will have increased in size materially,

growing all winter. A good time for roses is also directly

after they have made their spring flowering, and are be-

ginning to grow. At this time some roses will be upon

the parent plants, and you are sure of getting the desired

rarieties. With shading, they grow nearly as well as

those put out in wdnter. It is from the joints, only that

roots can be expected to grow ; hence, in making cuttings,

the shoot is divided just below a joint, and it is considered

best to choose a joint between the young wood and that

of the previous season. The cut should be quite smooth,

for if the shoot be bruised, the returning sap wall not be

able to reach the j6int in sufficient quantity to effect the

desired end. Some plants, like the willow, currant, and

vines, are very easy to strike from cuttings, and will

throw out roots not only from the joints, but from every

part of the stem, and it is not so needful to cut these off
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at a joint, but they succeed best when properly pre-

pared.

The cutting being taken off just below the joint per-

fectly smooth, most of the leaves should be cut off close to

the stem with a sharp knife, and a hole being made in the

soil the cutting should be put in and the earth closely pressed

to its extremity or it will never strike root. The part

which is to send out roots must be firmly fixed in the soil

in the case of seeds, transplanted trees, and layers, and

this necessity exists with eq^ual or greater force in regard

to cuttings. When cuttings are struck in a pot they will

more readily strike if they rest against the side or bottom

of the pot. Cuttings may be short, containing only one

bud, when desired to be extremely multiplied, in which

case they should be planted horizontally in moist sand

near the surface and watered frequently and kept under

glass. This is also a good way to plant cuttings of great-

er length. They may be planted obliquely with but a

bud or two above the surface, as is usual with grapes or

inserted perpendicularly as already directed. A new

mode is to insert both ends of the cutting in the soil, bend-

ing the .cutting like a bow so that the bud in the centre of

the shoot may just appear above the soil. Cuttings of

plants that strike very readily may be struck in the open

soil without any covering. When struck in pots, it is

customary to fill the pots half full with silver sand or fine

charcoal, to prevent the stalk of the cutting from having

too much moisture around it at the surface. Some plants

liable to be injured by moisture are struck entirely in

sand, as heaths, &c., but most cuttings do best with the

lower end in earth and with sand only one or two inches

deep at the top of the pot to keep the stem dry and pre-

vent it from rotting. The cutting when prepared should

be buried to the second or third joint, and two or three
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joints with a few leaves should be left above the soil. A
few leaves to elaborate the sap are an advantage, but only-

one or two, or the evaporation will be too great. Cuttings

of delicate plants require covering with a bell glass pressed

closely to the earth to prevent evaporation and keep

a regular degree of moisture about the plants, but some

cuttings thus treated damp off and require the glass to be

taken oS and wiped daily. They should of course, be

planted in a shady situation and as long as they look fresh

they are doing well. Cuttings are often set in the soil of

a hot bed or in pots sunk therein, to induce them to take

root. Cuttings of succulent plants, as the cacti require

to be dried for some time after they are made. The prin-

cipal points in making cuttings to be attended to, are to cut

off the shoot at a joint without harming the stem ; to

select shoots with well matured buds; to ^x. the end which

is to send out roots firmly in the soil ; to keep up an equable

degree of heat and moisture ; to cut off part of the leaves

and shade the whole to prevent evaporation without ex-

cluding light, of which a portion is needed to stimulate the

cutting into growth; to keep the soil moist but not too

damp; and it is well to transplant them into small pots,

supplied with water regularly and moderately as soon as

they begin to grow. Cuttings of slow-growing plants are

those most liable to fail.

Slips are cuttings made from the shoots which spring

from the root and collar of the plant or little branches

slipped off with a portion of the root and stem attached,

and need no preparation except cutting ofthe portion ofbark

smooth and close to the shoot. They are treated like

cuttings. Nearly all our fruit trees in this climate succeed

extremely well, propagated from cuttings. They strike

as readily as roses. The most successful place for striking

cuttings is in the sandy bottom soil by the side of our
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small streams. The soil is often just what is required by
cuttings, and the supply of moisture very equal, so that

camellias, cape jasmines and many plants rather difficult

to strike, take very readily in such a siti^ation.

Budding is the art of making a bud unite to the

stem or branch of another tree independently of its parent.

It is a cutting with a single eye inserted in another tree

called a stock, instead of in the ground. Budding may
take place at any time after the buds of the new wood are

sufficiently matured. These must be perfectly developed,

which is seldom the case, until the shoot has temporarily

ceased to lengthen which is indicated by the perfect for-

mation of the terminal bud. If the buds are desired very

early their maturity may be hastened by pinching the tops

of the shoots. Buds in this climate are inserted at any

time when the bark will rise from June to October. Those

put in early will make a fine growth before autumn in

favorable seasons. A very necessary condition to success-

ful budding is that the bark rise freely from the stock and

this must be in a thrifty, growing state, as when pushing

into new growth a day or two after a fine rain. If the

weather is too cold or the soil too dry, the bark will not

rise. Such trees as makes their growth mostly early in

the season, must be budded before they cease to grow.

The young shoots when in a proper state, are cut below

the lowest plump bud. If to be budded immediately, all

the leaf is cut oflf, except a very small portion where it

joins the stem which with the leaf stem is left for con-

venience of inserting, and in order to attract the sap into the

buds. If the buds are to be preserved any time, the

whole leaf with half of the leaf stem is removed to prevent

evaporation. If this is done as so6n as they are cut, they

may be preserved several days in a tin box, close covered

and kept cool, if the buds are wrapped in a cloth slightly
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dampened, when put in the box. In general the buds take

much more kindly when a bit of the leaf is left on at the

insertion.

The strings uged for tying are taken from bass-mats,

which should be wet until perfectly pliable, before use.

Better strings are made of white woollen yarn, as they

are more elastic, and the color reflects the heat. The
pruning and budding knives are the only implements

required for the operation. The condition of the budding-

knife is of importance to success. It should be made thin,

and the edge kept perfectly s-mooth and keen. A figure

of it is given in the list of instruments.

a Longitudinal incision

.

b Transverse incision.

c Prepared bud.

d Bud inserted and bred.

Stick of buds.

Having the implements, stocks, and buds in the proper

condition, take the shoot in the left hand, and the budding-

tnife in the right. Insert the edge of the knife in the

shoot, half an inch above the bud to be taken oiF. The
bud is taken off with a drawing cut, parallel with the shoot,
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removing the bark and the bud attached, with a slight por-

tion of the wood beneath the bud, half an inch above, and

three-fourths of an inch below. The ^English remove this

slight portion of the wood, taking care not to injure the

root of the bud ; but it does not succeed so well in this

climate as if a small portion of wood be left directly under

the bud. Select, then, a small portion of the stock free

from branches, and make two cuts through the bark, one

across the end of the other, in the shape of a T, as in the

figure. Then raise the bark on the two edges of the per-

pendicular cut with the smooth ivory haft of the budding-

knife ; insert the bud gently beneath the parts raised
;
,cut

off the top of the bark attached to the bud square, that it

may fit the cut across the stock; then wind the bass

pretty tightly about the stock ; cover every part of the

incision, except the bud and leaf-stalk attached, which

should remain uncovered. Do not tie it so tightly as to

cut into the bark, but so as to exert upon it a moderate

pressure. The bud should always be put in the north

side of the stock, when practicable, and when not, a little

paper cap may be tied to the stock projecting over the

bud, so as to admit the light, but exclude the direct rays

of the sun. The success of the operation depends on its

being performed rapidly, and with fresh, healthy buds

;

clean, smooth cuts; the bark rising cleanly and freely

from the wood ; the exact fit of the bud to the incision^

and close, secure tying, to exclude the air and water. If

the operation is performed in moist weather, and the bark

of the bud be joined closely to the wood of the stock, suc-

cess is almost certain. If the stocks are in a proper state,

the upper edges only of the slit need be raised with the

haft, and the bud being gently pushed to its place, will

raise the bark smoothly before it, and be more firm than

if the bark had been entirely raised with the haft.
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This is an operation requiring much exactness, and the

point where a beginner will most likeily fail, is in the

proper removal of the bud. As soon as the bud begins to

grow, the ligature may be loosened, and should be entirely

removed when it begins to cut into the bark. Two or

three days after budding, the stock may be shortened to

within ten or twelve inches of the bud, and all shoots must

be rubbed off as they appear, except the inserted bud.

When this has grown three or four inches, the stock is cut

off again near the budde.d shoot. In September budding,

this is delayed until spring. Budding is the easiest method

of propagating apples, pears, and most other fruit-trees.

.

In the case of peaches it is almost universally applied, and

also with those roses that will not succeed readily from

cuttings. Budding and grafting can be performed only

upon plants of the same, or nearly related species. Thus

a peach can be budded on a plum, as they are both stone

fruits, and belong to the same natural group of plants, but

no art could make the peach flourish on the apple or pear,

as a stock.

Grafting.—This differs from budding in its being the

transfer- of a shoot, with several buds upon it, from one

tree to another, instead of merely employing a single bud.

It is performed by bringing portions of two growing shoots

together, so that the liber or soft wood of the two may
unite together. The shoot to be transferred is called the

scion, and the tree which is to receive it is called the

stock. The stocks are of all ages and sizes, but they must

be sound and healthy. The scions employed are gen-

erally shoots of the preceding yearns growth, which may

be Cut at any time after the leaves fall, and may be buried

in a dry soil, with the upper extremities slightly project-

ing on the north of a wall. Those of healthy, well-ripened,
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close-jointed wood, should always be cnoBen. Where sci-

ons are to be sent to a distance, those of rather large size

and close joints shonld be selected, enveloped in a little

thin paper slightly dampened, and the whole covered

tightly with oiled silk. In this way, they will go a thou-

sand miles in perfect safety. The but and extremities of

scions should both be rejected. The tools required are, a

grafting-knife, saw, and chisel ; but, for whip-grafting, the

knife only is employed. Two kinds should be used, one

to prune and pare the stock, and the other to prepare the

graft.

Grafting Wax,—A composition of very good quality is

made of four parts rosin, two of beeswax, and one of tal-

low. Melt it all together, turn it into cold water, and work

and pull it thoroughly until it turns whitish
;
just as child-

ren do in making molasses candy. The stiffness of the

wax is increased or diminished by employing less or more

of tallow. In cold weather keep the composition in warm
water, and in warm, in cold water ; and, in putting it on,

the hands must be slightly greased, to keep it from stick-

ing to them. In applying it, be careful to cover the scion

on the sides and cleft in the stock, forming a cap over the

top, and pressed closely and tightly around the graft, so as

to cover every crack, and carefully to exclude the air and

water. Cloth, saturated in a composition made a little

softer by a greater addition of tallow and beeswax, is more

convenient than the wax itself. Take any thin, half-worn

calico or muslin, tear it into narrow strips, roll them

loosely into small balls, and soak them in the hot compo-

sition until every pore is filled. When wished for use,

it is unwound from the balls, and torn into smaller strips,

of the proper length and breadth required by the size of

the stock, and winding it two or three times around the
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stock and graft, secures it perfectly. This is tlie most

convenient way of applying wax;

Modes and Time of Grafting.—The modes of grafting

most usually practised are whip and cleft grafting, and

they are practised on the stem and branches, or the roots

of trees. E,oot-grafting can he performed at any time in

this climate, from December to March inclusive, or from

the fall of the leaf until. the buds begin to open. Stone-

fruits of all kinds must be grafted earlier than apples,

pears, &c., as the sap, in the case of stone-fruits, seems to

lose all agglutinating properties after its first flow. But

the best time for grafting, except in the root, where the

scion will be protected by the earth covering it, is while

the buds are swelling in the spring. If put in before that

time, the alternate freezing and thawing to which they are

exposed often destroys the vitality of the graft. February

is an excellent time for all stone-fruits ; while apples, pears,

&c., may be grafted until they blossom,-if the scions are

kept perfectly fresh, without growth. Grafting the pear

succeeds perfectly well just before the second growth,

early in August, if the sap is thrown into the

graft, by rubbing off the other shoots as they

appear.

Vin^ip, or Splice Grafting—(see figure).-—This

mode is applicable to all small stocks, and suc-

ceeds best where the scion and stock are exactly

the same size. Both stock and scion are cut off

with a sloping cut about an inch and a half long

on each, so as to match precisely, if of the same

size ; or, if not, at least on one side. A tongue

is then, made by slitting the scion upward, and

the stock downward, which is raised on each

and fitted into the slit of the other—holding the scion

Whip Graft
ING.
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firmly in its place, bind it closely with the cloth cov-

ered with the composition. It is the neatest, most ex-

expeditious, and most successful mode of grafting, where
the stocks are of the proper size. Stocks, three-fourths

of an inch in diameter, or even an inch, may be grafted

in this way, but for inch stocks cleft grafting is prefer-

able.

Cleft Grafting is the more common mode. It may
be practised on large or small stocks, but for the

latter whip-grafting only should be employed.

The top of the stock is cut off carefully with a

fine saw, and pared smoothly with a sharp knife.

The stock is then split with the grafting-knife,

and held open with the chisel of the same. A
common knife will answer for splitting, and the

Cleft Graft
^^^^^ ™^^ ^^ ^^P* o'Q^n for insertion with a wood-

^^^^ en wedge or a large nail of which the point has

been ground down to a wedge shape. Sharpen the scion one

and a-half inches long, more or less, according to its size and

that of the split in the stock, cutting the lower part into a

smooth wedge. The exterior side of the scion when sharp-

ened should be slightly thicker than the other, that it may
be sure to make a close fit there. Let the scion have

two or more buds, of which one should be on the wedge

and inserted just below the top of the stock. This often

grows when the others fail. The main point is that

the inside bark of the scion and that of the stock should

exactly correspond at least in one place. To effect

this, it is usual to set the scion so that its extremity

falls a little without the line made by the continuation

of the stock on the side in which it is inserted. One
or two scions are set in the stock according to its size

;

the wedge is then withdrawn, and the whole carefully

4
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covered with the composition so as to exclude all air and

moisture.

Root Grafting,—^Both these modes are successfully ap-

plied in root grafting. The best stocks for the purpose

are seedlings which are cut off at the collar and grafts in-

serted in one or the other of these modes, according to

the size of the stock. If such stocks cannot be got, roots

of thrifty trees may be employed, but are more apt to

produce diseased trees. This can be performed at any

leisure time during the winter, and they should be set out

at once and covered about an inch above the point of junc-

tion with soil. Many do not apply any composition in

root grafting, and just cover the wound with soil ; but the

loss is more than enough to render the use of the wax advi-

sable. Clay instead of wax is used in all kinds of graft-

ing, but the wax is much the best.

In grafting, as in budding, always have sharp instru-

ments ; make the cuts clean and smooth ; bring the inner

bark of stock and scion in close contact, by a permanent

pressure of the stock upon its scion ; the top of the scion

should be cut off next to a bud, and have a bud just be-

neath the shoulder where it unites with the stock ; every

portion of the wound should be perfectly covered with

the composition, and the stock and scion must correspond,

not only in their nature, but in their habits of growth.

In-arching or Grofting hy approach.—This mode is prac-

tised with Camellias and Magnolias. A branch is bent and

partly cut through, and the heel, thus formed is slipped

into a slit made downward in the stock to receive it ; the

parts are then made to meet as exactly as possible, and

are bound with bass strings, and covered with grafting

clay, or with the composition. In five or six months the

union is complete, and the in-arched plant may be separated

from its parent, which is done with a sharp knife so as to
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le^ve a clean cut. The head of the stock, if not removed

before, is then cut away, and the plant is ready for removal.

The advantages oi grafting and budding are the rapidity

with which a valuable kind which will not grow from cut-

tings may be propagated : trees of worthless fruit may be

changed into more valuable varieties, seedlings can be

brought into early bearing, foreign tender fruits may be

rendered hardier on hardy native stocks, a kind of fruit

may be- grown in a soil not congenial to it, as the pear by

grafting on the quince. Several varieties of fruit may be

grown upon the same tree ; and, finally, by grafting on

dwarf-growing stocks the trees may be so dwarfed as to

afford many varieties ripening in succession within the

limits of a small garden.

Pruning.—This important operation is generally per-

formed more at random than any other in gardening. Not

even a twig should be removed from a tree without some

definite object This is a work above all others requiring

care, knowledge, and judgment, and should never be left

to ignorant operators. Either prune your trees and plants

yourself, or stand by and direct the manner in which it is to

be done. " The time to prune,'* says an experienced culti-

vator, " is when your knife is sharp." Pruning may take

place at any time, but is most conveniently performed

while the leaves are off. Our frosts are not so severe as

to often injure tlie terminal bud. A good tim6 for the

peach is when the buds begin to swell. Grapes may be

pruned any time during the winter months. If delayed

later they are apt to bleed excessively. Besides the gene-

ral winter pruning, shoots may be removed at any time, if

the tree seem to be throwing its strength in a wrong direc-

tion. This is better accomplished by disbudding, that is,

removing those buds which would produce unnecessary
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shoots^ or pinching the extremities of those shoots which

are making too much wood.

The implements required in pruning are the common
pruning knife, a small saw with very fine teeth, and a pair

of pruning-shears with a sliding joint to make a draw cut,

in order to divide the branch with a clean, smooth cut, and

not to bruise it on the side next the plant.

When a branch is pruned it should be generally cut as

near a bud as may be without injury to the bud, or to

speak more definitely, not more in length than the branch

is thick should be left beyond the bud. The cut should

slope downward from the bud, to prevent the water from

lodging in the angle, and that the sun and air may excite

the bark to cover the wound.

If a long piece of branch or snag be left beyond the

bud, it withers and decays, seriously injuring, not only

the branch to which it is attached, but the general health

of the tree.

The great art is to make a clean smooth cut, so as to

leave the bark in a healthy state to cover the wound, and

to prune so near a bud as to leave no dead wood. Hence,

if the branch be removed with the saw, the cut must

be smoothed over with the knife. In cutting off large

branches the wound should be covered with grafting wax,

or brushed over with Mr. Downing's preparation of shellac

dissolved in alcohol, in order to exclude the air. Pruning

is most commonly intended either to improve the form of

the tree by directing the growth from one part to another,

to reneio the growth of stunted trees, to induce or diminish

fruitfulnessy to remove diseased or decaying ^ra^cAe^, and in

cases of transplanting to proportion the head to tlie roots.

In pruning to improve theform of the tree, as in pleasure

grounds, the object is to preserve its natural shape, so that

it may be an agreeable object on the lawn, or when com-
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biued with others in a group. Lawn trees should never

have the stems trimmed up to bare poles, but the branches

should proceed from near the ground, so that when covered

with foliage they will nearly sweep the ground, and be

one mass of green from the base to the top. So in all

kinds of fruit-trees the branches should be allowed to pro-

ceed from the trunk within a foot of the ground. Such

trunks are screened from our burning sun, and are much
more healthy and fruitful than those with naked stems

five or six feet high. Every tree growing naturally has

its trunk sheltered from the sun. If it grow in the open

ground, this is accomplished by its own branches, while in

the forest all the trunks are sheltered by the canopy of

foliage above. If one part of the tree is disposed to out-

grow another, and thus destroy the balance, it may be

shortened in winter, and the shoots pinched off the next

summer, until the sap is thrown in the right direction

into weaker branches that were left entire, and the balance

is restored. When it is desired that new shoots of a branch

should take an upright direction, prune to an inside bud.

If you wish an open spreading top, prune to an outside

bud of the branch. To make a stem grow straighter in

cutting back young trees, choose the leader on opposite

sides each year, and it will keep a straight line.

When a tree has stopped growing, remaining stationary,

it often happens that if the tree is cut back in winter to a

few buds, the whole force of the sap being made to act on

these few buds, vigorous young shoots will be produced,

and these -sending down new woody matter to the stem,

new roots are formed, and the whole tree is renewed.

Pruning to reduce or diminish fruitfulness.— Every-

thing that is favorable to rapid, vigorous growth is gener-

ally unfavorable to the immediate production of fruit.

Hence, pruning to induce fruitfulness is performed after
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vegetation has commenced. If a tree be severely pruned

immediately after its leaves have put forth, it is so checked

as to be unable to make a vigorous growth the same

season, and the circulation of the sap is impeded, and the

young shoots that would have made wood branches, had

the growth been unchecked, will become fruit spurs.

Pinching the extremities is however the usual mode of

pruning, to induce fruitfulness. The same result is pro-

duced by pruning the roots, which also lessens the dimen-

sion of the trees.

Pruning at transplanting.—At this time all bruised

and broken roots and branches should be removed. When
trees are taken from the ground, a greater or less portion

of the roots are destroyed or injured, and the natural

balance between the root and top is destroyed, arid the tree

in this condition will either die or make a slow growth.

In England, the climate is so moist, that trees may be re-

moved and leave nearly all the branches as they were;

but under the hot suns and strong winds of this climate a

vigorous shortening in is requisite. Trees must be pruned

much more closely here at the period of transplanting

than even at the north. It matters very little how closely

you prime the top of the trees; only have good roots and

a single season's growth will restore the balance. Just

after transplanting some of my own trees, which I had

pruned sufficiently, as I thought, a cow got in while the

fence was repairing, and browsed off several, eating all

the young shoots. The wounds were carefully cut over

immediately down to a bud, and the loosened roots fixed

firmly in the soil. The trees, the ensuing summer made

a better average growth than those which were not so

closely shortened. Do not leave more than one or two

buds to a branch of the previous year's growth if the tree

is of much size at the time of transplanting.
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The genei^al principles of pruning are consisely ex-

pressed by M. Dubreuil, as follows

:

1. The vigor of a tree subjected to pruning, depends

in a great measure on the equal distribution of sap in all

itsbranches. That this equal distribution may take place

—

Prune the branches of the most vigorous parts very shorty

and those of the weak parts long. The feeble parts being

pruned long, present a great number of buds and a large

surface of leaves, which attract the sap, and produce vigor-

ous growth ; while the vigorous partft being pruned short

and the surface of leaves diminished, growth in those parts

is also diminished.

Leave a large quantity offruit on the strong part and
remove the whole or the greater fart from the feeble.

All the sap which arrives in the strong part will be

appropriated by the fruit, and the wood there will make
little growth, while the feeble parts being deprived of

fruit, the sap will be appropriated by the growing parts

and they will increase in size and strength.

Bend the strong parts and keep the weak erect. The
more erect the branches are the greater will be the flow

of sap and consequent growth ; hence, the balance may
be restored by bending down those disposed to make too

much growth.

Remove from the vigorous parts the superfluous shoots

as early in the season as possible, and from the feeble

parts as late as passible. The fewer the young shoots are

in number the fewer the leaves, and the less the sap is at-

fj-acted there ; but leaving these standing on the feeble parts,

these leaves attract the sap and induce vigorous growth.

Pinch early the soft extremities of the shoots on the

vigorous parts, and as late as possible on the feeble parts,

excepting always any shoots which may be too vigorous

for their position. By this practice the flow of sap to that
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point is checked and turned to the growing points that

have not been pinched.

In trainings lay in the strong shoots on the trellis early

and leave thefeeble jparts loose as long as possible. Laying

in the strong shoots obstructs in them the circulation and

favors the weak parts which are at liberty. Giving also the

feeble parts the benefit of the light in training, and confining

the strong parts more in the shade, restores a balance.

2. The sap acts with greater force and produces more

vigorous growth on a branch short pruned than on one

long pruned. The whole sap of the branch acting on

two buds must produce greater development of wood
on them than if divided among fifteen or twenty. Hence,

to produce wood branches, we prune short, or if fruit

branches we prune long, because slender and feeble shoots

are more disposed to fruit. Hence, also trees that are en-

feebled by over-bearing should for a year or two be pruned

short.

The sap tending always to the extremities of the shoots

causes the terminal hud to push with greater vigor than

the laterals.—When we wish a prolongation of a stem,

we should prune to a vigorous wood bud, and leave

no production that can interfere with the action of the

sap on it.

4. The more the sap is obstructed in its circulation, the

more likely it will be to produce fruit buds. Sap circu-

lating slowly is subjected to a more complete elaboration

in the tissues of the tree, and becomes better adapted to

form fruit buds. If we wish a branch to bear fruit, we
can obstruct the circulation of the sap by bending or

making incisions around the branch, or if wished to change

a fruit into a wood-branch, raise it into a vertical position

and prune it to two or three buds on which we concentrate

the action of the sap and induce them to grow vigorously.
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6. The leaves serve to p-epare the sap absorbed by the roots

for the nourishment of the tree and aid in the formation

of buds on the shoots. All trees therefore deprived of

their leaves, are liable to perish. Hence, the leaves

should never be removed from a tree under the pre-

text of aiding the growth, or ripening the fruit, as

deprived of leaves trees cannot grow, neither can their

fruit mature.

6. When the buds of any shoot or branch do not

develop before the age of two years, th'ey can be

forced into activity only by a very close pruning and

in some cases, as the peach, even this will fail. Hence

the main branches should be trimmed so as to secure a

development of their successive sections, and so shortened

in as not to allow the production of long naked stems,

leaving the interior of the tree bare of shoots, and con-

sequently unproductive. In order to induce trees to

grow in any particular form it is not so much labor as

continued attention that is required. A thorough pruning

once a year will not produce the desired effect, but a

little attention two or three times a week during the

growing season, will be sufficient to examine every shoot

in an acre of garden trees, and the eye is very soon trained

so as to detect at a glance ttie shoots that require attention.

For fuller information on this subject, and indeed upon

every one connected with the management of trees, the

very best manual is Barry's Fruit Garden, from which a

portion of the above is condensed.

Training.—The principal objects of training are to

render plants more productive of fruits and flowers than

if left to grow voluntary, also to form screens of various

running plants to keep any unsightly object from view.

The points to be attended to, are to entirely cover the

4*
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wall or trellis, bending the branches #backwards and for-

wards so as to form numerous deposits of returning sap,

and the full exposure of the fruit-bearing branches to the

sun and air. The long shoots are shortened to make them

throw out side branches, with which the trellis is covered,

without permitting them to cross each other. Training

flowers should be regulated by a knowledge of their

habits of growth. It consists principally in checking over-

luxuriance of growth and tying them to stakes or frames.

Special directions for training the grape and pear, &c.,

will be given hereafter.

Transplanting.—In transplanting the main points to

be regarded are, care in taking up the plant so as to avoid

injuring, the spongeoles of the roots
;
planting firmly, so as

to enable the plant to take isi secure hold of the soil;

reducing the top in order to prevent evaporation, and to

restore the balance between it and the root ; shading to

prevent the evaporation from the leaves being greater

than the plant can support, and watering that it may be

abundantly supplied with food in its new abode, and last

by performing the operation in moist weather, and with

as little delay as possible.

The first thing is to avoid injury to the roots; a little

care here will often save a year's growth in a tree. The
roots are of two kinds, the main roots which support

the plant in the soil, and the small fibrous roots that

supply it with nourishment. The fibres terminate in small

pores of great delicacy which act as little sponges in im-

bibing moisture for the use of the plant. These spongeoles

supply the plant with food, and if injured or broken off

the plant must supply itself with others, or perish for

want of nourishment. These fibrous roots are the ones

most likely to be destroyed or injured by transplanting, and
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if so, the power of expansion and contraction possessed by

the fibres is either entirely lost or the circulation is weakly

and imperfectly carried on through a diseased organ.

When a plant therefore is transplanted, the roots must be

carefully examined and all the injured roots should be

cut off before it is re-set, in order to force the plant to

throw out new fibres.

With deciduous plants, especially trees and shrubs, it is

best to transplant when the leaves have fallen, that they

may not suffer from the effects of evaporation. November

and December are the best times for transplanting all

hardy plants, as even evergreens at that period require

less moisture and the branches are torpid, while the roots

continue active, and fresh ones are formed during the

winter to take the place of those injured by transplanting.

Half-hardy and tender plants should not be taken up

until the danger of heavy frost has passed, for when just

removed they are much more susceptible to injury during

severe weather.

Shading is necessary in summer transplanting, if the

plant retains its leaves, unless in damp weather. This is

to diminish the evaporation, and the removal of a large

portion of its leaves is also advisable for the same pur-

pose.

Watering is quite as obviously necessary in order to

supply the spongeoles with an abundance of food, that

the increased quantity imbibed by each may, in some

degree, supply their diminished number. A single copious

watering is better than more.

As a general rule in transplanting, neverbury the collar

of the root. Some exceptions exist, as cabbages, balsams,

and some other annuals, which will throw out roots above

the collar, and in peais on the quince, which must be set

above the place wber§ grafted. In transplanting trees,
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the bole should be made large enough to receive the

roots at full length. If a ball of earth can be retained so

much the better, as it will both protect the roots and steady

the tree. The roots should be as little exposed as possi-

ble ; they should rest upon a bed of fine soil, and be

covered with the same material. Two persons are needed

in this operation, one to hold the tree,very gently shaking

it while the other is sprinkling with his spade the fine

earth about the roots. Care should be taken to have the

roots'set firmly in the ground, and to let the earth pene-

trate and fill all their insterstices. When it is to be fixed

with water, after a little earth is thrown over the roots,

water is applied by pouring it from the open spout of a

watering pot, held as high as a man can reach ; more earth

is then thrown in and the water again applied. This sets

the tree firm without staking or treading the earth, as

usually done. Others spread the roots carefully and fill in

as above, but make the earth firm by treading the soil

closely about the roots as soon as they are sufficiently cov-

ered. If the roots are made firm either with water or

treading, and a proper proportion of the top taken off, the

tree will hardly require staking. Formerly in transplant-

ing trees, they were frequently reduced to bare poles, but

now the tendency is to leave on too much top, especially

with those who derive their ideas from standard English

authors. In their moist climate, but very little of the top

requires removal, but with us the evaporation is so great

that a pretty severe pruning is required to insure success.

Besides, if the tree is thus pruned, you have its subsequent

growth under control, and can train it in any shape you

like. Where trees have been long out of th.e ground, it is

well to cover them entirely with earth a few days before

replanting. This will often restore freshness after they

begin to shrivel. Prune them very closely, taking off all
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dead roots, and then re-set them, and they Avill often suc-

ceed when apparently almost hopelessly dead.

In transplanting herbaceous plants, as annuals, an even-

ing, or a damp cloudy day, or just before a shower, is the

proper time for the operation. The earth should be first

well dug to afford a moist situation in which the delicate

fibres m.ay quickly establish themselves. Do not trans-

plant immediately after a heavy rain, as the soil, if moved
while wet, will form a crust about the plant. This opera-

tion should always be performed in the case of choice

young plants with the trowel, removing with them a little

ball of earth, and the plant will hardly show its change of

situation by any check in its growth. Larger plants may
be removed in the same way with the spade.

Plants that are not removed with a ball, are benefited

by grouting. Mix up a quantity of rich loam in water to

a semi-fluid state, in which in&ert the roots. Plants which

are readily transplanted, as the cabbage, tomato, &c., may
have a hole made with a dibble, and the plant inserted,

when the dibble is again inserted near the stem, and the

earth pushed up close to the root. Tap-rooted plants are

transplanted with great difficulty, and as they cannot be

taken up with a ball, should always be grouted before they

are replanted. Sweet potato slips, cabbage plants, &c.,

may be set aut even in dry weather, in freshly moved soil,

by making a hole in the earth, setting the plants erect

therein, and washing in the earth with water (from the

spout of a water-pot) about the roots, and covering them

at the surface with dry soil to retain the moisture and

keep the soil from baking. This should be done in the

evening.

Mulching.—Mulching is placing mulch or moist litter,

of various kinds, upon the surface of the soil over the
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roots of newly-planted trees and shrubs. A little earth

should be thrown on the mulch, to keep it in its place,

and is more neat than exposing it on the surface. Mulch-

ing prevents moisture from evaporating, and it also pre-

vents frost from penetrating to the roots. Mulching should

also be applied to those herbaceous plants that are impa-

tient ofheat about the roots. Strawberries thinly mulched,

the crown being uncovered, are much more productive,

and continue longer in bearing. Irish potatoes produce

more abundantly, and are of better quality. English peas

are thus kept much longer in bearing, and rhubarb and

other plants, requiring a cool soil, can be more readily

raised. Fruit trees, by having their roots mulched, are

kept in better health and vigor. Mulching not only wards

off drought, but, in this way, by keeping the ground moist,

and by the decay of the mulching substance, a good deal

of food is conveyed to the plants. Some authors, indeed,

think also that ground will become continually richer by
being shaded. A supply of small, fibrous roots are thrown

out at the surface by mulched plants, and thus is prevented

the formation of tap-roots which are inimical to the pro-

duction of blossom-buds. But the great benefit of mulch-

ing is that a steady permanency of moisture is retained,

in spite of adverse circumstances, and without stagnation.

In general, the coat of litter for mulching must be thin,

that the rain may not be prevented from reaching the

roots of plants.

Watering.—Watering is a very essential branch of

culture. Seed cannot vegetate, and plants cannot grow,

without water. All the substances which the plant derives

from the soil, as food, enter into its circulation dissolved in

water ; and even the spongeoles themselves, unless kept

moist, lose their power of absorption.
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J. J. Thomas remarks : " From repeated experiments,

we are induced to draw the conclusion that, next to ma-

nure, nothing is more important in vegetable growth, in

many cases, than irrigation. Practical gardeners, in

countries more moist than our own, regard it as indis-

pensable, and a large share of their success depends upon

copious watering."

Some interesting cases which have recently occurred

may be worth stating. Two rows of raspberries stand on

ground in every respect alike ; but one receives the drip

of the wood-house, and the other does not. The watered

row is fully four times as large as the other. Again, the

berries on the bushes of the Fastolf and Franconia rasp-

berries were at least twice as large when the soil was

kept well moistened as afterward, when allowed to be-

come dry. A repetition of watering again doubled the

size. Again, a near neighbor, who cultivates strawberries

for market, and who uses a water-cart for irrigating the

rows, raised at the rate of 120 bushels per acre of good

fruit on common soil by this means, and he noticed, where

the cart was left standing over night, so that the water

dripped gradually from it for some hours upon a portion of

the plants, the fruit had grown to double the size the rest in

twenty-four hours. In watering, several points are to be

attended to. One is (except while or after transplanting),

never saturate the soil. Frequent sprinklings are more

beneficial. The water should be of the temperature of the.

atmosphere, or it will chill the ground and the plants.

Water that has stood in the sun all day is best for water-

ing plants in the open air, and in a green-house it should

be kept standing until the chill is removed. Do not pour

water down close to the stem and collar of the plant, as it

will be likely to injure and rot that vital part ; apply it
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rather to the extremities of the roots, more or less near to

the stem, according to the size and nature of the plant.

The quantity of wattr depends upon the nature of the

plant and its stage of growth. In spring, while in a grow-

ing state, or while the* plant is in flower, or the fruit is

swelling, the plant requires an abundance of water. But

when the fruit is ripening, and in winter, when the plant

is at rest, very little is required, and much is injurious.

Water is necessary to make seeds germinate; but much is

v*y injurious to plants just coming up, as it unsettles

their roots, and even washes them away. After the

second pair of leaves have opened, water maybe given

sparingly. As it begins to grow more vigorously, more

will be required. Plants with large, broad leaves, like

tobacco, require more water than those with small pinnate

leaves like the acacia. Plants, also, in a strong light,

more than those growing in the shade.

The best time for watering plants, generally, is the even-

ing. This gives them all night to refresh themselves.

It does no good to water in the heat of the day, as the

heated atmosphere drinks up the moisture before the plant

can imbibe it ; but, if plants are watered in the evening,

they can drink their fill in the cool of the night. When
small seeds are sown, they should be sprinkled, in dry

weather, with water from a fine rosed water-pot ; and, if in

small patches, may be shaded by a mat until they come up.

If the ground has become very dry and hard, it should

be loosened before the water is applied, or it will not pen-

etrate, to be of any service to the plant. Water, early in

spring and in autumn, may be given in the morning, or it

might chill the plants, if the night should be cold ; so in

the green-house, during winter, water should be given in

the morning. Watering the leaves when the sun shines
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will make them blister and become covered with brown

spots, wherever the water touches. If watering a plant

has been once commenced, keep on until the necessity-

ceases, or more injury than good will result. The use of

the hoe should always follow the water-pot, as soon as the

ground gets dry.

The best water to use in the garden is rain-water caught

in open cisterns. It abounds in ammonia and fertilizing

gases. If spring or well-water must be used, a very little

guano, say one pound (or two pounds of fowl-manure) to

twenty gallons of water, will give it proper , fertilizing

properties. Let it remain covered in the sun one or two

days before use.

Cultivation with the Hoe.—^If the ground be not of-

ten moved, it becomes so hard that the roots cannot penetrate

it to gQt their proper food. The rains flow off the surface,

without sinking into and moistening the soil, and the bene-

ficial influence of the atmosphere is excluded, A soil well

hoed has a new surface continually ready to absorb the

fertilizing gases of the atmosphere, and the manures ap-

plied are more thoroughly intermingled.

" If I had to preach a sermon on horticulture," says

Downing, " I should take this for my text : Stir the soil."

The surface of the soil cannot be too frequently stirred.

As soon as the plants are well above ground, they should

be thinned out so as not to interfere with each other^s

growth; say to an inch in the drills. At the same time,

the soil may be loosened a little about them, so as to break

any crust that may have formed, without injury to the

young plants, and the weeds may be removed.

A little later, stir the soil more deeply with a narrow

hoe, taking care not to cover the young plants. Every

weed should be cut down or pulled up, no matter how
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small. As the plants grow larger, the hoe may be used

more fearlessly, and thinning should also take place, from

time to time, as the danger diminishes of their being de-

stroyed by insects. It is not enough to keep the weeds

down ; digging deeply among the plants admits the atmos-

phere, with it fertilizing gases, and actually manures the

young plants. Many persons do not like to use the hoe

in dry weather, for fear the plants will suffer for want of

moisture. But if the earth be kept loose, and in fine tilth,

the air that enters into its pores will leave a precious de-

posit of moisture in the soil. Notice a plat of fresh dug

ground, some dewy morning during a drought, how moist

is the surface, and see how hard and dry is the unstirred

plot near by ! The air has watered the fresh dug soil

more effectually than you could do ; and moisture, too,

comes up by capillary attraction from the subsoil, and

abundantly, too, if the ground was deeply trenched. " A
man will raise more moisture," says Oobbett, " with the

hoe and spade in a day, than he can pour on the earth out

of a watering-pot in a month.** The deposit of moisture on

the outside of a pitcher of cold water every one has no-

ticed. As the air in contact with the cold surface of the

pitcher is robbed of its moisture, which is condensed upon

the surface of the pitcher, so the fresh stirred earth con-

denses upon its surface the moisture of the air, and con-

veys it to the roots of the thirsty plants. If the ground

be suffered to become close and compact, the cool surface

exposed to the air for the reception of moisture is smaller,

and what is deposited does not enter into^the earth far

enough to be appropriated ; but if the soil be loose and
porous, thaair enters more deeply, and deposits its moist-

ure beneath the surface. Almost any soil in which a seed

may be made to germinate will, by continual hoeing, pro-
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duce a crop. Do not be afraid of cutting off the roots of

your plants and killing them by digging. In very dry
weather you need hoe but one side of your plants the same
day. For every fibre you cut off, two fresh ones will

start, and the next day or two after you may hoe the

other side of the row with safety.

The ground should be hoed deeply; corn, unless it is

ploughed between, will produce hardly anything, and the

great secret of raising good cabbage is deep digging be-

tween them, while the dew is on. " The best protection,'^

says Oobbett, " against frequent droughts is frequent

digging.'' Above all, cut up every weed that appears.

" One year's seeding makes seven years' weeding." The
only use of weeds is to make a necessity of tilling the

ground more frequently. Weeds will come up in spite of

all our care, but much can be done to prevent them.

Their seeds are brought in with the manure. Oil this

account guano is preferable to any other application, as it

is perfectly clear of them. They are brought in also by
the wind, and they are dug up from beneath and start

into vegetation at once, though they have been torpid for

years. As soon as one appears above the ground, dig it

up at once. If they have already gone to seed, mix the

salt and lime mixture with them, and their vegetating

power will be destroyed, and these robbers of the soil con-

verted into valuable fertilizers.

Protection from Frost.—Camellias and many half-

hardy plants may be protected by laying straw and litter

about the roots, as the severest frost will penetrate but a

few inches. Very few half-hardy plants will be seriously

injured if their roots are covered a few inches deep with

straw or leaves. Garden pots, empty boxes, barrels, &c.,
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are all useful. If any of these are used, holes should be

left in the top that the dampness may not accumulate un-

derneath, which might be more injurious than the frost.

Common tumblers are used in protecting small plants, to

be raised whenever much moisture accumulates.

Wooden frames covered with oiled paper are very use-

ful in protecting low plants. Vine-shields are also em-

ployed for this purpose during the Avinter months. A
very slight covering over the top will 'protect from frost,

even though the sides are exposed, but the top should

never be left exposed to perpendicular frost. All tender

plants will survive the winter better in a northern expo-

sure, where the changes of atmosphere are more gradual,

than if subjected to alternate freezings, and thawings sud-

denly, as they are in warm exposures.

Fruit trees while in blossom or with the young fruit

just ft)rmed are most easily protected from frost by having

a quantity of chips, dried tan, or trash of any description,

at hand. If the prospect of .frost is pretty certain, small

fires are built in various parts of the garden on the wind-

ward side, and when burning well are covered with damp

trash of various kinds to create a great smoke, these are

kept up all night, and the protection from the clouds of

warm smoke rising from the garden is quite sufficient to

ward off all danger of frost. A large fruit garden may be

thus protected at an expense of less than a dollar for fuel

and one hand to watch the fires and keep them up all

night, and the pleasure and profit of a fine crop of fruit

when it is generally cut off is a great remuneration for the

small expense incurred.

Number of Plants REauiRED to an Acre.— The

following table, showing the number of plants required

for an acre, is often of great convenience in planting

gardens and orchards

:
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Distance No. of Distance. No. of

apart. Plants. apart. Plants.

1 foot 43,560 10 feet 435

U ** 19,360 11 •' 360

2 feet 10,890 12 « 302

2h " 6,969 13 *• 257

3 « 4,840 14 *' 222

Sh " 3,656 15 " 193

4 " 2,722 16 " 170

4i" 2,232 17 " 150

6 " i,742 18 " 134

6 " 1,210 19 '* 122

7 " 889 20 '* 108

8 '* 680 25 '' 69

9 ' 537 30 ** 49

Destruction of Vermin.—Insects are much more

destructive to the vegetable kingdom in warm climates.

These minute destroyers attack almost every cultivated

plant, of which no portion escapes their ravages. One
devours its tender leaf as it issues from the ground, an-

other preys upon the root and the plant perishes ; another

burrows into the stem,boring it in every direction until it

is broken oflP by the wind. The caterpillar preys upon

the leaves when it gets more mature, while the black

grub cuts off the young plant just as it is shooting into

growth. Some feed upon the flowers, while others devour

the matured fruit or seed. But though we cannot entirely

check, we can materially diminish their ravages.

During autumn, let the garden be sown with salt at the

rate of six or eight bushels per acre and many insects will

disappear. Even arsenic has been proposed to be min-

gled with the r&anure and incorporated with it in the soil

at the rate of some fifty pounds to an ordinary garden,

but this is a substance too dangerous. " In the cold

freezing weather of winter let the soil be frequently turned

over and exposed to frost, the oftener the better.
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" Erect a post in the centre of the garden, on which nail

a platform of planks some thirty inches square, which

cover with sand ; on this build nightly a fire of fat light-

wood for some weeks, from the time that moths, millers,

and butterflies begin to infest the garden. Large num-

bers will fly into the fire and be consumed/^*

Hang up common porter bottles, though wide-mouthed

bottles are preferable, during the same season, with a few

spoonfuls of sweetened water or molasses and vinegar in

them to be renewed every second evening, and hundreds

of moths that would have been the parents of a new race

of destroyers will be caught. This is the most prom-

ising mode of waging war also upon the melon-worm as

well as the com and boll-worm, and many other insects.

For filling the bottles, a better preparation still is a pint

of water to half a pint of molasses, the water having as

much cobalt dissolved in it as it will take up before mixing

with the molasses. Put a wineglassful to each bottle and

empty once or twice a week.

Mr. Downing mentions an acquaintance who, using the

molasses and water only one season, caught and extermi-

nated three bushels of insects in this manner, and preserved

his garden almost free from them. Mr. Robinson, of New
Haven, caught over a peck in one night. Keep the ground

rich and sow healthy seed ; cultivate thoroughly, and the

crop will soon be beyond their ravages. After the crops

are so far advanced that fowls will not do much injury by

scratching, keep them in the garden during the summer,

and the cabbage caterpillars and many other worms will

be exterminated. Birds are valuable assistants in the

work of destruction. Toads live almost entirely upon

insects, and do no injury to vegetables. Bonfires of brush

B. a Southera Cultivator, Nov. 1856.
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just after dark (where light wood id not convenient) will

attract and destroy immense numbers of moths and bee-

tles. EoUing the surface smooth when planted, destroys

the hiding places of many insects, and renders them less

destructive. Crush the beetle, the grub, or the leaf roller

under your foot, and you destroy a thousand enemies at

once, by preventing reproduction.

When the plants are attacked, various remedies are re-

q^uired.

Try the camphor preparation of R. B. in the Southern

Cultivator. Put into a barrel of water a quarter of a

pound of camphor, in pieces the size of a hickory nut, fill

with water and let it stand a day, and with this water your

plants, and fill the barrel for the next watering. The cam-

phor is slowly absorbed, and will last a long time. If the

camphor water is too weak, add to a barrel of water a cup-

ful or more of strong lye, and more will dissolve. Add also

a pound of cheap cape aloes to a gallon of lye (or water in

which a pound of saleratus or potash has been dissolved);

add a pint of this to a barrel of water, and use as the

camphor water. Camphor and aloes (especially the for-

mer) are offensive to most insects.

Try also sprinkling the plants with ashes, air-slaked

lime, charcoal dust impregnated with the odor of oil tur-

pentine, soot, sulphur, or better still, Scotch snuff sifted on

the plants, by placing it in a tin cup, with the mouth cov*

ered with gauze, and shaking it when inverted over the

plants. Try also to drive away the insects.

Watering them and the plants with an infusion of to-

bacco, or China berries, soapsuds, solutions of guano, or

whale oil soap, when the latter can be obtained. Fumigat-

ing with sulphur and tobacco is very efficient. But tobacco

water is the great remedy. Watering with guano water
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is very satisfactory, as it is repulsive to most insects, and

hastens the growth of the plants.

The following are some of the most troublesome of these

pests:

A'phidesy or plant lice, some species of which peculiar to

itself are found on almost every plant. They multiply with

astonishing rapidity. They are besi destroyed by tobacco

juice. Steep the leaves until the solution is of a dark

brown color, and mix with an equal quantity of strong

soapsuds; dip the affected branch in the liquid, or sprin-

kle it liberally over the affected parts. Repeat as often as

one makes its appearance. The green aphis, which is

very injurious to rose bushes and other plants, may be

thus destroyed.

The Woolly Aphis is found mostly upon the apple tree.

It is a small dark-colored insect, covered with a white

woolly substance that conceals its body. Destroy the first

one that makes it appearance. Scrape the bark 'smooth

if rough, wash the tree, and fill every crevice with Har-

ris's Composition ; Two parts soft-soap and eight of

water, thickened with lime to the consistency of thick

whitewash, or wash with a solution of two pounds potash

to seven quarts of water. If the roots are affected, they

must also be washed, and fresh earth put about them. The

best application to the roots is strong tobacco-water poured

about them after removing the surface soil.

The Scaly Aphis, a bark louse, infests the bark of the

apple tree. They are of a dark brown color like the bark.

Tobacco-water and soapsuds applied to them the last of

May, while they are young, will destroy them.

Ants may be killed by pouring boiling water into their

hillocks ; or may be caught in the wide-mouthed bottles

containing sweetened water, which are general extermina-

tors of moths, insects, and beetles of all kinds.
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Tht Ajpj^le Moth deposits its eggs in the eye of the

young fruit into which the gru, when hatched eats its

way, causing the fruit to drop prematurely. A similar

insect attacks the peach. The only remedy is to allow

swine to pick up the fallen fruit, or do it by hand as

soon as they fall, and destroy them. Their thin paper-like

cocoons may be found in the crevices of the trees in

February and March, and should be destroyed.

The Apple-tree Borer is a grub produced by a beetle

which deposits its eggs in the bark of the apple and quince

near the ground. The e^^ becomes a whitish grub which

eats into the tree in all directions, often completely girdling

it. Insert a wire into the holes and kill them. A mound
of ashes or lime rubbish raised about the base of the trunk

in the spjring will prevent the beetles from depositing their

eggs in the soft bark. This should be removed late in

summer when the danger is over and spread for manure.

Hot water might be as effectual as in the case of the

Peach borer, but it may be injurious to the tree.

The Peach-tree Borer deposits its eggs at the base of the

trunk on the soft bark ; when hatched they bore their way
under the bark, sometimes proceeding upwards along the

trunk, at=^ other times downward into the root. Its

presence is made known by the effusion of gum ; as it does

not penetrate the wood, it is easily traced by its holes

under the bark. Haul away the earth from the roots ; clean

away the gum ; cut out and destroy the grub with a knife,

or pour scalding water into his haunts from the spout of a

tea-kettle, which will kill the grub without injury to the

tree. Put a small mound of ashes or slacked lime around

the base of the trunk, to be scattered over the ground in

the fall, as they are an excellent dressing for the trees.

Peach trees should be carefully examined every autumn

and spring. The hot water application is desirable as it

5
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promotes the health of the tree, almost always throwing

the most feehle into vigorous growth.

The Grape-vine Borer attacks grape-vines, except the

Scuppernong, in the same way as the peach-tree borer

injures peach trees, and the remedies are the same. Both

these insects are of the genus JEgeria,

The Mekn Wcrin is noticed under the article. Melon.

The most hopeful remedy is to destroy the moths before

laying their eggs by the light wood fires, or by catching

them in the bottles ; and whether this will prove successful

or not is to be ascertained.

Caterpillars.—There are many varieties destructive to

the foliage of fruit and ornamental trees. One most

loathsome of these has caused the beautiful Oatalpa to be

banished from our pleasure-grounds. The one on the

apple tree is the tent caterpillar, of which the moth lays

its eggs in large rings on the branches of trees which are

hatched the ensuing spring. If any of these clusters of

eggs are found at pruning time, cut them off and burn

them. If any caterpillars appear in the spring, they may
be removed by a round bush fastened to a pole, which is

put into the nest, and with a few turns web and all is re-

moved to be crushed by the foot. Some kinds do not seem

put to any inconvenience by tlie application of strong

soapsuds, and on these the tobacco and soap preparation

may be applied. They may be brushed off into this

liquid. If nothing else will do, hand picking and scalding

water must be resorted to.

T'he Cherry and Pear Slugs are small slimy dark-bi*own

slugs that appear in summer devouring the leaves of the

pear and cherry. A sprinkling with the soap and tobacco

preparation weakened, applied two or three times, or

throwing slacked lime or ashes over them will destroy

them. The slugs that are injurious to garden vegetables
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are caught by placing pieces of cabbage and turnip leaves

in their way, on which they will be found collected,

and may be thrown into the fire.

Cut-worm, or black grub. There are several varieties

of these, differing somewhat in color—^the progeny of dif-

ferent beetles. The common variety is ash-colbred with

a dark stripe on the back. When full-grown they are an

inch and a-half long and the size of a large quill. They
hide in the ground in hot sunny days, but come out at night

to eat of the tender stems of young plants. They are

much more destructive in warm, wet seasons. The only

remedy when they once appear is to examine the beds

every morning, when by digging near the plants cut off

you will generally find the destroyer. Choice plants may
be transplanted in trenches, as directed under the article

Cabbage, or protected by wrapping their stems in paper

when transplanted. Salt or lime will not kill them in the

spring, but if salt be applied in the fall broadcast they

do not appear the ensuing summer.

I have found it so one year at least in adjacent gardens
;

the one salted was free from the grub, while ih the other

it was very destructive.

Cucwmher and Squash Bags resemble each other except

in color. If very troublesome, the plants may be sown

under boxes covered with millinet which will prevent

access to the plants.

The Curculio.—This is a small brownish beetle about

a quarter of an inch long, and deposits its ^^^ in a

semi-circular incision that it makes in stone fruit, which

hatches and eats its way into the young fruit, causing it to

fall prematurely. It attacks all stone fruits, but especially

apricots, nectarines and plums. It is not so destructive

in clayey or hard soils. The remedies that have hitherto

proved successful, are to pave the ground so that the grub
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cannot enter it to complete his transformation ; besides this,

picking up the fruit as fast as it drops before the worm
can enter the earth has been found beneficial; likewise

jarring the tree (by striking sharply with a mallet on the

stump of a limb removed for the purpose) as soon as the

fruit is the size of a pea, and collecting the insects on a

white sheet as they fall, and destroying them; as the in-

sects are torpid in the morning, that is the best time for

the operation, which should be kept up until the fruit

begins to ripen. Trees planted near piles of fresh horse

manure are said to be free from the insects, they being

repelled by the ammoniacal gas. But the best of all

methods is to plant all stone fruits in an enclosure by

themselves in, which pigs and poultry are admitted ; these

will collect the fruit as fast as it falls, and tread the

ground firmly together, so that it is not easy for the insects

to enter it. None of these methods will be fully effectual

if there are neglected trees near by from which the cwr-

culio may emigrate. The most reliable of them is jarring

the trees, and destroying the insects daily; the next is

giving access to a large flock of chickens which destroying

the perfect insect are a much more efficient. remedy than

the pigs alone.

The Corn Worm {Heliothes) comes from the ^^^ of a yel-

lowish moth deposited in June, and after in the silk or

apex of the ears of Indian Corn while in the milk. The

caterpillar, at first scarcely visible, increases rapidly, and,

sheltered by the husk, feeds voraciously upon the tender

grains at the end of the cob. It is thought to be identical

with the boll-worm of the cotton plant. Injury may
probably be warded off by catching tlie first brood of

moths in the wide-mouth bottles before mentioned, or by

Col. Sorsbey's plan with the moth of the boll-worm.

He mixed four parts vinegar to one of molasses and put
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a gill of the mixture upon a common dinner plate which

was set on a board six inches square fastened to a stake in

height a little above the plants. The next morning from

eighteen to thirty-five ofthe insects were found in each plate.

Following it up a few days, the crop ceased to be infested.

A very""few plates would be sufficient, as the odor of the

mixture attracts the insects from a great distance and

alighting on it in their eagerness to feed its adhesive na-

ture prevents escape. The light wood fires would also

probably serve the same purpose.

Where the worm has eaten the ear a secure retreat is

afforded to many other insects, and as the dampness from

the exuded sap favors the growth of mould, the remainder

of the ear is thus destroyed.

—

{Pat. Off, Rep., 1854.)

Procris Americana.-—^\\q caterpillars of the American
Procris are very destructive to the foliage of grape-vines,

late in the season, injuring it as if scorched by fire. The
larvae are foiind in companies of several together under-

neath the leaves, feeding side by side upon the substance,

leaving only the stalk and large ribs untouched. The
eggs are deposited in clusters, and the caterpillars are

from five to six tenths of an inch in length, covered with

short hairs, which are longer on the second and last seg-

ments ; they are of a yellow color, spotted with distinct

black spots, and attain their growth in twelve or fourteen

days. Thpre are several broods in a season. The cocoons

are whitish, oblong, oval and flattened, with a chestnut

brown chrysalis. The moths measure nearly an inch

across the expanded wings, and are of a blue black color

except the collar, which is orange. Destroy the caterpillars,

by syringing the infested leaves with whale oil soap in

solution, and crush by trampling those that fall to the

ground j or by picking off the infested leaves by hand, and
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burning them when not too numerous. (Pat. Off. Report^

1854.)

Desmia Maculalis.—This insect first appeared on my
own vines last summer, 1855, and is very destructive to

the foliage. The caterpillar is nearly an inch long, of a

green color, with a black semi-circle on the first, and two

more black spots on the second segment of the body. It

is very lively, and when disturbed, backs out of its shelter

(made first by rolling a leaf and then fastening the outer

edge with silk) and suspends itself from the leaf. The
moth measures about an inch across the wings ; the

female, which it is most important to recognize, has two

distinct white spots on a black ground on each upper and

under wing, two white bands around the abdomen, and a

white border around each wing, with a line of black

through the centre. Those moths are very troublesome

the latter part of summer, and should be destroyed by
plucking and trampling on each infected leaf, which may
be easily recognized by its rolled-up appearance. (See Pat.

Off. Report, 1854.)

The Vine-7iop2)er is a small insect, very destructive to

the foliage of the grape vine. The insect in its first stage

is unprovided with wings, and sucks the sap or juice of the

leaves with its beak, causing them to turn yellow, assuming

a blotched or scorched appearance. The outer skin is cast

several times before the insect attains its full size, which it

does about the end of July ; meanwhile it has been con-

stantly feeding upon and draining the sap from the leaves

of the plant. When fully grown, it is provided with four

wings, and jumps with great activity if disturbed, or takes

to flight in such multitudes as to annoy people passing.

It has been asserted that these insects pass the winter

under leaves, roots, and tufts of grass, and in the epring
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crawl out to deposit their eggs upon the vines, and then

die. Fumigation with tabacco under a movable tent is

the only known remedy, but in vineyards this is hardly

practicable. (Fat. Off. Report,)

Rose Bugs are troublesome to rose bushes and fruit trees

in sandy soils. They lay their eggs in the earth, which hatch

about the time roses bloom. They are sluggish things

and the best way is to strike them off the bushes upon

cloths and empty them into hot \¥ater.

The Turnip Fly is a general name for several insects

which attack the turnip, cabbage, &c., devouring the seed

leaves. These are not troublesome in ground manured

by yarding cattle and sheep upon them. The best pre-

ventive is to use guano or any other manure so abounding

in phosphates that the turnips are soon out of reach

—

dusting- the plants with lime, soot ashes, &c., or keeping

broods of chickens in the turnip patch will be found

beneficial.

Mice may be caught in traps, or poisoned with arsenic

;

but the latter is dangerous if fowls or children have access

to the garden.

Moles are often very troublesome in undermining beds

of cuttings or young plants in search of worms and insects.

They may be caught in various traps sold for the purpose,

but by putting tarred sticks in their burrows they will be

driven from them. Salting the soil is fatal to many insects

that are the food of the mole.

Hares and Rabbits are very destructive to trees and

garden vegetables in all country places, and even in towns

we do not escape, but can be repelled by a tight board

fence, or a close hedge of the Macartney rose. Choice

trees can be bound up in broom straw during the winter.
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GARDEN IMPLEMENTS.

The principal implements employed in gardening are

the following

:

1. Implements for Preparing and Operating upon

THE Soil.

Subsoil Plough.—This is of great service in large gar-

dens, answering as a tolerable substitute for the spade in

trenching for orchards and market gardens, doing the

work more cheaply and expeditiously, but not so well.

It requires a powerful team to manage it.

The onerhorse Turning Plough is very efficient in deeply

stirring the soil among plantations of trees and the

larger garden crops. The whiffletrees should be short

that the trees and plants may not be injured. A strong

animal is required, and the plough must not come too near

the trees and plants.

The Cultivator supersedes in a great degree in market

gardens the necessity of hand-hoeing among the main

crops. By passing it over once a week between the rows,

all the hoeing required is a narrow strip of a few inches in

the row.

THE WHEBLBARBOW.

The Wheelbarrow,—This is indispensable in the smallest

garden. In carrying manures, applying composts, moving
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soils, and gathering crops, it is of constant service. The

handles and frame should be of tough wood, but the sides

and bottom may be of poplar or any light material.

GARDES ROLLER.

TU Garden Roller.—This consists of two cast iron

sections one fbot in width and twenty inches in diameter,

with an iron handle. Weights can be attached to the in-

side to make it heavier if desired. Being made in two

sections the earth is not scraped up while turning around.

It is very useful in keeping grass lawns smooth and vel-

vety, and is valuable to follow the putting in of all seeds

in sandy soils. Lawns should be rolled when the ground

is moderately soft with rain, after each mowing. A toler-

able substitute, for a small plot of grass,is a piece of plank

5*
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two inches ihick, eighteen inches long and ten wide, with

a handle inserted perpendicularly in the centre. With
this the lawn should be beat when the turf is set to a per-

fect level. This is quite as effectual a mode of smoothing

a lawn, but much more time and labor are required than

hy the use of the roller

The Pick.—This is indispensable in trenching hard clay

subsoils in which the spade cannot penetrate. It consists

of a wooden handle inserted in a head composed of two

iron levers both pointed with steel, one of which should

come to a point and the other made about two inches

wide for cutting roots or any obstructions.

The Spade,—The best are Ames', cast steel. A large

one is required for lifting trees, trenching, &c., but a

lighter one is convenient for common purposes.

SHOVELS.

Shovels are necessary for loading and spreading composts
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and manures. The round pointed one is most convenient

for garden purposes.

MANURE FORKS.

Manure Forks are made with from four to eight tines.

The four-tined ones cut out of a solid plate are the best.

They are indispensable for moving fresh long manures
with celerity and ease. A three-tined fork made like tiie

above with stout tines an inch wide is called a forked

spade. It is used like the spade for trenching heavy soils,

to loosen the earth and digging in manure in asparagus

beds or about trees without injury to or cutting the roots,

and is an exceedingly convenient implement.

The Crotobar is used in the garden, mostly for setting

poles for climbers, pea brush or other fixtures for training

plants and for removing rocks and other obstructions.

Hoes.—These are of constant use in gardening. They
a»e of two kinds ; the draw-hoe and thrust-hoe, but the

draw-hoe is the most convenient. The most useful are

the square draw-hoes made of a cast steel plate six inches

long and four wide,
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TRIANOULAB DKAW-HOE.

The Triangular Draw-Hot for digging furrows, for sow-

ing seeds, and the narrow semi-circular or narrow square

turnip hoes with sharp edges for scraping the surface and

killing weeds. For digging deeply, a four pronged hoe,

sold at the North as a potato digger, is unequalled in the

facility with which the earth may be easily and thoroughly

WQjrked. The tines should be stout and made of the

best cast-steel. The handles of all hoes should be smooth

and light, and there should be no extra weight about the

implement.

The Garden Rake is indispensable for levelling and finely

pulverizing the ground preparatory to sowing small seeds

after it has been spaded or hoed. The best are those

hammered out of a solid bar of steel as they never lose

their teeth or get out of order.

DRILL RAKE.

Drill Rakes are made of wood, and the teeth placed at

a greater or less distance for sowing different seeds. In

using, the first drill is guided by stretching a line, ^nd
afterwards the first tooth is kept in the drill last made to
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guide, and thus all the rows in a long bed can be made

perfectly parallel. Several different sizes are required.

The Dihhle is very convenient in transplanting cabbages

and all those plants that readily succeed when moved.

THE TRO"WEf,

The Trowel is a much better implement for removing

flowers and other tender plants, as they can be taken up
with a ball of earth attached without injury to the plants.

Screens for sifting earth, for filling flower-pots or covering

small seeds, are best made with rather stout wires and the

meshes \ of an inch in diameter.

The Garden Reel and Line,—The line

should be a good hemp cord j of an inch

in diameter. The axis of the reel is

fastened in the earth. This is indispen-

sable where neatness and regularity are

desired in the rows and plats. It can

be easily and quickly wound up when

not in use.
GARDEN REEL AND LINE.

2. Cutting Implements, for Operating on Plants.

PRUNING SAW.

The Pruning- Saw is made with fine teeth, from four-*

teen to eighteen inches long, and a hooked handle, for

hanging upon a limb, while in the tree. It is also used in

cutting off large stocks for grafting.
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The Bow-Sawf which has a very narrow blade, stiffened

with an arched back, the blade of which can be made
more or less stiff, by tightening the screw on which the

back turns, is the best for gardening purposes, and indis-

pensable for sawing off stocks horizontally, near the ground.

A small tenon saw is very convenient for grafting purposes.

HAKD PRUNING-SHUABS.

Hand Pruning- Shears.—Those with a sliding centre are

most desirable, as with them a draw-cut can be made as

smooth as with a knife. Small sizes are made for ladies,

and very highly finished. They are useful in clipping

hedges, shortening in peach trees, and cutting out small

dead branches. One man, with them, can do as much as

four with a pruning-knife.

Pole Pruning- Shears are fastened to a long handle, and

worked with a cord passing over a pulley. They are used

for removing dead branches, or those infested with insects,

from high trees. Branches an inch in diameter c^n be cut off

with this instrument. They are best with a sliding centre.

Note.—Many of these implements are from the well known manufacturer, Mr,
R. L. Allen, 189 '^ater street, New York.
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PRUNING-sasSORS.

Pru7mig- Scissors are also made with a sliding centre

and spring. They cut as smoothly as a pruning-knife,

and are very conyenient for ladies' use in pruning rose-

bushes.

VIXE-SCISSORS.

Vine- Scissors are used in thinning grapes, when they

are too crowded in the bunches.

PRUNING-KNIFF,

Pruning-Knife.—^Those of English make are the best.

One of moderate size, about four inches long, is most con-

venient for the pocket. Another, of larger size, for heavy
work, is desirable.

BUDDIXG-KNIFE.

The Budding-Knife has a broad, flat blade, the edge
of which is rounded outwards, to make the incision in the
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bark more readily. It has an ivory haft, thin and smooth

at the end, for raising the bark.

GRAFnNG-TOOL.

The Grafting-Tool is employed in cleft-grafting large

stocks. It is used for splitting the stock, and has a sharp

edge, curved inwards, to cut the bark in splitting. The
wedge part is used to keep the stock open while the

scions are inserted.

LAWN-SCTTHB.

The Lawn- Scythey with snath, is very necessary to keep

the grass smooth shaven, and of that soft green, velvety

appearance, so desirable. Those made of a thin plate of

steel, welded to an iron back, are light and durable, and

may be whet until the blade is within half an inch of the

back, without grinding.

3.

—

Instruments of Designating, Watering, &c.

Tallies.—Those for common use, to last a single season,

are most readily prepared from the white pine of which

most dry-goods boxes are made. The wood is very soft.
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For marking trees or grafts, a small tally, three-quarters

of an inch wide by three inches long, notched at one end

for attaching the wire, is commonly used. The name of

the variety should be marked on it with a lead pencil,

immediately after the tally has been brushed over with a

thin coat of white lead. If marked while the paint is wet,

it can be read as long as the tally lasts ; otherwise it will

soon be effaced.

Another kind is made, about six or eight inches long by
an inch wide, of the same material, and marked in the

same manner, to be stuck in the beds of flowers and veg-

etables, to mark the different varieties. Zinc labels will

last for ever. They may be cut in any desired shape out

of sheet zinc. Write on it with an ink made of two parts

fine verdigris, two sal ammoniac, one lampblack. After

this is made fine in a mortar, add twenty parts water;

bottle and shake it occasionally some days before using.

It will keep for years, if the bottle is kept cork down-
ward, to prevent the ammonia from escaping. The labels

should be fastened to the limbs with a stout wire.

F0LDIN6-LADOXBS.

Folding'Ladders are very convenient in gathering fruit.

The rounds are fastened by pivots at the ends on which
they turn, and when the ladder is folded up, they lie in

grooves made in the side-pieces.
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The, Standing-Ladder is also indispensable in the fruit

garden. It should be made light, with flat

steps. The supports are two sticks of light

timber fixed to the top, with hooks and

straps, to be expanded or contracted at

pleasure. They should be six or eight feet

high.

The Orchardisfs Hook is a light rod with

' a hook at the end, with a movable piece of

wood which slides upon the rod. The
branches to be gathered from are brought near by the

hooked end, and returned in place by hooking the sliding-

piece into another branch.

STANDING LADDER.

HAND SYEINGK.

Hand Syringes are useful in watering plants in gardens

or in pots. They will also be found of use, occasionally,

in washing the foliage of plants. They should be made of

copper, with several caps of greater or less fineness. There

should also be an inverted or gooseneck cap, not shown in

the cut, for washing the under-side of leaves. Insects may
be expelled from plants by using an infusion of tobacco or

sulphur water for sprinkling them. They are made of

any desired size, up to a gallon.

Watering-Pots are well known implements, very neces-

sary in a garden. The best are of copper. There should

be two or three roses of different fineness. " Hang them so

the water can run out, when not in use. Tin ones should

be painted occasionally, to prevent rusting.

Vine- Shields are excellent for protecting young plants
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from the cucumber and squash

bugs. The top may be covered

with millinet. They should be

about eight or ten inches high,

and made bevelled, so that one

can be set within the other when vine-shield.

put away. They are made with or withou^t a pane of

glass in the top. Put around any half-hardy plant, with

a lock of hay in them, they afford a very good protection

during winter. With a movable top, containing a pane or

two of glass, they are a tolerable sub-

stitute for the next described.

The Hand- Glass.—The frame is

made either of hard wood or cast

iron. It is made in two parts, to

give air readily to the plants. Its —^^='^'^'^=e=^^
~

mode of ^construction is readily seen hand-glass.

in the figure.
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Agaricus Campestris—Mushroom.

'* The mushroom," says Loudoir, "is a well-known na-

tive vegetable, springing up in open pastures in August
and September. It is most readily distinguished when of

middle size, by its fine pink or flesh-colored gills and plea-

sant smell. In a more advanced stage the gills become of

a chocolate color, and it is then more apt to be confounded

with other kinds of dubious quality ; but the species which

most nearly resembles it is slimy to the touch, having a

rather disagreeable smell—further, the noxious kind grows

in woods, or in the margin of woods, while the true mush-

room springs up chiefly in open pastures, and should be

gathered only in such places.'^

Some of the species of this genus are very poisonous.

The mushroom is remarkable for its close assimilation in

taste to animal matter. It is beginning to be extensively

cultivated in this country near our large cities.

Culture.—Beds may be readily constructed at anytime

of the year, except between April and Sefrtember, when
the temperature is rather too high for successful culture,

unless in tlie cool cellar of some outhouse. But November
and December are the best months for the purpose. Mush-

rooms are propagated by spawn, which may be obtained

for commencing from the seedsmen of our large cities.

After a little spawn is obtained, it can be increased as fol-

lows :—Take a quantity of fresh manure from high-fed

horses, mixed with short litter—add one-third cow's dung,

(116)
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and a good portion of loamy mould. Incorporate tliem

thoronghly, mixing them with the drainings of a dungheap,

and beat them until the whole becomes of the consistency

of a thick mortar. Spread the mixture on the level floor

of an open shed, and beat it flat with a spade. When it

becomes dried to the proper consistency, cut it into bricks

about eight inches square ; set them on edge, and turn fre-

quently until half dry, then dibble two holes about half

through each brick, and when perfectly dry, insert in

each hole a piece of good spawn. Then somewhere under

cover place a bottom of dry horse dung six inches thick,

and place the bricks spawn side up, one upon another.

The pile may be made three feet high ; cover it with warm
horse-dung sufficient to diffuse a gentle glow of heat

through the whole. The heat should not be over 70°, and

the pile should be examined the second day to see that it

does not overheat. When the spawn is difiused entirely

through the bricks the process is finished. The bricks

should then be laid separately in a dry place, and if kept

perfectly dry^ retain their vegetative power for many years.

One bushel of spawii will plant a bed four feet by

twelve.

Beds for mushrooms may be made anywhere in a dry

situation under cover. Make them four feet wide, and from

ten to fifteen feet long, according to the >^ants of the

family. A small shed might be erected for the purpose,

but the back of a greenhouse is a very good situation, as

they do not need mUch light. Space must be left for an

alley,. and if the shed be ten feet wide, it will admit of a

bed on each side.

A sufficient quantity of the droppings of hard-fed

horses, pretty free from litter, must be obtained, which,

while collecting, must be kept dry, and spread out thinly

and turned frequently to prevent violent heating. When
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tlie rank steam has escaped the bed maybe built. The
site should be dry. Dig out the earth six inches deep,

the size of the bed, and if good lay it aside for use. Fill

this trench with good fresh dung for the bottom, and lay

on this the prepared dung, until the whole is six inches

thick above the surface; beat it down firmly with the back

of the fork, and build up the sides with a slight but regu-

lar slope. Let the bed slope downwards towards the walk,

lay over it three inches of good clayey loam
;
place another

layer ten or twelve inches thick of prepared dung, and in

the same manner continue until the bed is two and a half

or three feet thick. Cover the bed with clean litter to

prevent drying and the escape of the gases, and let it

remain ten days, or until the temperature becomes mild

and regular ; about 60°, and certainly not less than 50"^, is

the proper (degree of warmth. Here skill and practice are

most req^uired, for on the treatment at this precise point,

the success of the bed depends. If the manure has a

brown color, and is so loose and mellow that when pressed

it will yield no water, but has a fat unctious feel without

any smell of fresh dung, the bed is in a right state. If it

is dry, and hard, or sloppy and liquid, it is not in the

proper condition. In the first case moderate watering may
restore it, but in the latter the superabundance of water

will probably spoil it, and it is better to commence anew.

When the bed is ready, break the bricks of spawn into

lumps the size of a walnut, which plant regularly six

inches apart over the surface of the bed, including its sides

and ends, just beneath the surface of the manure. Level

the surface by gently smoothing with the back of the

spade. Fine rich loam, rather light than otherwise,, is then

put on two inches thick. Lastly, a covering of straw from

six to twelve inches, according to the temperature. If the

bed gets too hot, take off most of the covering. When
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the bed appears too dry, sprinkle it gently witli soft tepid

water in the morning. The water should be poured

through the rose of a watering-pot upon a thin layer of

straw, laid on for the purpose, and when the earth becomes

a little moistened, the straw should be removed, and the dry

covering replaced. In warm weather it will need frequent

sprinkling, but in winter very little.

In four or five weeks after spawning, the bed should

begin, to produce, and if kept dry and warm will last

several months. A gathering may take place two or

three times a week according to the productiveness. If it

should not come on in two or three months, a little more
warmth or a sprinkling of water will generally bring it

into plentiful bearing, unless the spawn has been destroyed

by over-heating or too much moisture. In gathering, de-

tach them with a gentle twist and fill the cavity with

mould; do not use a knife, as the stumps left in the

ground become the nurseries of maggots which are liable

to infest the succeeding crop. Gather before they beconie

flat—when half an inch or more in diameter, while compact

and firm.

Use.—This " voluptuous poison" has been cultivated and

in high esteem among epicures since the time of the

Romans. They are employed in catsups, pickles, and

rich gravies and considered by those accustomed to them

very delicious. Dried and powdered they are preserved

in closely stopped bottles for times when they are not to

be procured fresh.

To Stew,—Cut off the part of the stem that grows in

the earth ; wash carefully, and take off the skin from the

top
;
place in a stew-pan with salt, without water ; stew

slowly, shaking the pan occasionally until tender ; then
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thicken with a spoonful of browned flour and one of

butter ; add spices and wine, if to your taste.

To broil,—Prepare as above, and lay on a small gridiron

over bright coals, stalk upmost; broil quickly and serve

with butter, salt and pepper.

Mushroom Catsup.—Take the flaps of two gallons of

fresh mushrooms and put in an earthen dish ; sprinkle upon
them three-fourths of a pound of salt ; crush them fine ; boil

sometime and strain
;
put them upon the fire again, and

add a few cloves of garlic, one-half ounce of black .pepper,

and one-half ounce of ground cloves ; boil until reduced

to one-half the original quantity ; bottle, cork tight, and

keep in a cool place.

^Allium—The Onion Tribe.

This genus contains several of the most useful plants

which demand the gardener's care. They all require a

rich, friable soil and a situation enjoying the full influence

of the sun, and free from the shade and drip of trees. If

the soil be poor or exhausted, abundance of manure

should be applied some time before planting and thoroughly

incorporated with it; for rank, unreduced dung is injurious,

engendering decay. If applied at the time of planting,

the manure must be thoroughly putrescent, and turned in

only to a moderate depth. If the ground be tenacious,

saiid, or better still, charcoal dust is advantageous ; ashes

and soot are particularly beneficial. Common salt, at the

rate of six to eight bushels per acre, is an excellent appli-

cation to this family of plants. In digging the ground,

small spadefuls should be turned over at a time, that the

texture may be well broken and pulverized.

Light, sandy soils, if rich, are very well suited to the

growth of these vegetables.
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Allium Cepa—The Onion.

This plant, which is probably a native of Asia and

Egypt, has been cultivated from the most remote antiquity,

and is one of the most useful of our garden crops.

Analysis by Richardson

:

Potash, .

Soda, .

Lime,
Magnesia, .

Phosphate of Iron,

Phosphoric Acid,

Sulphuric Acid,

Chlorine,

Silica,

Sand, Charcoal, .

Carbonic Acid,

29.21

9.41

11.43

2.44

12.00

13.62

7.53

2.46

2.76

4.7e5

4.33

99.94

It will be seen from the above analysis that to raise

good onions, soda, lime, potash, phosphoric and sulphuric

acid, and silica must be found in the soil abundantly.

Ashes, bone dust, gypsum, and the salt and lime mixture

will supply nearly all the inorganic constituents of this

crop ; and where they do not already exist in sufficient

quantities in the soil they may be supplied in addition to

animal manure. Professor Mapes directs that when suffi-

cient manure cannot be obtained, four hundred pounds of

Peruvian guano composted with ^ve bushels of bone dust,

dissolved in sulphuric acid and enough charcoal dust to

divide the mass, will be found to produce a maximum
crop. Guano water and spent lye well diluted are ex-

cellent liquid manures.

Varieties.—There is a great number of varieties of

onions, among which are

Large Red, a hardy variety raised abundantly in the

6
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Northern States for export. It is deep red, medium size,

rather flat, and keeps well.

Yellow Strashurg.—Large yellow, oval, a little flat-

tened, very hardy; keeps exceedingly well, but is ajittle

too strong in flavor for most tastes. Best for winter use at

the South.

Silver-sliinned.—Of smaller size but finer flavor, silvery

white, flat, and very much used for pickling.

These three are the best among some fourteen varieties

to raise for family use ; and the Yellow and Red for gene-

ral culture, as the white is apt to decay. Besides these

varieties the Top and Potato onion will be hereafter

noticed.

Culture.—Onions are raised from seed or sets which

maybe planted from October to April, but February is the

best month for the purpose. Onions require a very rich,

light soil and a free, open exposure ; they will not do any-

thing under the shade of trees. If the soil is not rich, a

plenty of well rotted manure should be applied some time

before planting and well dug in. A moderate quantity of

leached ashes and soap suds will not come amiss, whether

before or after planting. They do not require a change of

soil, being an exception to the general rule that plants like

a rotation, as they have been grown in Scotland a century

in the same spot without any diminution of the crop. The
root throws off" no excrementitious matter.

The onion can be grown in great perfection at the South.

In the hot climates of Spain, Portugal, and especially

Egypt, the finest onions in the world are produced, the roots

being milder and of greater size than in most countries.

It is a good plan to make the beds just wide enough for

three rows, say thirty inches wide, with a narrow alley

between, which maybe filled with sweet corn or cabbages,

after the crop is kid by. The soil of the beds must be
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finely dug, the surface rolled sraootli and all the clods beat

fine that may have escaped the spade. The rows may be

laid off from twelve to fourteen inches apart. The drills

should be drawn very shallow, as the best onions grow

upon the surface of the ground. For this reason, it is well

to roll the bed, or beat it smooth with the back of the

spade, before making the drills. Some soak the seed

twenty-four hours before planting, but to little advantage.

Do not sow very thick—only one or two seeds in a place.

A seed every two inches is quite thick enough, as thin-

ning out, when too thick, is apt to injure the remainder.

Cover the seeds about half an inch, and press down the

earth upon them by a roller, or by walking over them on a

board. When they come up, thin them out gradually in

the drills, to 6 inches apart. Keep the bed clean and free

from weeds ; and stir it frequently, but not deeply, with a

hoe. Do not hill the earth up against the onions ; but

draw it away from them with the fingers, as they do bet-

ter to grow entirely above the ground. There is no crop

more easily raised or preserved, if the ground is rich

enough, and the bulbs made to grow upon the surface.

After the young onions have got a good start, it is best to

drop the hoe entirely and resort to hand-weeding. In dry

weather, a thorough drenching in weak liquid manure, or

soapsuds, is excellent. For pickling, the white onion

should be sown much more thickly, and thinned out until

about one or two inches apart in the row, which will cause

them to ripen early, before they have made too large a

growth.

If onions grow thick-necked, and do not bulb properly,

bend down the stems about two inches above the neck, to

the ground, without disturbing the roots. This is needful

only in very wet seasons.

When very large bulbs are desired, the seed may be
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sown quite thick, in pretty good soil, and not thinned out

at all. Little bulbs or sets will form about the size of the

button onion, which may be taken up when the tops die,

and preserved in a dry loft until time for preparing the

bed, and then may be planted, instead of the seed, eight

inches apart, in the drills. If they throw up a seed stalk,

it must be promptly broken off, or they will form no bot-

toms. These sets, planted out early in the year, will

form fine large bulbs in May or June ; while those raised

from the seed, do not ripen until July. Hence the latter

are better keepers. Besides, they are better flavored, and

more solid.

"When the crop is ready for harvesting, it is known by
the drying up and change of color of the stems.

To preserve them.—Pull them on a dry day, dry them
thoroughly in the shade, and stow them in a loft where they

can have plenty of air. When thoroughly dry, they can

be strung in ropes. From two to five hundred bushels

per acre is the usual crop.

For seed.—Select the largest and finest bulbs and plant

out in the fall, about twelve inches apart, in beds of com-

mon garden soil, not too rich. Keep them free from weeds

;

and when they throw up seed-stalks, support them by
poles laid horizontally on stakes, six or eight inches above

the surface of the beds. Home grown seed from good bulbs

is as good as the best imported. It will keep three years.

ZJ^e.-^Onions are among the most useful products of

the garden. They possess valuable medicinal properties,

and are used in colds and coughs as an expectorant. Bub-

bed on the skin, they are a good application for the sting

of a bee. But they are mostly used in cooking, and espe-

cially as a flavoring ingredient and seasoning for soups,

meats and sauces ; for which purpose they have been em-

ployed from time immemorial. They contain considerable
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nutriment, and are tolerably wholesome, especially if

boiled. Eaw, they are not very digestible, and they are the

same if fried or roasted. Eating a few leaves of parsley

will destroy in a measure the unpleasant smell they im-

part to the breath.

To boil.—Boil them twenty minutes in water with a lit-

tle salt; then pour off the water entirely. Then put in

equal parts of hot water and milk, or skimmed milk alone,

and boil them twenty minutes more. When they are done

through, take them up carefully with a skimmer ; let them
drain a little, and lay them into the dish. Put on butter,

pepper, and salt. Onions, like all other vegetables^ need to

be slightly salted whilt cooking or their sweetness will be

mostly lost.

To 'fickle.—Select small silver-skins of equal size, peel

off th eir outer skin, and scald them three times with boil-

ing salt and water, allowing them to cool after each scald-

ing ; then put the onions into a pot, pour boiling vinegar

upon them, cover them closely, and place them aside for

use. They ought to be good pickles in two weeks.

—

Mrs,

Bliss,

To make Onion Sauce.—Peel and cut into slices two

onions, put them into a stewpan with two tablespoonfuls of

butter ; set the pan on a slow fire, and let it stew until the

onions are reduced to a pulp, then stir in one tablespoon-

ful of flour and let it brown ; then add half a tumbler of

water, pouring it in a little at a time, and stirring contin-

ually. If the sauce is now too thick, add a little more

water, and salt it to your taste.

—

Mrs. Bliss,

Allium Tuberosum'—Potato Onion.

I cannot learn the origin of this species—^it derives

its name from producing a cluster of bulbs or offsets

beneath the surface of the soil. There are two species.
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one producing bulbs on tlie stem like the tree onion, and

the other never throwing up flower-stems at all. The
latter produces much larger bulbs than the other variety.

Culture.—It is propagated by offsets of the roots which

may be planted at any time from October to March.

Prepare the soil as for the black seed variety, but not so

rich, and insert the offsets in drills twelve inches from each

other, and ten inches apart in the drills, with the tops just

level with the surface. Beds four feet wide are found the

most convenient in practice. Keep the ground loose and

free from weeds, but do not hoe deep nor earth them up,

if you would have them ripen perfectly. Take them up

when their leaves turn yellow and treat them as the last

variety described, if you wish to preserve for winter.

They will be found earlier and milder in flavor than those

raised from seed but not as profitable, as the bulbs are

rather small. Used in the same way as the other varieties.

Allium Proliferum.—Tree or Button Onion.

Also called the Canada onion. A very hardy and peren-

nial species, it is very much cultivated, and a great favorite

in countries either too cold or too warm for the other

varieties to flourish. It produces little bulbs at the top of

its seed stems. Hence the name tree or top onion. This

is the easiest cultivated of any of the onions, properly so

called, and will always be a favorite as the crop is c[uite

abundant and little care is required.

Culture.—Plant at any time from the first of October to

April, the little buttons produced at the top of the stalk.

The ground should be prepared and manured as directed for

the common onion, and laid off in drills one foot apart, and

the buttons set six inches distant in the drill. Beds four feet

wide are most convenient for culture and weeding. Plant

the button with its apex just even with the surface of the
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ground j every little button will produce one, and often two

or three good sized onions. If you wish large bulbs, the

seed-stem should be broken down. The old bulbs, if any

remain over, may be planted and will yield an abundant

crop of buttons and off-sets ; keep the ground free of weeds

and cultivate as directed for the other onions, They will

be fit for use if well treated, in May, long before the other

kinds. Gather and cure as directed for the common onion.

The small bulbs are the finest of this tribe for pickling,

being considered much superior in flavor.

Allium Sativum—Garlic.

This is a hardy perennial plant, a native of Sicily and

the south of France ; it has been cultivated at least three

hundred years. There are two sorts, one with large and

the other with small bulbs ; each bulb consisting of a half

dozen or more small bulbs or cloves. The ashes of the

garlic bulbs have been analysed by Herapath, and the con-

stituents are given below. We have not been able to find

an analysis of the leaves.

Soluhle matter.—Carbonic Acid, 12.17

Sulphuric Acid, . . 4.82

Phosphoric Acid, 2.18

Potassa, . 35.13
Soda, .... trace

Chloride of Sodium, . 2.75

Insoluble matter—Carbonate of Lime, 5.74

Do. Magnesia, . 6.89

Phosphate of Lime, 30.09
Do. Magnesia, . trace

Do. Iron, trace

Silica, . 0.22

99.99
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The above analysis indicates for Garlic a soil abounding

in potash and phosphate of lime, which may be supplied

if necessary by a compost of ashes and bone-dust.

Culture,—Garlic likes a dry light rich soil, but not

freshly manured ; the manure should be put on the pre-

ceding crop. Prepare the ground as directed for the rest

of the onion tribe, and mark it off into drills eight inches

apart. Plant the cloves four inches distant in the drills,

and two inches deep, and see that they are put in right

side up. Keep the ground free from weeds, and light by

frequent hoeing; plant from October to March,

A few roots may be taken up the latter part of May
for use as required, but do not lift the crop until the leaves

are withered. Break down the seed stalk if it rises, tP

prevent from running to seed, which would lessen the size

of the bulbs.

When the leaves turn yellow, take them up and dry

them thoroughly in the shade, tie them together by the

tops, and lay them up for winter in a dry loft as you

would onions. If the ground is not needed for another

crop, they may remain to be drawn as wanted.

Use.—This pla^xt has a well known strong penetrating

odor which is most powerful at mid-day. In medicine it is

an excellent diaphoretic and expectorant ; a diuretic when

taken internally. If garlic be steeped in brandy, the

tincture it forms is an excellent medicine for children.

A teaspoonful should be given every morning in spring to

every child on the premises, black or white, that is

subject to worms, as it acts as an excellent tonic and

anthelmintic. Some nations use it very extensively for

seasoning soups and stews, and indeed it enters into almost

every dish ; but in this country it is not very much liked.

Still a very slight, scarcely perceptible flavor, or as the

French have it—a sowpgon of garlic is not repugnant, but
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rather agreeable to most tastes. The juice is a good

cement for broken china.

Allium Fistolosum—Oiboule, or Welsh Onion.

This is a perennial with large succulent fistular leaves,

never forming bulbs, but cultivated for a spring salad.

Sow the seed the last of September. It will continue

growing all winter, withstanding the severest frosts. Sow
thickly, and thin out when wanted for use. It may
be sown at any time during the winter, but it is better

when sown as directed above. Once introduced into the

garden it will last many years, but it is hardly worth cul-

tivating as, on account of its strong taste, it is much infe-

rior to the common onion.

Allium Potrum—Leek.

The leek is a hardy biennial, found wild in Switzerland,

but has been cultivated in gardens from the earliest times.

It is mentioned in the Scriptures with the onion, as one of

the vegetables of the Egyptians ; and at the present day
is often associated with the name of St. David, the patron

saint of the AYelsh. Tliis plant endures the extremes of

heat and cold without injury. The following analysis of

the ashes of the roots and leaves of the leek is by Rich-

ardson :

Bdlb. Stem.

Potassa, 32.35 13.98

Soda, 8.04 14.43
Lime, 12.66 25.10
Magnesia, 2.70 trace

Sulphuric Acid, 8.34 16.50
Silicic Acid, 3.04 19.77
Phosphoric Acid, 15.09

Phosphate of Iron. 13.29 10.06
Chloride of Sodium, 4.49 trace

100.00 99.84

6*
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We see from the above that a good soil for leeks abounds

in potash, lime, and sulphuric and phosphoric acids. Ashes,

bones, gypsum, and common salt, will supply the requisite

salts if wanting, for this or almost any other garden crop.

A compost of guano, gypsum and charcoal would be very

beneficial.

Varieties.—These are two, the Scotch, which is the

larger and hardier, and the London, which by many is

considered the better of the two.

Culture.—The leek is raised solely from seed which

may be sown at any time during autumn, winter, and

spring, until the middle of April. February is the best

month for the purpose, if but one crop is raised.

The soil for leeks as for the others of the onion tribe,

should be light and rich; the blackest and most fertile soil

of the garden, but the manure applied must not be rank.

The same guano compost may be applied as for onions.

Leeks are generally sown broadcast, but it is a much
neater method to sow in drills. Make the drills in the

seed-bed eight inches apart, and about an inch deep, and

scatter the seed rather thinly. Press the earth upon the

seed as directed for onions. Some gardeners thin them

out, and allow them to remain in the seed-bed, but the

leek is so much improved by transplanting that this plan

cannot be recommended. When the plants are three or

four inches high, they must be weeded and thinned to one

or two inches apart, and frequently watered in dry wea-

ther. The seed-bed must be kept clean and light by weed-

ing, or the use of the hoe whenever required, until the

plants are six or eight inches high, when they will be fit

for transplanting. They must then be taken away from

the seed-bed, the ground being previously well watered,

if not already soft and yielding.

Having prepared beds four feet wide by spading in a
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quantity of well-rotted manure, lay it off in little trenches

twelve inches apart, and as deep as the hoe will conve-

niently go. Dibble holes three inches deep, and six inches

apart in the bottom of the trenches, in which set out the

plants. Press the earth to the roots and neck only, and

not to the leaves. The tops may be slightly trimmed and

the roots slightly shortened. Some prefer planting them

on the level surface of the prepared' bed, by inserting

them in holes made with the dibble, in rows ten inches

asunder, and eight inches apart in the rows nearly down
to the leaves, with the whole neck beneath the surface,

that it may be well blanched. Choose a moist time for

transplanting, and give a little water should they droop

A portion may remain in the seed-bed, six inches apart in

the rows, but they do not grow as large as the transplanted

ones.

The beds must be hoed occasionally to keep them free

from weeds and loosen the soil. In dry weather they

should be freely watered. By cutting off the leaves a lit-

tle about once a month, the neck will swell to a much
larger size; earth them up gradually if they stand on a

level ground, and, if in the trenches, the earth should be

drawn by a hoe, little by little, into the trenches, as the

plants increase in growth.

If a very early crop of leeks is desired, they may be

planted in September, and the plants will be ready to set

out the middle of February ensuing, and will come into

use in June or July. Leeks can be planted between

almost any other crop by giving six inches extra room.

For Seed,—Some of the finest roots or last year's

growth, may be transplanted in February, eight inches

distant in a row. When the seed stems arise, they must

be supported by tying them to stakes. The heads should

be cut when changed to a brownish color, with about a
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foot of the stalk attached, for the convenience of tying

them into bundles of three or four to drj. When dry,

they may be hung up in a dry place, and kept in the head

until wanted, or threshed out and stored in paper bags

;

the seed will keep two years.

Use,—The whole plant is much used in soups and stews,

but the most delicate part is the blanched stems. From

its mild agreeable taste, it is esteemed by many above the

onion.

To Boil.—Trim off the coarser leaves, cut them into

equal lengths, tie in small bunches, and boil in plenty of

water, which has been previously salted and skimmed.

Serve them with melted butter. They need about twenty-

five miniftes boiling. If the water is changed when half

done, they are much more delicate, the strong flavor being

entirely removed.

Allium Ascalonium—Shallot, or Eschallot.

This plant derives its botanical name from growing Avild

at Ascalon, in Syria. It has a stronger taste than the

onion ; but as the strong flavor does not remain so long

upon the palate, it is often preferred. The root is bulbous,

similar to that of garlic, in being divided into cloves, in-

cluded in a membrane. It rarely sends up a flower-stalk,

and hence is often called the barren onion.

Culture.—It is propagated from the offsets of the roots.

Prepare the beds as for the rest of the onion tribe, but it

will do with not q^uite as rich a soil. Let the soil be made
perfectly light and friable. The last of September is the

best time for planting the early (Wop, but they may be

planted any time during the autumn and winter. The
early planted ones come into use early in May. Make
the beds four feet wide, and mark them off in drills an

inch deep, ten or twelve inches distant, and put the offsets
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out six inches apart in the drills. Do not cover deeply;

leave the point of the clove just even with the surface of

the earth, and press the soil around. Keep the ground

free from weeds, but be particular, in hoeing, not to earth

up the bulbs. The leek is the only member of the onion

tribe that is not injured by gathering the earth about its

stem. Take up the bulbs when ripe, dry in the shade,

and preserve as garlic. They may be kept until the next

spring.

Use.—The shallot, though more pungent than some

members of the onion family, is preferred by many in sea-

soning gravies, soups, and other culinary preparations, and

by some considered almost indispensable in the prepara-

tion of a good beefsteak. It can be pickled in the same

manner as the onion.

Shallot Vinegar.—Peel and chop fine four ounces of

shallots
;
pour on them a quart of the best vinegar, and

let them steep a fortnight; then strain and bottle it.

—

Miss Leslie,

Shallot Sauce.—-'Put a few chopped shallots into a little

gravy, boiled clear, and nearly half as much vinegar ; sea-

son with pepper and salt ; boil half an hour.

—

Mrs. Hale,

Allium Schcenoprasum—Chives, or Gives.

A perennial plant, growing wild in the meadows of

Britain, as some varieties of the same genus do in this

country. The bunches are made up of a mass of little

bulbs, and produce pretty purplish flowers early in sum-

mer.

Culture.—Any common soil will answer for this plant.

Divide the roots in autumn or spring, and plant them on

a bed or border, in little bunches of ten or twelve offsets,

in holes made with the dibble ten inches apait. If kept

free from weeds, they will speedily make large bunches,
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a few of which will supply a large family. Out the tops

smoothly off near the surface, when wanted, and fresh

ones will soon spring up. Gives make a very pretty

edging for beds in winter and spring. Renew this plant

every four years by taking up and dividing the roots.

Use.—It is an excellent substitute for young onions in

winter and spring salading, and is also used like leeks and

onions in seasoning soups, gravies, &c. The leaves, cut

up fine and mixed with meal and water, are often fed to

young chickens as a preventive of disease. The little

bulbs may be taken up and stored, and are a tolerable

substitute for small onions.

Allium Scorodofraswm—Rocambole.

or Spanish Garlic, as it is sometimes called, has its bulbs

and cloves growing in a cluster, forming a kind of com-

pound root. The stem also bears bulbs at its summit.

Culture.—It is best propagated by the root-bulbs, those

of the summit being slow in production. The planting

may be made at any time in the fall, winter, or spring.

Insert the bulbs in drills, or with the dibble, six inches

apart each way. Do not plant them deep. Keep clear

of weeds, and cultivate and store like garlic. A very few

roots are sufficient for any family.

C^e.—The bulbs are used in the same manner as garlic,

and are preferred for cooking, being of much milder flavor.

A;pium.

Plants of this genus flourish best in a soil moist, friable,

and rather inclining to lightness. It must be rich, and

that rather from former applications than the immediate

addition of manure. Celery and Celeriac, however, appear

benefited by its abundant application at the time of sowing

and planting.
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The Parsleys like a tolerably dry soil. For all the

genus it must be deep, and none of them thrive so well on

a strong clay. They like an open situation, free from the

influence of trees. The common parsley bears best a

confined and shady situation. They have recently been

placed in the genus Petroselinum.

Apiiim Gravcolens—

C

elerY.

Celery is a biennial plant, a native of Britain, where

the wild variety, under the name of Smallage, is found

growing in low, marshy grounds, and by the sides of ditches,

and is a coarse, rank weed, with an unpleasant smell and

taste. It has also been found growing wild on the shores

of the Chesapeake. No plant has been more improved by

culture than this, which, under the gardener's hand, from

a worthless, disagreeable, and, as some say, poisonous

weed, has become, with its crisp, blanched stalk, and deli-

cate aromatic flavor, a favorite vegetable with the epicure

There are several varieties of celery, of which we shall

notice but four, viz.

:

Red Solid.—The hardiest variety, for winter use, with-

stands frost, and is distinguished by its color from the

next.

White Solid is more crisp and delicate in flavor than the

preceding, and a general favorite, on account of its color.

Seymour's Red, and Seymour's White seem to be im-

provements on the old red and white solid, producing

larger and finer stalks, but these depend for size and excel-

lence very much upon the growers. Any one of the above

varieties will give satisfaction, with proper culture.

An analysis of the ashes of celery has been made by
Eichardson, which we give below. One hundred pounds

of celery gave 1 jj^ pounds of ash, containing the follow-

ing constituents

:
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22.07

, 13.11

5.S2

. 1.92

5.58

3.85

11.58

, 2.66

33.41

soil fo]* fine celery must

Potassa,,

Lime,
Magnesia, .

Oxide of manganese,
Sulphuric acid,

Silicic acid.

Phosphoric acid.

Phosphate of iron, .

Chloride of potassium.

From the above we see that the soil for

be rich in potash, lime, phosphoric acid, and chloride of

potassium. Tlie abundance of potash and chloride of

potassium explains the beneficial action of salt and ashes

upon this plant. But it will not do to depend upou special

manures alone, without the addition of ammoniacal fer-

tilizers.

Culture.—Celery can be very successfully cultivated in

this climate. The ground for this plant must be quite

rich, without the application of heating manure. It likes

a cool, moist, but not wet soil." There are several modes

of cultivation, of which we shall give but two. The best

mode is to sow in February, March, or April, in drills

seven or eight inches apart. As celery is, a long while

vegetating in the open air, it is desirable to sow the early

crop under glass. Let the seed-bed be very rich, and

with a little salt well mixed with the soil. Water freely

in mild weather, when the soil appears too dry, taking off

the sash in warm days, and giving air every day at noon

until the seed cdmes up, which, if managed in this way,

will not be long in making its appearance. After the seed

is up, the glass should still be kept on nights, until mild

spring weather, when it may be removed altogether.

Celery is very much benefited, while in the seed-bed, by
shading it at mid-day, and the April sowing must be

shaded, or it will not come up. Frequent watering with
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guano-water, or liquid-manure, very much diluted, is ex-

ceedingly beneficial. The plants also should be kept

clean and thinned out, while not over three or four inches

high, to three inches apart. Choose damp weather for

this purpose. Those which are taken up may be replanted

in a bed prepared by thorough digging in the richest part

of the garden. With the uppermost six inches of this bed

should be incorporated as rich a coat of well-rotted manure

as can well be mixed in. Plant them out three inches

apart each way, and water them thoroughly every night,

unless the weather be cold or wet. Keep them shaded

during the day for a short time, until established. Here

let them remain until fit to plant out permanently. Those

which remain in the seed-bed should have their tops short-

ened, to make them grow more stoutly, and be frequently

watered. The earth should always be stirred the morning

after giving water, to prevent the ground from growing

hard. The transplanted ones will make the finest crop

;

but for late celery, they should be cut off nearly to the

crown, two or three times, to make them grow stout.

When the plants are grown from six to nine inches high,

it will be the proper time to plant those for early celery

where they are to remain. And now, if you wish extra

fine heads, trench your celery-patch, which must be very

rich, twenty inches deep, turning the rich soil to the bot-

tom, and the poor subsoil to the top, which will be just as

good for blanching as the best. As the celery is to be

planted in a trench, this will throw the best of the soil

where the roots of the plant can appropriate it. In the

soil thus prepared, dig trenches three and a half feet apart,

a foot wide, and the same in depth. Draw a line and mark

out the sides by thrusting down the edge of the spade before

digging out the earth, and then lay the soil taken out

carefully on each side in the spaces between the trenches.
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If there is danger that the water from the adjoining parts

of the garden should wash in and fill up the trenches,

then the celery plantation must be protected by a ditch.

The soil can hardly be made too rich ; therefore, incorpo-

rate well-decomposed stable manure with the bottom soil

of the trench, and intermingle it with good rich earth, so

as to fill up the trench about four inches, leaving it eight

inches deep. Add bone-dust, if you can get it, and let a

pint of salt be added to every fifty feet of trench, and

thoroughly intermingled with the soil. When celery is

raised on a large scale, Professor Mapes directs the follow-

ing composts to be put in the bottom of the trench :—One
half cord well-decomposed stable manure, thoroughly

mixed with ten gallons strong brine ; or one cord swamp-

muck or leaf-mould from the woods, decomposed with the

salt and lime mixture, well intermingled, with fifty pounds

Peruvian guano, ten days before use ; or one load charcoal

dust, two hundred pounds guano, and two bushels of com-

mon salt : mix the salt and guano with water, to the con-

sistence of cream, and thoroughly intermingle with the

charcoal dust.

The last manure is much more powerful than the others,

and a less quantity is required.

If the weather is not cloudy or damp when you wish to

transplant, saturate your nursery-bed, two or three hours

before planting, with water, and take up each plant with

a trowel, leaving a ball of earth attached. Out off the

straggling leaves, shorten in the remainder, and remove

the offsets, but do not disturb the crown of the plant.

Transplant late in the evening, and if done with care, and

they are freely watered, they will hardly need shading,

unless it is very hot. The plants should be six inches

apart in the trenches. Stir the soil frequently, keep clear

from weeds, and water copiously in dry weather with soap-
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suds, rain, or guano water. Earthing-up is necessary, in

order to blanch and sweeten the stalk.

If you wish yery large plants, or to preserve for winter

use, do not commence this until October ; but if you desire

a few, delicate and crLsp, for early use, begin, when from

twelve to eighteen inches high, earthing up a little at a

time in fine dry weather, but not too often ; once in two

or three weeks is sufficient, as, if disturbed too much, the

stalks do not grow so large. Take care not to cover the

crown bud. At every earthing up, a very slight sprink-

ling of salt in the trenches is advantageous. Continue the

earthing up every two or three weeks, as the plant grows,

through the season. In earthing-up, care must be taken

that the mould does not get between and separate the

leaves, which induces decay. Hold the leaves tightly

with one hand, and with the other draw the earth care-

fully about the stems. The earth should be fine and

well pulverized. Draw it evenly in a sloping direction

from the base to near the top of the leaf-stalks, and beat it

compactly with the back of the spade to throw off violent

storms. In the whole process of raising celery, the

ground must be kept well pulverized and free from weeds,

and liberal watering in continued dry weather is very neces-

sary. Do not earth up celery while the plants are wet.

The French bind the plants with straw bands, previous to

earthing up, just as we do cardoons.

Market gardeners do not prick out their celery at all

;

they let it grow pretty thick in the seed-bed, and if the

plants get too high before the time of setting out, they

cut the leaves off nearly to the crown. They make the

trenches with the turning-plough, and after the earthing-

up has proceeded so far by hand as to make the trenches

level with the surface, they use the plough between the

rows previous to earthing-up with the hoe. They also
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take their late and early plants from the same bed ; for late

celery, cutting off the plants as often as they get too high.

Plants can thus be kept in the seed-bed until the last of

July, and by being thus cut down, the butts and stalks of

the celery will be stocky, large, and fine.

Celery grows so quickly after the plant is established,

that those plants put out the last of July, and earthed-up

in October and November, make the finest butts for a

main crop. There is beside no difficulty in their keeping.

The very finest celery may be grown by the foregoing

method ; but celery, quite good enough for common use,

can be raised after Mr. Peabody's plan, which we give in

his own words :

" As the whole process of making celery is artificial,

the soil must be very rich, without heating manure. The
seed may be sown in February and March, and may be

put in in drills, where it is desirable to have it stand for

blanching (all the transplanting and trenching is non-

sensej ; the seed should be sown very thin, and covered

about half an inch, and the earth trampled quite hard on

them, which will cause them soon to vegetate. When the

plants are up three inches, thin them out, to a stand of

about six inches apart, and in clear, dry weather, draw

the earth up to the plant, taking care to leave the crown-

bud uncovered. This must be repeated as fast as the

plant grows, until a mound or ridge has been made around

the plant some two or three feet high. It will now be fit

for the table. On uncovering the stalks, they will be

found to be beautifully blanched, and perfectly delicate

and tender. A rough frame-work over the plants, covered

with brush through the hottest part of the day, will be an

advantage."

The advantage of growing celery in trenches, over Mr.

Peabody's plan, is, that not only are the stalks larger, but
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in our dry climate the plants are far less affected by

drought, as the trenches retain all the moisture received.

Very good celery for common use may be raised by setting

the plants, when ready for final transplanting, between

the rows of Irish potatoes ; as these have been hilled up, a

trench already exists. This should be well dug, and

plenty of rotten stable manure applied. By the time the

celery begins to grow, the potatoes can be removed. As
the celery advances in growth, draw the earth up to the

stem, and continue this as long as it is in the ground. It

will be just as good for soups as if grown in regular

trenches, with not a tenth of the trouble, and in time gets

large enough to eat as salad. Celery grown in rich

ground is far more crisp and agreeable than on that less

highly manured.

Celery, in this climate, need not be gathered or stored

away, but may remain in the ground until.needed for use.

In taking up, the row should always be commenced at

one end, and the earth dug away entirely down to the

root. The plants can thus be easily extracted. If forced

up, they break and are spoiled.

To save Seed.—Leave some plants where grown ; in the

latter part of February, take them carefully, cut off

the outside leaves, and remove the side-shoots, and plant

them out in moist soil, one foot apart. Select those which

are solid and of middling size. Tie the seed-stalks to

stakes, to preserve them from being broken off by violent

winds. After the flowers open, while the seed is swelling,

if dry weather occurs, water at least every other night.

When the seed is dry, it may be rubbed out and stored in

a dry place. They will keep good four years.

Use.—Celery has some little nutriment, but is cultivated

chiefly as a luxury. The sweet, crisp stalks, used raw,

with a little salt, form a most grateful salad. It is also
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much used as a seasoning, and is a great improvement to

all soups and gravies. A few plants for this purpose are

as necessary and wholesome as onions. The unblanched

leaves and seeds are sometimes employed in flavoring.

The blanched stalks form a pleasant conserve, with the

addition of sugar.

To Stew.—Wash the heads, and strip off the outer

leaves ; either halve or leave them whole, according to

their size, and cut them into lengths of four inches. Put

them into a stew-pan, with a cup of broth, or weak white

gravy ; stew till tender ; then add two spoonfuls of cream,

a little flour and butter, seasoned with pepper, salt, nut-

meg, and a little pounded white sugar, and simmer all

together.

—

Mrs. Hale,

Celery Sauce.—Wash and pare a bunch of celery ; cut

it into pieces, and boil gently until tender; add half a pint

of cream, and a small piece of butter rolled in flour ; now
boil gently.

—

Mrs. Hah.

Apium Rapaceum—Celeriac of Turnip-rooted

Celery.

In Germany, this is esteemed an excellent vegetable,

but it is not much cultivated by the English or Americans.

Its root, well grown, is tender and of a sweeter flavor than

the one last described.

Celeriac is propagated by seed, which should be sown

at the same time, and the young plants treated in the same

manner as celery. Like that plant, the seeds are slow in

coming up. Keep the plants free from weeds and prick

them out when small, as directed in the last article ; when
the plants are six inches high they are fit for final trans-

planting ; set them in rows two feet asunder, and eight

inches apart in the rows upon the level ground, or

in drills drawn with the hoe three inches deep, as they
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require but little earthing-up. When arrived to nearly

their full size, they must be covered over with earth to

the depth of four inches. In dry weather they should be

watered plentifully every evening, as they like even more

water than celery. The only additional attention required

is to keep them free from weeds. The plant is more

easily cultivated than celery.

Saving Seeds.—The directions for celery are in eveiy

respect applicable to celeriac.

Use.—This, though a very fine vegetable, seems to be

little known. The stalks are used for seasoning soups &c., the

same as celery from which they can hardly be distinguished.

The roots are nice boiled tender, cut in slices and used

in seasoning soups or meat pies ; or scrape and cut them

in slices, boil till very tender, draw off the water, sprinkle

a little salt and turn in milk sufficient to cover them ; stew

four or five minutes, and serve up with the addition of a

little butter.

—

Mrs. Webster.

Bridgman says ** the French and Germans cut it in slices

and soak a few hours in vinegar—^by such simple prepara-

tion it becames mellow as a pine-apple and affords a deli-

cious and very nourishing repast." The root is better

than celery for seasoning soups.

Ajpium Petroselinuni*—Parsley.

Parsley is a biennial plant from Sardinia and southern

Europe. There are two varieties, the plain and the curly-

leaved. The first is most cultivated, notwithstanding the

greater beauty of the latter for a garnish. The curled

plant however requires more care in selecting, or it soon

degenerates into the plain-leaved variety. Some think

the plain has the best flavor.

Culture.—Parsley is raised only from seed. Sow at

^ PetroselinxuTi Sativum.
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any time from the first of October until April. The Kced

if kept through the winter vegetates slowly and should

be soaked twenty-four hours in water before planting.

Parsley beds must be made annually if the plants are al-

lowed to run to seed; but if the seed stalks are cut doAvn

as often as they rise, the plants will last many years.

Many sow parsley as an edging to other beds or compart-

ments. If sown in beds by itself, it is better not to sow

broadcast, but in drills ten inches apart. Any good garden

soil is rich enough for this plant. Pulverize the bed by

thorough spading, and rake it level before making the

drills. Sow the seed moderately thick in drills an inch

deep, and press the soil upon the seed ; a few radish seed

may be sprinkled in the drills to mark them. The plants

will not come up in*less than three or four and sometimes

six iVeeks. If sown late give it a shady border. October

is the best month to sow this plant. Should the bed get

weedy before the. parsley appears, pull the intruders out

by hand. As soon as the rows can be seen, hoe between

them and draw a rake crosswise to break the crust which

has been formed, and the plants will grow vigorously.

They will be fit for use Avhen two or three inches high.

When they get strong, thin them out to three inches and

finally to nine inches apart, being careful to reject all

plants from the seed bed that are not nicely curled. If they

grow too rank in suinmer, cut them off close to the collar.

Soot is the very best manure for parsley, but it should

be spai-ingly applied. A bed six feet long by four feet

wide is large enough for almost any family. It is best to

appropriate to it such a bed, where it will sow itself and

yield a constant succession of new plants. Parsley needs

no protection here, but grows all winter. Cut off the

plants closely in October that they may send up a fresh

growth for winter use.
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To save Seeds.—All you have to do, is to let some of the

finest curled plants throw up seed-stalks ; let them stand

eighteen inches apart ; when the seed ripens it may be
stored in a dry place. It will keep good several years,

and it is singular that seed four years old will come up
more quickly than that gathered six months before sowing.

Use.—Parsley is a very agreeable and useful plant,

affording a beautiful garnish. It is also used for its aro-

matic properties in seasoning soups, stews, and meats.

The green leaves eaten raw diminish the unpleasant smell

of the breath after eating leeks and onions. It can be

dried in summer, pounded fine, and put away in bottles

;

but this is of no use in this climate, where fresh, green

parsley can be had all winter from the garden. -A tea

made of the root is a good diuretic for children. The
plant is also said to be useful in dropsy.

Apitim Latifolium*—Hamburgh Parsley.

This plant is also known by the name of broad leaved

or large-rooted parsley. It is not much cultivated ; it is

propagated by seed, which may be sown from October to

April. Sow thinly in drills, ten inches apart, in good

soil, well dug and raked clean previous to laying out the

drills.

The plants come up about a month after sowing. When
tolerably well grown, thin them out to nine inches asunder.

Clean the bed from weeds, either with the hand or the

hoe. Hoeing as often as the weeds appear or the ground

gets hard is all the cultivation they need. By the first of

July the plants may begin to be drawn for use. They can

remain in the bed during the winter, to be drawn as

required.

To obtain Seed.—Allow some of the best plants to re-

*Petroselinum—

—
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main and throw up seed stalks. When the seed is ripe,

cut, and when perfectly dry beat out and store away in a

dry place.

Use,—The root is the part used, and is about the size

of a middling parsnip. By boiling, it is rendered very

tender and palatable. It is eaten either as a sauce to

meats or in soups like the carrot, but is not likelv to come

into very general use.

Arachis Hypogea—Ground Pea.

This plant is likewise known as the ground nut, pindar,

and pea nut. Although not exactly belonging to the

kitchen garden, a few hills should be allowed a place

for the sake of the little folks, and indeed when baked

fe^ of the older members of the family will find them un-

palatable.

The ground pea was originally brought from Africa.

It is also said to be a native of Mexico. This plant is a

trailing annual, one of the few which ripens seed under

ground. The yellow pea-shaped flower springs from the

part of the stem near the surface of the earth, and after

being fertilized, the flower stem elongates, growing from

four to eight inches, turning downward until the small

tubercle which is to be the future seed-pod, reaches and

penetrates the earth. From the lower extremity of each

legume, in the early part of its growth filaments proceed,

seeking moisture and probably nutriment from the soil.

The seed of the ground pea abounds in a fine oil which

is sometimes expressed for table purposes.

This oil renders it a very valuable crop for fattening

hogs, being for this purpose fully equal to, and probably

better than com. The vines are greedily eaten by most

farm animals.

CvMure,—The ground pea thrives and produces best on
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a light, tolerably fertile soil with a good clay subsoil. Like

clover, it possesses a long tap-root which extends deep

into the earth, drawing thence the fertilizing properties

which are beyond the reach of many of our cultivated

crops. The soil should be deep and mellow and well

broken up, so as to be ready for planting soon after the

heavy frosts are over. The last of March or the first of

April is a suitable time.

For field culture, they may be planted in the pod, two

in the hill; but for the garden should be shelled. It. is

best to drop about four in a hill on the level ground ; the

rows being laid off three and a half feet wide and the hills

two feet asunder; cover them two or three inches.

When they come up, thin them to two in a hill and, if

there be any vacancy, transplant. It is better to plant

them level than on ridges, as they are less liable to suffer

from drought. As they continue growing all the season,

it is well to get them started as early as the season will

permit. The only after-culture they require is to keep

the ground clear and mellow, and a slight hilling up when
they are laid by. They will produce from twenty-five to

seventy or eighty bushels per acre, according to soil and

culture, and are as easily cultivated as corn.

ArracacJia Esculenta.

This is an umbelliferous plant, a native of Columbia,

the root of which has been compared to the potato in ex-

cellence and even supposed by some, likely to supersede

it. Its main root divides into several large prongs. It

considerably resembles celery in the appearance of its

leaves, and belongs to the same natural family. Its root

is light, starchy, and wholesome, and to those accustomed

to it, agreeable. It is said to thrive best in the elevated

mountain regions where the medium temperature does not
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exceed 60°. It is propagated by division of the root an

more rarely by seed. It is worthy of trial here.

Artemisia Dracunculus—Tar r agon .

This is a perennial plant, a native of Siberia. It

belongs to the same genus as the worm-S^ood, but its frag-

rant smell and warm aromatic taste have introduced it

into the kitchen garden. There is but one variety culti-

vated.

Culture.—This plant does not require a rich soil, and as

it is a native of a cold climate, it is best to give it a bleak

winter exposure. Poor dry earth is necessary to perfect

its flavor. Tarragon is propagated by seed, slips, cuttings

and parting of the root. The latter is the easiest mode

and most generally practised. It may be planted in Feb-

ruary, the plants being ten inches apart. Give a little

water in dry weather until they are rooted. As they run

up, if seed is not desired, cut down the seed stalks and

they will shoot up afresh. Keep them free from Aveeds.

It has been cultivated here with success.

Use.—Tarragon is used in salads to correct the coldness

of other herbs. Its leaves are excellent pickled or for

flavoring vinegar to be used for fish sauces or with horse-

radish for beef steaks.

Asparagus Officinalis—Asparagus.

This plant has been cultivated as a garden vegetable,

for at least two thousand years. Oato, 150 years before

Christ, gives a full detail of its mode of culture among the

Romans. Its culture originated probably in Greece, for

its name is pure Greek, and signifies a bud not fully opened

;

and it is known throughout Europe, by names derived or

corrupted from the Greek.
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The wild asparagus is found native in Japan, and on

tlie sea coasts of most parts of Europe.

In its wild state, the stem is not thicker than a goose-

quill. From this plant, by the aid of manure and culture,

our delicious garden varieties were raised. Miller has

succeeded in effecting the same result in modern times.

There are only two varieties of asparagus of any im-

portance, the green and the red-topped. The latter with

purplish green shoots, is the one principally cultivated.

There are some sub-varieties, but these derive all their

merit from superior cultivation.

The following analysis of asparagus is by Thomas

Richardson

:

Potassa, . . . • . 6.01

Soda, .... . 34.21

Lime, .... . 4.39

Magnesia, . . . 3.03

Sulphuric Acid, . 4.13

Silicic Acid, ... . 13.47

Phosphoric Acid, . 18.51

Phosphate of Iron, 3.31

Chloride of Sodium, . . 12.94

100.00

The per-centage of ash was only A? of a pound, from one

hundred pounds of the undried plant.

In other analyses of asparagus the proportion of soda is

considably reduced. Asparagus, like some other plants

has the power of substituting the other alkalies, lime and

potash, in the place of soda.

All of the analyses exhibit larger proportions of chloride

of sodium, or its elements, chlorine and sodium, also of phos-

phoric acid.

In the present instance, over three-fifths of the inorganic

elements of the plant, are made up of these constituents.
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This very clearly explains why salt and sea-weed are foiind

so beneficial, and shows that the application of bone ma^

nure, or superphosphate of lime, in connexion with animal

manures, may be beneficial. In the analysis of the wild

plant, the proportion of these elements is quite as large.

Culture,—Asparagus is propagated only by seed, one

ounce of which will produce a thousand plants. Sow the

seed any time in February, or early in March. It likes a

fresh and deep sandy loam, the richer the better—as free

as possible from all shade of trees or shrubs. Soak the

seed twenty-four hours before planting, and it will come up

earlier ; draw the drills one foot apart, and with a dibble

make holes six inches distant, in which drop two or three

seeds. Let the seed be covered an inch deep, arid press

the earth upon it. In very dry weather the seed-beds

should be frequently watered. If unable to sow as early

as directed, shade must be given to the bed, for which pur-

pose pineboughs are well suited. These should be removed

nights and cloudy days. Care must be taken to keep the

seed-bed light and free from weeds, though this operation

must be delayed until the plants appear well above ground.

If two plants appear in the same hole, the weaker must be

removed as soon as that point can be determined. Trans-

planted, these will make pretty good plants by fall. If

they are to remain in the seed-bed until spring, which is

best, when the stems are withered, cut them down and

spread well-rotted stable dung over the bed two inches

deep, which will increase the vigor of the plants the next

year, and also protect them from frost.

Asparagus treated in this manner will perfect seed the

first year in this climate, and the roots one year old, make
quite as good beds as if allowed to remain in the seed-plot

another year. You may plant them out safely in autumn

or any time during the winter, choosing a mild cloudy day,
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and protecting tliem wlien planted with a covering of ma-

nure overspread with litter ; but the best time to transplant

is when the plants begin to grow early in the spring, for if

they remain torpid during two or three months, some of

them will die, and all will be weakened.

As it should be a matter of pride to have this delicacy

as early as possible, choose a site where the bed can be

fully exposed to the sun. If you wish to prolong its season,

another bed may be planted on a northern exposure. The
subsoil should be dry, and if not naturally so, must 1 e well

drained. It must be dug up thoroughly at least two and

a-half feet deep, the poor soil removed, and its place sup-

plied with rich light loam. On a plot of four square rods,

sow from seventy-five to a hundred pounds of fine salt,

and dig it in four or five inches deep. Asparagus is a sea-

shore plant, and salt will not hurt it ; but is life and nour-

ishment to it. Bury your manure and mix it well through-

out the whole depth, as you can hardly make the ground

too rich. Asparagus will growj it is true, without all this

trouble, but the size, sweetness and tenderness of the

shoots, will pay for doing the work in the best manner.

After taking out the soil the bottom should be covered

with at least six inches of well-rotted manure, as this can

never be reached after the roots are once planted. Inter-

mix nearly as much more throughout the bed, except the

top four or ^\q inches, as the manure should not come in

contact with the fresh roots. So manured and deeply dug,

the plants will send down their roots too deeply to fear a

drought.

Make the beds four and a half feet wide, and the paths

two feet in width between the beds.

The plants should be carefully taken up without injury,

choosing a mild cloudy day, but the ground must not be

wet* A narrow dungfork is a good instrument ^r the
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purpose. Lay the roots separately and. evenly together,

that they may not be entangled and injured while plant-

ing ; keep them while planting in a basket covered with a

little sand. Plant your first row by straining a line four

inches from the edge of the bed ; then with your spade

cut out a trench six inches deep with the side next the line

perpendicular, in which set the plants twelve inches apart,

if good large heads are desired. Place the roots against

the perpendicular side of the trench, and spread them out

evenly in the bottom of the trench, and cover them by
drawing back the earth regularly over the plants about

two inches deep. Draw the line again fifteen inches from

the first, and proceed as above, leaving a path two feet wide,

four inches from every fourth row. Some plant lettuce

and radishes between the rows, but it is not advisable,

though a crop of cabbages may b^ made in the alleys.

After the beds have been planted, rake them smooth,

and do not tread between the rows. Keep the edges

of the bed smoothly trimmed and even. The beds

are made narrow to avoid the necessity of treading upon

them with the feet, as they should be left as light as pos-

sible, for lasting from ten to twenty years without work-

ing, the rains will render them compact, and walking upon

them would be very injurious. Water them daily in dry

weather until the plants are well-rooted. Watering in

dry weather in summer also is very beneficial. All weeds

must be removed as they appear. As salt applied while

the plants are young, is an excellent manure for this plant,

the weeds may be easily kept down by its application.

Old brine or refuse salt, in which meat or fish has been

packed, is better than any other, as it abounds in the

blood and juices of the meat, which are a most valuable

fertilizer. You need not fear applying too much salt, as

old beds have been covered an inch deep, and the plants
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continued to thrive ; but a sprinkling just sufficient to

make the soil look white, is enough. As soon as the plants

have turned yellow in the fall, cut them down close to the

ground, but be careful not to do this early, or they will

throw up new shoots and be much weakened. Remove
the stalks and all weeds from the beds—cover the beds

with three or four inches of good stable manure, and let

them remain until time for the spring dressing. If you
have charcoal dust at command, a layer of an inch thick

over the manure will be found quite useful in preventing

the loss of ammonia. When the weather grows warm, the

latter part of February, with a three-tined asparagus or

manure fork, dig in the manure placed on the beds in the

fall, and loosen the earth four inches deep, taking care not

to wound the crowns of the plants. Give the beds a top-

dressing of salt as soon as growth commences, and water

freely in dry weather. Applications of liquid manure are

likewise very salutary. A good liquid manure for aspara-

gus is an ounce of guano and four ounces of salt to two

gallons of water. Guano or night soil composted with

charcoal, so as to be entirely inodorous, is also beneficially

applied at any time. Another slight covering of charcoal

dust, after the spring dressing, will be of service, and

make the shoots earlier. Until the bed is two years old,

the alleys should be also deeply dug and well-manured,

as the plants will derive much nourishment from them.

After that period the roots will extend so widely that they

cannot be worked without injury.

When the bed is one year old, it may, if it has been

well-treated, be sparingly gathered from. The plants, if

the season has been good, will be almost as well grown as

those a year older at the North. It should be cut before

the heads loose their compact form, when only four or five

inches above the ground. Remove the earth to thebot-

7*
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torn of the stalk, and cut it off sloping with a pointed knife,

taking care not to wound any other shoots that may be

near it, as they are constantly putting forth from the

crowns. Too many shoots should not be cut from the

beds, nor the gathering prolonged too late. Whenever

the bed puts up weak and small shoots, these should be

allowed to remain, which will increase the size of the

remaining shoots, and the future value of the bed. When
green peas become plentiful, it is high time the asparagus

bed should rest. After the cutting ceases, you may judge

from the size of the summer shoots the productiveness of

the bed the coming spring. These elaborate the food for

the future crop. The manure applied in autumn has but

little effect on the next spring's shoots, but from its influ-

ence, the strong growth of the succeeding summer will

prepare an abundant supply of large shoots the second

spring. The spring and autumn dressings should be con-

tinued while the bed lasts. Beds will remain productive

ten or fifteen years. By planting a hot-bed thickly with

thrifty roots, it comes into bearing in four weeks, and

affords asparagus for a month in the winter season. Grive

plenty of air in mild weather.

For Seed.—Eeserve some of the best shoots in the

spring, and mark them by placing a stake by each one, and

let them run up and ripen their seeds. Take shoots with

fine, round, close heads ; fasten them as they grow up to

the stake, and the seed will ripen better. Gather the seed

when ripe, and wash off the pulp and husk, which will

pass off with the water, if gently poured off, and the seeds

will sink to the bottom. Dry them thoroughly, and store

away for use. They are, for your own sowing, just as well

kept and sown in the pulp.

Asparagus seed will keep four years.

Use,—The tender shoots thrown up in the spring when
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from four or five inclies long, are the parts in use, and are

very delicate and much esteemed, though not very nutri-

cious. They are excellent simply boiled, or as an addi-

tion to soups when in season.

To ccoJc Asparagus,—Select the large green stalks, wash

them carefully, tie in bundles of twenty or thirty, put

them into boiling water with plenty of salt ; boil slowly

twenty minutes ; take them up with a skimmer without

draining, and lay them upon toasted bread well but-

tered.

Another mode is to cut it into bits half an inch long,

and boil the lower ends ten minutes before the points are

put in ; then put in the points and boil ten minutes more

;

serve as above.

Atriplex Hortensis—Orach.

A hardy annual, a native of Tartary first cultivated by

English gardeners in 1548. The stem rises three or four

feet high with oblong varioiTsly-shaped leaves, cut at the

edges, thick, pale green, and glaucous,and of slightly acid

flavor, flowers of same color as the foliage. There are

two varieties, the pale green, and the red or purple

leaved.

Culture.—Orach flourishes best in a rich, moist soil.

It is raised from seed sown in drills, fifteen to eighteen

inches apart, the first of October. The plants soon make
appearance ; when an inch high thin them to four inches

asunder* Those removed may be replanted, being watered

occasionally until established. Hoe them in a dry day,

keeping the ground loose and free from weeds.

Use.—The leaves and tender stalks are cooked and

eaten like spinach, to which it is preferred by many.

They must be gathered while young, or they are worthless.

It belongs to the chenopods, Jerusalem oak tribe of
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plants ; a family whose wholesomeness is very suspicious.

Its seeds are said to excite vomiting.

Barbarea Precox—American Cress.

A biennial plant, with yellow flowers, the radical leaves

of which are lyre shaped, and the upper ones pinnatified,

and cultivated in some gardens as a winter salad. Often

it "is called watercress at the South.

Sow either in drills or broadcast in a moist place, the

last of August, September, or early in October, giving

water in dry, hot weather. Let the plants remain six or

eight inches apart. Preserve a few good plants for seed.

Use.—It is generally liked as a winter or early spring

salad somewhat like the watercress, but more bitter.

Barharea Vulgaris—^Winter Or ess.

Resembles the foregoing, but is a perrennial plant with

larger leaves. The use and culture are the same. Less

bitter than the foregoing.

Beta—Beet.

Of this genus there are two species cultivated in gar-

dens, viz. : Beta Cicla, and Beta Vulgaris—^the lattef of

which has many varieties.

Beta Vulgaris—Common Beet.

This is a biennial plant, a native of the seacoasts of the

south of Europe, and is said to have been cultivated for

its beautiful red roots long before its edible properties

were discovered.

It was introduced into England by Tradescant, in the

year 1656. Its name is said to come from the resem-

blance of its seed to the letter Beta of the Greek alphabet.
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The catalogues contain a large number, of varieties of

whicli the best are :

Extra Early Turnip, cr Bassano Beet.—The root is

oval ; color, pale red. Downing truly says " it is the

sweetest, most tender, and delicate of all beets;'' but the

color boils out, so that it is not as beautiful as some others,

yet it is the best early beet and one of the easiest grown.

It is at least a week earlier than the Early Turnip Beet,

an excellent variety that succeeds it.

Radish Beet.—Is named from its similarity to the scarlet

radish in shape, though much larger. Color, very dark

blood red. Roots of this variety over a-half yard long

are not unusual. Its quality is excellent.

London Blood Beet.—Is a brilliant, dark-colored beet of

good form, and of a sweet and delicate flavor. The best

of the late beets.

These beets are best for family use, but if the seeds are

not obtainable, the Early Blood Turnip Eooted, Early

Long Blood, Extra bark Blood, and White's New Blood,

are all good varieties. The Early Long Blood grows

several inches above ground, and is more easily gathered

than any other variety.

The ashes of the beet root have been analyzed by Etti,

who found them ib contain the following constituents :

—

Potassa, 19,51

Soda, ..,.., 21.12

Lime^ . . . . . . 3.25

Magnesia, 6.96

Sesquioxide of Iron, . . . .09

Sulphuric Acid, .... 2.46

Carbonic Acid 29.10

Phosphoric Acid, . . . 2.39

Chloride of lodium, . . . 2.35

Sand and Silicic Acid, . . 14.11

101.34
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The beet being a native of the sea-shore abounds in soda,

which can be supplied when deficient by an application of

common salt the autumn before planting. This and leached

or unleached ashes will afford nearly all the inorganic ele-

ments of the crop.

Beets can be planted in this climate, at any time from

January to March, and as late as April, with a little care

in shading and watering.

When the surface soil is rich and the bottom poor, it

will be difficult to make the beet, carrot, and other tap-

rooted plants produce fine, smooth roots. This difficulty

will cease if the ground be deeply and thoroughly worked,

mingling the soil and making it uniform throughout, and

taking care to place at the depth of one foot below the

surface a layer of good manure.

The best beets grow in sandy bottom lands, but any soil

will answer for them if deeply and thol-oughly worked
and well manured. This is necessary with all tap-rooted

plants, and especially with the beet. Beet seed is some-

what slow in vegetating, and the later sowings may be

soaked in water twenty-four hours before planting ; make
the beds four or four and a-half feet wide for convenience

of culttivaing ; spade them up at least a foot deep,

eighteen inches is still better ; mix in a good supply of

well-rotted manure throughout, if the ground requires it.

Rake the ground even and smooth, and mark out the

rows twelve inches apart across the bed; draw the drills

an inch and a-half or two inches deep, in which drop the

seed two inches apart, and press the earth gently upon it.

When the plants are up, thin them to six or eight inches

apart, and keep the ground around them loose and free

from weeds.

In planting crops of beets, carrots, and parsnips, par-

ticularly the two latter, it is well to sprinkle afew radish
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seed in the rows to distinguisli them. The radishes will

be up in a week, and the ground can be hoed or weeded

without any danger of destroying the youiig plants ; and

pulling the radishes is cultivation to the young crop.

Drills can also be made between every two rows of beets,

making a drill every six inches, which can also be sown

with radishes or lettuce plants.

I would never think ofmaking beds exclusirely for lettuce

plants or radishes, as these can be grown between other

vegetables without the loss of any room. But the ground

must be very rich, as all garden soil should be, to bring

forward both crops to perfection.

For early beets it is well to prepare a good bed under

glass in which the fows should be marked out a foot apart.

The ground should be deeply spaded and thoroughly

manured. Mark out your rows for the beets, and between

the first two draw a drill in which you can sow your early

York cabbage ; between the next two you can raise all the

butter lettuce you wish to set out for heading. In the

rows of beets themselves you may sprinkle a a few radish

seed ; then a row of later head lettuce, tomatoes, egg-plant,

. peppers, &c. The drills retained for the beets should be

sown in this climate with the Bassano beet about the tenth

of January. By the time the hard frosts are over, the

beets, cabbages, &c., will be fit to transplant. Thin out

to six inches apart, planting out those pulled up in the

open ground. In transplanting the beet a deep hole should

be made with a dibble, and the root not bent. Those that

remain in the bed will soon cfJme into use, and by the time

they are gone the transplanted ones will come on for a

succession. For very late beets, sow in a cool, moist

place early in April ; May or June would be still better,

if the sowings were not so difficult to keep from being killed

by the sun. Press the earth on the seed, and shade a
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little until the plants come up ; being sown later they will

keep much better, and indeed can be had in pretty good

condition through the entire winter. For this sowing, the

London blood beet is the best. A few radish seed may
be sown with them ; after they come up they must be

thinned to ten inches apart, kept clean, and frequently

hoed—^keeping the soil light and mellow. Any vacant

spaces in the row can be filled by transplanting. About

the middle of November, or when there is danger of a hard

frost, the roots can be taken up, dried a little and stored aw^y

in casks with layers of dry sand, where they will keep in

good condition until spring. The mangel wurtzel beet is

much cultivated in some countries for feeding stock, and is

very good for the table when young and tender, but in our

long season it loses its sweetness before winter. Here

the sweet-potato, ruta-baga and other turnips are more

promising.

For Seed.—Select a few of the finest looking plants,

smooth and well-shaped. Plant the different varieties as

far apart as possible, indeed it is better to save the seed

of only one kind the same year for fear of intermixture

and degeneracy. Keep them free from weeds and tie the

seed stalks to stakes to support them. Gather and dry

the seed as soon as ripe and put away in paper bags.

Keep dry and it will be good for ten years.

Use.-^The young and tender tops are an excellent sub-

stitute for spinach. When thinned out, the young beets

pulled up, if cooked tops and bottoms, are very sweet and

and delicate.

When well grown they afford an agreeable variety to

our table vegetables, being tender, sweet, and consider-

ably nourishing. They also make an excellent pickle.

If eaten moderately, they are wholesome, but in too large

a quantity produce flatulence and indigestion. The leaves
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are said to abound in nitre ; the roots are full of sugar,

and are largely cultivated in France for its manufacture.

To Boil—Wash the beets, but do not cut or scrape

them. Boil from two to three hours (one hour will do

when they are young) ; when quite tender take them up

and plunge them into cold water for a minute or two, and

the outside skin will peel off easily. If they are young

beets they are best split into long pieces and seasoned

with pepper and butter ; otherwise, slice them thin, when

quite cold, and pour vinegar over them.

When the beets get old they loose a good deal of their

sweetness, and are made fit for the table by sprinkling

each layer of beets when cut up while still hot with pow-

dered sugar, and after the slices have dissolved and ab-

sorbed this, add the vinegar and spices.

2'o Pickle,—Boil them sufficiently tender to easily put a

fork through them; put them into cold vinegar, with a

little salt, set' them in a cool place, and stir them often to

prevent any scum from rising.

Beta Cida—Swiss Ohard, or White Beet

This is also called the sea-kale beet. There are two varie-

ties, the white and the green, which receive their names

from the color of their foot-stalks. Either of these is

good. The plant very much resembles the common beet,

but the leaves and the stalks are much larger, thicker,

more tender and succulent, and less capable of resisting

frost.

The root of this plant is small, coarse, and of no value,

only the leaves and their stalks are employed, especially

the latter, which are cooked and eaten as asparagus.

Culture,—-The culture is exactly the same as the com-

mon beet, except the plants should be twelve or more

inches apart. The soil may be richer and not so deep.
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and the plants are more benefited by copious watering,

especially with liquid manure. The beds should be four

feet wide for convenience in culture. For winter use, the

leaves may be covered with litter and afford blanched leaf

stalks all winter. If the soil be moist and kept mellow,

and free from weeds, it will yield bountifully. Salt is a

beneficial manure for this crop, applied while preparing

the ground, as it keeps it moist. It is singular that a

plant of so easy culture and yielding during the entire

season after May a supply of the most delicate greens, has

not come into more general cultivation. Those who have

cultivated it once in good soil will hardly be willing to do

without it. To preserve seed, see " Beta Vulgaris.'*

Use.—The leaves, stalks, j]Lnd all are boiled as summer

greens ; or the midrib and stalk may be peeled and boiled

separately from the rest of the leaf and prepared as

asparagus for which they are an excellent substitute. In

gathering, the largest outside leaves should first be taken

and the inner ones left to increase in size, taking care to

gather them while still perfectly green and vigorous.

The leaf-stalks are greatly improved if earthed-up like

celery.

To Boil.—Strip the leaves from their stalks ; boil them

very quickly ; drain and press very close, and serve with

melted butter. The stalks tie in bundles ; boil till tender

;

dress, and serve as asparagus.

Brassica—The Cabbage Tribe.

This tribe, perhaps the most important cultivated in our

gardens, includes the cabbage, turnip, cauliflower, broccoli,

Brussels, sprouts, rape, and kale. It seems to be one of

the most ancient in cultivation, and was a well-known

favorite with the Romans. Lindley observes, that of this

genus there are nearly a thousand species scattered over
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the face of the earth, of which all are harmless, and many
are highly useful.

For the seed-hed the soil should be a moist loam, but

more dry in the case of plants which are to stand the

winter.

For final production most plants qf this genus like a

fresh, moderately clayey loam, very rich. A moist cool

bottom suits them admirably ; such of them as are to stand

the winter in the open ground should be grown in a lighter

soil, not over rich. Good well decomposed stable manure

m usually employed in preparing the soil for this genus.

Pure hog manure is objectionable, as it causes any of the

cabbage tribe to become clump-rooted and loose their

regularity of shape ; if mixed with a very large proportion

of leaf mould, or other carbonaceous matter, and thoroughly

decomposed, it ceases to be objectionable. A plentiful

application of salt the autumn before planting, say at the

rate of eight or ten bushels per acre, is very beneficial to

this tribe as it destroys the cutworm and keeps the soil

moist and cool. Bone-dust and especially superphosphate

of lime has a very surprising effect upon them, far more

than analysis would lead one to suppose.

The ground is advantageously dug twice the depth of a

spade, and should be well pulverized by the operation.

All of the cabbage tribe are particularly benefited by

frequent and deep cultivation ; they especially like to have

the soil about them thoroughly worked while the dew is on

them. There will be a very great difference in the growth

of two plats of cabbages treated alike in other respects,

one of which shall be hoed at sunrise, and the other at

mid-day ; the growth of the former will surprisingly exceed

that of the latter. But you cannot hoe the cabbage tribe

too much for their benefit even if daily. The situation

must be open and free from all shade or drip of trcBs; if
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shaded from the mid-day sun, it is an advantage, but it

must not be by trees. In the shade of trees and other

confined situations, they are much more subject to be

infested with caterpillars, and to grow weak and spindling

In planting out, any of which the roots are knotted and

clumped should be rejected,

Brassica Oleracea—Cab bag*e .

This vegetable has been long in cultivation. Pliny

mentions the headed varieties, and it was then held in

high esteem, not only as an esculent, but for its supposed

medicinal properties ; it is a sea-shore plant, indigenous in

various parts of Europe and in England ; the wild variety

is knoAvn as sea colewort, bearing but a few leaves, and

those far from palatable, unless boiled in two waters to

remove its saltness. The cultivated variety was probably

introduced into England by the Romans, and the common
name doubtless comes from the Latin Caput or head.

This is one of the most useful crops in cultivation. Cab-

bages are eatable almost from the time they leave the seed

bed until they have acquired a hard close head ; it is a

crop that can be put on every bit of otherwise idle ground.

It can be planted between beds and rows of any and every-

thing else to be eaten as greens when young, or left to

head on the coming off of other crops, and if there should

be a superabundance above the wants of the family and

servants, nothing is better for the cow and the pig. For

early cabbage it is necessary to rely upon English seed, as

the seed of the early varieties, saved in this country grow

later by our culture, soil and climate. For late cabbage,

the American seeds are superior to the imported, and pro-

duce finer and larger heads. No seed for late cabbage is

better than our own, if saved from fine large heads. But

all the late cabbages in this hot climate without proper
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care, are prone to degenerate and run up into collards.

There are many varieties of cabbage. The best varieties

I have cultivated are the following:—

Early York has been cultivated for more than a century.

Heads small, a little heart shaped and very firm ; its small

size enables it to be grown in rows a foot apart each way,

giving over 40,000 heads to the acre. Its earliness and

fine delicate flavor make it a favorite, as the very best

early sort for general purposes.

Large Early York, or Landreth Large >York, succeeds

the above, and is equally desirable. It is of larger size,

not quite so early and more robust, and bears the heat

better, and in this latitude will often continue* in eating all

summer.

Early Dutch is an excellent variety that connects the

early and late sorts, and is one of the very best in culture.

It is succeeded by the

Flat Dutch or drumhead, which is a large spreading,

short-stemmed variety, flat on the top, close headed, firm in

texture, and if headed late keeps well and is of better

flavor than

Bergen, which is also a drumhead cabbage, but larger;

a little coarser and one of the best for late keeping.

Green Glazed, in this climate is a more sure variety,

as it is more capable of resisting the caterpillar and other

insects which infest the other varieties, but it is a coarse

variety with very loose heads.

Red Dutch, used principally for pickling, and should be

sown at the same time with the drumheads. Early York

and Flat Dutch are the best of the above kinds.

The analysis of the drumhead cabbage is given below.

One thousand pounds of the plant when burned, produced

eight pounds and four tenths of ash, which was composed

of the following constituents :

—
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Silicic Acid, . .06

Sulphuric Acid, , . 1.12

Phosphoric Acid, . 1.27

Phosphate^ of Iron, . . .12

Lime, . . .29

Magnesia, . .35

Potash, ... 2.09

Sod^, . . . 3.02

Chlorine, .08

The above analysis is hj J. H. Salisbury, who also

analyzed several other varieties. He found them all to

contain a very large proportion of azote; after evaporating

the water, drumhead cabbage gives of azote 17.899 parts

in a hundred'; savoy 20.763; red 16.212; turnip rooted

19.052. We also find this plant remarkably rich in phos-

phorus and sulphur, hence its unpleasant smell in decay,

like that of animal matter. It abounds also in soda and
potash. Hence, common gait to yield soda and chlorine,

wood ashes for potash, bone for phosphoric acid, and

gypsum, to add sulphur and lime together with a soil

saturated with manure of animals, especially the liquid

excretion, all come in play' in making fine cabbage.

Frequent stirring the soil, too, will rob the atmosphere of

its ammonia for the same purpose.

Culture.—For early use seeds of the Early York may
be sown from January to March. If sown as early as the

1st of January, cover them slightly with litter to protect

from frosts ; but it is much better to sow them under a

cold frame as directed in the article " Beet.'' If sown in

the open air, as soon as the weather grows mild, take off

the litter. The seed should be sown in drills, six inches

apart, and one inch deep, and the ground deeply dug, but

it need not be, for this sowing, very rich. Water in mild

mornings if the weather be dry, and give them the advan-

tage of the rains
;

give the young plants plenty of air
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every mild day, and by the time tlie weather will admit,

they will be ready to transplant. At this sowing should

also be put in a few seed of the Large York and Early

Dutch to succeed the early crop.

Early cabbage seed may also be sown early in Septem-

ber or October in the open ground ; watering every two

or three evenings when dry, as it usually is this month.

The plants will appear in about a week, and a little soot

should be scattered over them to prevent the attacks of

insects. When large enough to transplant, they can be

set very thicTi in a cold frame or box, to stand over the

winter. Cover over with glass, or boards if you have not

glass, during severe weather, but gi^'C air every mild day

and set out when the weather grows mild in the spring.

A still better way is, instead of putting the plants in a

frame, throw a piece of ground into high ridges, two feet

apart, running east and west. On the south side of these

ridges, set out the plants a foot apart, so that they will be

shielded from the cold north winds, and enjoy the full

warmth of the sun. Plant on the sides of the ridges and

not in the trench. When the weather grows severe in

December, 'cover slightly with straw or litter ; remove it

when mild weather returns, and cultivate as usual, gra-

dually levelling the ridges, and you will have cabbages

earlier than by any other mode ; the ground should be

good. If you raise your plants in the cold frame they

will be ready to transplant from the 20th to the last of

February. They will be very liable to be eaten off by
the cutworm when transplanted. There are two modes

of preventing this, either of which, with me, is perfectly

satisfactory. The best method is to sow the ground in-

tended for cabbage the autumn after being spaded up, with

salt at the rate of eight bushels per acre. On a part of my
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garden thus treated last November, I have not found a

cutworm this year (1852). If this has been done you

may plant your Early Yorks at a distance of twelve inches

each way. If you have not already sown your cabbage

plat with salt, there is another plan to keep off the cut-

worm equally successful. Throw your ground into ridges

and trenches sixteen inches apart; let these trenches be

at least six inches deep. In the bottom of these trans-

plant your cabbages, one foot apart. Some use a dibble,

but a trowel is much better, as it does not leave the soil

hard. Prepare your ground in dry weather, but choose a

moist day for transplanting. It is a good plan to wet the

roots before planting out. "When they get rooted stir the

soil gently about them, but do not fill up the trenches

tmtil the plants are so large that there is no danger of the

worm. This method of protecting cabbages was pointed

out to me by a negro gardener several years since, and

I have tried it repeatedly. The worm will not go down

into the trenches to destroy the plants.

When the plants get strong the ground should be deeply

and repeatedly hoed. Do this while the dew is on, and

retain its ammonia in the soil. The cabbage is partial to

moisture, so hoe it frequently, and when you go out in the

morning you will find the plat moist with dew, while the

unstirred soil around is dry as ever. The only secret in

raising early cabbage is, set your plants in rich ground

and stir the soil. On poor ground (and even on rich if half

tended) they will run into collards. Stir the soil and less

manure is required.

For the middle crop to last through the summer, the

seed can be sown as above, or any time until the middle

of March. The cultivation is the same, except that the

plants should be set about sixteen to eighteen inches apart.
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The varieties are the Large York and Early Djitch. These

will not head unless the ground be rich, rather moist, and,

above all, diligently worked.

The late crop and the Eed Dutch, for pickling, you

may sow in February or March, or any other time there-

after, until the 1st of August. The best time is about the

1st of April. The early sown should not be transplanted

until July or August. Let the ground be well-spaded, and

thoroughly manured. They must be set in the ground up to

tJieJirst leaf, no matter how long the stem may he, or they will

not head. They also require a rich soil, but not from fresh

manure. The manure for the cabbage crop should be

thoroughly decomposed, or the plants will be covered with

aphides or cabbage lice. The best way is to throw the

ground into ridges from two to two and a half feet apart,

making the trenches between more or less deep, according

to the length of the stems ; wet the roots thoroughly and

transplant in moist weather, carefully transplanting them

with a trowel, and when the ground gets dry draw the

earth level, which should just reach up to the lower leaves.

If seed of any of the cabbage tribe be sown after the

weather grows warm, the soil must be pressed upon it by

walking on a board, and it must be shaded by a covering

of boards or pine brush during the day, removing it at night,

until the plants get a little established. If the weather is

warm and wet, the covering may be dispensed with.

After the late cabbages are transplanted let them be

well cultivated by deep and frequent hoeing, and don't

strip off the lower leaves if you wish them to head.

Many remedies are employed to keep off the green

worm, so destructive to the cabbage tribe. An infusion of

tobacco or of the ripe berries of the Pride of China tree,

sprinkled on them once or twice a week from a water-pot,

is said to be effectual. Sprinkling with ashes is a good

8
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practice ; also to coop a brood of chickens near, as they

destroy the worm without injury to the cabbage. Break off

a leaf at night and place it on the top of the head. In the

morning early most of the worms will be on this leaf. Brush

them off into a dish of soapsuds. Repeat this daily until the

worms are destroyed. Aphides are not so apt to be trouble-

some when the plants are in,vigorous growth ; an applica-

tion of strong soapsuds generally destroys them. Dry
charcoal dust mixed with Scotch snuff and dusted over them

is however, the most certain remedy. Air-slacked lime in

which a few drops of spirits of turpentine have been dif-

fused, will generally drive away both aphides and the

green worm. The green glazed not being liable to be at-

tacked by worms or insects is much the most reliable for a

late crop, if it was only as good for the table.

To preserve Cahhage,—Heel them in, in a dry situation,

to their lower leaves, and cover slightly with plank, straw

or pine brush, to keep them from freezing and thawing

during the winter.

To save Seed.—This should be attempted in this climate

only with the late varieties which should be planted at a

distance from turnips and all other members of this family,

or they will intermix. Set out some of the best heads in

the spring, support the stems as they rise by stakes, and

gather the seed before it scatters. Seed will keep four

years.

Use.—Cabbage as an article of food is not so remark-

able for its fattening properties as for its power of supply-

ing strength for labor by producing muscle and bone, which

it owes to its abundant nitrogen and phosphates. Hence
it is very nutritious for, and much relished by laboring

people in all parts of the world, but is apt to disagree

with those of quiet and sedentary habits. With the latter

it is more wholes&nie and digestible ifeaten uncooked. Many
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persons can eat " cold slaugh'' with impunity that are un-

aMe to use boiled cabbage without great inconvenience.

It is by many much relished when made into sauer kraut.

It is also pickled.

To Boil.—Hemove the loose leaves quarter the stump

end of the cabbage, wash it perfectly clean, and boil from

half an hour to an hour. If not boiled with salt meat, add

a little salt ; a little saleratus improves its color.

—

Mrs.

Webster.

Sauer Kraut.—Shred very finely six white cabbages,

having cut out the stalks ; mix with them half a pound

of salt, and press them as closely as possible into a cask

;

put over a cloth, then a wooden cover, and upon that a

heavy weight ; let it stand in a warm cellar two months,

keeping the liquor that rises on it, and it will be fit for use
;

it should then be removed to a cooler place.

—

Mrs. Hale.

Sauer kraut for the table should be boiled or stewed.

To Pickle. Take ofi* the outside leaves, quarter,, cut

out the stalk, shred the cabbage into a cullender and

sprinkle with common salt ; let the cabbage remain a day

or two, when drain it, put it into jars, and fill up with

boiling vinegar ; add spices to your taste.

Brassica Oleracea Subauda—Savoy Cabbage.

The Savoy, which is one of the best winter vegetables,

probably derives its name from Savdy in Europe. It

differs from the cabbage in the rugosity of its leaves. All

its varieties are hardy, being rendered more sweet and

tender by frost. The only two varieties of Savoy worthy

of culture are :

Curled Savoy.—An excellent winter yariety, much im-

proved in sweetness and tenderness by frost. It does not

head firmly, but is very fine flavored, and even the outside

leaves are tender and palatable.
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Drwmhead Savoy is almost as large and firm as the

drumhead cabbage, and keeps very well. The head is

round, flattened at top. It is nearly as delicate as the

curled variety.

The Savoys are not as certain a crop as the other

cabbages, but far superior in delicacy. They are nearly

equal to cauliflowers.

The chemical composition of the Savoy is similar to

that of other cabbages, but it contains two per cent, less

water. It culture from seed is precisely the same as

drumhead cabbage. For cooking, see " Cabbage."

Brassica Oleracea Subauda—(sub-variety)—Brussels

Sprouts.

This plant is a hardy variety of the Savoy, producing

an elongated stem, often four feet high and crowned with

leaves similar to the Savoy, in the axis of which spring

smalj green heads like cabbages. The leaves dropping

off leave the little heads arranged spirally around the stem

as the plant proceeds in growth. Like the other Brassicas,

Brussels Sprouts are raised from seed, which may be sown

in April. Set the plants in rows one and a half feet apart

each way, and treat in all respects as directed for winter

cabbage. Out off the leaves at the top of the stem

some ten days or a fortnight before the little heads are

gathered.

For Seed.—Cut off the top of the stem and permit the

flower stalks to spring from the little heads only. Keep

at a distance from all the other varieties of Brassica if

you would have pure seed.

Use.—The top boiled for winter greens is very delicate

in flavor and similar to the Savoy. But the little sprouts

after they have been touched with frost, which very

much improves them, are the parts most used. The
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sprouts are fit for use all winter, and may be left in the

open ground.

To Boil.—Soak them in clear water one hour, and wash

free from dust and insects. Boil them twenty minutes or

until tender in plenty of water. Drain them well, season

with pepper, salt, &c., to taste, a sauce of cream or floured

butter, in which stew them gently, stirring them con-

stantly ; or they may be cooked simply as cabbages and

eaten with meats.

Brassica Oleracea Fimhriata—Borecole—German
Greens.

This is the easiest cultivated, and for this climate, one

of the most valuable of the cabbage tribe. This plant has

large curled or wrinkled leaves forming an open head or

stool, and such a hardy constitution that it resists the

severest frosts which serve only to improve it. It remains

green and eatable all winter without the least protection.

The only two varieties I have tried are the German
Greens and the Siberian Kale, either one of which is good

enough as far as quality or ease of culture is concerned.

They can scarcely be distinguished, but the Siberian Kale

is a perennial, and is perhaps preferable on that account

Culture.—Raised from seed like the rest of the cabbage

tribe, which you may sow in April with your winter cab-

bages and treat in the same manner. Transplant, if Ger-

man Greens, into rows eighteen inches apart and twelve

inches in the row. Give it a good soil.

The other variety requires about the same spaces as

with cabbage. I have an excellent crop growing this

year, 1852," sown the first of August, and treated exactly

the same as Ruta Baga turnip.

The outside leaves can be cut off for use when from
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seven to nine inches long, leaving the others to come on in

succession, affording a supply all winter. Its only enemy
is the aphis or cabbage louse, for which try Scotch snuff

and oil of turpentine.

Seed.—Select some of the best heads and leave for seed,

at a distance from any others of this family, and proceed

as with cabbage. The seed will keep four years.

Use.—This vegetable affords very delicate winter and

spring greens, far superior to cabbage, and nearly equal

to the Savoy. It boils well and is most delicate, sweet

and tender when touched by frost.

To boil.—Put in boiling water with a little salt, boil

briskly twenty minutes, and serve as other greens.

Brassica Oleracea Botrytis—CAULiFLOVirER.

This plant was introduced into England from the Island

of Cypress, in the early part of the seventeenth century. It

is a kind of cabbage with long pale green leaves, surround-

ing a mass or head of white flower buds—^in-short, " a giant

rose wrapped in a green surtout,'* but much more like a

mass of fresh curds than a rose. Since its introduction, it

has been much improved by the skill of the gardener.

The seed is generally imported from Europe.

Varieties.—There are several varieties early and late,

but the late are the only ones that generally come to any-

thing in this climate. Of the latter, there is the old variety,

Late Dutch or Late London, which I have succeeded with,

and is perhaps as good as any, though the late Walcheren
comes highly recommended for hardiness, and may be

worth a trial.

The ashes of Cauliflower have been analyzed by
Richardson, and found to be composed of the following

constituents :
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Potassa, .... 34.39

Soda, . 14.79

Lime, .... 2.96

Magnesia, .... . 2.38

Sulphuric Acid, . 11.16

Silicic Acid, .... . 1.92

Phosphoric Acid, 25.84

Phosphate of Iron, . . 3.67

Chloride of Sodium, 2.78

175

99.89

Cauliflower requires the same special manures as cab-

bage. There is much less difficulty in its cultivation near

the sea-shore than inland. The ground should receive a

dressing of common salt as directed for cabbage.

Culture.—It is very little use to try to raise the early

cauliflower. Sow however in September, and cover

through the winter in a frame ; transplanted into beds ten

inches apart under glass, giving air as much as possible

;

plant out as early as is safe in February, carefully taking

them up with a trowel, in order not to disturb the roots,

placing them in rich ground two feet apart. Insert the

stem in the earth nearly up to the first leaves. Shield

them with boxes from heavy frosts and some will come to

perfection.

In a proper soil and location, the late varieties can be

raised nearly as easy as cabbage. The best time to sow

is about the first of April, though plants with care can

be raised from that time until July. An ounce of seed

will yield three or four thousand plants. The seed

bed should be rich and deeply dug ; if the weather be dry,

shade them a little by day until the seed gets up strong,

and water them occasionally. The drills may be eight

inches apart in the seed bed. Thin out the plants to six

inches. They can be planted out at the same time with
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winter cabbage. Protect them from the cut-worm, and

insects in the same manner. If possible, give them a plat

of moist bottom soil, made very rich with well decomposed

manure. Take them* up carefully with a trowel that the

roots may not be injured, and plant in rows two feet

asunder each way; water freely when needed, which in

dry weather is every other day at least ; if with liquid

manure so much the better. Let them never suffer from

drought ; they will show when they need water by their

drooping leaves. Soapsuds is an excellent application.

Keep the ground hoed deeply and thoroughly about them,

especially the day after each watering, that it may not bake.

The hills should be hollowed about the cauliflower like a

shallow basin to retain moisture. The Head may be blanch-

ed by bending the leaves and confining them loosely with a

string. They will head in succession during the autumn.

When a cauliflower has reached its full size, which is

shown by the border opening as if about to seed, the plant

should be pulled, and if laid entire in this state in a cool

place may be kept several days. They should be pulled

in the morning, for if gathered in the middle or evening of

a hot day, it boils tough. When there is danger of severe

frost injuring the cauliflowers that have not already

headed, they may be protected by pine boughs or empty

boxes or barrels where they stand—or pulled up with the

earth attached to the roots, and removed to a cellar or out-

building, where they will flower in succession all winter.

In the low country this will hardly be necessary, and the

spring crop is I believe more certain with them.

For Seed.—Set out, in spring, some of the finest heads,

with fine, close flower-buds, and proceed as with cabbage.

It is very liable to intermix with the other Brassicas ; so

that it is best to depend upon English seed. Seed will

keep three or four years.
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Use,—The heads or flowers boiled, generally wrapped

in a clean linen cloth, are served up as a most delicate

dish. *' Of all the flowers in the garden," says Dr. John-

son, " give me the cauliflower." It is one of the very best

of vegetable products, and so prized wherever known. It

is nutritious and wholesome even for invalids, beside being

a very ornamental addition to the table.

To Boil.—Cut oif the green leaves, and look carefully

that there are no caterpillars about the stalk ; soak an

hour in cold water, with a handful of salt in it ; then boil

them in milk and water, and take care to skim the sauce-

pan, that not the least foulness may fall on the flower. It

must be served up very white, and rather crimp, with

sauce, gravy, or melted butter.

—

Mrs. Hale.

Brassica Oleracea Botrytis Cymosa—Brocoli.

This jjlant differs from cauliflower in its undulating

leaves, its larger size,, and its color. It is supposed to have

originated from the cauliflower; is a hardier plant, but not so

delicate in flavor. It has been cultivated about two hundred

years, and was introduced into England from Italy. Brocoli

is raised much more easily than cauliflower. The purple

cape brocoli, producing large brownish heads, very close and

compact, is the best for this climate. The analysis of broc-

oli, by Eichardson, shows the following constituents :

Potassa, . .

ROOTS.

47.16
LEAVES.

22.10

Soda, 7.55

Lime, .... 4.70 26.44

Magnesia, . 3.93 3.43

Sulphuric acid, 10.35 16.10

Silicic acid. .69 1.83

Phosphoric acid, . 24.83 16.62

Phosphate of Iron, . . 2.12 6.21

Chloride of Potassium, 6.22

Chloride of Sodium, . trace.

100.00 100.28
8*
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It requires the same special manures as the cabbage and

cauliflower.

Culture.—Brocoli can be sown in April, or by shading

the seed-beds during the day, until the plants get strong,

as late as the middle of July. For this and cauliflower

the seed-beds should be rich, and the plants well watered

in dry weather. The drills should be eight inches apart,

and the plants thinned out to six inches in the drills.

The plants thinned out may be set out in another place to

grow. These will make the best heads. Transplant,

when each stem shows ^yq or six leaves, covering the

stem to the lower leaf, in rows two feet apart each way.

Do this with a trowel, in dull, damp weather, and shade,

if necessary, until the plants are established. Protect

from insects with snuff", &c., as directed for cabbage.

Choose the same situation as for cauliflower, and follow

the same mode of treatment throughout, especially the

frequent hoeing and watering.

Use and Mode of Cooking,—See Cauliflower.

Brassica Napo Brassica—Turnip Cabbage. Brassica

Caulo Rajpa—Turnip-rooted Cabbage.

These two species of brassica are little cultivated. The
turnip cabbage grows above ground, pretty well up the

stem, in a globular form, with a few leaves on top. The
purple-stemmed variety is best. Its culture is the same

as the cabbage, except that in hoeing care must be taken

not to throw dirt into the heart of the plant, or the bulb

cannot form. They should be hoed flatly. Sow in April.

The turnip-rooted cabbage is similar in quality to the

above, but the bulbs grow near the origin of the stem. It

does not succeed so well transplanted. It is cultivated

exactly like the Ruta Baga turnip. There are two vari-

eties, the white and the red. It is easily raised in any
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soil, if well manured. More weight per acre can be ob-

tained by these crops than by tlie turnip, and they are of

equal value.

Use.—Turnip cabbage, when the size of a large turnip,

is an excellent vegetable. If cut into slices one-quarter

of an Hnch thick, and boiled until very tender, it resem-

bles the cauliflower in flavor. The thick skin being re-

moved, it may be cooked like a turnip. When full grown,

it is used for feeding stock. It will endure our winter

without protection.

Brassica Kapa—TuRNiP,

This root was held in considerable estimation by the

Romans. Oato is the first writer that mentions it. *' Sow
it,'* says he, " after an autumnal shower, in a place that is

well maftured, or in a rich soil." Columella recommends

its cultivation, " because that portion of the crop not wished

for the table will be greedily eaten by the farm cattle." It

is a biennial plant, now cultivated in all temperate climes.

It is now extensively raised as a field crop in England, for

feeding stock, and is considerably raised for the same pur-

pose in our northern States.

Early White Dutch (strap-leaved).—^A round, flat tur-

nip, with short, narrow, strap-like leaves, is the earliest kind.

Early Red Top Dutch (strap-leaved), differs from the

preceding only in the red color of the portion of the roots

which is above ground. Both of these, in a moist, cool

fall, are fit for the table six weeks after sown.

Yellow Dutch will stand any degree of frost uninjured,

is fine flavored, and very nutritious. It is of a yellow

color, round, handsome shape, firm and sweet, and keeps

well. I prefer it to the Swedes for winter use, and would

select this, if confined to one kind, for the garden.

White French resembles the Swedes, but not so smooth;
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flesh white, and exceedingly sweet and exQellent ; a fine

keeper.

FuTfk'top'ped Swede,—Foliage differs from the foregoing,

being smooth and covered with glaucous blooms. It is

hardy and very nutritious. The roots are very large, of

an oval tapering form and unlike the foregoing ; the greater

their size, the sweeter and more nourishing they become.

It keeps until spring.

Skirving's Improved Swede.—This is of still better form

than the foregoing, the leaves not so large, less smooth

and free from bloom ; flesh fme, yellow, and very

nutritious.

Skirving' 3 Swede. Common White.

ROOT. LEAVES. BOOT. LISATB3.

Potassa, 36.16 20.36 48.56 12.68

Soda, . 4.99 — —

,

Lime, . . 11.36 23.99 6.73 28.73

Magnesia, . 2.44 2.92 2.26 2.85

Sesquioxide of Iron,, .28 1.90 .66 .80

Sulphuric acid, . 11.26 6.50 12.86 7.83

Silica, . 1.63 4.11 .96 2.05

Carbonic acid, . 9.54 6.16 14.82 14.64

Phosphoric acid. 12.51 654 7.65 3.15

Chloride of Potassium — 9.77 ^— 15.56

Chloride of Sodium, 9.77 17.69 5.44 10.67

99.94 99.94 99.94 98.96

the dry substance, ) 7.30 11.30 7.40 15.20

3r-centage of Ash in >

fresh substance, (.88 1.61 .59 1.82

Per-centaere of Ash in )

The analyses here given are by Way and Ogston.

They indicate that potash, lime, sulphuric, and phosphoric

acid may be applied to this crop with advantage. In

practice, however, it is found that the most important ele-

ment to be ^dd^d is phosphate of lime. Either bone dust.
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superpliosphate of lime or guano, all rich in phosplioric

acid, seems to supply everything this crop requires.

Manured with these, it is soon beyond the reach of in-

sects and casualities. A mixture of the two latter with

the sulphate of ammonia, known as improved superphos-

phate of lime, is probably the best of all manures for this

crop.

Culture.—The turnip likes a rich sandy soil. If raised

on ground manured by cow-penning, the crop rarely fails,

as the urine deposited in the soil affords the phosphates

so necessary for this crop, and in such places it is far less

infested with insects. Soil fresh from the woods also suits

them. The seed from the north is three or four weeks

earlier than that raised here, and should be chosen for the

early crop ; for the main crop our own seed is good enough

if carefully raised.

Sow early turnips in February, in drills one foot apart,

in ground well dug and thoroughly manured. Draw the

drills one inch deep. Keep the soil free from weeds. As
soon as the plants get a little strong, thin out to two

inches, and finally to six inches in the row. If the ground

is not kept light and well worked, and the plants properly

thinned, it is a mere waste of time and seed. The e^ly

white dutch from northern seed is the kind to be pre-

ferred. They do much better in drills than broadcast.

For fall turnips, sow the early white dutch, red top and

yellow dutch any time in August and September, broadcast

or better in drills, as directed above. If broadcast, thin

them to about twelve inches apart or more. If sown just

before a rain on the surface, the rain will bring them up

at once. Soot, wood, ashes, and unslacked lime are all

useful to promote growth and drive away insects. The

red-top is an excellent variety for a general fall crop, and

may be sown in October even with success.
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The Ruta'Baga or Improved Swede should be selected

for a crop to stand the winter. Plant 'pure seed or none
;

the middle or last of July or early in August, just before

a shower if possible. Let the drills be two feet apart, and

thin the plants by degrees until twelve or fifteen inches

in the row. As soon as the plants appear, loosen the

earth about them. It requires a richer soil than the other

varieties. Any vacancies in the row can be filled by

transplanting, which will make nearly as large roots as the

others. Keep the soil light and mellow by the use of the

hoe. Large crops can be tended with the plough and

cultivator to great advantage. In good soil the yield is

immense. The crop may be drawn as needed, some should

be drawn before they begin to grow up to seed and stored

in a cool place for late keeping.

To save Seed.—Select a few of the best roots, shorten the

tap root and plant them two feet apart. Tie the stalks to

stakes, keep them at a distance from all other members

of the cabbage tribe. Ruta Baga will rarely make seed

in this climate. Seed of the turnip should be changed every

few years as the plant degenerates. It keeps three years.

ZTse,—This is one of those useful vegetables that can

be enjoyed with everything. The tops gathered in winter

and spring make very good greens. The roots are whole-

some, though they disagree with some stomachs. They

are considerably nutricious also ; four ounces of white

dutch containing eighty-five grains of nutritive matter,

and four ounces of Ruta Baga containing one hundred and

ten grains of the same. Any over supply of this crop may
be fed with great advantage to the cow or boiled for

the pigs.

To Boil.—^Turnips are good vegetables with boiled or

roasted meat. Wash, peel, slice, and boil until quite soft,

then mash with a little butter, pepper and salt.
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Brassica ^Vwca—Roquett.

This is an annual plant from France, of which the

leaves are used as a salad. Sow thinly in drills a foot

apart in February and March. Water frequently if neces-

sary, which will lessen the acrid taste of the young leaves

gather young ; not much cultivated.

Brassica Na'pus Qhifera—^Rape.

Rape is a biennial plant, a native of England, with

glaucous radical leaves and yellow flowers, appearing

early in Spring.

Culture.—Sow at the same time with cresses and mus-

tard in winter and spring. Sow in drills or beds and

follow the culture directed for white mustard. Rape sown

like turnips the first of September, will survive the frosts

and afford an abundance of fine greens the latter part of

winter and early in spring.

Two or three plants sown in August and kept over,

will flower and seed the next year abundantly.

Use.—The seed leaves are gathered young for a small

salad with cresses and mustard. Later it is used like

mustard for winter greens. This plant is much cultivated

in Europe to express the oil from its seeds.

Brassica Napus Esculenta—Edible-rooted Rape,

OR French Turnip.

This is sometimes cultivated as a substitute for the

turnip. The root is white, carrot-shaped, about the size

of the middle finger. It is much grown in Germany and

France.

Culture,—It is raised from seed which may be sown

in August or September, and requires the same treatment

as turnip. It likes a sandy soil, and if grown in too rich
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earth it loses its sweetness. In dry weather, the beds

must be watered regularly until the plants get three or

four leaves. I^o save seed, see ** Turnip."

Use.-—'It is much used in continental cookery, and en-

riches all the French soups. Stewed in gravy, it forms

an excellent dish, and being white and carrot-shaped,

when mixed with those roots upon a dish, it is very or-

namental. In using, there will be no necessity of cutting

away the outer rind, in which the flavor chiefly resides.

Scraping will be quite sufficient

Calodium Esculentum*—TAN

Y

ah .

This is a large-leaved, bulbous-rooted plant much culti^

vated at the Sandwich Islands, and forms the principle in-

gi'edient in the favorite poi, a food much in use there, and

remarkable for its fattening properties.

Culture.—It may be planted in any rich, well-drained

low spot. Select the eyes or buds, and plant like the

potato. The small roots are the ones generally reserved for

this purpose. There are two distinct kinds named from

their color the pink and the blue, of which the latter is

thought by many to be the most farinaceous, but others

prefer the taste of the pink variety. The sets may be

put out in March or early in April, and the most attention

required is to keep the soil clean and mellow. The rows

may be three or four feet apart, and the plants two feet in

the rows. It comes to maturity the autumn after planting

and may remain in the bed until wanted. It keeps better

than either the sweet or Irish potato. It is prepared for

the table by simple roasting, and eaten with salt. By
many they are much liked, as they are quite farinaceous.

* Colocasia Esculenta JAnd ?
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Calendula Offtciiialis—Pot Marigold

An annual ; native of France, Spain, and the South of

Europe. Its bright yellow flowers give it a place in the

flower-garden. A few plants only are needed by any

family.

There are two varieties, the single and double; the

former of which is a little the highest flavored. Sow in

autumn or early in spring on a good mellow soil in drills,

one foot apart or broadcast ; when the plants are up, thin

them to twelve or fifteen inches apart, or transplant them

that distance if you wish more plants. Water till estab-

lished. The flowers, during th,e summer, must be gathered,

dried thoroughly in the shade, and put up in paper bags.

Leave a few fine flowers for seed. The darkest-colored

ones are the besf. The flower is a valuable ingredient in

soups, and the leaves were formerly infused for agues.

The plant is now but little used.

Campanula Ropunculus—Rampion.

This is an English biennial plant, with a long white

spindle-shaped root, lower leaves oval lanceolate, with a

pannicle of blue bell-shaped flowers in June. It has a

milky juice.

Culture.—Sow the seed in April in a rich, shady border.

It likes a moist, rich soil not too stiff. The seed must be

very slightly covered, but the earth should be pressed

upon it. As the plants grow, thin them to four inches

apart, and pull them before they run to seed.

To save seeds, allow some of the best plants to remain.

Use,—The root is eaten raw like a radish, and has a

pleasant, nutty flavor. Cultivated only by those in search

of variety.
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Cajpsicum Annuitm—Pepper.

Of tills plant there are several species in cultivation,

most of wliich are natives of tropical regions. It has

been cultivated in England about a century. All of them

are very pungent. The best varieties are :

—

Bell Fepper.—Brought from India in 1750. Of low

growth with large, bell-shaped fruit. Its thick and pulpy

skin renders it the best for pickles. More mild than most

of the varieties.

Tomato Fepper,—^Named from its resemblance to the

tomato in shape. More pungent than the preceding.

Large Sweet is another variety much used for pickling,

which I have not yet cultivated. It is said to be a good,

mild variety.

Cayenne or Longt with small, round, tapering fruit, an

extremely pungent. Excellent for pepper sauce.

Capsicum likes a rich, moist loam, rather light than

otherwise. Guano and fowl manure are excellent fer-

tilizers for peppers.

For early plants, sow the seed in drills, one inch deep

and six inches apart, under glass, in February, and trans-

plant after the frosts are entirely over, when three or four

inches high in good soil, in rows fifteen or eighteen inches

apart each way. Sow also in the open ground as soon as

the settled warm weather comes on, say the last of March
or first of April, and thin them out to the proper distance.

An ounce of seed will give two or three thousand plants.

They should be transplanted in moist weather only, and

must be watered until well-established. Shading a few

days, at mid-day after transplanting, is ,very beneficial.

Cultivate and earth up their stems a little.

Seed,—^A plant bearing the earliest and finest fruit

should be selected. The varieties should be grown as far
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apart as possible. When ripe the pods are hung up to

dry, and kept until the seed is wanting for sowing.

ZTse.—These plants are very much used in all hot

climates, where they enter as a seasoning into almost

every dish. The large kinds are used for pickling, and for

this should be gathered when full grown just before turn-

ing red. They are also dried when ripe and used for

seasoning. Cayenne and the other small kinds are ground

for table use, or made into pepper sauce by the addition

of strong vinegar. Peppers are often rubbed upon meat

to drive away insects, and are also considerably used in

medicine, especially by botanic practitioners. The daily

use of this plant in hot climates is decidedly a preventive

of bowel complaints, which renders its cultivation so uni-

versal.

Cichorium Endivia—Endive.

Endive is a hardy annual, a native of China and Japan;

first cultivated in England in 1548. The root leaves are

numerous, large, sinuate, toothed, and smooth. The stem

rises about two feet high, producing blue flowers. It is

considerably cultivated in Europe.

Varieties.—The best varieties are:

Green Curled.—A fine, hardy variety, with beautifully

curled leaves. It is the best for salads.

Broad-leaved or Batavian has thick, plain, or slightly

wrinkled foliage. It is principally used for cookkig, and

making a larger head is preferred for stews and soups,

but not much used for salads. Besides these varieties,

there is another species, Cichorium Lityhus, cr Succory, a

good deal used as a winter salad in Europe, but it is

mainly cultivated for the rbot, which is dried and ground

for the purpose of adulterating coffee, and some even

think it quite as good. It is a hardy perennial, and
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its blue flowers sometimes introduce it into the flower-

garden.

Culture,—Endives delight in a light rich soil, dug

deeply to admit its tap roots, and to serve as a drain for

any superfluous moisture in the winter standing crop. The
situation should be open and free from shade of trees.

Sow the seed in August and September. Sow at this

season if possible everything just before a shower—draw

a furrow the depth of your hoe, in the bottom of which

scatter your seed thinly, and cover slightly with earth,

pressing it upon the seed. Plant in the evening, and

water copiously with the fine rose of a water-pot in the drill

;

shade during the day, and continue watering in the even-

ing until the plants get rooted. The drills should be

twelve or fifteen inches apart. The Batavian likes most

space ; hoe freely and keep the ground free from weeds ; thin

the plants when two inches high ; those removed may be

transplanted to another location ; choose moist weather for

this purpose, trim the leaves a little and water moderately

every evening, untifthe plants get established and during

very long droughts. Those left in the seed bed make the

best plants.

In about three months after sowing, as they grow stocky

and full in the heart, the leaves being about eight inches

long, some should have their leaves tied up every week or

fortnight to blanch, and render them tender and remove

their bitter taste. Perform this in dry days. The curled

sort will sometimes blanch pretty well if neatly earthed

up without being tied, but it is better to tie it. The broad

leaved from its loftier and looser growth needs a bandage.

Fold the leaves round the heart as much as possible in

their natural position, and tie them up with a string or shred

of bass, then covering them entirely with sand in the form

of a cone, rendering the surface smooth and firm. This
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must be done in dry, but not frosty weather, as the plants

will rot if the leaves are wet or frozen. They may also

be blanched under garden ppts like sea-kale, or by merely

tying them closely, winding the string several times round

the plant and closing the top, so as to exclude the rain,

drawing the earth around the base to support it. This is

the best mode in hot weather j in autumn they will

blanch in ten days, in winter they require nearly twice

that time. Succory to blanch is taken up and planted in

boxes of mciald which are carried into a cellar or dark

room and watered when necessary. The blanched leaves

will be supplied all winter.

For Seed.—^^Let some of the best and most vigorous

plants remain till February, and transplant if you wish to

use the ground, in rows eighteen inches apart. Support the

stems by stakes, and gather the seed vessels as they ripen.

Dry them thoroughly on a cloth, thresh and preserve in

paper bags. The seed will keep four years.

Use,—Endive is cultivated for its stocky head of leaves,

which after their bitterness is removed by blanching ; are

used in autumn and winter for salads and stews. It is

very wholesome, and boiled is thought to be a remedy
for the jaundice. It possesses a good deal of the virtues

of the dandelion ; it never disagrees with the stomach, but

suits every constitution. The French use it in a variety

of forms, raw, stewed, boiled, pickled, but it is chiefly

employed as a salad.

Cochlearia Armoracia—Horse radish.

Horse-radish is a cruciferous perennial plant, growing

naturally in moist places in England, and various other

parts of Europe. The leaves are large, oblong, hollowed,

and from some fancied resemblance to a spoon CochUar^
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the botanical name, is derived. Its flowers are white, and

appear in panicles in May. It has long been an inhabitant

jf the garden.

Cv.lHre.—Horse-radish delights in a deep rich mould,

moderately and regularly moist—the roots are never of

any size if grown in poor soil, or under shade of trees. It

seldom produces seed, and hence is propagated by sets

provided by cutting the roots and offsets into lengths of

two inches. The tops and crowns of the roots make the

best sets as they are earlier, and make a finer growth than

those from the centre of the root. Each set should have

two eyes.

Horse-radish may be planted from November to March,

inclusive. The finest crops are made by trenching the

ground twx) feet deep, planting the cuttings along the bot-

tom of the trench, and the mould from the next trench

turned over upon them.

They may also be inserted with a long blunt-pointed

dibble the same depth ; let the rows be eighteen inches

apart, and the sets twelve inches in the row. After the

beds are planted, smooth the surface and keep clear of

weeds, and avoid treading upon the beds, as they should

be kept as light as possible. If planted in March j a crop

of radishes or lettuce may be taken off the ground before

the plants make their appearance. Tljey speedily root

and send up long straight shoots, those appearing in April

that were planted in autumn. The only cultivation is to

keep them free from weeds, and remove the decayed leaves

in autumn. Hoe and rake the bed over in autumn, and

also the following spring. By the next fall, the roots are

ready to take up as wanted. If the plants throw up suckers,

they should be carefully removed as they appear.

If any manure is applied to horse-radish, it must be put

at the bottom of the trench before planting, or the plant
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TfiU send out side shoots in search of the manure, which

would greatly injure the crop.

To take them up, a trench is dug along the outside row

down to the bottom of the upright roots which are cut off

nearly level with the original planting. The earth from

the next row is turned over upon them to the desired depth,

and so on until finished. The pieces of roots left will

send up new shpots, and the same bed will produce well

in this way five or six years, when the site of the planta-

tion should be changed; when this is to be done every

piece of root should be taken up, for the smallest of them

will vegetate and prove troublesome if left. The best

roots come from fresh plantations.

U^e.—Horse-radish scraped into shreds with vinegar, is

a well known and desirable accompaniment to roast beef.

It is also used in fish and other sauces and chicken salads,

and is thought to assist digestion. The shreds pickled in

strong vinegar and closely stopped in glass bottles will

keep for years. Horse-radish in medicine is a valuable

stimulant—^useful also in hoarseness, sometimes serviceable

in rheumatism and is especially valuable in cases of in-

cipient scurvy.

Cochlearia Officinalis—Scurvy Grass.

A biennial plant, found near most sea-shores in temper-

ate climates. Likes a soil similar to the preceding, and

equally free from the shade of trees.

It is propagated ft-om seed sown as *oon as ripe in

May or June, for if kept long it does not germinate well.

Sow in drills eight inches apart and one-half inch deep.

When they come up thin thiem to eight inches apart, trans-

planting those taken up, and giving water until estab-

lished. Keep free from weeds, which is all the cultivation
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needed. To save seed leave some of the plants in place,

and gather and sow when ripe.

Use,—The small leaves are used like cresses ; its great

use medicinally is pointed out by its name.

Convolvulus Batatosy S^c,—Sweet Potato.

This valuable plant, first cultivated in England in 1597,

by Gerrard, is the potato mentioned by Shakspeare and

his cotemporaries, the Irish potato being then scarcely

known. *^ Let the sky rain potatoes,'' says Falstaff, al-

luding to this vegetable, which ^as at that time imported

into England from Spain and the Canary Islands, and

considered a.great delicacy. The sweet potato is a pe-

rennial' plant, a native of China and both Indies. It

has sm^U leaves, with three to five lobes, according to

the variety—with herbaceous vines which mn along the

ground, taking root at intervals. Its roots are long, spin-

dle-sjiaped or oval, often very large, and abounding in

starch and sugar. Its nutritious properties and agreeable

flavor have brought it into general use in all parts of the

globe, where the climate is warm enough to admit of its"

successful cultivation. The following are the most com-

mon varieties, and perhaps as good as any.

Small Spunisk.— Long, grows in clusters, purplish

color, very productive, and of excellent quality.

Brimstcne.—Sulphur-colored, long, of large size, and

productive ; keeps well with us, and is one of the best

sorts ; very dry^ and excellent.

Red Bermuda,-—Is of the Yam family ; leaves many-

lobed, and the best early potato—productive.

Common Yfl^m.—Leaves many-lobed ; root oblong and

something globular, the best long-keeper, and very pro-

ductive. Has something of the pumpkin flavor.
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Analysis.—One thousand pounds of the roots contain

:

Starch, . . . ... 184.23

Albumen, 54.47

Ooagulable Albumen, ... 19.40

Casein, • 9.70

Sugar and Extract, . . . 53.49

Dextrine and Gum, .... 6.93

Fiber, 17.09

Gum Resin, 2.07

Water, 641.72—989.10
Silicic Acid, 0.24

Sulphuric Acid, . . . . 0.16

Phosphates of Lime and Magnesia, . . 2.78

Lime, 08

Magnesia, . . . . . . .07

Potash, 6.3

Soda, 66

Chlorine, . 54—10.90

1000.00

The above analysis was made by Prof. Emmons. Potash

eeems to be the element most necessary to supply the soil.

A dressing of wood ashes would be very beneficial to this

crop. Next to potash it demands a supply of the phos-

phates.

Culture.—The sweet potato likes a rich, sandy loam,

perfectly friable, and, as indicated by the analysis, abound-

ing in potash. The soil should be well enriched. They

do well on lands freshly reclaimed from the forests.

The Spanish potatoes are generally planted where they

are to remain like the Irish potato, whole or cut up into

sets. But both these may, and the yams must be propa-

gated by slips, as they grow larger and yield more abun-

dantly.

To raise slips select a sunny spot sheltered by fences

or buildings, and lay it off in beds four feet wide, with

9
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alleys of the same width between them ; slope the beds a

little towards the sun, dig them well and add plenty of

well-decomposed manure, if not already rich. Do this the

last of February or early in March. Choose large, smooth,

and healthy-looking potatoes, and lay them regularly over

the bed an inch or two apart, and cover them about three

or four inches with soil from the alleys ; rake the beds

smooth and it is done. In large operations, ten bushels

of potatoes should be bedded for every acre of ground.

While the slips are sprouting, prepare your ground to

receive them. It should be rich, or made so with well-

rotted manure, and thoroughly and deeply broken up with

the plough or spade. Lay it off just before the slips are

ready, which will begin to be about the 15th of April, in

low horizontal ridges or beds, the crowns of which are

three and a half feet asunder, and about six inches high,

on which plant out the slips with a dibble, eighteen inches

apart, one plant in a place. Choose for this operation

such a day as you would for cabbage plants, or do it in

the evening. The sweet potato is readily transplanted,

and if holes are dug in the mellow bed, deep enough to

admit the plant, and the slips set upright therein, have the

earth washed in about their roots by pouring water upon

them from the open spout of a waterppt, finishing the

operation by covering over with a coat of dry mellow

earth, brought up and pressed pretty closely about the

slips to keep the moistened earth from baking. Very few

will die even if they are set out at mid-day ; but as the

plants would be checked, a cloudy day, or just at night

should be selected for the operation. This is an excellent

mode of transplanting all plants, and is of great use both

in the vegetable and flower garden. If the slips are not

washed in as above when taken up in dry weather, it is of

great advantage to grout them, as well as all other plants
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jovL wish to transplant. This is done by immersing the

roots in water thickened with rich earth. It refreshes the

slips, and gives them a thin coating of earth as a protection

against the atmosphere. Draw the slips when about three

or four inches high, by placing the left hand on the bed

near the sprout to steady the root, and prevent its being

pulled up with the sprout, which is loosened with the right

hand, taking care not to disturb the fibrous roots of the

mother potato, for this continues to afford a succession of

slips which may be successfully transplanted until the

1st of July. After the piece is planted go over it again

in a few days to plant over any place where the slips may
have failed. As soon as the ground gets a little weedy,

scrape it over, loosening the earth and covering up the

weeds, but be careful not to injure the young slips. Faith-

ful cultivation and frequent moving the soil are as benefi-

cial to this crop as to any other. At one of the hoeings

just before being laid by, the ground should be deeply

moved with the plough or spade, but not too close to the

plants. They should be laid by before the plants run a

great deal, after which they should be undisturbed. Be

careful not to cover the vines, but if they become attached

to the soil, loosen them up from it, so that the vigor of the

plants may be thrown into the roots and not into the run-

ning vines. Make the hills large and broad, not pointed.

In hoeing draw the vines carefully over towards you

while you draw up the earth and cover the weeds ; then

lay them carefully back, and finish the other side in the

same manner. At this time it is an excellent plan to fill

the spaces between the rows with leaves and litter while

the ground is wet, to retain the moisture. After the vines

have covered the ground too much to use the hoe, any

large weeds that appear should be pulled up by hand.

The Yam Potato can also be raised from seed, but the
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Spanish variety, like the sugar cane and many other plants

long propagated by division, rarely produces seed.

Just as soon as the tops are killed by frost, the potatoes

should be gathered. In field crops they can be ploughed

up and gathered by hands which follow the plough, de-

positing the potatoes in small heaps, but in the garden the

potato can be gathered with the hoe or the potato hook,

an implement much used in gathering crops of the Irish

potato. It is better to do this in a dry day, and many
prefer to dig their potatoes just before the frost kills the

vines thinking they keep better.

Keeping potatoes is a rather difficult matter. The fol-

lowing is Mr. Peabody*s plan : Let the small heaps dry

during the day. In handling them, take care not to bruise

or injure the skin. Put them up in hills, containing thirty

or forty bushels each. Make a circular trench as large as

the hill you wish to make. Elevate the earth surrounded

by it about six inches, or sufficient to prevent the access

of moisture. Cover this over with pine straw, and pile up
the potatoes upon this in a regular cone. If the weather

is good, cover them only with pine or other straw for two

or three days, until the potatoes are well dried, before

their final earthing up. Let the covering of straw be three

or four inches thick ; then cover it over with large strips

of pine bark, commencing at the base, and cover as shing-

ling unto the top, leaving a small aperture. Cover four

or fiye inches thick with earth over all, except this aper-

ture, which must be left open for the escape of the heat

and moisture generated within.

Some cover this opening with a piece of pine bark, to

keep out the rain, but a board shelter is preferable. When
the weather gets warm, in the spring, take up the pota-

toes/rub off the sprouts, and keep on a dry floor. If put

up with care, they will keep until July. One important
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step toward their certain preservation is to gather them

carefully from the ground, as the least bruise produces

rapid decay.

For seed, some of the finest roots of the most productive

hills can be packed in barrels, and covered with sand, in

a dry, warm place, free from all exposure to frost. My
own garden crop keeps perfectly well in barrels, with a

layer of leaves at the bottom, then a layer of potatoes,

then a layer of leaves, and so on until the cask is filled.

. Use dry leaves, and store in a dry place.

Use.—This root is deservedly a favorite at the table,

and the most wholesome grown. In nutritious properties,

as we see by the analysis, it excels all other roots culti-

vated in this country, except the carrot. Weight for

weight, it contains more than double the quantity of

starch, sugar, and other elements of nutrition, that are

found in the best varieties of Irish potato. For feeding

stock, three bushels are equal to one of Indian corn, yield-

ing, on the same land, ^yq or six times the food that is

produced by this most profitable grain

A good baked sweet potato is almost as nutritive as

bread. They are better baked than boiled. They are

also used for pies and puddings, and sweet potato rolls are

excellent. In short, the modes of cooking this excellent

vegetable are innumerable, but perhaps the very best is

Marion's mode of roasting in the hot ashes.

Cramhe Maratima—Sea Kale

The sea kale is a perennial, a native of tho, dry, shingly

shores of Great Britain. The plant is smooth, of a beau-

tiful glaucous hue, covered with a fine meal, and with

large sinnated, radical leaves. The flower is of a rich

white appearance, and a honeyed smell. It has probably

been cultivated in gardens one hundred and fifty years,
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but not very generally until the beginning of the present

century, though the English peasantry have been in the

habit of gathering the blanched shoots as they pushed

through the sand, and boiling them as greens, from time

immemorial.

Wherever the climate will admit its cultivation, as all

through our mountain region, if not in the low country, it

will be found a very valuable addition to the scanty list

of spring vegetables now upon our tables. It is partial to

a cool climate.

The following analysis of the ash of this plant is by
Herapath. The per-centage of ash in the undried plant

was 2.42, the constituents of which are in the following

proportions

:

Carbonic acid, .

LEAVES.

6.92

YOUNG SHOOTS.

4.22

Sulphuric acid, . 15.16. 21.85
Phosphoric acid, trace 5.06

Potassa, 2.10 6.75

Soda, . . 20.80 23.58
Chloride of sodium. 12.54 trace

Carbonate of lime, . 27.17 3.61

Carbonate of magnesia, trace trace.

Sulphate of lime. 1.51 trace

Phosphate of lime. 12.10 30.71
Phosphate of magnesia, . trace trace

Phosphate of iron, 1.58 trace

Silica, . . . . .10 4.22

99.98 100.00

Common salt, bone-dust, and gypsum are pointed out

by the analysis as beneficial special manures for sea kale.

Culture.—The native soil of sea kale is a deep sand,

mingled with alluvial matter from the sea. It likes a deep

mould, or sandy loam, and if poor, well putrified dung and

half decayed leaves may be added. Upon the richness

and proper preparation of the soil, not only the luxuriance
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but the continued existence of the plant depends. Com-
mon salt applied dry, in autumn, at the rate of even
thirty bushels per acre, or watering the plants with a brine

made with four ounces of salt to the gallon, applied around

the roots in summer, is a very beneficial application. The
situation must be free from all shade of trees. Sea kale

is propagated by seeds, or offsets, or cuttings of the root;

but the best plants are raised from seed. Sow the seed in

a well prepared soil, rich, or made so with well decomposed
manure, and shaded by a fence, or building, from the mid-

day sun. Draw the drills one foot apart, and scatter the

seed thinly along the drills. The beds should be about

four feet wide, for convenience. Put in the seed from

October to the middle of March, but December and Janu-

ary are the best months. Before inserting the seed, bruise

the outer coat, but without injuring its vegetating power.

By this practice, germination will be accelerated. The
plants are very slow in appearing ; never less than three

weeks, often four or ^ve months, and sometimes a full

year. Water plentifully in dry weather, and keep the

seed-beds free from weeds during the season. Thin the

plants, as they appear, to an inch apart, and, as they grow

strong, to two or three inches. The great difficulty in

raising sea kale is in getting good, healthy, acclimated

plants, to form the beds.' The seed are difficult to vege-

tate, and, after they do come up, apt to die off during the

summer. In the autumn, when their leaves decay, clear

them away and earth them up about the crowns with an

inch or two of soil from the alleys, or leaf-mould from the

woods, and cover over the whole bed, four inches deep,

with long litter, and leave it to stand until the time of

transplanting.

If you have been successful in raising your plants, in

the latter part of the February ensuing, prepare your per-
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manent bed for those you wish to transplant. Those

raised where they are to remain succeed best.

Let the soil be light, and well enriched with good com-

post manure. Leaf manure is better than hot dung. Dig

it up deeply and thoroughly, at least two feet deep, and

lay it off in beds three feet wide, with alleys between two

feet in width. Upon each of these beds plant two rows

of plants eighteen inches apart and the same distance in

the row. Take up the plants very carefully with the

trowel, so as not to disturb the roots. If you plant cut-

tings of old plants, put two in each place, to guard against

failures. In all cases, be careful in transplanting that the

roots are not broken or dried by exposure to the sun atid

air. During the dry, hot weather of summer the beds

should be liberally watered, the first season after replant-

ing, as upon their summer growth depends the next

season's crop. Keep the soil clean, and after the plants

get well rooted, dig over the ground between the rows at

least ten inches deep, making the soil as fine as possible,

and after a few days dig in the same manner, on the out-

side of each row, that the plants may not receive a check

by having all their roots shortened at once.

The coming autumn, the earthing-up must be a little

increased
;
give a coat of leaf mould or . compost manure

and over this a thic£ coat of leaves, which will bring the

plants on early in the spring. The next spring remove

the litter and dig in some of the manure into the alleys,

and then if you blanch with pots, spread over the beds

about an inch deep of clean sand. The shoots may be

blanched and a few cut for use but sparingly, as the plants

must not be weakened. The better way is not to remove

the covering of leaves until you have gathered what you

desire. On a portion of the bed to produce early, the winter

covering of compost and leave« must be yearly applied.
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Another portion must be left uncovered until the shoots

begin to rise and then covered with eight or ten inches of

sand for a later crop. Each spring give it a dressing of

salt like asparagus. Each succeeding summer also, dig

over the surface of the bed as before. Retain for each

plant only four or five of the best suckers, at regular dis-

tances around the stem ; suffer none of these to seed, if

you would not greatly injure the next year's growth.

Sea Kale is worthless unless white and tender, and be-

fore it is eatable requires to be blanched. This may be

done by earthing-up the crowns eight or ten inches with

sand, or light mould, or by retaining the coat of dry leaves

put over the beds in autumn.

This covering may remain until the cutting ceases in

the spring, when all covering must be removed at evening

or in cloudy weather. The shoots will raise the covering

when in a fit state for cutting. The courses of leaves

should be from ^ve to twelve inches thick, according to

the age of the plants, and as directed above, may remain

on all winter. But a large flower pot with the hole in the

bottom stopped, and light at the edges carefully excluded

by a coat of litter, is the best of all modes of blanching,

when the plants get established.

For Seed.—A plant that has not been blanched or cut

from, must be allowed to run to seed in the spring. A
single plant will produce an abundant supply.

Use.—Sea Kale comes on early in March, when vege-

tables are scarce, and affords a very wholesome and

agreeable table luxury. The young shoots and leaf

stalks, before unfolding, are boiled and dressed like aspar-

agus, and are also employed in soups.

To Boil.—Tie the shoots in bundles and put into boiling

water with a little salt ; boil briskly twenty minutes and

serve on toast with nice melted butter.

9*
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Cucumis Sativus—Cucumber.

This is a trailing annual, with rough heart-shaped

leaves and yellow flowers, growing wild in the East

Indies and in most warm climates. It is one of the

earliest garden products mentioned in history and was
cultivated from the ealiest times in Egypt. {Numbers xi. 5.)

It has always been a vegetable peculiarly grateful and

refreshing to the inhabitants of warm climates. It was

probably early brought into Europe from the East, as

it was in high esteem among the Romans, who so well

understood its culture, that it appeared on the tables of

the wealthy in winter.

In England, it was introduced as early as 1573.

Varieties.—There are many varieties, the best of which

are:

Early Short: White Prickly, growing five or six inches

long with white prickles^ remaining green longer than

most other varieties
;
productive.

Early Cluster.—Is well adapted to this climate, being

very early, and is named from the fruit growing in clus-

ters. The fruit is generally about five inches long, very

productive. Early Russian is a smaller and earlier variety

of this.

Long Green Prickly.— Dark green color with black

spines, grows about ten inches in length and bears abun-

dantly ; excellent for pickles.

Gherkin.— Cucumis Anguria,a species with very small

and prickly fruit and leaves much divided, or palmated

;

a great bearer, but used only for pickling.

There are many other varieties, some of which grow

two feet long, crisp and well flavored, but the foregoing

are the best for family culture.

The ash of cucumber has been analyzed by Richardson.
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The per-centage of ash afforded by the plant in the un-

dried state, is .63, the constituents of which are in the

following proportions.

Potassa, 47.42

Lime, . . . . . . . 6.31

Magnesia, 4.26

Sulphuric Acid, 4.60

Silicic Acid, 7.12

Phosphoric Acid, .... 14.97

Phosphate of Iron, •
. . . 2.06

Chloride of Potassium, . . . 4.19

Chloride of Sodium .... 9.06

99.99

Ashes, Bone-dust and common salt are the special

manures indicated by the analysis. G-uano is the best

manure.

Culture,—The culture of cucumbers in this fine climate

is very easy. They will grow in almost any soil or situa-

tion, provided it has a good supply of moisture, but it likes

a light, fresh loam, and to be somewhat shaded during the

heat of the day. The seed may be planted about the first

of April, or as soon as it can be done with safety, as this

plant is very tender and will not bear the least frost. If

the ground be deeply trenched, the plant is much less

susceptible to drought. After the ground is regularly dug,

dig out holes fifteen inches deep and the same in diameter,

six feet apart each way, and partly fill them with well

decomposed manure. A little guano, or fowl manure,

sprinkled in the bottom of the hills will be very beneficial.

Do not use fresh manure or the the plants will die out.

Cow manure and leaf mould are excellent. Cover over

the manure with rich, mellow loam. Raise the hills a

little above the surface, and form them saucer-shaped, two

or three inches deep so as to retain the moisture. Put
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eight or ten seeds in the hill, and when they get rough

leaves pull up the poorest plants, and leave but three in a

hill. Old seed is much better than new, as the plants will

run less to vines and bear better.

As spon as the vine gets rough leaves, nip off the

extremities to make them branch out and they will fruit the

sooner. This is called stopping. Cucumbers are very

subject in cool, dry seasons to attacks of insects, especially

the striped bug and the cucumber flea. Dry wood ashes

or air-slacked lime dusted thoroughly upon the plants

when the dew is on, will generally repel them, and bring

the plants forward. But warm rains will soon bring up the

plants beyond the reach of the depredators. Cucumbers

ishould not be planted very late in this climate, as those

that form after the middle of August are pretty apt to be

destroyed by the melon worm. The best pickles are

from the early planted vines.

Cucumbers can be very much forwarded by planting

them in boxes covered over with glass. Two seven-by-nine

panes are large enough to cover a hill, and such hills will

not be troubled by the bugs, and the beed can be put in

four or five weeks earlier than otherwise. The seed can

also be planted in large pots under a frame, or in a green-

house, to be turned out, when the weather gets favorable,

into the open air, and they will scarcely show they have

been moved. Or they can be raised wholly without re-

moval, in hot-beds made as directed in a former article.

They do best to start them in pots placed in a small hot-

bed, and to be transplanted when the leaves are two or

three inches broad and they fill the pots, into new beds

of a larger size. They must have plenty of air, and be

placed near the glass, or they will be drawn up. If they

begin to grow long-legged, give them more air. The tem-

perature of the seed-bed should range between ^6"^ and
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85°. Always water the plants with tepid water, and do

it about noon. Liquid manure, especially guano-water, is

very beneficial. In planting in the bed for fruiting, do

not break the ball of earth ; take them out of the pots

carefully at night, water gently, keep the sash down the

next day, and shade at noon-day, to keep them from

withering. It is necessary the beds should be shaded

with a mat, during the middle of the day., when the sashes

are kept down, until the plants get well established.

Stopping in the hot-beds is still more important than in

the open air. The temperature now must be be kept

between 70° and 90°, by external coatings of fresh dung,

if necessary. The shoots must be trained regularly over

the surface of the bed. Leave only two or three main

branches to each plant, removing the others as they ap-

pear. If the plants that have been stopped have extended

their runners three joints without showing fruit, they must

be stopped again. The vimes should blossom in a month

fpom the time of sowing. Impregnate the pistillate or

female blossom (which may be known by its having fruit

attached), by taking the staminate blossom and placing its

centre within that of the pistillate blossom. They may be

gathered in about two week^ after impregnation. Three

plants are sufficient for one sash of the usual size.

For Seed.—Choose some of the finest fruit of each variety

growing near the root. Do not raise the plants near other

varieties, or the seed will mix and deteriorate. Let them

remain until they turn yellow, and the footstalk withers

;

cut them off and keep in the sun until they begin to

decay ; then wash the seed from the pulp, and spread it out

to dry. It will keep eight or ten years, and is even better

when three or four years old, as the plants are less luxu-

riant and more productive.

Use,—Cucumbers are a very popular, but not very
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wholesome vegetable. They are of a cold, watery nature,

and beside are found to contain, in a small quantity, a

chemical principle analogous toJltngin, the poisonous prin-

ciple of mushrooms. Many persons of weak constitution

cannot eat them without positive injury. They possess

scarcely any nutritive properties, but their cooling nature

renders them to most palates very agreeable. They are

eaten raw, fried, stewed, and pickled. The juice is said

to be a cosmetic, and enters into the composition of many
of the French pomades.

To Keep Cucumbers.—Cover the bottom of a cask or jar

with salt
;
put on a layer of small cucumbers ; then an-

other layer of salt, and so on, until the vessel is full.

Place a weight upon them to keep them pressed down.

They will make their own brine, and keep any length of

time. If the weight is taken off, they will rise to the top,

grow soft, and spoil, as they require to be excluded from

the air, They should be freshened, by soaking in warm
water, before the additions of vinegar and spices.

To Dress Cucumbers Raw,—Pare freshly picked cucum-

bers, and slice them into cold water
;
pour off the water,

and season with salt, vinegar, and pepper. A little salad

oil may be added. Some add a small quantity of sliced

onion, to impart the onion flavor to the vinegar.

To Pickle Cucumbers,—Upon freshly picked cucumbers

pour a hot, strong brine of salt and water, and let them

stand in the brine two days ; then take them out, rinse in

cold water, and let them drain three or four hours ; then

boil a sufficient quantity of the best cider vinegar, with a

bit of alum, together with mustard, allspice, cloves, and

black pepper. Pour this mixture, boiling hot upon them,

cover them closely, and set away for use. Green Cayenne

peppers and onions may be used for seasoning, if liked.
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Cucumis Melo—Melon.

The melon, or musk melon, is supposed to be a native

of Persia, but has been cultivated in all warm climates so

long, that it is difficult to assign, with certainty, its native

country. It has been cultivated in Southern Europe at

least four hundred years. It is the richest and most deli-

cious of all herbaceous fruits. In England its culture is

a difficult and expensive process, but in this country the

most luscious melons are raised almost without trouble.

There are three classes of melons, the green fleshed,

yellow fleshed, and Persian melon. There are also several

varieties of winter melon cultivated in Spain, which are

said to be of good flavor, and in a dry room will keep all

winter. In all, there are over seventy varieties, the best

of which are

:

Christiana.—This variety originated near Boston, from

a cross between the green Malta and some early variety.

Mr. Harwell states :
" It is very fine at Mobile ; ten days

earlier than any other variety, and of the finest flavor.*'

Beeckwood.—A green-fleshed melon, one of the best and

most productive of its class ; ripens quite early, about-

twelve days after the Christiana. Fruit medium size, oval,

netted ; skin, greenish yellow ; flesh, pale green, rich, melt-

ing, and very sugary. If I had but one variety, should

choose this.

Hoosainee.—A Persian melon. Fruit oblong, egg-shaped,

of good size; skin, light green, netted; flesh, pale greenish

white, tender, and abounding with sugary, highly per-

fumed juice ; seeds large.

Sweet Ispahan.—Fruit, large oval ; skin, nearly smooth,

of a deep sulphur color ; flesh, greenish white, crisp, thick,

rich, and sugary. Eipens late. The most delicious of all

melons.
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Pine-Apple, CassahaTj Netted Citron, and Rock, are also

fine varieties.

The melon has been analyzed by J. H. Salisbury. He
found the per centage of water, dry matter, and ash, as

follows

:

Per-centage of water, . . . 90.987
" " dry matter, . 9.013

" '' " ash, . . . .271
" " in dry matter, 3.007

The ash was found to be constituted as follows

;

Carbonic Acid.
Silicic Acid,

Phosphoric Acid,

Sulphuric Acid,

Phosphate of Iron
Lime, .

Magnesia,
Potash,

Soda,

Chlorine,

Organic matter.

11.55

2.20

25.40

3.90

2.30

5.85

.60

8.35

34.35

5.20

trace

99.70

The analysis shows that superphosphate of lime, or

bone-dust, to supply the phosphoric acid, and common salt,

to furnish the soda and chlorine, are the special manures

most likely to be required. Ashes, guano, and all kinds

of animal matter, will also increase its growth and pro-

ductiveness.

Culture.—The melon likes a rich, sandy soil, well ma-

nured, and deeply dug. If the soil is clay, it should be cor-

rected by the addition of charcoal-dust, sand, or leaf-mould

from the woods. The most luscious melons are grown on new
land, fresh from the woods. They like, also, soil manured by

cowpenning. In selecting seed, get the oldest you can,
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and take great care to get that which is perfectly pure, for

the seed of. melons raised in proximity to gourds, cucum-

bers, pumpkins, &c., will produce new varieties, destitute

of flavor. All plants of this family ^re exceedingly liable

to intermix, to their great detriment. They will deterio-

rate, if planted within one hundred feet of each other*

Plant in the open ground as soon as the frosts are well

over here, the 1st of April and through the month ; but in

the low country the seed should be put in the ground in

March. Make the hills six feet apart each way ; dig a hole

for them a foot deep and two feet across, and fill it half full

with good well-rotted manure. Upon this throw six inches of

good soil, and mix well together. Finish out with light

sandy loam, or if a stiff soil, mingle in charcoal dust to cor-

rect its tenacity, so as to bring the hill just above the sur-

face. Make the hill dishing, as for the cucumber. To guard

against accident, plant about ten seeds in the hilltand

cover an inch deep. The cucumber bug may be driven

off if troublesome, as directed for cucumber. A fittle

guano sprinkled around the hill, not too near the plants,

and intermingled with the surface soil, will also by its

pungent smell, drive off the cucumber bug and flea, and

also prove a very valuable fertilizer of the plants. Wa-
tering with guano water for the same purpose is very bene-

ficial. When the plants make two or three rough leaves

thin them out to three of the best in each hill, and pull

up one of these soon after. When the vines begin to run,

and show the first blossom, they must be stopped by pinch-

ing off the extreme bud as in the cucumber. This will en-

der them earlier and more prolific in large fruit. If wa-

tered liberally with soapsuds in dry weather, they will

repay the trouble. Keep the ground about them fresh-

dug, mellow, and free from weeds. Their whole culture

is like the cucumber. Melons may be forced in all the
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metliods described in the article on cucumber. As the

melon worm generally destroys all the fruit after about

the middle of August, it is important to get them early into

bearing. This is a green worm, the progeny of some

moth, which crawls up from the ground, eating its way
into melons, squashes, cucumbers, &c., admitting the air,

and causing them to decay at once, and fill the atmosphere

about them with a most disagreeable and sickening odor.

Putting a board or brick under each melon as soon as it

appears, will sometimes prevent his entrance, but there is

no certain remedy. But it is well to raise a part of the

plants in pots to hasten the melon season as fast as possi-

ble. Grood melons may be raised without this trouble, but

in a garden the very best modes of culture should be

pursued.

To Save Seed.—Select of each variety some of the

earliest and best melons; wash the seed from the pulp; dry

them in the shade, and put away in paper bags. They

will keep ten years. Old seed is more prolific in fruit

than new. Be sure and plant the oldest seed you can get

if it appears well preserved ; seeds will not be true if the

varieties are within one hundred feet of each other.

Use.—The melon as a palatable and luscious fruit, very

cooling in hot weather, maintains a high rank. It is usu-

ally eaten with salt alone, though many like the addition

of sugar and spices. That it is wholesome is proved by its

constant use while in season as an article of food among

the people of Southern Europe. The musk melon con-

tains but a trifle more water than the beet, and is quite as

nourishing. It contains albumen, casein, dextrine and

sugar, which combined with citric, malic, and tartaric

acids, give its peculiar rich flavor. The green fruit may
be cooked like the egg-plant, and is also made into man-

goes.
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Cucurhita Citrullus—^Watermelon.

This is also a trailing annual, a native of the tropics,

and of the same naturalfamily as the musk melon, but

belongs to a distinct genus. It is a large succulent and

refreshing, but not high-flavored, fruit, and is probably

the melon mentioned in the Bible.

The varieties just now in most repute in the Northern

States, are Imperial, Black Spanish, Mountain Sprout, and

Mountain Sweet, particularly the latter; The Orange Melon

is also deservedly popular, the rind separating from the

pulp like the orange. I have tried the above, but have

never succeeded in getting as good melons as those raised

from seed grown in the low country of our own State.

The '^Lawson melon'^ of Augusta, Ga., is probably

the best grown. The Anderson is excellent. The
Citron Avatermelon is a small, round, pale-green, mar-

bled sort, liked by many for preserves. The watermelon

has been analyzed by J. H. Salisbury. He found the per-

centage of water, dry matter, and ash as follows :~^

Per-centage of water, . . . 94.898

„ dry matter, . . . 5.10^

„ ash, . » . . .248

„ do. in dry matter, . 4.861

The ash wasfound to be constituted as follows :

—

Carbonic acid, 11.42

Silicic acid. . . . 1.21

Phosphoric acid, 14.93

Sulphuric acid, . 1.63

Posphate of iron, 4.52

Lime, .... . 7.32

Magnesia. 1.31

Potash, . . 23.95

Soda, .... 30.63

Chlorine, . 1.81

Organic matter, trace

98.73
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Phosphorus, potash, and soda are the chief constituents,

and the special manures indicated are common salt, bone-

dust, or superphosphate of lime, and ashes. Guano and

animal matter of all kinds are valuable manures.

Culture.—The water melon likes a deep, rich, sandy

soil. Where this plant is most successfully cultivated, it

always grows upon sand. The hills should be seven or

eight feet aparti In all other respects it is cultivated

exactly in the samejnanner as the musk melon and cu-

cumber. It should not be grown within one hundred feet

of other melons, gourds, &c., if you would gather pure

seed. Protect from insects as directed in the article, " Cu-

cumber.'' The melon worm does not annoy the watermelon.

Use.—This is a wholesome fruit, very popular in sum-

mer from its beauty and the refreshing coolness of its

juice. It is not very nutritious, as it contains ninety-five

per cent, of water. It is not by any means as nourishing

as the muskjnelon, and lacks its peculiar rich flavor. The
outer rind is used for preserves. The seeds are valuable

in urinary complaints. In many parts of Europe the

juice is boiled into a pleasant syrup or made into beer.

Cucurhita Melojpe'po—Squash.

The squash is a tender trailing annual, thought to be

the connecting link between the melon and the pumpkin,

and was first brought to England in 1597. It is a native

of the Levant. It is a much esteemed garden vegetable,

and in some of its varieties can be had for the table the

greater part of the year. The best summer squashes are

the Early Bush, of yellowish white color, and scolloped or

patty-pan shaped, and the Early Bush Crooknecked, a

small crooknecked sort, yellow, covered with warts, but

excellent. These are very early, and their dwarf growth

renders them most desirable for the garden.
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The best winter squashes are the Acorn, an old variety-

named from its shape, the seeds of which are difficult to

obtain in a state of purity, the Lima Oocoanut, a large, long

fine-grained kind, and the Boston Marrow, now much

laised in the northern States. The Oashaw pumpkin is a

pretty good substitute for the winter squash.

Culture.—It is planted at the same time as the cucum-

ber and melon. Put six or eight seeds in a hill, and thin

out to two or three when they get up. The bush squashes

should be fivQ feet apart, and the winter varieties at least nine

or ten. For cultivation see Cucumber and Melon. Protect

from insects in the same way. Squashes are much better

grown in rich soil ; do not plant them near the cucumber

or melon, if you would not have worthless seed from all

the plants in their vicinity. Gather summer squashes

while the finger nail can easily penetrate the rind; they

must be gathered as soon as fit for use, or the fruitful-

ness of the vines will be much impaired. To keep winter

squashes, they must be put away in a cool, dry place, free

from frost.

Use.—The squash is a very wholesome and tolerably

nutritious vegetable, prepared for the table in the same

manner as the turnip, for which it is an excellent sub-

stitute to eat with fresh meat. To be fit for use after

being boiled tender, it must be squeezed between two

plates, for when full of water, as it is often served, it is

not fit to be eaten. The winter squash should be boiled

dry ; it makes a good pie, like the pumpkin and the sweet

potato.

To Boil.—While young and tender, boil whole, otherwise

cut in strips, and remove the seeds ; when boiled, mash,

drain and season with butter, pepper, and salt.
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Cumrhita Succada—Vegetable Marrow.

This is a species of gourd from Persia, useful for the

kitchen in every stage of its growth. It is cooked like the

egg-plant when young, when half grown it is used as the

sq[uash, and baked into pies when matured ; cultivated like

the squash, but appears not to be very productive. Hills

six feet apart.

Cucurhita Pe;po—Pumpkin.

Also a trailing annual, a native of India and the Levant,

with globular or cylindrical fruit. It has become so crossed

and intermingled with the squash, that it is difficult to say

of some varieties to which species they should be referred.

The best variety for family use is the Cashaw, a long

cylindrical curved variety ; swollen at the extremity, of fine

creamy yellow color, very solid and excellent to use as a

winter squash and quite as valuable as any for the other

purposes. The Valparaiso is also a good variety. Pump-

kins are not as particular about soil as melons and

cucumbers, but will grow well on any tolerably rich ground

It is not best to grow them in the garden, as they will

mix and corrupt the seed of the other varieties. They

like a soil freshly reclaimed from the woods ; the field is

the proper place for their cultivation. Plant in March or

April, when the main crop of corn is put in ; let the hills

be ten feet apart. Hoe frequently and keep clean. Let

only one or two plants remain in each hill. Do not earth

up the plants, but keep the soil about them light and

loose with the hoe, until the vines prevent further culture.

Use.,—In France as well as in New England, the pump-

kin is much used for stews and soups. It is quite whole-

some, and the most nourishing of any of this family of

plants. The best kinds, as Cashaw and Valparaiso, axe
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excellent substitutes for the winter squash, and make an

excellent pie. They are also a valuable food for cattle.

They can be preserved by boiling and drying the pulp in

an oven, or by cutting in strips and drying by the fire,

or will keep very well whole, if in a cool, dry place, free

from frost.

Pumpkin Pie.—Pare the pumpkins, cut them into small

pieces, and stew them in just water enough to prevent

their burning, let them stand over a sldw fire until quite

soft, then strain them through a sieve or colander, and to

one quart of pumpkin add one quart of rich milk or cream,

six eggs, one table spoonful of ginger, a grated nutmeg, a

little salt, and sweeten with sugar or molasses to your

taste. Bake very thoroughly without an upper crust.

Cynara Hortensis and Scolymus—Artichoke.

The garden artichoke is a perennial plant, a native of the

South of Europe, where it has been in cultivation from the

time of the Romans. Columella mentions it, and says its

name—cynara— is from cimre (ashes), because the soil for

artichokes should be dressed with ashes. The plant is a

sort of overgrown thistle, but more beautiful, with large

pinnatified leaves, three or four feet long, with an ash-

colored down, the head of which, when it is fit for use,

before it begins to bloom, is about the size and somewhat

the shape of a small pineapple.

As the artichoke is a native of a hot climate, it is per-

fectly adapted to the temperature of the Southern States

and adds a pleasant variety to our early summer luxuries,

which should bring it into more general cultivation.

There are two kinds of the garden artichoke, the cynara

scolymus or oval green, and the cynara hortensis or globe

;

as the edible parts of the latter are larger, and of a finer
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flavor, it is preferred as a garden vegetable, though the

scolymus is more hardy and productive in cold climates.

The ash of the artichoke has been analyzed by Rich-

ardson, and found to be constituted as follows :

—

Potassa, . . 24.04

Soda, .... 5.52

Lime, .... . 9.56

Magnesia,
Sulphuric Acid,
Silicic Acid, . * .

4.14

. 5.18

7.02

Phosphoric Acid,.

Phosphate of Iron,

Chloride of Sodium, .

. 36.23

4.74

. 3.57

100.00

Potash and phosphoric acid are the most abundant con-

stituents, indicating the application of ashes and bone-dust

as the best special manures.

Propagation and Culture.—Artichokes are propagated

by seed, or by off-sets from the old roots. If by seed,

sow in February or the first of March, in drills an inch

and a half deep, and a foot apart in very rich earth ; if

you have it to spare, they do still better by sowing them

earlier in a cold frame. Transplant them when from six

to twelve inches high into -a very rich soil. If the beds

are thinned out by transplanting, so that the plants are

left a foot apart in the rows, they may remain in the seed

bed until fall. The finest heads are produced in a rich

moist loam, and into such a soil they should be trans-

planted. The best compost is a mixture of three parts well

decomposed manure and one of leached ashes. They

require an open exposure, free from the shade and drip of

trees, or the plants will spindle and produce worthless

heads. The rows must be four feet and a half apart, and
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the plants three feet in the rows. Plants from seed are

better and more permanent than from off-sets.

If propagat<^ by suckers these must be slipped off early

in spring from the parent plant, retaining as many fibrous

roots as possible. They should be selected when eight or

ten inches high, and from those shoots which are sound

but not woody. The brown hard part next the old stem

must be removed, and if that cuts crisp and tender, the

plant is good; if it is tough and stringy, throw the shoot

away as worthless. Further, the large outside leaves

must be removed, so that the heart appears above them, or

their exhalations will exhaust the plant before it gets

rooted. They are greatly invigorated if set in water -three

or four hours before they are planted. Set them in rows

the same distance as above, with about half their length

beneath the surface ; water them abundantly until estab-

lished and also during summer droughts. The only other

attention they require during the summer, is the frequent

use of the hoe. They' will produce heads the same year

from June to October, and annually thereafter from April

to June or July, according to the season. The quality is

improved, though at the expense of the quantity, by allow-

ing only the head surmounting the main stem to grow on

each stalk, removing all the laterals of the stem while

young.. As often as the head is cut, the stem should be

broken down close to the root to encourage the production

of suckers before winter. They should receive their win-

ter dressing early in December. Out away the old leaves

without injuring the centre or side shoote, dig the ground

over and throw the soil in a low broad ridge over each row,

putting it close about the plants, but leaving the hearts

clear. As soon as the shoots appear four or five inches

above the surface, the ridges thrown up must be levelled

and the earth removed from about the stock to below the

10
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part whence the young shoots spring. Remove all these

shoots but two, or at most three,of the most vigorous, tak-

ing care to select those from the under part of the stock

;

the strong, thick ones from the crown, having hard woody

stems, produce hut indifferent heads.

Although the artichoke is a perennial, yet after the

fifth year, the heads grow small and dry. The beds

should in consequence be broken up at this time, or as

soon as they begin to fail and fresh ones be formed on

another site. Artichokes are made to attain a much larger

size than they otherwise would by twisting a ligature tight-

ly around the stem below each, and thus preventing the

reflux of the sap.

The artichoke is much benefited by the application of

sea weed or any other manure containing common salt. This

is probably in a great measure because salt keeps the soil

moist.

For Seed.—Select a few of the finest heads and permit

them to flower. Bend over the stalk and tie the head to

a small stake to prevent the water from settling in the

expanded calyx. When the flower has withered the seeds

are ripe. One ounce of the seed will produce about six

hundred plants, and for three
.
years will vegetate freely

if kept cool and dry. Put away in paper bags for use.

As the newly-made beds come into flower after the

season for the old plants is over, those fond of this vege-

table Avill prefer to make a new plantation every year.

Properties a?id Use.—The artichoke is wholesome, yet

it contains but little nutriment, and is cultivated merely

to please the palate. The heads are sometimes pickled.

It is eaten by the French as a salad, with oil and

vinegar, salt and pepper; the bottoms are often fried in

paste like the egg-plant. The English gather them when
they spread their scales and the flower appears about to
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open ; the whole head is boiled and the scales pulled off, one

or two at atime, dipped in butter and pepper, and the mealy-

part stripped off with the teeth. The bottom, when the

leaves are disposed of, is eaten with the knife and fork.

The flowers hare the properties of rennet in curdling

milk. Medicinally the artichoke is of little use.

To Boil.—Throw the heads as soon as gathered into

cold water and let them lie two hours. After being soaked,

put them into hot water with salt and keep them boiling

until tender, which will take about two hours. Dress

and trim them, and serve them up with melted butter and

other seasoning to suit the taste.

Chards,—After the best heads have been cut, cut off

the stems as low as possible, and the leaves within six

inches of the ground. When the new leaves are two feet

high, blanch them, as directed for Cardoons, which many
think they excel.

Cynara Cardvmcmlus.—Oardoon.

The Cardoon is a hardy perennial plant, a native of

Oandia, introduced into England in 1658. It resembles

the artichoke, but is of larger size, some five feet in height

with the leaves spreading out widely. In continental

Europe it is considerably cultivated, but it is a fancy

vegetable, cultivated mostly as a curiosity, and being of

no great merit as an esculent. There is but one variety

cultivated.

The soil must be light, deep, well pulverized and toler-

ably rich. Sow the seed early in April, in drills ten in-

ches apart, giving the plants, as soon as they come up

strong, each five inches of space. They will run to seed

too soon if sown earlier. Transplant carefully with a

trowel, choosing a wet day, when six or eight inches high,

into the place where they are to remain, being any ordinary
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compartment of tolerably rich, well-dug soil, five feet apart

each way. Remove the long straggling leaves. Water

in dry weather until they take root. Keep the ground

loose about them, hoeing up all the weeds. When the

plants are eighteen inches or two feet high they must be

blanched.

The decayed leaves must be removed, and the rest

closed together by strings or bass matting. Then bind up

the plant carefully with twisted bands of hay or straw,

beginning at the root. Select a dry day or the plants will

rot. Bind up two-thirds of the height of the stem, then

dig and break the ground and earth up to nearly the same

height. As the plants grow, continue to tie and earth up.

Watering liberally in hot weather is the only way to keep

them from seeding. When the plants are blanched eigh-

teen inches' or two feet, they are fit for use. They will

blanch fully in about two or three weeks. Do not let the

earth get between the leaves or they will decay. They
may be also sown in the rows where they are to remain,

and thinned gradually to the proper distance.

For iSee^?.—Leave a few full-grown plants unblanched

to stand the winter and they will shoot up to seed the

next season.

Use,—The stalks rendered white and tender by blanch-

ing, are used in stews, soups, and salads, the leaves and

stems being white and crisp for two feet in length. The
plant is not very nutritious.

Cy;perus Esculentus—Ohufas or Earth Almonds.

A perennial, indigenous to Southern Europe, growing

in the form of a rush, some three feet high, producing

small tubers the size of a common b6an, and called by the

Valencians " Ohufas." It was one of the plants distributed
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by the tatent Office in 1854, arid from its report this arti-

de is slightly condeused.

Culture.—It should be planted here in April, after the

frosts are over, in bunches two feet apart each way, ten

or twelve tubers in each, about six inches asunder. As
soon as the first shoots appear, the ground should be

watered, and every ten days thereafter, should there be

no rain. Carefully eradicate the weeds, which is all the

cultivation required. Pinch off the flowers when they

appear, that the tubers may be of a larger size. When
they arrive at maturity, they may be dug out of the

ground and stored away. In drying they lose about one-

third of their weight.

Use.—The tubers resemble in taste a delicious chestnut

or cocoanut, and may be eaten raw or cooked. Soaked in

water, they are eaten as a sauce. They are also mostly

employed in making an orgeat, a delightful and refresh-

ing drink, much used in Spain, Cuba, and other hot cli-

mates where it is known.

Dancus Carota—Carrot.

The carrot is a hardy biennial, found wild in Great

Britain and various parts of Europe, growing in sandy soil

or by road-sides. The root of the wild plant is small,

white, dry, woody, and strong flavored ; while that of the

cultivated variety is large, succulent, and generally of a

reddish yellow or pale straw color. The cultivated carrot

is however thought to have been brought into Europe

from the island of Crete, where it was early cultivated.

It was carried to England by Flemish refugees in the days

of Elizabeth, and the leaves were thought beautiful

enough to be used in ladies' head-dresses. Cultivation has

thus changed a wild, worthless plant into the most nutri-

tious of all roots.
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The best varieties for the garden are

Early Horn, which is very early, high colored, and

sweeter than the other varieties. It does not grow so long

as the others, and may be known by its conical root short-

ening abruptly to a point. It will grow closer together,

and is better on shallow soils than the other kinds.

Early French Short Horn is an earlier and superior va-

riety of the above ; for an early crop the best.

Aliringham,—Color, bright red, and growing with the top

an inch or two above ground, which sometimes freezes in

very severe winters, if left in the ground. Of excellent

quality.

Long Orange.—Is paler in color, and of great length,

the root not above the ground. It is next in quality to

the above, and best for winter use. The ash of the roots

and leaves of carrots has been analyzed by Way and Ogs-

ton, and found to be constituted as stated below :

Potassa,
ROOT.

37.55
LEAVES.

7.28

Soda, . 12.63 9.46

Lime, . 9.76 34.98

Magnesia, . 3.78 2.50

Sesquioxide of Iron, .74 4.06

Sulphuric Acid, . 6.34 6.68

Silica, . . - .76 7.39

Carbonic Acid, . 15.15 16.29

Phosphoric Acid, . 8.37 2.55

Chloride of Sodium . . 4.91 8.77

99.99 99.96

The salt and lime mixture, composted with leaf mould.

or swamp muck, a little plaster of Paris, bone-dust, and

wood-ashes, are the special manures needed by the carrot.

A little common salt is worth much mpre for this crop

than its value in good manure.

Culture.—Carrots like a light and fertile soil, dug full
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two spades deep for the long varieties, as tliey require a

deeper soil than any other garden vegetable. The manure

should be put as near the bottom as you can get it ; but

the soil should be fertilized by a previous crop if you

would have fine, smooth roots. Guano is an excellent ap-

plication to this vegetable. The seeds may be sowii in

beds four feet wide, any time from January to April inclu-

sive, thinly in drills, twelve inches apart. Cover the seed

about half an inch deep. A carrot seed is very slow to

vegetate. The short-topped, scarlet radish may be sown

thinly in the same drills, just to mark the rows, that they

may be cultivated before they are overgrown with weeds.

By the time the carrots are well up, the radishes will be

fit to pull. The ground should be kept well worked, light,

and mellow. Thin the young plants, when two or three

inches high, to six inches apart. In short, the culture of

carrot is exactly the same as for the beet, which see. Six

hundred bushels have been produced fix)m one acre. The

carrots need not be pulled, but may be left safely in the

ground to draw as wanted for use during the winter. In

severe weather, they may be protected by a covering of

litter ; but it is hardly necessary, except for the Altring-

ham.

For Seed.—It is much the best practice to leave some

of the finest plants where raised, to blossom and seed the

next summer; save only the principal umbels. Each head

should be cut as it turns brown, dried in the shade, rubbed

out, and dried in paper bags. The seed will not vegetate

if more than two years old.

Use.—The carrot is a very wholesome food for man or

beast. It contains almost «ix times as much nutriment as

the Irish potato in the same weight. It not only gives

sustenance itself, but renders other food more easily digest

ible, according to Professor Mapes.
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It contains large quantities of pectin acid, which has the

peculiar property of gelatinizing all fluids with which it is

mixed, thus making them easily to be digested. This

renders them, aside from their flavor, a very valuable ad-

dition to all stews and soups. It is also boiled plain,

pickled, and made into puddings and pies. Boiled or grated

it is an excellent poultice for foul and cancerous ulcers.

The grated root is often added to cream to improve the

color of winter butter. One carrot grated into cold water,

will color cream enough for eight pounds of butter, with-

out any injury to the flavor. One bushel of boiled carrots

and one of corn, are said to be worth as much as two

bushels of corn to feed to pigs. They are excellent for

feeding horses and milch cows, and for this purpose are

the most profitable of all roots in deep fertile soils.

To Boil.—Boil, without peeling,-two hours, or until ten-

der ; remove their skin, cut them in slices, and serve with

butter and salt
;
pectin acid to the contrary, they are not

very digestible unless perfectly boiled.

Carrot Pies.—These should be made like pumpkin pies.

The carrots should be boiled very tender, skinned, and

passed through a colander.

Ploscorca Batatas—Chinese Yam.

This plant was introduced some six years since into

France by Montigny, the French Consul at Shanghai. It

has annual stalks or vines, and perennial tuberous roots.

The leaves are opposite, triangular, cordate, acuminate

above, with round basilar lobes, seven or eight nerved,

converging towards the top. The length and breadth of

the leaf is about equal, having a smooth and glossy surface,

f\nd of a deep green color. Its footstalks are half the

le;igth of the leaf, furrowed, and of violet color. Its flow-

ers are dioecious, and of a pale yellow color.
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Culture.—In autumn the smallest tubers are selected

and preserved from frost by covering them in a pit with

earth and straw. In spring these are planted near each

other in a trench, in well-prepared soil. When they have

put out shoots a yard or two in length, they cut off the

joints and leaves containing the buds, and plant for repro-

duction. For this purpose they form the ground into

ridges, on the top of which a shallow trench is made with

the hand or a hoe, in which these joints are planted, cover-

ing them slightly with fine earth, and with the leaves ris-

ing just on the surface. Should it rain they will shoot

immediately ; if not, water them gently until they do. In

fifteen or twenty days they develop new stalks and tubers,

the former of which must be removed from time to time to

prevent their taking root on the sides, and thus injure the

development of the tubers already formed. Another

method is to cut the tubers into fragments of moderate size,

placing their eyes in small pots, to be transplanted into

a deep, rich soil when the danger from frost is over. March,

in this latitude, would be the time for potting to transplant

in April. Probably they should be planted about twelve

inches asunder, in rows three or four feet apart, and culti-

vated like sweet potatoes, except no earthing-up is re-

quired. Where roots are required for reproduction, and

not for the table, let the vines as they extend be^buried

horizontally, just beneath the surface, with the midrib of

the leaves resting on the ground. Small tubers, about the

size of a pea, will be formed at the angle of each leaf, which,

if kept until the next spring, will grow with as much vigor

as if produced from the cut tubers.

Use.—The roots, which are oblong and tapering, are the

edible part. The maximum size to which they grow is two

inches in diameter, the larger end tapering upward to the

size of the finger. They are covered with a brownish,

10*
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fawn-covered skin, pierced by numerous rootlets. Under
this is a cellular tissue of a white opal color, very crispy,

filled with starch and a milky mucilaginous fluid, with

scarcely any woody fibre. When cooked it dries like the

Irish potato, the taste of which it resembles. Each plant

often produces several tubers, but generally only one,

ranging in weight from eight ounces to three pounds. It

is more nutritive than the Irish potato, which it may possi-

bly rival in esteem.

The Japan Yam has been cultivated the present season

(1855) in the United States, but mostly for the increase of

small tubers for reproduction. A friend writes me that he

has ** cooked one and found it excellent." It is still too

soon to say much about its mode of culture or value.

The other yams, Dioscorea sativa and alata, are culti-

vated on the gulf coast to some extent, and in the same

manner as the sweet potato, except that the vines are sup-

ported by a stake or pole. The Alata sometimes grows

three feet in length, and often weighing thirty pounds.

(See Patent Office Report for 1854.)

Ervum Lens—LfiNTiji.

The garden lentil is an annual leguminous plant cultiv-

ated in France for its flat seeds, of which two are contained

in each pod. Lentils like a rich sandy soil, and are planted

in April, with snap beans, as, like them, they are apt to be

injured by late frosts. They are planted in drills covered

lightly, and the young plants must be cultivated like the

bean ; which see. Harvest them when the pods begin to

turn brown. Green or dry they are cooked like beans,

and when dry, should be boiled two hours and a half

Soak in water before boiling. When done add butter,

pepper and salt. They ar^ an excellent addition to soups,
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being very nutritious, but like peas and beans, do not al-

ways agree with persons of weak digestion. From seed

obtained by me of the Patent Office, plenty of vine was

raised but not much seed.

Fedia Olitcria—Corn Salad, or Fetticus.

Corn Salad, or Fetticus is a small annual plant, a native

of English wheat-fields. It has long, narrow leaves of a

pale glaucous hue, and very small pale blue flowers col-

lected in a corymb. It has long been cultivated in Eng-

lish gardens as a winter and spring salad.

Culture.—Corn Salad likes a loam of moderate fertility

not too heavy. It is raised from seed, one quarter of an

ounce of which will sow a bed four feet by fifteen. Sow
seed of the preceding yearns growth early in October, in

drills six inches apart. The only culture needed is to thin

the plants when well up to four inches in the drills, and

keep free from weeds by frequent hoeing. Gather the

leaves to eat while young, taking the outer ones as you

would spinach. It will be fit for use all winter. If de-

sired, another sowing may be made the first of February

for spring use.

For Seed.—Leave some of the plants to shoot up to seed

in the spring.

Use.—It is used during winter and early spring, to in-

crease the variety of small salads, and as a substitute for

lettuce. In France it is boiled like spinach.

Helianthus Tulercsus—Jerusalem Artichoke.

This is a hardy perennial plant, a species of sun-flower,

a native of Brazil, introduced into England in 1617, and

was much esteemed as a garden vegetable until the Irish

potato took its place. The crops obtained in good soijsi

are enormous^
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The salts found in the ashes are mainly potash and lime,

the former very largely.

Culture.—It flourishes best in a rich, light soil, with an

open exposure, but will thrive in almost any soil or loca-

tion. Plant from December to March, either small tubers

or the large ones, cut into sets of one or two eyes, four

inches deep, in rows three and a half feet each way. Keep
the ground free from weeds and earth up slightly. They
will be fit for use in the fall. Take care to dig them up

thoroughly, as the slightest piece will vegetate. They
will grow on land too poor for almost anything else.

If the top be cut off one-half way down in August, it is

said by some that the size of the tuber will be very much

increased by the admission of air and light. This is

doubtful.

Use,—The roots are eaten boiled, mashed with butter,

are considerably nutritive, and have a moist soft textiire,

and tolerably agreeable taste. It is however, rather a

second-rate dish. They are better pickled in vinegar.

The plant is most useful in feeding cows and pigs, afford-

ing large quantities of food from quite poor soils.

Hibiscus Esculentus—Okra.

This is an annual plant, a native of the West-Indies,

and much esteemed and cultivated wherever its merits

Hre known. It is of quite recent introduction into our

gardens.

There are two varieties of Okra, the round, smooth

green, and the long fluted or ribbed white, but there

seems to be little difference in quality or otherwise, except

in the shape of the pods.

Okra likes a good dry soil. Any soil will produce it

that is good enough for the cotton plant, to the natural

fomily of which it belongs. The pods are not as pleasant
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or early on over-rich soil. It is not planted until the

froBts are over, say about the first of April, as it is ex-

tremely tender, though it often comes up from self-sown

seed. The time of planting cotton is a very good rule,

though some may be put in as an experiment, two weeks

earlier. Make the drills three feet apart, sow the seed

rather thinly and thin out, when they grow large, to two

feet apart in the drill. Those thinned out may be trans-

planted and will make productive plants. No seed should

be allowed to ripen on those stalks from which the pods

are gathered for eating. As fast as the pods grow hard

or unfit for use, cut them off, for if left on, the stalk will

cease to be productive. If not allowed to ripen seed, the

plants will continue bearing through the seaapn.

To Save fe<^.—-Leave some of the earliest plants to

ripen seed, if you would have this vegetable in good sea-

son. Shell out the seed, and stow away in paper bags.

Use,—The pods gathered in a green state, and so ten-

der as to snap easily in the fingers, are the parts employed

in cooking. If old, they are worthless. They are very

wholesome, considerably nutritious, very mucilaginous,

and impart an agreeable richness to soups, sauces, and

stews. They are also boiled simply in salt and water,

and served up with butter, pepper, &c. Okra can be pre-

served for winter use, by putting down the pods in salt

like cucumbers, or by cutting them into thin slices and

drying like peaches. When dry, put up in paper bags.

The seed is used as a substitute for coffee, which I think

it not very likely to supersede.

Okra Soup.—Wsish and slice thin two dozen young

okra; add two onions chopped fine; put into a stew pan,

with a knuckle of veal, a gallon of water, and a bit

of bacon ; add six peeled tomatoes ; stew until quite thick,

which will be in three or four hours and serve, with or
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without the meat, as you like. A chicken, or a piece of

beef, may be substituted for the veal.

Humulus Lupulis—Hop.

The hop is a plant with a perennial root, throwing out

many herbaceous climbing stems, and is found growing

wild on the banks of rivers in Europe, Siberia, and our

own country. It was cultivated in England, on or before

1525, when the old doggerel states

:

**Hops, heresy, pickerel, and beer,

Were brought into England in one year.''

A few roots should be in the garden, as they are useful in

making yeast and beer.

Culture.—It is propagated by dividing the roots in au-

tumn and spring. Give the plant a deep, rich soil; put

two or three plants, six inches apart, in a hill, making
with the plants, when set, a triangle, and the hills six or

eight feet apart. Keep the ground free from weeds, and
well stirred. Manure them every year. Give them poles

twelve or fourteen feet long, and two or three poles to

each hill. Gather when of a straw color, and you find the

inside of the hop covered with a plentiful yellow dust, and
the seeds begin to be plump ; dry them thoroughly, and
put fhem up in bags for use.

Use.—We have said that the principal use of hop was
in the preparation of yeast, &c. The young shoots and
suckers are boiled and eaten as asparagus. They are

very largely cultivated in fields, and used in the manufac-

ture of ale and strong beer. Its medicinal qualities are

tonic and soporific. A pillow filled with hops will produce

sleep, without the ill effect of opiates.
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Lactuca Sativa—Lettuce.

The botanical name of this plant is derived from lac, the

Latin word for milk, on account of its milky juice. It is

an annual hardy plant, of which the cabbage varieties

probably originated in Egypt, The Cos lettuce, how-

ever, came from the Greek island of Cos, in the Levant.

It has been cultivated in England since 1562.

Of the two great families of lettuce, the Cos varieties,

which grow upright and of an oblong shape, and require

blanching, though more esteemed in England, do not, unless

sown early in October, succeed so well in this country.

The cabbage varieties are more hardy and free jgrowing,

and better adapted to our common gardens. The follow-

ing have proved excellent with me :

—

Butter or Early Cabbage,~'KeeidLS small, white, crisp,

and closely cabbaged; leaves pale yellowish green; ex-

cellen]t for hot-bed culturer as well as open air ; early and

hardy.

Brown Dutch (yellow seeded).—Heads much largej

;

equally tender and excellent, and closely headed; with

brownish green leaves. Will stand any frost, without pro-

tection.

About two weeks after these, if sown at the same time,

will come into use the next three varieties :

—

Royal Cahhage.'^'B\2iQ!k seed ; heads larger, and leaves

of a darker green than the early cabbage ; equally firm

and crisp.

Philadelphia Cabbage.—Of the same season, and equally

good.

Victoria Cabbage.—Withstands the heat rather better

than the two preceding, and produces large white, crisp

heads
;
perhaps the most desirable of the three.

After these come on :

—
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Curled India.—Leaf of a liglit yellow green, and very

much curled ; a very distinct sort ; heads large and close,

but not so fine and crisp as the other varieties, but will

continue to head much later. In a rich, shaded situation,

if well watered and frequently hoed, it will make good

heads most of the summer.

White, Cos.—This is the best of the Cos varieties for

this climate. Leaves long; growth upright and vigorous,

like Endive, it should be tied a few days, and it will blanch

beautifully.

Paris Green Co^.-^An upright grower; crisp and excel-

lent ; also requires tying.

Here follows an analysis of the ash of the stalks ^nd

leaves of lettuce, made by Griepenkerl

:

Potassa, .... . 22.37

Soda, . 18.50

Lime, , ... . 10.43

Magnesia,
Sesquioxide of Iron,. .

" " Manganese,
Sulphuric Acid,

5.68

. 2.82

trace

. 3.85

Silica, . 11.86

Phosphoric Acid,

Chloride of Sodium,
. 9.39

. 15.09

99.99

The analysis would seem to indicate the application of

wood ashes and common salt as the most important requi-

sites for this crop, besides animal manure.

Culture.—In raising good lettuce there are three things

necessary, good seed, good soil, and frequent hoeing, and

of these the first is perhaps the most important. There is

generally no difficulty in making lettuce seed vegetate,

but if it is not made from good heads it will not produce

heads even with the best culture. Lettuce likes a good
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mellow soil enriched with well rotted manure. Do not

think of getting gopd heads on poor ground. Few of the

Cos lettuces, except the white Cos and Paris, do well here,

and fine cabbage lettuce is less trouble to raise, and good

enough for any table. Lettuce may be sown in October

and November, and again from January to April. That

sown in the fall, except the Cos varieties, will come on

earlier, but is not so good as the heads from the^ spring

sowing. Sow thinly in drills eight inches apart. An ounce

of seed will produce about ten thousand plants. Let the

seed be very lightly covered, and if dry weather, press the

earth upon it by walking over it on a board, or patting it

with the back of the spade. Beds about four feet wide

are most convenient. If the lettuce comes up too thickly

in the drills it must be thinned, as the plants begin to

crowd, to two inches apart. Transplant into the ground,

where it is to remain when the plants show four leaves.

The Early Cabbage may be planted nine inches apart each

way ; but the other varieties will not do with less than a foot.

The soil into which they are to be'removed to head must be

rich, light, and mellow. Transplant in moist weather with

a trowel, disturbing the roots as little as possible. Water
the plants until established. Eabbits are very fond of let-

tuce, but can be kept off by dusting the young plants with

ashes. After the young plants get established, give them

deep and frequent hoeings ; and if you sowed good seed

there can be but little danger of your not being rewarded

with beautiful crisp heads. The October sowing should

be of the Butter and Brown Dutch and Cos varieties. This

will yield small salad in mild weather through the winter,

besides plants for early heads. A second sowing of these

should be made in February. The later kinds may be put

in as late as April with success. If no lettuce has been

sown in October or November, for heading early in the
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spring, a little should be sown in January in a cold frame

under glass. Give it plenty of air, but keep it covered

nights and cold days, and as the weather grows mild leave

off the glass altogether a little while before setting out in

the open air. The early sown Butter lettuce may also be

transplanted under glass at nine inches apart, and the table

be kept supplied in this way with fresh heads all winter.

Plenty of air must be given them, and they should be

covered in freezing weather only. Hoe deep and often.

For a fall heading, a crop can be sown in August at the

same time with turnips in a shady situation, which being

transplanted, will give goodheads in November and Decem-
ber. The fall and summer sowings do much better if

thinned to a suitable distance, and allowed to head where
they stand, as lettuce plants are very impatient of trans-

planting in hot weather. The Butter and the Brown
Dutch are the best for this sowing.

Seed.—Some of the finest and most perfect heads of the

early sown crops should be selected. Unless from a good

head the seed cannot be depended upon. Each variety

must be kept separate, and all imperfect heading plants

near them destroyed. Tie them to stakes and gather the

branches as fast as they ripen. Dry the seed in the shade,

and thresh and store in paper bags. Lettuce seed cannot

be relied upon when more than two years old.

Use,-—Lettuce is the most popular of all salads, and it

is also sometimes used in soups. Boiled, it is quite equal

to spinach. It is fit to boil from the time it is large

enough until the seed stalk begins to shoot up. Its juice

contains a narcotic principle somewhat like opium, which

is in small proportions when young, but increases with the

ago of the plant. This principle has not the constipating

effects of opium. A tea prepared of lettuce leaves is bene-

ficial in cases of .diarrhoea. For a common salad, let the
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leaves be carefully picked early in the morning, washed

and drained before sent to the table, and provide salt,

oil, sugar, and vinegar, that each person may season to his

taste. The finer salads require hard-boiled eggs, mustard,

and o4;her spices, &c.

Lepidum Sativum—Cress.

Cress, or " Peppergrass," as the best variety lias been

named from its pungent flavor, has been cultivated in Eng-
land since 1548, being probably a native of Persia or

Cyprus.

Culture.—Cress likes a light, moist mould, and in sum-

mer a shady border is to be preferred. It js propagated

from seed which, to keep up a succession of young and

tender plants, must be sown every week or two. Give it

rich earth that it may grow rapidly. It is best when an

inch high, but is generally allowed to get two or three

before cropping. Begin to sow in" February, in the open

ground, in drills six or eight inches apart ; cover lightly,

and pat over the bed with the back of the spade to press

the earth upon the seed. Keep the ground clear, and

water in dry weather. It can be had all winter by the use

of the cold frame or hot bed, and in the latter case can be

grown fit for use in forty-eight hours; give plenty of air.

A few rows left uncut will produce seed abundantly.

Use.—The young and tender leaves give to salads a

warm, pungent, and agreeable taste. It is generally used

in connection with lettuce and other salads.

Ocymum—Basil.

Ocymum Basilicum, Sweet Basil, and Ocymum Minimum^

Bush Basil, are the names of the two species in cultivation.

Both are annuals and natives of the East Indies, with

small leaves and small white flowers. Sweet basil is the
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species most cultivated, and was introduced into England

in 1548.

Culture,—Basil likes a rich, light soil, free from shade.

The plants may be started early in March, nnder glass,

and transplanted when of sufficient size- where they are

to remain. Basil is rather difficult to transplant, but can

be carefully lifted in tufts with the balls of earth attached,

in a moist time, with complete success
;
give water until

established. They can also be sown on the borders where

they are to remain, but if sown too early in the open air,

the seed is apt to rot or the young plants to be killed by

frost as they are rather tender.- April is the month for sowiug

in the open ground. * Do not cover the seed deeply, but

press the earth upon it. Make the rows ten inches' apart,

and thin the Sweet basil to ten inches and the Bush to five

inches in the row. Weeds must be kept under and the

soil mellow by frequent hoeing. Basil also makes a very

pretty edging. It should be cut not too closely just as it

comes into flower and hung up in small bundles in the

shade to dry for winter use ; thus cut it will soon grow up

again. When thoroughly dried it may be pounded

fine and kept any length of time in closely stopped

bottles.

Seed.—Let some of the finest plants remain uncut and

gather the seed as they ripen.

Use.—The leaves and small tops are the parts employed

and give a delightful flavor in cookery. They have a

strong flavor of cloves, and are much used in soups and

sauces, and other high seasoned dishes. They are much
employed in French cookery.

A small sprig of basil, on account of its odor, is an agree-

able addition to a bouquet of flowers. It is the most

agreeable of the pot herbs and the most useful after

parsley and sage.
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Origanum—^Marjoram.

The name Origanum in Greek signifies delight of the

mountain, and this plant is thus named from its growing

in dry, elevated situations. Four species of this plant are

cultivated, of which two are sufficient for the garden.

These are

Origanum Marjoram.—Sweet marjoram, a hardy annual

or biennial plant, a native of Portugal, and introduce-d into

English gardens in 1573. It has small, acute leaves, and

it flowers in small, close heads.

Origanum Heradeoticum.—Winter marjoram, a hardy

perennial, a native of Greece, and first cultivated in Eng-

land in 1640. Leaves like the preceding, but flowers in

spikes.

Culture.—Marjoram likes a dry, tolerably rich soil, and

free from sjiade. Sweet marjoram is propagated from

seed; the other, by seed or by dividing the roots in the

spring and fall. The plants must be watered.until estab-

lished. Plants of Sweet marjoram should be six inches

apart ) while twelve is not too much for the other variety.

Sow from February to April. As the seeds of the marjo-

ram are very small, the ground must be prepared very

finely, and a very light mark made for them, covering

them by drawing over them the back of the rake. The
culture is like basil, which see. To preserve the tops for

winter use, and to save seed, also see "Basil.*'

Use.—Both species are aromatics of sweet flavor, much
used in soups, broths, stuffings, &c. The young and ten-

der leaves are used while green, and the tops dried for

Avinter use.

Pastinaca Sativa—Parsnip.

This is a biennial, a native of Sardinia and various parts

of Europe. It has long been an inmate of the garden. In
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its wild state, it is said to have poisonous properties ; but

it is rendered hy cultivation sweet, palatable, and very

nutritious for man and beast. The garden parsnips have

smooth and light-green leaves, while those of the wild va-

riety are dark-green and hairy ; but the two do not differ

so much as the wild and cultivated carrot. This plant is

of the hardiest nature, being improved by remaining in the

ground exposed to frost during the winter. The best va-

riety for the garden is the Hollow-crown or Sugar parsnip.

Its roots are smoother, more handsome, and better flavored

than the other varieties. It is distinguished by the cavity

or cup which crowns the root. The ash of parsnips has

been analyzed by Eichardson, and found to be constituted

as follows

:

Potassa, . 36.12

Soda, . . 3.11

lime, . . . 11.43

Magnesia, . . . 9.94

Sesquioxide of Manganese, .89

Sulphuric Acid, . 6.50

Silicic Acid, . . . . . 110
Phosphoric Acid, 18.66

Phosphate of Iron, . . 3.71

Chloride of Sodium 5.54

100.00

Potash and phosphoric acid are the elements -most

likely to be wanting in the soil, in sufficient quantity for

this crop. Bone-dust and wood-ashes will be the best ad-

dition which can be made.

Parsnips like a rich, sandy loam, the mrore deeply dug

the better. They do exceedingly well on rich bottom lands,

but do not succeed well in stiff clays. The manure should

be applied to a previous crop. If the soil be dug two

spades deep, or trench-plowed, it will improve the crop.
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Parsnip seed can be sown in January, Febmary, and

March, in drills fourteen incbes apart : scatter the seeds

thinly in the drills, and also sow radish seed thinly as di-

rected for carrots, to mark out the rows, as the seed is

slow in vegetating. If you do not need the radishes, cut

off the tops, and leave them to decay in the soil which

they will enrich. Pulling out the radishes lets in the air

and fertilizing gases to the roots of the young parsnips,

and the radishes are quite fit to pull by the time the

parsnips are well up. As they mark out the rows the beds

can be hoed before they get full of weeds. If sown alone

the beds are full of weeds before the parsnips are ready to

hoe, and the labor of culture is much increased. Thin out

the plants gradually to three, then to eight inches. Let-

tuce and cabbage seed may be sown in drills between the

rows of parsnips to be transplanted early. Parsnip seed

may also be planted in the fall ; but there is no advantage

in it. The details of the culture of parsnip are exactly

like carrot, which see. The roots need not be pulled until

needed for use.

For Seed,—A few of the best roots may remain where

grown. Keep free from weeds and they will yield abund-

antly. They may also be taken up and set out two feet

apart in a border ; but they do better to remain undis-

turbed. The seeds cannot be depended on for more than

one year.

Use.—The parsnip is a very wholesome and nourishing

root, though its peculiar sweetish taste is disliked by many
persons. It is however a very agreeable addition ,to our

supply of winter vegetables. Its fattening properties are

great, and it is therefore an excellent root for feeding all

kinds of farm stock. Cows fed upon it will yield milk

abundantly, and butter of the best quality. Its seeds are

sometimes employed in intermittents.
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To Boil.—Parsnips are cooked as carrots, but they do

not require so much boiling. They are often served up

differently, being mashed with some butter, a little cream,

and seasoned with pepper and salt.

Phaseolus Vulgaris—Bush-beans or Snaps.

An annual, a native of India, brought to England in

1597. The running beans belong to a different species,

and are treated of in a separate article. Bush-beans are

generally called snaps from their breaking crisply. The
following are good varieties :

—

•

Early MoJtaich.—Pods long, beans large oval with dark-

colored specks ; it bears very well is the earliest variety,

and is least injured by frost. In good seasons, fit for the

table about five weeks after sowing.

Early Valentine.-^Tods round, and continue crisp longer

than most other varieties. The beans are pink-speckled

on a salmon ground ; bears well. Sown with EarlyMohawk,

is about five days later.

Late Valentine.—Pods similar to the foregoing, equally

crisp and tender, color dark brown speckled ; a better

bearer and grows more thrifty than the foregoing. One

of the best sorts. About ten days later than the Mohawk.

Royal Kidney.—Pods long, beans finely flavored, white,

and large, but later than any of the other varieties. Sown
at the same time, is a fortnight later than the Mohawk.

Of this variety the ripe beans, if they are gathered and

dried in an oven to prevent their destruction by the bug,

are excellent for winter use.

Besides the abovenamed, I have tried Turtle Soup,

Yellow six weeks, and several other varieties, but the

foregoing are the best.

Here follows an analysis of the ash of kidney beans

made by Richardson :

—
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Potassa, .... . 36.83

Soda, .... 18.40
Lime, .... . 7.75

Magnesia, 6.33

Sulphuric Acid, . 3.96

Silicic Acid, . 4.09

Phosphoric Acid, , 14.60

Phosphate of Iron,- 5.24

Chloride of Sodium, . . 2.80

241

100.00

Wood-ashes and bone-dust or superphosphate of lime,

will supply the soil with the most necessary elements for

this crop, which, by the way, like most legumes, draws

most of its sustenance from the atmosphere.

Culture,—Snap-beans are of the easiest culture in this

climate, and are less particular about soil than in colder

latitudes. The soil for the early crop should be dry and

light ; if wet or tenacious the seed often decays without

germinating or comes up spindling and unproductive. For
the summer-sown crop, a soil slightly moist but still in-

clining to a sand, is to be preferred. As beans are very

tender and easily destroyed by frost, there is no use to

put them in the ground too early. A few may be planted

in March, but about the first of April is the proper time

for the first large planting. They may be planted for a

succession in moist weather from this time to the last of

August. Plant in drills eighteen inches or two feet a part,

and the seed two inches apart in the row. . Cover the

seeds about an inch and a half deep. A pint of seed will

plant about one hundred and twenty ^lyq feet of rows.

When the plants come up, thin them gradually to six or

eight inches in the row and they will be much more vigor-

ous and productive. The Refugee or Late Valentine does

best in hills eighteen inches apart. Plant four or five

11
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beans to a hill. Keep them clean always and the soil

light and mellow with the hoe. Draw the earth carefully

about their stems when about to flower, making broad low

hills to protect the roots from heat and drought. If well

cultivated the same plants will continue to bear well a

long time. Do not hoe any of the kidney beans whether

dwarf or runners when the foliage is wet, as the plants

will rust and be greatly injured, if not destroyed. Choose

dry weather for working them. For saving seed and use,

see " Lima Bean.''

Phaseolus Limensis et Muliiflorus—Pole or E/UNNING

Beans.

The Phaseolus Multiflorus includes the Scarlet Runners,

London Horticultural, and many other good varieties, but

they do not continue long enough in bearing to warrant

their culture in a hot climate. The Lima beans are also

much better flavored. Of the Phaseolus Limensis, there

are the green and white Lima and Carolina Sewee. They
are natives of South America. The Avhite Lima is not

quite so large as the green, but bearing with greater

abundance, is to be preferred. It is also not quite so

hardy and productive as the Sewee, but is much larger

and richer flavored.

Sewee or Carolina.—This is the well-known and favor-

ite butter bean of the country. It closely resembles the

Lima bean, but is less in size, earlier, harder, and bears

much more abundantly, and though not quite so rich, is

for general culture the best running bean for this climate.

Culture.—Lima beans require a rich, strong soil, and
will thrive on heavy loams, where the other running beans

and snaps would not flourish. They are still more tender

than snaps, and should not be planted until settled warfn

weather, as the seed will rot in cool weather, and the
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slightest frost will destroy them if tliey chance to vege-

tate. The tenth of April is early enough in this climate.

Plant in hills five feet apart each way, around a good pole

eight or ten feet high, driven two feet into the earth. If

the poles are too high they are late in coming into bearing

and out of reach in gathering. In planting the Lima and

other beans, place the eye downward and the narrow end

the lowest as the bean always rises from the ground in

that position, and if not planted right it has to turn itself

over in the soil, and if prevented by any obstruction from

turning over it is sure to rot in the ground. Planted in

this way, they come up sooner, better, and more evenly.

Cover about an inch and a half deep. Put four or ^ve

beans around each pole, and when well up' take out the

weakest, leaving but three plants. A quart of butter-

beans will plant about four hundred hills. The subse-

quent culture consists in keeping the ground frequently

hoed when the vines are dry. They will continue in

bearing until cut off by the hard frosts.

For Seed.—Gather both the Lima and Kidney beans

when ripe and dry them thoroughly. The seed should

be kept pure by planting the varieties at a distance from

each other. As they are certain to be devoured by bugs,

if saved in paper bags, put them up in glass bottles or

earthen jugs well corked. Into each one pour before

corking, a teaspoonful of spirits of turpentine. The tur-

pentine odor will destroy the bugs without injuring the

vitality of the bean, if the vessel is tightly corked.

Use,—The tender fleshy pods of snap-beans are a favor-

ite summer vegetable, very delicate, wholesome, and

moderately nutritive. They are boiled and also pickled,

and may be preserved for winter use, by cutting them

into pieces and laying them down in salt. They will

make their own brine, and must be kept covered by it or
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they will spoil. Cook them in two waters to extract the

saltness. The Lima heans and the snaps when full grown,

are shelled and afford in proportion to their weight, more

nutrition than most other vegetables. Wheat contains

but 74 per cent, of nutritive matter, while kidney beans

contain 84 per cent. They abound in the constituents

that produce muscle and fat, and will supply better than

most vegetables, the place of animal food. They can also

be preserved for winter use. Gather them in their green

state when full grown, and dry them carefully in the sun.

They are better gathered in this state than if delayed

until ripe, and are also free from bugs. They must be

soaked over night before being boiled. They can also be

laid down with layers of salt like snap beans. They are

very good gathered when ripe, and dried carefully in an

oven in order to keep them free from insects.

To Pickle.—Beans may be pickled in a manner similar

to cucumbers.

To Boil Snap-heans.—Out off the ends, strip off the

strings, put in boiling water with salt and boil till tender.

Do not omit the salt in cooking vegetables ; add butter

and pepper to the taste.

To Boil Lima Beans.—Put them into just enough boil-

ing water to cover them, boil until tender, turn off almost

all the water ; season with butter salt and pepper.

To Bake.—Take two quarts of beans and three pounds

of pickled pork. Pick the beans over carefully, wash and

turn them about with a gallon of soft water to a pot. Let

them soak in it luke-warm over night ; set them in the

morning where they will boil till the skin is tender and

about to break, adding a teaspoonful of saleratus. Take

them up dry, put them in your dish. Gash the pork and

put it down in the dish so as to have the beans cover all

but the upper surface; turn in cold water till the top is
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just covered ; bake, and let the beans remain in the oven

all night.

Pisum Sativum—English Pea.

The Pea is a hardy annual, probably a native of the

South of Europe, China, and Japan, but has been cultiva-

ted from time immemorial. It is a climbing plant, pro-

ducing its seeds in legumes or pods which usually grow

in pairs. The pea is now one of the most desirable culi-

nary plants. Numerous varieties have been originated

differing in the color of the blossoms, height, and time of

ripening, and also in productiveness. Of these, four or

five kinds are sufficient for any garden. Among the best

are:

Prince Albert.—The earliest pea known, grows two and

a half feet high. Pods and peas are both small but well

flavored. A good bearer.

Landreth's Extra Early.—This celebrated early pea

comes into use about five days after the preceding, and

with the Cedo-Nulli, The whole crop ripens at once. It

is not very productive. Two and a half feet high.

Cedo-Nulli comes into use with the preceding, and is a

much finer pea. It has a longer pod, which is better filled.

The vines are taller, and it bears about twice as many pods

to the stalks as the Extra Early; the most prolific of

early peas, and continues long in beajring; two and a

half to three feet high.

Fairlank''s Chamjpion.—rThis is the very best large pea:

a wrinkled marrow, of the highest excellence
;
grows

about four feet high, and bears abundantly with me, and

is the pea I prefer to all others for the main crop. The
peas are very large, slightly shrivelled, and of a bluish

cast, when dry. It is about three weeks later than the

Prince Albert.
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Kmghfs Tall Marrow,—Grows about six feet high

;

bears a long time and abundantly, and is of first-rate ex-

cellence ; later than the above.

New Mammoth.—A pea of the same height, and of equal

excellence with the foregoing ; comes into use about the

same season
;
productive.

If the above are not to be had, Early Frame, Early

Charlton, Early Grotto, Dwarf Blue Imperial, Blue Mar-

row, Banksian Marrow, Blue Prussian, Knight's Dwarf
Marrow, and Woodford's Prolific, are among the best re-

maining sorts.

The best three varieties for a succession are Prince

Albert, Oedo-Nulli, and Champion of England. If con-

fined to two, I should reject the Prince Albert, though the

earliest of the three.

An analysis of the ash of the seed and straw of peas has

been made by Erdmann, and is as follows :

—

Potassa,

Soda,

Lime, .

Magnesia,
Sulphuric Acid,

Chlorine, .

Silicic Acid,

Carbonic Acid,

Phosphoric Acid,

Phosphate of Iron,

Sand, .

SEED. STRAW.

40.70 33.30

1.50

2.21 19.20

7.03 3.90

4.17 6.60

13.46

7.60

5.20

44.42 6.90

1.47 1.40

3.80

100.00 102.86

Potash and phosphoric acid are large constituents of the

ash of the pea. Ashes and bone-dust, or superphosphate

of lime, especially the former, are likely to be the special

manures most needed.
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Culture,—A moderately rich and dry soil is best suited

for the early pea and the dwarf varieties. The late peas

and the lofty growers do better in heavier soil, and a cooh

moist situation. The manure should be applied early the

preceding autumn, to be well reduced by the time the

crop of peas are ready to feed upon it. In poor ground,

fresh stable manure is better than none. If the ground

however, be extremely rich, there will be more vines than

fruit. Plant the early kinds from the first of January to

March, and the later ones until early in April. Some
plant in December. Plant the seed in double drills (made
with a line, if you would have the garden look neat), and

six to nine inches apart, according to the kind, and two

inches deep. Then cover them an inch deep with mellow

earth. The rows of early peas should be three feet apart.

Champion peas should be four, and the taller kinds six. It

is a good plan to plant them all six feet apart, and a row of

melon or cucumber hills between them, to come on afte.'

the peas are gathered. The space between the melon
hills can be used for lettuce or radishes. Early peas

should be planted in the drills, about an inch apart. The
medium growers an inch and a half; while for the tall

kinds, as Knight's Tall Marrow, and the Mammoth, two
inches are not two much. A quart of seed of these vari-

eties will plant not quite fifty yards of double rows, while

a quart of early peas will plant nearly seventy twice as

thickly. After the peas are about two inches high, hoe

them well, drawing the earth a little toward them, and

loosening the soil between the drills, destroying every

weed. Repeat this once or twice, before brushing, which

should be done when the plants are six or eight inches

high. This may be done by sharpened branches of trees

prepared fan-shaped, and of a height proper for the pea to

which they are to be applied, or stakes may be driven
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down every six feet each side of the drills, and lines of

twine stretched from one to the other. Pea brush ig, how-

ever, the best, as the vines lay hold of it more readily. It

should be placed firm in the ground, between the drills.

After brushing, draw up the earth on each side, to help

support the vine. Market gardeners do not employ brush

or twine, but let them fall over and bear what they will.

This does tolerably well with the early varieties, if the

spaces between the rows be filled with straw or leaves.

Peas may be had in November, by sowing the early

kinds the last of August; but the crop is uncertain. A
little further south, peas may be planted not only in Au-

gust and September, but through the fall and early winter

months, and will continue in bearing until the warm wea-

ther comes on. They are very hardy, and the vines will

ordinarily bear a temperature of only 2^ Fahrenheit, with-

out injury. If a hard frost occur while the plants are in

bloom, the crop is lost.

Seed.—The seed for early peas should be raised in a

cold climate, as in this latitude, like many other plants,

they run into later varieties. The plants of the rows

intended for seed should not be gathered from for any

other purpose. When the pods begin to dry, gather and

dry them thoroughly, and store them in bottles, pouring

into each a little spirits of turpentine, as directed for pre-

serving beans. The bean and pea bugs belong to the genus

Brwclms of Linnaeus, a family devouring the seed of many
leguminous plants, and the eggs of both species are de-

posited by the parent beetle in the soft pods, and directly

over the seed. The maggots work their way into the seed,

where they obtain their perfect form. The pea bug does

not usually destroy the germ, but its congener, the spe-

cies that infests the bean, is much more destructive, seyeral

often inhabiting a single bean, and leaving nothing but the
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outer skin and a mass of yellow dust. Spirits of turpenr

tine appears to be fatal to tliem.

Use.—The garden pea is very wholesome and nourish-

ing, and an almost universal favorite. To have them in

perfection, they should be freshly gathered, and by no

means allowed to stand over night before use. They
can be shelled and dried in the shade, and form a tolerably

agreeable dish in winter, but they are much inferior to

those freshly picked. They should be soaked a few hojirs

in water before using. Green peas should be boiled half

an hour or more. /A very agreeable dish can be made,

when a few peas begin to be fit for use, by shelling them

and boiling them, pods and all, in the usual way. When
done, remove the pods, season to your taste, and pour the

peas and liquor over toasted bread. The pods, when

fresh, abound in the true pea flavor, and when boiled with

the peas and removed, contribute much to the richness of

the dish.

Poterium Sanguisorha—Burnet.

A perennial British plant, not much cultivated, and

probably never will be. It likes a dry, calcareous soil.

The leaves are green all winter. It is propagated by

seeds, cuttings, or dividing the roots. Sow the seed in

February or March (or better in the fall, as it is slow to

vegetate), in a drill, six inches apart, and cover lightly.

Thin to six inches. Keep clean, and free from weeds.

A dozen plants will be enough. Make new plantations

once in three years, by dividing the roots in October.

Use.—The young leaves from young plants are to be

preferred. They are used in cool tankards and salads,

and also by the French in soups, as they give a warm,

pleasant taste.

U*
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Kaphanus Sativus—E-adish.

The radisli is an annual, a native of China and Persia,

and was cultivated as early as 1584, being one of the

plants mentioned by Girard. The lower leaves are lyrate

;

stem about two feet high, with pale violet flowers; the

root fleshy, spindle or globular shaped, of various colors.

There are two kinds of radish, the spindle-rooted, and the

globular or turnip-rooted. These are again divided into

early and late varieties, among which we will notice :

—

Early Scarlet Short Top.—E-oot long and spindle-shaped;

leaves very short. It is the earliest, most crisp and mild

flavored, and requires less space than the other varieties.

Salmon.—A few days later ; not so high colored ; other-

wise similar to the above.

Red Turnip.—^Named from its shape, and bears the heat

better, without becoming hard, but not so good as the

above.

White Turnip.—Like the last, in everything except

color.

Yellow Summer.—This is a turnip-rooted variety, named

from its color, and will stand the heat better than any

other variety.

Black Winter or Spanish.—Turnip-shaped, and very

large; sown in August or September, with turnips. It

can be gathered from the ground as desired during the

winter.*

-- Early Oval Rose Radish, and Chinese Rose Winter Radish, are

two new sorts. The former Mr. Barry considers the best variety for

forcing and the early crop, coming into use sooner than any other

variety. T.ie latter he describes as "for superior in appearance, as

well as in tenderness and delicacy, to any other winter sort, and

keeps well." These are good varieties, as I have proved ; so also is

the Field Radish, introduced by th^ Patent Office from France for

stock ; a good winter variety for the table, and liked by stock."
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I have tried all of tlie above, and finally settled down

upon the Scarlet Short Top, and the varieties from Mr.

Barry, as the only ones worth cultivating. The Scarlet

is much more crisp and digestible than any other, and by
successive sowings can be had in the open air, or under

glass, from October until the middle or last of May, by
which time one gets tired of radishes. The Salmon is a

very good radish, but most of the summer and winter vari-

eties are about as wholesome and digestible as a raw tur-

nip, and very little better flavored.

The following analysis is by Richardson :-^

ROOT. LXAVBS.

Potassa, . 21.16 5.05

Soda, .... 11.09

Lime, .... 8.78 27.90

Magnesia, . 3.53 7.08

Sulphuric Acid, . 7.71 9.64

Silicic Acid, . . 8.17 8.22

Phosphoric Acid, . 40.09 6.07

Phosphate of Iron, . . 2.19 16.45

Chloride of Potassium, 1.29

Chloride of Sodium, . 7.07 8.50

99.99 100.00

Potash and phosphoric acid are the most important con-

stituents, and the plants would probably be benefited by
the application of ashes and superphosphate of lime as

special manure.

Culture.—Radishes like a rich sandy loam, dug a full

spade deep. Their -culttire is very simple. If manure be

freshly applied, it should be at the bottom of the soil, or

the roots will divide. The short-top variety is of great

use (we quote Professor J. J. Mapes) ^' in assisting seeds

of slow germinating powers to break the soil. They also

mark the rows at an early date, and enable weeds to be
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cleaned out from between them. With carrot, parsnip,

parsley, leek, celery, and many other seeds that germinate

slowly, the leaf of the radish will shade the rows, and pre-

vent the hot sun from baking these more delicate seeds.

They also prevent the growth of weeds, their long roots

bringing up moisture from the sub^soil, and pulling the

roots makes deep holes to admit air and moisture ; thus

cultivating the standing crop more thoroughly than can

be done with a hoe.'' They can also be sown in drills

between the wide drills of many of the above vegetables,

as well as spinach, peas, beans,. Irish potatoes, yielding

large crops, and taking up no room available for other pur-

poses.

From the first of November until March a succession of

this variety can be grown under glass. All that is re-

quired is a bed of good rich loam, watering them occa-

sionally, and giving air every day, when it does not abso-

lutely freeze. Let the sash be off every rain, and let the

earth come within seven or eight inches of the glass. The
open ground crop can be sown for fall use, if there should

be a wet spell in October, and in our low country from

that time until April. Here, however, the first of Febru-

ary is soon enough for the earliest spring crop, and you
may continue the sowings of scarlet radish at intervals of

two weeks, until the middle of April. If you wish later

radishes, choose the summer varieties for a month or

longer. Sow in drills an inch deep, and ten inches apart,

dropping the seeds three inches apart in the drills. They
are of such rapid growth, that they will generally take

care of themselves after planting in a good soil, but hoeing

once will hasten their growth.

For Seed-—Some of the finest and earliest can remain

where grown, or be removed to another bed and inserted up

to their leaves. Water frequently until established, and
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wMle the flowers are opening. , Let tlie roots be tliree feet

apart, and do not permit any others to flower near them,

if you wish pure seed. When the pods turn dry, gather,

dry, thresh out, and save in paper bags. The seed will

keep three years. It is best to get seed from a colder cli-

mate for the early crop, as the roots will come sooner into

use. Erom these, seed can be raised for the main crop the

ensuing year.

Use.—The tops used to be boiled for greens. The sem-

inal leaves, when they first appear, are used as a salad,

with cress and mustard, and the seed-pods, gathered young,

form a good pickle, and are a substitute for capers. But

the roots are the parts mainly used. They are much

relished, while young and crisp, for the breakfast table.

They, contain little beside water, woody fibre, and acrid

matter ; so they cannot be very nourishing or wholesome.

When young, and of good varieties, they are much more

digestible than when older and more fibrous. The juice

of radish is said to be good for hoarseness and difiiculty of

breathing.

Rheum Rhaponticum—Rhubarb.

The Garden Ehubarb is a perennial, a native of Asia,

first cultivated in England in 1573. The leaves are very

large, and supported by large petioles, which are the parts

used in cooking, and in the finer varieties are an inch or

two in diameter. It has not been much cultivated in this

country until within a few years ; but now is in large de-

mand in all the northern cities, where the culture is very

easy. The best varieties are

Buisfs Early Red, with stalks about three feet long, and

a week earlier than Myatt's Victoria. Being an American

plant, it stands the heat better than the European varie-

ties. Grows large.
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Myatt^s Victoria.—A strong grower of excellent flavor and

quite early. These two varieties I have growing.

Downing^s Colossal.—This is an American seedling,

raised by the late A. J. Downing, and of course may be

expected to be more hardy and worthy of culture in our

dry climate than the English varieties. I have not seen

it, but it is represented to be a very strong grower of the

highest flavor.

Myatfs lAnnceus.—An imported variety, is now most

popular at the north.

The following analysis of the ash of rhubarb was made
by J. H. Salisbury :

—

ROOT, LEAF- STALK. LT!AF-BLADB.

Silicic Acid, . 4.595 . 1.557 . . ,8.928

Phosphates, . 34.788 .
• 24.702 . . 22.792

Lime, .... . 5.414 . 2.754 . . 6.744
Magnesia, . . . 3.375 . .227 . . 1.363

Potash, . . . . 8.349 . . 5.883 . . 9.247
Soda, .... . 28.607 . . 37 015 . . 32.143
Sodium, . . . . .166 . 1.837 . . 2.479
Chlorine, . . . .255 . 2.799 . . 3.772
Sulphuric Acid, . 5.957 . 5.868 . . 5.017
Organic matter \

thrown down by V 8.494 . 17.358 . . 7.515
Nitrate of Silver, \

100.000 100.000 100.000

Rhubarb is remarkable for the quantity of phosphates

and soda it extracts from the eartli. Crude soda might be

added to the soil. Guano and bone-dust are very bene-

ficial.

Culture,—My first experience in raising rhubarb in this

climate was not very fortunate. A friend, to whom I am
indebted for many really valuable plants, but unacquainted

with this, hearing that I had sent for the seed, kindly

offered me several roots which had been given to him for
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rhubarb, then growing in his grounds, as his family did not

like the plant. In consequence, I transplanted a dozen

roots in my garden. The leaves were too small to agree

with my notion of rhubarb ; but being winter, I supposed

it a different variety from the one I had before seen. In

the spring, when the plant sent up its leaves, it proved to

be nothing in the world but Patience Dock. The seed

sent for, came on in season from Mr. Buist,and was planted

early in March. It came up finely, and proved to be the

genuine rhubarb. It was planted on the north side of a

fence, in a rich, moist soil, and grew, finely in the early

part of the summer, but died out entirely in July and Au-

gust, which it is apt to do without great care in shad-

ing in ordinary seasons. The next autumn I procured

from Mr. Buist half a dozen roots of his early and Myatt's

Victoria rhubarb, and after subdividing them, planted them

in a very deep, moist soil, on the north side of a fence.

They have grown vigorously the last summer, and we
were tempted to try them for a rhubarb tart, but did not

disturb them for fear of injuring the roots. The crowns,

now December, 1852, appear very healthy and filled with

good buds. I have but little doubt that in their present

situation the plants will do well.

The soil best adapted for rhubarb is a light loam, rich

and moderately moist. It should be trenched two spades

deep. In this climate, it will scarcely endure the meridian

sun, but should be sheltered by fences and buildings ; not

by trees. It is difficult to raise the roots here from seed.

They can easier be imported. Set out thirty inches apart.

Cover them in the fall about two inches deep, with well-

rotted manure, which dig in the spring. Hoe them often,

and give a good watering occasionally in dry weather.

Ehubarb, to be good, must be quickly grown. This

plant is forced at the north in a cask which is put over it
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and covered all around with hot dung ; but in this climate

it would endanger the life of the plants. Do not let the

plants run up to seed. Every six or eight years the old

soil should be removed from the roots, and its place sup-

plied with fresh loam ; or the plants themselves removed

to a new site. A dozen plants will be sufficient for most

families.*

Use,—The leaf-stem of this plant, when the external

skin is removed, is cut up in thin slices, and having an

agreeable acid, is used exactly like the apple for pies, tarts,

and sauce, at a time that other fruits cannot be obtained.

Gather them while young, just as they attain their full

size, before they lose their fine flavor. They can be gently

slipped from the root without using a knife. All medical

writers state that this is a wholesome vegetable, and it is

certainly an agreeable luxury.

When the roots are old, they possess the properties of

Turkey rhubarb, but in a less degree. Buist states that

the stems of the varieties used in cooking, if stewed with

sugar, and eaten with bread, are an infallible remedy for

dysentery in children.

Rumex Acetosa—Sorrel.

A perennial plant of remarkable acidity, growing wild

in various parts of the world, and indicative of a sour, bar-

ren soil. The garden varieties are natives of Italy and

the south of France. The French sorrel has broad leaves,

and is the most pleasant flavored. Sorrel will grow in

^ Many of ray roots died in 1853 and '64
; but those which were

left produced abundantly, continuing in use about three months in

the early part of the season. I have now on trenched ground, two

spades deep, this year (1855) my whole stock. The exposure is

open, and they seem to prefer it to the partial shade I deemed desi-

rable when the foregoing article was written.
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any light, moist soil. It is propagated by seed or dividing

the roots. Sow the last of February, in shallow drills ten

inches apart, and as they come np, thin them to ten inches

in the row ; or part the roots in the autumn and spring,

and set them out at the same distance. Water them oc-

casionally until well established. Keep the plants free

from weeds ; cut down the stalks occasionally in the sum-

mer, and cover the crowns with a very little fresh earth

that they may send up large and tender leaves. When,

in two or three years, the plants begin to dwindle, replant

them in a fresh soil. For seed, let some of the stalks run

up and gather when ripe.

Use.—Sorrel is much used by the French in soups,

sauces, and salads, and also cooked as spinach, and when

cooked in this way with turnip tops is thought to improve

their flavor. Some use the leaves in pies as a substitute

for rhubarb. Sorrel is refrigerant, antiseptic, and a sover-

eign remedy for the scurvy.

Satureja—Savory.

There are two species in cultivation ; the Summer savory,

Satureja hortensis, a hardy annual; and Winter savory,

Satureja montanay a shrubbly perennial—both natives of

Italy, and cultivated for their warm aromatic tastes.

Both may be propagated by seed. Sow in March,

moderately thick in small drills nine inches apart, and

rake in lightly. The soil need be but moderately rich.

The plants may remain to be thinned to six inches apart

for summer savory or the thinnings may be transplanted

to the same distance. Winter savory requires more room,

the plants should be a foot apart. This can be propagated

also by slips, cuttings, or division of the roots. All the

care required is to keep free from weeds. Seed can be
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gathered as it ripens from a root or two left uncut for the

purpose.

Use.—The leaves of these herbs are much employed in

soups, salads, stuffings, &c., on account of their agreeable

pungent flavor. They are also said to possess the desira-

ble power of " expelling fleas from a bed.'' Formerly, they

were much used in medicine. Gathei^ when they come into

bloom and dry for winter use in the shade, pound in a

mortar, pass through a sieve, and put up in bottles closely

stopped and they will retain their fragrance any length

of time.

Scandix Cerefolium—Chervil.

An annual plant, a native of Southern Europe, with

finely divided leaves somewhat resembling parsley. For-

merly it was much cultivated.

It is propagated from seed and should be sown in the

autumn or in February and March. Make the drills very

shallow and nine inches apart, and cover lightly with the

back of the rake. When the leaves are three or four

inches high they are fit for use. Keep them closely cut

and they will afford a succession for some time. Keep
the soil light and free from weeds, and let a few shoots

remain uncut to run up to seed.

Use,—The young leaves have a milder flavor than

parsley and are used in soups and salads, and also boiled.

" Chervil should be eaten " says an old writer, *^ with oil

and vinegar, being first boiled, which is very good for old

people that are dull and without courage ; it rejoiceth

and comforteth the heart and increaseth the strength.'^

It is now nearly out of use, and seldom cultivated.

Scorzonera Uispanica—BcoRZONETiA.

Scorzenera is a hardy tap-rooted perennial, a native of

Sp^in, Italy, and the South of France, and cultivated in
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England since 1576. The stem is two or three feet higb,

few leaved, branched at the top. The flowers are yellow

and syngenesious.

Culture.—It is raised from seed which must be sown

yearly. The soil like that for most root crops, must be

mellow, deep, and fertile. Sow in February or early in

March, in drills ten inches apart and half an inch deep.

When the young plants are two inches high, thin them to

six or eight inches in the drill. Keep the soil mellow and

free from weeds as they advance in growth. In short,

cultivate exactly like salsify. Give water in dry weather.

The roots will be fit to use in August, and may remain in

the ground to be dug as wanted.

To Save Seed.— Let some old plants remain in the

spring, which will shoot up tall stems, and produce ripe

seed.

Use.—The roots are agreeable to the taste and nutritive,

but before use, the bitter outer rind must be scraped off.

It is then boiled and used like salsify or carrots. The
roots continue good all winter. The plant is too similar

to salsify to render its cultivation an object where that is

grown.

Sinajpis—Mustard.

There are two species of sinapis cultivated, the Albdf

usually employed in salads, and the Nigra of which the

seed furnishes the well known condiment.

The soil for mustard should be a good moist loam, but

for a winter crop it may be more dry. White mustard

may be sown any time of the year for a salad in the same

manner as cress, which see. It must be used when the

seed-leaf is just expanded, for if it gets into the rough

leaf it is fit for nothing but greens. For use, cut them

off with a sharp knife. They should be used soon after
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gathering or their good qualities will be much impaired.

The black mustard may be sown from September to

March. It will stand any frost and may be gathered for

greens at any time during the winter. Sow in drills thinly,

eighteen inches apart, hoe the plants as soon as they get

their fourth leaf, thin to three inches, and finally to ten

in the drill. Keep the ground clean and mellow by the

use of the hoe during the season. When the pods change

color, gather, and thresh when perfectly dry. Seed of the

white variety may be raised in the same manner, or a few

plants may be left uncut in the salad bed for this purpose.

Use.—The tender leaves of both species are used for

salads .and should be more cultivated for this purpose.

They are also much cultivated for winter greens, but the

German greens are much superior in quality, and being

quite as hardy and easily cultivated should take their

place. The seeds of the white variety are ground, form-

ing the condiment known as the Durham or London table

mustard, but the flour of the black mustard is that from

which our American table mustard is, or ought to be, made.

The seeds may be ground in a common spice mill or

crushed by a roller on a table. In this country the flour

is usually sifted after grinding, but the French do not

separate the husk, and thus make' a brownish flour, more

powerful and palatable than the other. The mustard of

commerce is much adulterated, being often a compound
of wheat flour and red pepper colored with turmeric. The
seeds used whole are an excellent seasoning to various

kinds of pickles. Mustard is a very agreeable condiment,

assisting digestion and promoting appetite. It is also

much used in medicine both by the faculty and in domes-

tic practice. It is an acrid stimulant, and in large quan-

tities acts as an emetic. The proper dose for the latter is

from a tea to a tablespoonful in a glass of water. Small
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doses of mustard seed swallowed whole in water are often

useful in dyspepsia. Mustard seed is also a local excitant

applied to the skin in a cataplasm, made of the ground

meal with vinegar or lukewarm water; if mixed with

boiling water the acrid principle will not be developed,

Sisymhrium Nasturtium—^Water-cress.

This ifc} a perennial English plant, growing in running

streams. There is but one variety in use. I give its cul-

ture that it may be tried in some of our clear up-country

streams.

The Water-cress likes a clear, cool, running stream,

fresh issuing from a spring, the nearer its source the

better, with the water about an inch and a half deep, with

a sandy or gravelly bottom. They must of course at first

be raised from seed which can be sprinkled at the source

of some gravelly stream. If once established they will

soon propagate from self-sown seed. If the stems get

choked with mud and weeds, they must be taken up and

the beds cleared and replanted. The shoots ought always

to be cut, as breaking injures the plants.

Use.—Water-cresses are generally liked for their warm
pungent taste, and are used alone or in mixed salads.

They are an excellent antiscorbutic and purifier of the

blood and a great favorite w^herever known.

Slum Sisarum—Skirret.

Skirret is a perennial umbelliferous plant from China,

and known in Europe since 1548. It grows a foot high

with pinnate lower leaves. The root is composed of

several fleshy tubers, the size of the little finger, joined at

the crown.

Culture.—Skirret likes a light, rich, rather moist soil,

with the manure applied at the bottom. It will not do
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well m very dry ground in this climate. It is propagated

by seeds or by off-sets of established roots. Seedlings

produce the best roots. Sow any time in march, in drills

an inch deep and ten inches apart. Sprinkle a few radish

seed in the drill as directed for carrots. When the plants

are an inch or two high, thin to six or eight inches apart.

Cultivate like salsify and keep clear from weeds. They

will be fit for use in August but can remain in the ground,

to use as wanted, all winter. Slips of the old roots may
be set out nine inches apart and cultivated in the same

manner. Leave some of the plants in the ground and

they will throw up seed-stalks and ripen seed during the

summer following.

Use.—The tubers are boiled and are very sweet, some-

what like the parsnip, and are thought more palatable.

They are boiled and served up with butter, or cold with

vinegar and oil, and are also cooked like salsify in batter.

It was formerly esteemed as " the sweetest, whitest, and

most pleasant of roots.''

Solanum Lycojpersicum—Tom ato.

The Tomato is a tender annual, a native of South Amer-

ica, and introduced into England in 1596. It belongs

to the same genus with the potato and egg-plant. It is

scarcely twenty years since its culture was commenced in

this country. ^' In 1828-9" says Buist, ** it was almost

detested ; in ten years more, every variety of pill and pana-

cea was " extract of tomato.'^ It was long cultivated in

the flower garden for its beautiful red and yellow fruit,

which was not used for food, but by many considered

poisonous. It is now one of the most popular vegetables

in cultivation, and springs up self-sown in all our gardens.

There are many varieties.

The Large Heel which is cultivated all over the Union, is
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one of the best. It is patty-pan shaped, and extra large

specimens are sometimes six inches in diameter, or as

large as a common bush-squash. One of the best flavored

and very desirable.

Large Smooth Red is a new variety, equally well fla-

vored and a favorite in the kitchen, as it grows regular and

free from knobs.

Cherry is the most common and productive with us,

and is excellent for pickling. It is named from its size

and shape.

Pear- Sharped is of a pink color, firm flesh and few seeds.

Much used for pickling, and excellent for the table.

Large Yellow is early, and of a rather different flavor.

It is a beautiful and excellent sort for preserves.

Gallagher^s Mammoth is the best for home use, a variety

of the large red, having few seeds and very superior in

size and flavor, especially for eating uncooked with pepper,

salt, and vinegar.

The analysis of Large Eed tomato, has been made by
J. H. Salisbury. One thousand pounds of the undried

fruit will produce 3^^^ pounds of ash constituted as

folloA\^s :

—

Carbonic Acid, . . . . .3817

Silicic Acid, 0606
Sulphuric Acid, 0611
Phosphoric Acid and Peroxide of Iron, .8401

Lime, 0026
Magnesia, 0549
Potash, 7191
Soda, 8899
Sodium, 0952
Chlorine, 1472
Organic Acids, .... .1576

3.4100 lbs.
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Soda and tlie phosphates are the most abundant elements,

and may be supplied by common salt and bone-dust if

wanting in the soil, but any soil almost will produce

tomatoes.

Culture.—The tomato likes a light loamy soil, moder-

ately rich. Common salt may be applied as a manure in

small quantities. If the soil is too rich, they will run to

vines, and the fruit ripens late. The culture of the tomato is

very easy in this climate, as abundance of seed will sow

itself if it is once introduced into the garden. But the

finest fruits are not gathered from volunteer plants, but

produced from the seeds of the best specimens maturing

early, and this vegetable is so desirable that it should be

produced as early as possible. A few plants should be

started in the house in boxes, or in a cold bed under glass

in the latter part of February, or early in March, giving

them air, except when there is danger of frost. They can

be sown thinly in rows eight inches apart, and transplanted

into the open ground as soon as frosts are over. Plants should

be kept in reserve, in case of a late frost. The seed may be

sown in the open ground from the middle ofMarch to the first

of May ; sow in drills eight or ten inches apart, and when
they come up, thin them to three inches. Protect them

from frost, as they are exceedingly tender. They are the

easiest things in the world to transplant, and can be safely

removed from the time they are an inch high until the

blossoms appear. It is best however to take them up care-

fully with a trowel, that their growth may not be checked.

Plant them three feet apart each way, or more in very

rich ground. When the young plants come into blossom,

support them by sticks as you would peas. The fruit is

thus earlier and better flavored ; mulching with leaves or

straw is beneficial. Plants for early use should be set out

in a warm exposure, and as soon as the lower fruit is half
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grown, cut off the upper pacrt of the plant above the larger

fruit, that its growth may be stopped, and the fruit below

will be larger, and several days earlier. Ninety per cent,

of the fruit grows within eighteen inches of the ground,

but a large portion of the vines grow above that height.

Tomatoes like the soil about them well hoed, and free

from weeds. Plants grown in the open air, are the more

abundant in bearing, than those forwarded under glass." - In

well-trenched ground, they will continue bearing until frost.

To Save Seed.—Select the largest early fruit, mash with

the hand, and wash the seed from the pulp ; spread out

upon plates and dry in the shade; when dry, put them in

paper bags.

Use.—Few vegetables are prepared in as many different

forms as the tomato. It is pickled when green, and pre-

served when rijpe, it is eaten raw or cooked, it enters into

soups .and sauces, and is prepared in catsups, marmalades,

and omelets. The French, and the Italian^, near Eome
and Naples, raised them by the acre, long before used by

other nations, and it is said, prepared them in an almost in-

finite variety of ways. There are very few preparations into

which it enters, which are not improved by the addition.

Solanum Melongena—Egg-Plant, or Guinea Squash.

The ^^^ plant is a tender annual, a native of Africa,

whence its name Guinea Squash. It was introduced into

England in 1597. The varieties of purple egg-plant are

the only ones used in cooking, the white variety being

raised for ornament. Egg-plant derives its name from the

white variety, which when small bear§ a close resemblance

to an Q^^. The egg-plant when first introduced, was not

regarded with much favor for culinary purposes, but is now

rapidly working its way upwards in general esteem. All

the egg-plants grow finely in this climate.

12
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Large Prickly-Summed Purple is the largest variety,

often growing to a diameter of eight inches, shape slightly

oval, and dark purple color.

Long Purple is perhaps the best kind for family use, as

it is ten days earlier than the other varieties, and though

not growing so large, is very prolific in fruit.

The fruit of the purple egg-plant has been analyzed by
J. 'H. Salisbury. One thousand pounds of the undried

fruit will yield 6 ,-J-o
pounds of ash, constituted as follows :—

Carbonic Acid, .

Silicic Acid,....
Sulphuric Acid,

Phosphoric Acid and Peroxide of Iron
Lime, . . .

Magnesia,- ....
Potash, . . . ,

Soda,

Sodium, ....
Chlorine, ....
Organic Acids,

.2889

.1038

.2898

1.7595

.0046

.0828

1.2496

1.9525

.0686

.1057

.1341

6.0399

Over two-thirds of the fruit is made up of potash, soda,

and phosphates. Salt, ashes and bone-dust, or better, super-

phosphate of lime, may be freely applied to the soil for this

crop.

Culture.—Egg-plants require a light, loamy, rich soil to

bring their fruit early to perfection. They like the soil

manured with half decayed leaves, well dug in. To have

them early, sow them in a hot-bed, or in a cold frame

under glass, the latter part of February, or early in March.

The rows may be six or eight inches apart, made shallow

and the earth pressed upon the seed. Keep the sash care-

fully closed until the plants are up, and then give air in

warm days. Egg-plants succeed best with a small frame to
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themselves, as they like a higher heat than is desirable

for other plants; if this should be a small hot-bed, it suits

them all the better. When the plants are two inches high,

transplant into another frame under glass and put the

plants two inches apart, and they will grow stout and

more hardy for out-door planting. It is a good plan to prick

them out in small pots. They can thus be planted out

with the ball of earth entire. Do not put them out until

settled warm weather, for if the plants get chilled while

young, their growth is so checked that they never fully

recover.

Plants can also be raised in the open ground, but must

not be sown until early in April, for these one transplant-

ing will be sufficient. Prepare the final bed for egg-plants

by making trenches three feet apart, burying in them old

cabbage stumps, corn stalks and other vegetable refuse, and

covering them with soil twelve inches deep, in which plant

out the egg-plants two feet apart in the row. Water
abundantly until established. Keep the ground well hoed

and free from weeds, and earth up the plants a little, from

time to time. Twelve to twenty plants will be enough.

For Seed,—Allow one of the largest fruits from a prolific

plant to ripen seed. It will keep three or four years.

Use.—Egg-plant is used by the French in various ways
in soups and stews, but generally cut in thin slices, and fried

in batter. They are not commonly liked at first, but after

a few trials become very agreeable to most tastes, and are

esj:eemed a delicacy. They are fit for use when some two

or three inches in diameter, and continue until the seeds

begin to change color. They are not unwholesome, but

cannot be very nourishing, as they contain a very large

proportion of water.

To Fry.—Out the egg-plant in slices a quarter of an

inch thick. To remove the acfid taste, pile the slices on
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a plate, with alternate layers of salt; raise one side of the

plate, that the juice may run off. In half an hour wash them

well in fresh water, and fry them quite brown in batter.

Solanum Tuberosum—Potato.

The Irish potato is a perennial plant, cultivated for its

tuberous roots. It is reported to have been brought into

England from Virginia, by Raleigh in 1854, but as he never

visited Virginia, he probably obtained it from some other

portion of this continent. Though called the Irish potato

it is really a native of the mountain parts of South Amer-

ica, whence roots have recently been obtained differing

very little from the cultivated varieties. Notwithstanding

its excellejice ^nd complete adaptation to the English cli-

mate, it appears to have come slowly into use. Raleigh

planted it on his Irish estate near Cork, but it is only

within about a hundred years that its culture has been

general even in Ireland. In 1780, very few individuals

in this country raised as large a crop as five bushels. Of

the numerous varieties at this time, the best perhaps for

garden culture are :

—

Fox Seedling.—A medium sized, round, white potato, of

fine flavor when it first matures, but does not keep for win-

ter. Liable to the rot.

Mercer,—Long, kidney shaped, flattish, full of eyes, and

often knobbed, spotted with pink at the small end. It is

early and productive, but liable to the rot.

Mammoth J^utmeg,—Is a new variety, highly recom-

mended by Mapes as productive, and not liable to decay.

It produces seed, showing that it still possesses more con-

stitutional vigor than most other varieties.

Many other varieties have great celebrity in different

sections of the country, among which are Early Kidneys,

Pink Eyes, Foxite, Blue Jackets, &c. But the fact is, all
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are constitutionally liable to the rot. Besides for this cli-

mate we need an Irish potato that will continue in growth

nearly all the season, as they ripen too early with us to be

easily kept in their dry mealy state. Any one who would

obtain the potato balls from the wild plant in its native

habitation, and originate therefrom new varieties adapted

to the climate of this section of the Union, would deserve

the thanks of the entire. South. We buy northern tubers

which are infested with disease, and after our crop is ma-
tured, frequently one-half decays. The potato disease is

a very mysterious malady, and the only ground of hope

of ever seeing it eradicated or even checked is by resorting

to the wild plant, and raising from it a new and vigorous

stock. This may not be successful, but it is really worthy

of trial, and if not brought about by private enterprise,

should be an object of public attention.*

The analysis of the ash of Axbridge kidney potatoes,

by Herapath, is given below :

—

Carbonic Acid, . . . . 21.40
*^—Sulphuric Acid, .... 3.24

Phosphoric Acid, . . . 3.77

Potassa, . . . . . 55.61

Soda, . . , . . tVace

Chloride of Sodium,
. . . . trace

Carbonate of Lime, . . . 3.02
" " Magnesia, . . . 1.26

Sulphate of Lime, . . . .12

Phosphate of Lime, . , . 3.83
" Magnesia, . . 7.55

Basic Phosphate of Sesquioxide of Iron, .06

Silica, 12

99.98

* This has been undertaken by Mr. C. E. Goodrich, of Utica, New
York, by whom tubers and seeds raised directly from the wild plant,

and in spme degree free from the tendency to disease, are ofifered for

sale.
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Potash and phosphate of magnesia are the most import-

ant inorganic elements of the plant. Wood ashes will

furnish most of the constituents required from the soil.

Culture.—The Irish potato likes^a cool moist climate,

and a cool moist soil like that of Ireland. The soil should

be well enriched with vegetable and not with animal

manure. The best potatoes in this country are grown in

the cool and hilly sections of the north, and the best there

are grown by simply turning nicely over a meadow sward
;

upon this the rows are laid off shallow, and the clover

sods are often so tough with matted roots when planting

(having been newly turned over)» that earth is with diffi-

culty obtained to cover the potatoes. Soon decomposition

commences, a gentle heat is given out, and by the .time

the potatoes are ready for the first working they can be

ploughed with ease. At the second working, when the

plants are laid by, the soil is mellow as an ash heap,

the young plant the mean while being supplied with moist-

ure, and the very food required to perfect its tubers, and

render them farinaceous and nutritive. At the south, in

our gardens we cannot obtainsuch a soil, but we can very

much improve the yield, and especially the quality of our

Irish potatoes by imitating it as near as possible. We can

dig into the soil vegetable matter to decompose, such as

leaves, garden refuse of all kinds, and pine straw. Even
tan bark is not a bad application to the potato crop, and

the potato and strawberry are the only plants to which I

would apply it. I applied it to a small plat at the rate of

fifty two-horse loads to the acre, with plenty of leached

ashes. The potato crop was excellent both in quantity

and quality, and I think the tan materially promoted its

growth. The soil has not ' a trace of undecomposed tan-

bark in it ; but from a poor red clay is now a light dark

garden mould. A great reason for applying vegetable
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manure to tins plant is the superior quality of the tubers

produced. Liebig first remarked that ammoniacal manures

injure the quality of the potato, though they increase the

size and quantity. If manured with strong animal manure

the tubers are moist and waxy, while if grown upon a soil

manured with ashes, lime, and an abundant supply of car-

bonaceous manures, such as decaying vegetable matter,

the produce is far more starchy and nutritive. This is

reasonable, for^ starch and the woody fibre of decompos-

ing vegetable matter are very similar in chemical composi-

tion. Apply strong dung, if you like waxy potatoes. I

believe some really prefer them. Indeed an excellent old

lady with whom I boarded was one. We had been using

for some weeks from her garden some of the most waxy
and indifferent potatoes I ever tasted, the product of a soil

altogether too rich in ammoniacal matter for this plant.

One day at the dinner table, a dish of dry white farina-

ceous tubers made their appearance, whose jackets bursting

with mealiness would have made an Irishman's eyes

water. It was a change, and we were quietly enjoying it,

when our good hostess broke the silence with the remark :

" These potatoes are not so good to-day as we have been

having from our own garden ; somehow they don't seem to

be as juicy. /"—the last characteristic to be thought of in

a good potato.

Peabody's mode of raising Irish potatoes in this climate,

cannot be improved. " As soon after Christmas as possi-

ble, plow or spade up the piece of ground designed for

the potato patch,, and lay it off ih furrows two feet wide,

and eight or ten inches deep ; now fill the furrow with

decomposed straw or leaves (wheat or pine straw will an-

swer J, cut the potatoes once in two, and place them six

inches apart cut side downwards upon the straw ; now
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level the top of the ridge, covering seed, straw and all

with earth; then cart on straw scattering it evenly

eighteen inches deep ; two feet will be better. The winter

rains will beat down the straw compactly ; decomposition

commencing in the straw in the furrow, and in that next

the ground, the potato sprouts force their way up

through the straw, and should an untimely frost nip the

tops, the tubers are not affected by it as when in the

ground, the tops will push up through the straw, and

eventually cover the whole patch with their dark green

foliage. The evenness of temperature with the moisture

of the decomposing straw, will keep the potatoes always

mealy. In the dryest season the yield will be greater

than when planted in the ordinary way, and when once

planted, it • is an end of culture until they are taken out

for the table. The same piece of ground will improve in

productiveness for years as the straw decomposes. Many
have failed in this mode of culture from the fact that they

have not applied half straw enough.'*

But good as the above mode undoubtedly is, many of

us cannot get the straw required for this manner of culture,

while we are not disposed to do without Irish potatoes. All

we can do is to incorporate with the soil abundance ofvegeta-

] le matter of any kind we can get, and plant the early crop in

January, and the main crop the last of February, laying off

the ground in deep furrows or trenches two and a quarter

feet apart ; in these depositing a good sprinkling of lime, char-

coal, leached ashes, and bone-dust, or such of these as can

be obtained. ' On this the cut potatoes are to be laid at

eight inches apart, as above. If on each set a teaspoonful

of gypsum or plaster of Paris be sprinkledrthe yield will

be very much increased. The seed is better, if cut a few

days before planting and spread out to dry. Large pota
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ioes will make three or four sets. Fill up the furrow with

earth, and if this be mixed with tan-hark, the potatoes will

like it all the better.

When the young vines^appear, if there is danger of frost,

they can be protected by covering them with earth. This

should not be done unless needed, and the earth should be

carefully drawn back after the danger is over. It is better

to plant the main crop sufficiently late to avoid all danger

of frost. As soon as the shoots appear, give the young

plants frequent and deep hoeings, keeping the soil deep

and mellow, and drawing a little earth up to the stem in a

broad, flat hill. Cease working them when the blossom-

buds appear. When the tops decay, and the plants are

ripe, dig them, and spread in a cool, dry place. If they

sprout, the shoots should be rubbed off, as they injure the

flavor of the potato. A change of seed once in three or

four years is an advantage, but there is no use in buying

fresh seed every year. It is believed that potatoes culti-

vated and manured as directed above are much less sub-

ject to the potato-rot, the ravages of which have recently

almost depopulated Ireland. Schleiden attributes the rot

to the long continued use of nitrogenous manures. Still

the great hope of a permanent escape from this disease is

to go back for our seed once more to the healthy wild

stock. To keep them eatable, rub off the sprouts as fast

as they appear. If allowed to grow they become Avaxy.

Use.—The tubers of the Irish potato, consisting chiefly

of starch, and having no peculiarity of taste, approach

nearer in their nature to the flour of grain than any other

root. Hence it is almost universally liked, and can be

continually used by the same individual, without becom-

ing unpalatable. Potatoes are boiled, baked, roasted, or

fried. When long kept, the best ones are selected, boiled^

12*
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and mashed, before going to the table. Starch can be

manufactured from potatoes ; also ardent spirits.

To Boil.—A very common way, described by Peabody,

is to " put them into cold water, boil them" a couple of

hours or so, peel them, and grease them over with rancid

butter, and place them cold upon the table. This is the

acme of the gastronomic art with some.'' A very good

way is the following :—Wash the potatoes, and cut off the

ends
;
put them into boiling water, and boil briskly from

twenty minutes to half an hour* drain off the water, and

they are ready for the table. The skins may be removed

before bringing to the table; but this is not so good a plan.

If the potatoes remain, after cooking, without being brought

to the table, they should be kept warm and dry in the pot,

uncovered, near the fire

Spinacea Oleracea—Spinach.

Spinach is a hardy annual, native of Spain and Persia

;

cultivated in English gardens since 1568, and probably

long before. Some refer its origin to Western Asia. The
leaves are large, stems hollow, and the male and female

flowers produced on different plants. Its name, spinacea,

is derived from the Latin, spina, a thorn, on a(^count of the

pricklj^ seed of one variety. There are two sorts in gen-

eral cultivation, viz. :

—

The Prickly is much raised in cold climates; being

hardier, and more able to endure the severity of the win-

ter. It has triangular leaves, and is much inferior to the

Round-Leaved.—Leaves more round, and still more full

and fleshy; will stand our winters without protection,

and is the better variety" for this climate.

Flanders spinach has prickly seeds, and is a good

variety, though little known here.
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Spinach lias been analyzed by Eichardson, with the

following result :

—

Potassa, 9.69

Soda, .... 34.96
Lime, . . . 13.11

Magnesia, 5.29

Sulphuric Acid,

Silicic Acid,
9.30

3.16

Phosphoric Acid, .

Phosphate of Iron,

Chloride' of Sodium,

7.89

8.67

7.93

100.00

The lime and salt mixture with superphosphate of lime

will supply most of the inorgania elements required by
spinach.

Culture.—For the winter crop, a light dry, but fertile

soil is preferable ; while for spring sowings, to have them
long in use, a rich moist loam is desirable. Give them

an open situation. The earth should be well pulverized

before sowing, as fine tilth greatly promotes vigorous

growth. Spinach is propagated from seed so easily, and

is so valuable for winter greens, that no garden should

be without it. The first crop should be sown early in

October, in drills an inch deep, and a foot apart, scat-

tering the seed thinly. Sow the seed, if possible, in

showery weather, or if dry, water it, for if moisture be

wanting during the early stages of vegetation, not half the

seed will come up. Thin them by degrees, separating

them at first only an inch or two as the plants grow fit for

use. Thinning should commence when they attain four

leaves an inch or so in breadth. The plants must finally

stand for the prickly spinach, five inches, and the round

leaf, eight inches in the drill. Keep the rows frequently

hoed and free from weeds. Hoe in dry weather. Spinach
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kept clean and thinned to the proper distance, is not so

liable to die out in winter. Frequent hoeing greatly pro-

motes health and growth. This sowing will be fit to

gather in November, and last until spring. Another sow-

ing should be made in January and February, to keep up

a succession, until other vegetables come on abundantly.

Regular gathering greatly promotes the health of the

plants. The outer leaves only should be used, leaving the

centre uninjured to supply successive crops. At the end

of the winter, the soil between the rows of the winter-

standing crop should be gently stirred to assist their pro-

duction in early spring. For spinach and all other jplants

cultivated for their leaves, the soil cannot be too rich.

For Seed.—Some of the latest plants of the standing

crop should be allowed to run up to seed ; let these plants

be eight or ten inches apart. Spinach is dioecious, and the

plants left that do not bear seed must not be pulled up, as

they are needed to fertilize the others until the seed is set.

When ripe, pull the plants, dry thoroughly on a cloth,

and beat out and store the seed in paper bags. Spinach

seed will keep three years.

Use.—Spinach and German Greens are the best plants

to raise for a supply of winter and early spring greens.

Ko frost will hurt them, and one who has tried them will

hardly be induced to fall back upon mustard and turnip

tops. It is really one of the most valuable plants in the

garden. Spinach eaten freely is laxative and cooling; it is

not very nutritive, but very wholesome. It is so innocent

that it is permitted to be eaten in diseases where most

vegetables are proscribed. The leaves are very tender

and succulent, and of a most beautiful green when boiled.

The juice is often used for coloring various culinary pre-

parations.

To Boil.—Out off all the roots, wash out all insects and
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grit, and put in boiling water with a teaspoonful of salt

;

boil ten or fifteen minutes. When done, drain through a

colander, press out the moisture, and serve with butter

and a little salt.

Tetragonia Expansa—New Zealand Spinach.

An annual plant brought by Sir Joseph Banks, from

New Zealand, in 1772, with thick, succulent, pale green

procumbent leaves, deltoid in shape, and with small green

inconspicuous flowers. It grows four or five feet high.

The common Spinach fails entirely in summer, but this

variety, if well, watered, grows freely and produces

leaves of the greatest succulency in hot weather. White

Beet or Swiss Chard, however, is a vegetable more easily

cultivated and preferable in every way for general culti-

vation in our climate.

Culture.—New Zealand Spinach may be sowed early in

April. The best soil is a deep, moist loam, deeply dug

and enriched by a liberal supply of good manure. Make
the drills three feet apart, and scatter the seed about six

inches apart in the drill, and cover them an inch deep.

Thin out the plants, when well established, to, twenty

inches apart. Those taken up after filling any vacancies in

the drill maybe reset in another bed. Take them up with

the trowel and balls of earth, so as not to check their growth.

Water until the plants are established, and liberally in dry

weather all summer. Keep the ground thoroughly tilled

and free from weeds, that the plants may make a luxuri-

ant growth. In fiYQ or six weeks the young leaves may
begin to be picked off. Preserve the leading shoot, and the

branches will continue long in bearing, as in autumn they

survive a pretty heavy frost. Twenty plants are enough.

Seed may be gathered as it ripens, dried carefully in

the shade, and put up in paper bags.
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• jjse,—It is prepared for the table like common spinach.

It has somewhat the spinach flavor ; but there is a softness

and mildness about it, which make it preferred by many.

The seeds in a green state, make an excellent pickle.

Thymus Vulgaris—Thyme.

Common, or garden thyme, is a low, evergreen undershrub,

a native of Spain, Italy, and Greece, cultivated in English

gardens since 1548, and probably earlier. Its name. Thy-

mus, comes from the Greek word for courage ; as it was

thought to renew the strength and spirits. It has a pleas-

ant aromatic smell, and a warm pungent taste.

Lemon Thyme ( Thymus CitriodorusJ is also a low trailing

evergreen shrub, seldom rising above four or six inches

high. It has a strong smell of lemons, which gives it its

common name.

Culture.—Thyme is raised by seed, cuttings and divid-

ing the roots. A poor, light, dry soil, is suitable. The
root slips may be set out in rows six inches apart each

way. The seeds are very small, and should be sown in

moist weather, and the soil for their reception made very

fine. Sow the last of February or early in March, and

rake the seed in lightly with the back, of the rake. Press

the surface gently with a board or the back of a spade.

Make the drills six inches apart and very shallow. Water
lightly in hot dry weather, both before and after the

plants are up. Let them remain in the drills, or trans-

plant when two or three inches high. Thin the plants to

six inches apart, keep free from weeds while the plants

are small.

Thyme is often used as an edging. ' A very small plat is

enough for any family.

For Seed.—It bears seed abundantly, if permitted. The
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Spikes should be gathered as it ripens, before it is washed

out by the rain. Dry upon a cloth in the shade.

Use,—The young leaves and tops are used in soups,

stuffings and sauces. They can be dried and preserved

like other herbs; but in this climate it is unnecessary, as

it is evergreen. Thyme tea is a cure for the headache,

and an excellent tonic. The essfential oil contains

camphor.

Tragofogon Forrifolms—Salsify or Vegetable
Oyster.

Salsify is a hardy, tap-rooted biennial, a native of Eng-

land and various other parts of Europe, with long taper-

ing root of a fleshy white substance, the herbage smooth

glaucous*, and the flower-stem three or four feet high, the

flower of a dull purple color and syngenesious.

Salsify likes a light, mellow soil, dug very deeply, as

for carrots and other tap-rooted plants. Soav in Febru-

ary or March (earlier if you choose), in drills an inch deep,

and a foot apart. Sow rather thickly. An ounce of seed

will sow a square rod. Scarlet radish may also be sown

thinly in the same drills. When an inch high, thin the

plants, and continue by degrees until the plants are six

inches apart. If the soil is deep and moist, they will

grow all summer and not run up to seed. Watering in

dry weather, especially with guano water, will greatly

invigorate the plants. Cultivate the soil, and keep it free

from weeds, as you would for beets and carrots. The
roots will be fit for use in August, and may remain in the

ground all winter, to be pulled as wanted.

For Seed.—Leave, or transplant some of the best plants

in spring, which will produce seed abundantly. Gather

and dry in the heads, where they may be kept until

wanted.
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Use.—The stalks of old plants are sometimes cut in the

spring, as a substitute for asparagus. The roots are boiled

or stewed like carrots, and have a mild, sweet flavor, be-

ing wholesome, palatable and tolerably nutritive. They

are said to be excellent for consumptive patients; but are

mostly cooked to imitate oysters, to which the flavor has

some resemblance.

To Cook.—Scrape the roots lightly and soak in water

one hour. Boil until tender. Take out, drain, and make a

batter of milk and eggs beaten up with a little flour; grate

the roots fine, add an ^g^ well beaten and press them into

small, flat balls the size of oysters, dip them in the batter

and roll in grated cracker or crumbs of bread, and fry in

hot lard until of a light brown color, and they are ready

for the table.

Tropaolvm Majus—^Nasturtium, or Indian Cress.

The nasturtium is here a hardy annual, a native of Peru,

where it is a true perennial. It was introduced into

England in 1681. The stalks are long and trailing, leaves

have their petioles fixed at the centre. Flowers are hel-

met-shaped, of a rich, brilliant orange, and continue, from

Iheir first appearance, all summer; and if not so common,

would be thought very beautiful. Trojpmohim Minor, the

Indian cress, is less productive.

Culture.—Nasturtiums flourish in a moist soil, but do

best in a good, fresh loam. If the soil is too rich, the

plants are luxuriant, but do not bear so abundantly, and

the berries are of inferior flavor. Give them an open sit-

uation. Sow the seed early in March, three or four inches

apart, in drills an inch deep, covering the seed three-

fourths of an inch. The seed must be of the preceding

year's growth. They may be sown by the side of a fence

or trellis. If more than one row is sown, they should be at
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least four feet apart. Thin the plants, when they are well

up, to a foot in the drill. Hoe the ground well, and keep

down the weeds. If sown in the open ground, support

them as you would peas with lattice or brush. Give the

plants a little assistance iii fastening themselves to the

trellis. Water in dry weather. Gather the fruit when
full grown, while still fresh and green.

For Seed.—Let some of the berries mature, gather them
as they ripen, spread them to dry and harden, and store in

paper bags.

Use.'—The flowers and young leaves are used in salads,

and have a warm taste like water cress. The flowers are

used with those of borage in garnishing dishes. The ber-

ries, gathered green and pickled, form an excellent substi-

tute for capers.

Vida Faba—English Broad Bean.

The English Broad Bean is an annual, from two to four

feet high, with white, fragrant papilionaceous flowers,

with a black spot in the middle of the wings ; seed pods

thick, long, woolly within, enclosing large, ovate, flat

seeds, for the sake of which it is much cultivated in Eu-

rope. It is a native of Egypt, and has been cultivated

from time immemorial.

Mazagan is sweet and agreeable in flavor, and pro-

duces well if planted early. Far the most productive

variety with me.

Long Pod.—Stalks rise about three feet high, bears

well ; the pods are long, narrow, and well filled with

seeds.

Cvlture—This is not a very important crop in this cli-

mate, as the other beans are far better and more easily cul-

tivated. ,To give variety to early garden products, a few

may be planted in drills eighteen inches apart, and two
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inches m the row, in October, November, or December.

Thej like a dry soil, moderately rich, and a sheltered sit-

uation, to promote their growth during the winter. The

frost will not injure them. When two inches high, hoe

between and draw the earth about the stems of the plants.

Continue this during their growth. When the plants come

into bloom, take off two or three inches of the tops of the

stems, which will increase the crop and hasten its maturity.

The crop should be gathered before they are full grown,

while they are still tender and delicate.

To Save Seed.—Allow a portion of the crop to remain

until ripe. Thresh for use.

Use,—The English use these beans while young and.

tender, as we do green peas. They must be cooked very

young, and in the same manner ; or may be boiled with

bacon.

Tea Mays—Indian Corn.

Indian Corn is a native plant, found distributed in all

the milder climates of America at its discovery. It is of

more universal culture than any other plant on this conti-

nent, and can be made to produce more food per acre than

any other grain.

The best garden varieties are the

Extra Early—-vvith short ears, small cob, and large

grains, which are of excellent flavor. It can be grown fit

for the table in six weeks from the time of planting.

Eight-rowed Sugar.—Ears of larger size, grow two or

more on a stalk, remain in a milky state, and fit for the

table a long time
;
grains, when dry, are small and shriv-

elled; of very sweet and excellent flavor when boiled.

Old Colony Sweet.—A new variety, of the highest repu-

tation, I have not yet cultivated.

Stoweirs Evergreen Sweet Ctnrn.—A twelve-rowed variety,
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with ears larger than the Eight-rowed. The grains resemble

the Sugar Corn, hut are thinner when dry. It produces well,

and is quite as good. It is also said, if the husks are

allowed to remain on the ears, secured by a string at the

smaller end, and kept in a cool, dry place, the grains will

continue milky, and fit for use for several months after

being picked. It is doubtful whether, they could be thus

kept in our climate ; but, at all events, it is a very excel-

lent table corn, and keeps green longer than any other

variety.

The three latter varieties are more injured by the corn-

worm, as our planters call the insect that eats into the end

of the ear, than the common corn of the country. The
insect chooses the higli-flavored varieties in preference.

He should be crushed wherever found.

Spengel found in 100.000 parts of maize grain, 1312

parts of inorganic matter, and in 100.000 parts of maize

stalk, 3985 parts of inorganic matter, consisting of

GRAIN,

Potash, . . 200
Soda, 250
Lime, . . 35
Magnesia, 128
Alumina, . 16

Oxide of Iron, . trace

Oxide of Manganese, —
Silica, . . . 434
Sulphuric acid. . 17

Phosphoric acid, 224
Chlorine, 8

189
4

652
236

6

4
20

2708
106
54
6

1312 3985

Maize likes a soil abounding in soluble silica. Gypsum
and ashes, experience has proved, the best special manures.

Sweet corn has much less starch than the other varieties

;
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but much more sugar and extract. It has also a greater

portion of dextrine and gum.

Culture.—In the Northern States, a dry soil and a hot

season are required to produce large crops of corn. Here

we raise far better crops in moist seasons, and on moist

bottom lands. Eich, deep loam affords the plant plenty

of moisture and nourishment, which the . corn likes. The
garden corn will bear very thick planting. Get your seed

from the north at least every two years, if you would

have early crops, as the earliest sorts gradually grow later

here. Plant as soon as the season gets mild, about the

first of March in this climate, or when the peach is well in

bloom.

Let the ground be deeply ploughed or spaded ; then lay

off in hills three feet apart each way. If the ground is

not rich, place a shovelful of decayed manure to each

hill. Fresh dung can be immediately applied to corn, if

spread before ploughing, and well turned in. Plant fLW(^

grains to a hill, and cover two inches deep. When they are

up, thin out to three. Hoe deeply, and often. In fact, corn

cannot be hoed too much for its good while young. Draw
the earth each time a little over the stalk. Plant on any

spot that happens to be vacant, every three weeks, until

the first of August here, and a month later in the low

country, if the early varieties are used. Corn is a gross

feeder, and cannot ^^t too much manure. It should be

soaked in a solution of saltpetre twelve hours before plant-

ing. A sprinkling of guano about the hill is beneficial, if

it does not touch the seed. Corn is much improved by
giving the plants, at their first hoeing, a teaspoonful of

gypsum to each hill, or a pint of ashes, or as much of the

charcoal poudrette. Chickens, birds, and squirrels can be

prevented from pulling up the corn, by soaking it twelve

hours before planting in water, then stirring briskly the
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seed in a vessel containing a little tar mixed with warm

water ; thus giving each grain a thin coat. After which,

for convenient handling, it is to be rolled in as much ashes,

gypsum, or lime, as it will take up. One-half bushel of

corn requires a pint of tar and a gallon of warm water,

with as much ashes as will stick to the grain. It is effect-

ual against birds, squirrels,, &c.; while the seed vegetates

freely, if previously soaked.

For Seed,—Select the best ears from stalks that bear

more than one.

Use.—Indian Corn is prepared in a greater variety of

ways for the table than any other grain. In fact, the

modes of preparation alone would almost fill a volume.

That from the garden is mostly boiled green. Green corn

can be very easily preserved for winter use, by cutting off

the kernels after boiling, and drying in a shaded, airy

place. The sweet corn only should be used for this pur-

pose.



MEDICINAL HERBS.

A FEW roots of the most useful of these should be found

in every garden. The following is a description of those

most used in families, including their medical qualities,

and ample directions for their cultivation. The medicinal

properties of many of these depend upon their aromatic

qualities, and they are never so fragrant and full of vir-

tue when grown upon ground highly manured. Cham-
omile, lavender, rosemary, rue, wormwood, and many
others, lose much of their strength when forced into rank

growth. Common garden soil, without manuring, is quite

good enough. Whenever the plants begin to decline, take

away the old surface soil, and apply fresh, or set out new
plants in fresh ground.

Medicinal, pot, or sweet herbs, as a general rule, should

be gathered when in bloom, and dried carefully and thor-

oughly in the shade. When thoroughly dry, press them
closely into paper bags, or powder them finely; sift, and
keep in closely-stopped bottles.

ANETHUM.

Anethum GraveoUns—Dill.

An annual, a native of Southern Europe, and also of

the Cape of Good Hope. Cultivated for its seeds, which

have an aromatic odor, and a warm, pungent, and some-

what bitter taste. Medicinally, they are good for flatu-

lence and colic in infants. The leaves are sometimes

used for culinary purposes, and the seeds are occasionally

added to pickled cucumbers to heighten the flavor.

(286)
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Sow the seeds either early in the spring, or soon after

they are ripe, in a light soil. Thin, if crowded, and keep

clean.

Aineihum FcBniculum-^Yennel.

Fennel is a hardy, aromatic, perennial plant from the

South of Europe, growing wild on the banks of rivers,

and perhaps quite as properly belongs to the culinary as

the medicinal department of the garden. It has a finely

divided leaf, and tall umbel-bearing stems, crowned with

small yellow flowers.

Culture,—^Fennel will grow in almost any soil. It is

propagated by offsets, parting the roots, or by seed ; all

which modes may be successfully practised at any time

between October and April.

The best season, however, for sowing the seed is when

it ripens in the fall. If planted, set them one foot apart.

If sown, in drills twelve inches asunder. The seed may
be sown moderately thick, about half an inch deep, and

the earth pressed upon them. When the young plants

are four or five inches high, thin them out to ten or tw^Jve

inches. Those taken up may be planted out to enlarge

the bed. Water them freely, if the weather is dry. Keep

the plants free from weeds, which is all the cultivation

required. If the seed is not desired, the stems should be

cut do^n as often as they run up ; for, if allowed to ripen

seed, the old plants will last but few years. But this is of

little consequence, as plenty of self-sown seedlings will be

ready to take their place. Eight or ten roots are enough

for any family. It should be kept within proper limits, as

it is much inclined to spread.

Use.—Fennel is a good deal used, in continental Europe,

in soups, fish-sauces, garnishes, and salads. It is also con-

siderably used in England, but less with us. The Italians
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blanch and eat the stalks like celery. A little fennel seed

sometimes gives an agreeable variety in flavoring apple-

sauce and pies. But it is most used medicinally. The

seeds are carminative and stimulant, and in an infusion are

excellent for the flatulent colic of infants.

Angelica Archangelica—Angelica.

A native of many parts of Northern Europe. It is a

biennial plant, rising from three to five feet hi^. The
whole plant is powerfully aromatic. Its roots have a

fragrant, agreeable odor, and at first a sweetish taste

which soon turns acrid in the mouth. Its mc^dical proper-

ties are aromatic, stimulant and ^&ni\j tonic.

Its stalks were formerly blanched and eaten like celery,

but it is now mostly cultivated to make a sweetmeat from

them when young and tender. They are also candied by
the confectioners.

Sow the seed one foot apart in August or September,

and when they get about four inches high, the next spring,

set them in rows two feet apart. Though the plant is

only a biennial, yet by cutting down the seed-stalk when-

ever it rises, the same plant may be preserved several

seasons. Angelica likes a moist, cool soil.

Anthemis nohilis—Chamomile.

A perennial, a native of England, cultivated for its

flowers, which have a bitter aromatic taste, and are in

small doses a useful tonic, but given largely, act as an

emetic. An infusion of them improves digestion and gives

tone to the disordered stomach. The flowers are some-

times chewed as a substitute for tobacco.

It is best propagated by dividing the roots in spring.

Keep the ground free from weeds.
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Gather the flowers when just in full bloom and dry in

the shade.

ARTEMISIA.

Artemisia Absinthium—Wormwood.

A native of Europe, perennial, cultivated much in gar-

dens. Its odor is strong and fragrant, and its taste aroma-

tic but intensely bitter. It is cultivated for the tops or

extremities of the branches. Its properties are tonic,

diuretic, and it is a vermifuge. The dried leaves steeped

in vinegar are a very useful application to fresh bruises,

for which it is well worth cultivating. It is also usefully

employed in antiseptic fomentations.

Wormwood likes a calcareous soil, and may be raised

either by cuttings, seeds, or dividing the roots. Cultiva-

ted same as hyssop ; roots being eighteen inches apart.

A dry, poor soil is necessary to bring out the peculiar

virtues of this plant.

Artemisia Abrotanum—Southernwood.

Is very nearly allied to the above, both being species

of the same genus, and similar as to medical properties. Like

wormwood, it has a grateful odor, but it is not much used

in medicine from its nauseous taste. It is a stimulant,

vermifuge, and emmenagogue.

For culture, see " Hyssop."

Borago Officinalis—Borage.

An annual European plant. The tender tops, young

leaves, and flowers, are sometimes used as a salad by the

French, and boiled by the Italians.

Medicinally it was formerly thought endowed with

very great virtues, and numbered among the four cordial

flowers.

Old Girard says, ** Those of our time do use the flowers

13
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in salads, and to exhilarate and to make the mind glad.

There be many things made of them used for the comfort

of the heart, to drive away sorrow and increase the joy

of the minde.'* The plant is not much used now except

as an ingredient in the drink called " a cool tankard," made

(if wine, water, lemon-juice, and sugar, to which a few of

the tender leaves seem to give additional coolness.

Sow early in March or last of February, broadcast, and

a little thinning and weeding is all the attention that will

be needed.

Carum Ca rui—CA RAWAY.

A native of England and various other countries of

Europe. It is a biennial plant, well known to the ancients.

Pliny mentions it. Caraway is cultivated for its seeds,

which are useful in confectionery ; as in cakes, comfits,

&;c., and the leaves are sometimes used in soups. The
roots are said to excel those of the parsnip, being formerly

cooked and used in the same manner. Medicinally the

seeds are used in an infusion for flatulence. Sow in

March or in the autumn, and thin so as to give each plant

a foot of room. Keep free from weeds. The autumn

sowing will give seed the next season.

Centaurea Bemdida—Blessed Thistle.

An annual from Spain, and the Levant. An infusion

of the leaves is used as a stomachic, to produce an appe-

tite : if strong, it promotes perspiration.

Sow the seed in autumn, in light earth. Thin, and

keep free from weeds. Gather the herb in flower and dry

with great care, as it is very apt to mould.

This plant had formerly a great reputation, but it is

now little used. The taste is very bitter and the smell

disagreeable.
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Coriandrum Sativum—Coriander.

An annual from the East ; also grows naturally in the

South of Europe. Some like its tender leaves for soups

and salads, but it is raised mostly for its seeds which have

a pleasant aromatic taste, though the smell is disagreeable.

Coriander seed is carminative and stomachic. It is often

used to disguise tlie taste of medicines, but it is principally

employed in confectionery.

Sow the seed in March, where they are to remain, in

drills ten inches apart. Do this in dry weather and

thin the plants to four inches, and keep free from weeds.

Eupatoriu7n Perfoliatum—Thoroughwort, or Boneset.

A native of most of the United States, which, if not

found growing wild in the vicinity, should be cultivated,

as it is one of the best herbs in family practice. It has a

faint odor, an intensely bitter taste, and is slightly astrin-

gent. Its medicinal virtues are diaphoretic, tonic, and in

larger doses, emetic and aperient. It is principally used

as a diaphoretic in colds, catarrhs, and rheumatism, in

intermittent, remittent, and inflammatory diseases, or given

cold as a tonic in dyspepsia. A strong infusion given

warm in bed is almost a sovereign remedy for a cold. To

a pint of boiling water, add one ounce of the leaves and

flowers, and take it hot at two or three doBes.

Boneset is a perennial, and can be raised by transplant-

ing the roots or sowing the seed.

Glycirrhiza Glabra—L

i

quorice.

A hardy perennial from Southern Europe, the saccha-

rine juice of the root of which is useful in catarrhs, fevers,

&c. Its taste is sweet and mucilaginous, and it is much
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used as a demulcent, either alone or combined with other

substances, for lung diseases.

A few roots of this plant when once started, will be of

very little trouble in the garden. The plant is propa-

gated by cuttings of the roots. Dig the soil at least two

feet deep. Take the horizontal roots of established plants,

five or six inches long. Every shoot planted should have

at least two eyes ; make the rows three feet apart, and the

plant twelve to fifteen inches in the rows, and cover the

roots well with mould. Onions, lettuce or radishes, may
be grown between the rows the first year ; afterwards

keep the soil free from weeds, dress the surface with ma-

nure every autumn, and at the end of the third year take

up the crop as soon as the leaves are fully decayed, and

dry the roots thoroughly. In shallow or poor ground it

will not succeed.

Hyssopus Officinalis—Hyssop.

Hyssop is a hardy evergreen undershrub from the

South of Europe, of which the leaves and flower-stalks

are the parts used medicinally. It has an aromatic odor,

and a warm pungent taste. It is stimulant and expecto-

rant, and employed in humoral asthma and chronic catarrh.

Hyssop is propagated by slips or dividing the roots in

the spring, or by sowing the seed in March. Transplant the

young plants in July to where they are to remain, or you

may thin the young plants to six inches apart, and let

them remain in the seed-bed until autumn before trans-

planting. It likes a dry sandy soil, and about eighteen

inches space should be given to each plant.

Inula Helenium—Elecampane.

A native of England and Japan. It is a perennial

plant, and loves a moist soil. It is cultivated for its thick,
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fleshy, carrot-like root, which is useful as an aromatic tonic

and expectorant. It is very beneficial in chronic coughs

and catarrhs, and also in dyspepsia. An infusion of the

root is excellent for a common cold. Out up fine and fed

with their corn, the root is a great relief to the distemper

in horses.

It is propagated by offsets, or by parting the roots in

autumn.

Lavendula Spica—Lavender.

A hardy undershrub, a native of the South of Europe.

It is cultivated for its fragrant spikes of flowers, which are

used for the distillation of Lavender-water. Being dried

and put up in paper bags, they are also used to perfume

linen. Both flowers and leaves are very aromatic. It has

an agreeable pungent bitterness to the taste, and its medi-

cal properties are stimulant, cordial, and stomachic, and
the essential oil mixed with proof spirits is very useful in

cases of fainting and paralysis, but the chief use of the

plant is as a perfume.

Lavender is very hardy and easily cultivated. It may
be propagated by seeds, slips, or cuttings. Sow the seed

in drills ten inches apart, and transplant the next spring

to a dry soil of but medium richness, and it will be more

highly aromatic. Give each plant about two feet of space
;

for drying gather the flowers before they begin to fade in

the least.

Mentha—Mint. Mentha Piperita—Peppermint.

A perennial ; a native of Europe. It has a strong,

agreeable odor, a pungent, aromatic taste, giving a sensa-

tion of coldness in the mouth. Its medical properties are

aromatic, stimulant, and stomachic. It is much used to
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obviate nausea and relieve flatulent colic. The essential

oil and essence are the forms in which it is employed in

medicine, and they are also largely used in confectionery

and cordials.

Mentha Viridis—Spearmint.

Is a European perennial, and belongs rather to the

culinary than the medicinal department of the garden. It

is employed in sauces and salads, as well as dried for

soups in winter. A few sprigs of mint boiled a little time

with them, and then withdrawn, are thought by some to

improve the flavor of green peas. It is also used in pre-

paring mint-julep. Its medicinal properties are aromatic,

stimulant, and stomachic. The leaves boiled in milk are

iiseful in diarrhoea. Its infusion is good to prevent nausea.

There are two varieties, the broad and narrow leaved,

equally good.

Mint Sauce.—Three tablespoonfuls of young spearmint

minced, mixed with two of sugar, and six of vinegar. To
be eaten with roast lamb, to which it imparts a delicious

flavor.

Mentha Pulegium—Pennyroyal.

Pennyroyal is more acrid than the other mints, and its

taste and smell are less agreeable. It possesses their

warm, pungent flavor, and other general properties, but is

not so good a stomachic. It is used for colds, and also as

an emmenagogue. Its essence will sometimes relieve the

toothache. The American pennyroyal belongs to a dif-

ferent genusylledeoma.

This genus of plants requires a tenacious soil, which is

all the better if moist or even wet.

A border sheltered from the mid-day sun, but not

entirely secluded from its influence, is always to be allotted
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them, as in such a situation they are most vigorous and

constant in production.

They are readily propagated by dividing the roots in

the winter or spring, or by cuttings planted in moist soil

during summer.

The only after culture required, is an occasional slight

manuring, and the destruction of weeds.

New beds should be made as often as once in four years.

Melissa Officinalis—Balm.

A hardy perennial, native of Switzerland and the South

of France, but has long been cultivated in gardens. It

has an aromatic taste, and a grateful fragrant smell, a little

like lemons.

It is a square-stemmed plant, rising about two feet high.

It is used in making balm-tea, a grateful drink in fevers,

and for 'forming a pleasant beverage called balm wine.

The infusion promotes perspiration, and is thought good

for complaints produced by a disordered nervous system.

Balm is a great favorite with the bees.

Any garden soil will do for balm. It is readily propa-

gated either by slips, or by parting the roots in spring.

Plant ten inches apart, giving water if dry weather.

Marruhium Vulgare—Horehound.

A perennial plant, a native of most parts of Europe,

growing in waste grounds among rubbish in warm dry

situations. It has a strong aromatic smell, and a bitter,

pungent taste, which is permanent in the mouth ; medici-

nally, horehound is a tonic, somewhat stimulant and diuretic,

and in large doses laxative. It is useful in asthma and

jaundice, and is a favorite remedy in pulmonary complaints.

Obstinate catarrhs have been cured by taking the ex-
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pressed juice in new milk. It enters largely into the

composition of cough syrups and lozenges.

Sow the seeds in the spring, in any common soil. It

scarcely needs any attention. It may also be propagated

by dividing the roots.

JPimpinella Anisum—^Anise.

An annual, a native of Egypt. It is cultivated for its

seeds, and its leaves which are occasionally used as a

garnish, and for seasoning like fennel. The seeds have a

fragrant agreeable smell, and a sweetish pleasant taste.

They are useful in weakness of the stomach and bowels, in

dyspepsia, and colic, aiid in restoring the tone of the

stomach generally.

The plant grows about 18 inches high. Sow the seed

where it is to stand in April, in a dry, light soil, and thin

out the plants, if too thick, to three or four inches apart.

Rosmarinus Officinalis—Rosemary.

A hardy, evergreen shrub, a native of the South of

Europe. It has a fragrant, grateful odor, and a warm
aromatic bitter taste. Its medicinal virtues are tonic,

stimulant, and resolvent, and it is a useful, but powerful

emmenagogue. It is employed in chlorosis, uterine ob-

structions, and nervous headaches generally.

It was formerly believed this plant gave strength to the

memory. The tender tops are the parts used in medicine.

Rosemary may be raised from seed, or by planting slips

or cuttings in the spring or autumn. Sow the seed in

drills sixteen inches apart. Transplant the next spring or

autumn. Two or three plants will be enough.
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Kuta Graveolens—Hue.

A perennial, evergreen under-shriib from the South of

Europe. It flowers all summer, and is very well known

from its peculiar strong, unpleasant smell. Its taste is

bitter and pungent, and the leaves so acrid as to blister the

skin. It is a very powerful medicinal agent, and must be

employed with caution. It is tonic, stimulant, antispas-

modic, and an emmenagogue, owing its power to the

essential oil of the leaves. Eue is much used in hysteria

and nervous complaints, also for flatulent cholic. A strong

infusion as a clyster is found useful in the convulsions of

children. The plant is too powerful to be generally used

in family practice.

Rue is propagated by seeds, cuttings, or slips. It must

not have a very rich soil, nor be suffered to run to seed.

Sow the seed and cultivate as hyssop.

Salvia Officinalis—Sage.

Sage is an evergreen under shrub, a native of the South

of Europe. It has been cultivated from the earliest times,

was classed among the heroic remedies, and considered

the best of medicines for prolonging human life. An old

Latin adage is '' Cur moriatur homo cui salvia crescit in

horto,^' "Why should a man die while sage is growing in

his garden." Sage grows about two feet high, with

wrinkled ashy green leaves, and terminal blue flowers in

long spikes. It has a fragrant smell, and a warm bitterish

aromatic taste.

Culture.—Sage is raised from seed, slips or cuttings. It

likes a dry, fertile soil. Sow the seeds in February, May, or

March, in shallow drills eight inches apart. Press the earth

upon the seed, covering them not over half an inch deep.

Thin the plants when well up to half a foot apart, planting
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those taken up at a similiar distance. Keep tlie soil light and

free from weeds. In the autumn or the next spring, plant

them out in rows eighteen inches each way. Layers and

rooted offsets may be set out at once at this distance.

Cuttings of the outward shoots of the current year's

growth, planted out in a shady border in moist weather,

readily take root ; set them in rows six inches apart. In

autumn or spring, take them carefully up and set them

out in their final stations. Trim the plants to a round,

bushy head. Gather and dry the leaves for winter use,

but do not trim the plants too closely, especially in autumn
or winter.

Use.—The leaves are used for seasoning stuffings, sauces,

and many kinds of meat, as well as to improve the flavor of

various other articles of cookery. Medicinally its infusion

is given warm as a sudorific, or mingled with vinegar and

alum is an excellent gargle in sore throat. It is stated by
Bomare, that it was exported formerly by the Dutch to

China, and it was so much preferred by the Chinese to

their own tea, that they willingly exchanged two boxes of

it for one of sage.

Salvia Sclarea—Clary.

A biennial from Italy. The leaves of this plant were

formerly used in soups, and its flowers are now made use

of in a fermented wine.

The medicinal virtues of the plant are cordial and

astringent, and it is used either in its fresh or dried state.

For propagation and culture, see " Sage."

Sesamum Orientale—Bene.

An annual, a native of Africa and India. Introduced

into this country by the negroes. It grows from three to

six feet high, bearing numerous pods, filled with smallish
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seed. These are used for food in many parts of tlie

world, and are also cultivated for the oil with which

they abound. It resembles that of oliv es, and is nearly

as good. The leaves abound in mucilage ; one or two

stirred in a pint of water, will form a bland muci. i-

ginous drink very useful in cholera infantum, dysentery

and summer complaints generally. The leaves should be

freshly gathered, and enough may be added to make the

water ropy without affecting its color or taste. Give this

drink to the little sufferers in moderate quantity, and it tv III

afford great relief.

Sow a row in April, on the "edge of a plat or border, and

thin out as the plants require room. A few plants will

furnish all the leaves desired.

Tanacetum Vulgar

e

—Tansy.

A perennial, a native of Europe, long cultivated in gar-

dens. It was formerly used to give flavor to puddings

and omelets.

Its medical properties are tonic and stomachic. It is

also a vermifuge. It is much used as a domestic remedy

beneficial in dyspepsia, hysteria, arising from uterine

affections, aud in gout. It was formerly of very gene:'al

use in the preparation of alcoholic bitters.

Divide the roots, and set out a few slips in autumn or

spring. After it is well rooted, be careful you do not get

too much of it.
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Since the publication of the " Fruit and Fruit Trees of

America/' by the late Mr. Downing, fruit culture has re-

ceived increased attention in all parts of the Union. The

valuable Treatises of Thomas, Cole, and Barry, soon fol-

lowedy and more recently that of Elliot ; each containing

much additional matter which, with the monthly issues of

the Horticulturist, Hovey's Magazine, and for a time the

Western Horticultural Eeview, leave little in pomologi-

cal literature to be desired for the Northern States. But,

unhappily for us, many of the varieties described in these

works are wholly unsuited to our climate. This is espe-

cially true of the apple. The modes of culture and prun

ing there recommended, are in the main as well adapted

to ^his latitude as to any other, bearing in mind that

mulching is more beneficial here, that we must prune

much more closely in transplanting, and form the heads of

the trees necessarily much nearer the earth than is abso-

lutely required in a cooler climate. Insects too, of all

kinds, are more annoying, and require more vigilance to

keep them under. So, upon the whole, more care is re-

quired to keep our trees in a perfectly healthy condition.

Besides, fruits decay so quickly with us, that it is more

difficult to get them to market in good condition, or to

preserve them long for home use.

On the other hand, our climate has some peculiar ad-

vantages. A tree well cared for, makes fully twice the

growth it will do as far north as New York. It will

come generally some years sooner into bearing. Besides,

(800)
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many fruit trees can be readily made to grow from cut-

tings ; and trees thus propagated come very soon into

bearing, and are in general equally healthy with those

grown by other modes.

Our lists below are not very long, and doubtless some

varieties named in "^^them will give place to native sorts,

when the latter become more widely diffused. Every

owner of a choice native fruit should interest himself in

disseminating it. Our great deficiency, at* present, is in

late-keeping fruits, especially of the fall and winter pears

and apples, in sufficient variety. Peaches, too, of fine qual-

ity, that will ripen here in September, and a few ripening

still later, are very desirable, A few years more experience

and* the fruiting of many varieties now collected, will

doubtless render it possible to improve the lists that fol-

low—though with the exception of the varieties of the

Orange family and the Olive, there is hardly a fruit in

them, that is not a familiar acquaintance to the writer,

and these lists may be relied on as embracing the most val-

uable varieties that have fruited in this section up to 1856.

The collections of t)r. Ward, Mr. Camak, and others,

planted as far back as 1836, and now in full bearing, and

more recently Mr. Van Buren's, at Olarksville, together

with my own, have rendered it less difficult to form select

lists of the most desirable kinds. Besides the varieties

fully described, a list of those worthy of trial is occasion-

ally added, embracing those found most desirable in other

sections, which are likely to prove of equal or superior

value here. As these come into bearing, notes of their

quality will be given from time to time in the " Southern

Cultivator.'' Most of them will fruit the next summer

(1856) in my ground.

The main requisites for a fruit garden are protection

from pillage by a suitable hedge or other enclosure ; with-
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out wliicli a garden is more annoyance than pleasure;

freedom in its aspect from a full southern or eastern expo-

sure, that the siin^s rays may not strike the trees when the

frost is upon them ; thorough drainage to carry off sur-

plus moisture before it stagnates, and a soil of medium

texture and good quality, of great depth, naturally, or

made so by subsoiling or trenching. Over rich soil is not

desirable—especially ifmade so by animal manures; but it

must be of at least good quality, and above all deep. Trees

can neither make growth nor swell their fruit (drawing so

largely as they do in both cases, of moisture from the

soil), during our protracted droughts, unless the soil is

deeply trenched. In a soil two or three feet in depth

they will hold their fruit, maintain the deep, healthy green

of their foliage and continue their growth in our most try-

ing seasons. It is much less expense to prepare the

ground thoroughly before the trees are planted. While

the trees are young, sufficient manure from time to time can

be applied to keep the soil in good condition, and almost

any low growing hoed crop can be raised among them.

Corn is very objectionable, as it shades and nearly starves

the young trees. It is necessary to keep the soil well

cultivated to ensure rapid growth. After the trees are

well grown, it is better to give them the whole ground and

turn in, daily, during the fruit season, poultry or swine to

devour the fallen fruit and to destroy insects. The whole

orchard should receive a,shallow plowing every autumn,

and may be sown with barley, to keep the soil from wash-

ing during winter. This must on no account be allowed

to ripen, but be fed off by swine or turned into the .soil as

green manure, in the spring. A good winter vetch would

be very desirable for this purpose, as legumes draw most

of their food from the air, while barley is nourished mostly

from the soil, to the greater detriment of the trees.
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Amygdalis Communis—Almond.

The almond is a native of Asia, and Northern Africa.

It is a tree of medium size, nearly allied to the peach in

habit and general appearance. The leaves are similar to

the peach, having glands like some varieties of the latter

fruit, and flowers of similar shape, but much larger and

more ornamental, varying in color from snowy white to a

fine blush. The chief difference is in the fruit, the stone

of the almond being flatter, not so hard, and covered with

a woolly skin that opens spontaneously when the kernel

is ripe.

In southern Europe, the almond is much cultivated, arid

large quantities of nuts exported. The kernel is the part

in use ; the sweet varieties, whether green or dry,

form a very nutritious article of food, and a most agreeable

addition to the dessert. Almonds are used in confection-

ery, cooking, perfumery, and medicine. The Bitter

almond is the kind used in perfuming and flavoring. It

owes its flavor to the prussic acid it contains, which, though

a violent poison, is not thought injurious in the small quan-

tities required for these purposes.

Cultivation.—A warm, dry soil is^most suitable for the

almond, which is cultivated exactly like the peach, and

is subject to the same diseases. It may be budded on the

almond, peach, or plum stock. I have not been able to find

any analysis of the ash of the almond tree. It probably

differs little from that of the peach. The varieties are :

Common Almond.—Nuts one and one-fourth inches

long, hard, smooth, compressed, and pointed, with a

kernel of agreeable flavor. The hardiest and most pro-

ductive variety, and is the common, hard-shelled almond

of the shops. Flowers expand before the leaves.

Longy Hard-shelled Almond.—Nut of the same size,
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but kernel larger and better flavor than tbe preceding.

Flowers large, rose-colored, and the tree very ornamental

when in blossom.

Ladies^ T'hin-shelkd Almond.—The soft-shelled almonds

of the shops. Flowers are of a deeper color than the fore-

going variety. Nut oval, one-sided, pointed, with a

porous, light-colored shell, so tender that it may be

crushed with the fingers. Kernel sweet, rich, and highly

esteemed.

Bitte7' Almonds—are of several varieties, differing in the

hardness of the shell, closely resembling the others, except

in the bitter kernel. Blossoms pale pink. Leaves larger,

and of a darker green than the other varieties.

Amygdahbs Persica—Peach.

The peach is a native of Persia, whence its cultivation

has proceeded westward; but it has nowhere found a soil

or climate more congenial to it than in these Southern

States. Indeed, the peach is the favorite, and, in many
instances, the only fruit tree cultivated by our planters.

Requiring a soil of but moderate fertility, its enemies and

diseases are so few, and the return so speedy, that there

is no excuse for being without good peaches.

We entirely escape the yellows and the curl, I believe,

except in the case of northern importations, which gener-

ally recover, though checked for a season. The borer is

not very abundant, but is on the increase. The worm in

the fruit is very troublesome, especially in the white-fleshed

varieties. The borer can be prevented from entering the

tree, generally, by covering the collar thereof with lime or

leached ashes. If already in the tree, which is shown by
the gum exuding from the collar, he may be dug out with

a knife ; or hot water can be poured about the base of the

tree and into his haunts at any time, which will destroy
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the, grub without injury to the tree. The worm in the

fruit is best prevented by permitting pigs or fowls to con-

sume all the fallen fruit of the orchard as it drops.

A somewhat serious difficulty, in peach culture, is the re-

sult of bad pruning. It is the tendency to

overbear and break down the limbs from the

excess of the crop. More peach trees are

destroyed or badly injured from this cause "^^^

than any other. The peach trees hould

always be pruned at the extremities of

the branches, by cutting off, close to a bud, one-third, or,

if very luxuriant, one-half the last year's growth. (See

plate of tree properly pruned in the figure.) The fruit is

produced on these small branches ; and by reducing the

top in this manner, overbearing is prevented, the fruit is

effectually thinned, and is larger, finer flavored, and nearly

as niuch fruit can be taken from each tree without danger

of breaking. The tree is also kept low and close, and

more trees and larger crops can be grown to the acre. This

method of pruning is called shortening-in, or heading-in,

and is expeditiously done with a pair of pruning shears.*

Pruning can be performed upon the peach at any time

when the leaves are off. If it is wished to throw young

trees very early into fruit, they may be shortened the last

of July, the year they are transplanted. In shortening-in,

the top must not be sheared evenly all over like the side

of a hedge, which would cause a thick, impenetrable mass

of shoots on the outside, and shut out all light from the

centre, but the centre should be kept somewhat open.

Large limbs must, if pruned, be cut off close to a branch.

*'' When this is inconvenient, larger portions of the branches may
be taken off once in two years, leaving the head in a neat, rounded

form, and taking care to cut at a fork so as to leave no bare stumps.

Old trees may be restored in this manner.
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Care should be taken that the branches are not permitted

to divide in forks, as they are exceedingly apt to split, to

the great detriment of the tree. The peach, like all other

fruit trees, should be suffered to branch low within twelve

or eighteen inches of the surface, and kept in as near

either a pyramidal or vase form as its nature admits.

But the loss of peaches by decay, as they approach ma-

turity, is more annoying than anything else in peach cul-

ture. If the season is warm and wet, very few kinds ripen

well if on moist or very rich soils. There is a very com-

mon opinion, that peaches propagated from the stones of

fruit not fully ripe, are more liable to rot than those pro-

pagated from the pits of fully matured peaches. Is there

any evidence to sustain this opinion ? Some also think

decay and, dropping of stone fruits is caused by planting

the trees too deep. It is however, certain, that some vari-

eties are much more subject to decay than others placed in

the same position. Much, also, depends upon the soil. The

most suitable soils, to ripen sound and high-flavored fruit,

are dry, and but moderately fertile—a hill-side being as

good a situation as any. If it faces the north, the crop

will be less liable to be cut off by spring frosts, but will

hardly bo as fine flavored. Thinning the fruit, so that no

two peaches touch each other, is very necessary in order

to prevent decay at the point of contact.

Uses.—The peach is mostly used in its fresh state for

the dessert, and is generally considered the most delicious

fruit of temperate climates. When allowed to ripen on

the tree, it is the most wholesome of fruits, and as an

article of food is considerably nutritious. Peaches are also

used for pies, are preserved in brandy or sugar, and are

excellent, when dried, for winter use. For culinary pur-

poses, the clings are most esteemed. Peaches and milk

form a delicious dessert dish. For drying, take those of
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the best quality, just as they are ripe enough to eat

;

halve them, remove the stones, and sprinkle over them, in

the hollow from which the pit was taken, a little nice

sugar, and dry them in a brick oven, after the bread, &c.,

is withdrawn. Thus prepared, the aroma and flavor is

retained, and they are free from insects. If the peaches

are fully ripe, no cooking is required, but the dried fruit is

simply soaked out in cold or warm water. SufScient

sugar, varying with the acidity of the fruit, is added be-

fore drying. The firm yellow-fleshed peaches, of a high

vinous flavor, are best for drying. Peaches thus prepared

are only inferior to the fresh fruit, of which they retain

much of the flavor. Dried in the usual way, from unripe

fruit, exposed to the sun, much of the flavor is dissipated.

Peaches are excellent, preserved, in Arthur's Self-sealing

Cans, according to the directions given with the cans.

Analysis.—We give an analysis of the peach, by Salis-

bury :-—

Potash, \
Soda, ;
Chloride of So
dium,

Chloride of Po
tassium,. . .,

Sulphuric Acid,
Carbonic Acid,
Litne

Bark
of

Trunk.
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Root.
of

R«)ot.

Leaves. Pits.*
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Limbs,t
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'

4.i9
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18.79

0.01
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4.16
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11,15

0.16

'

l"5i

23.26

6.40

0.32

29.19

1.34
5.20

1.36

3.162
1.92

0.33

*3V44

38.48
2.91

j
10.40

1

3.60

9-40

140

8.58

15.92

5.60

*

0.5S

0.11

0.01

1.02
18.10

30.00
2.55

6.46

12.41

0.36
12.12

14.77
8.00

2.47

10.44

3.15

0.86

6.42

4.48

86.85

18.47

5.21

2.70

15.12

16.80
1,33

1.33

17.98

0.02
6-61

10.00

8.85

0.28

6.18

31.98
6.00

1.60
8.50

0.20

5.00

4 30
1.00

19.21
8.11

0.24

8.07

24.64
9.76
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13.20

0.20
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MHgnesia,
Phosphate Pe

rox. Iron,...

Phosph. Lime,

.

Phosph. Mag-
nesia,

Organic matter
Insoluble Sili-

Coal,

109.04 104.97 104.562 89.02 128.77 99.03 104.99

Analysis made with two grains of ash. t Peach limbs half an inch m diameter.
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Lime, potash, and the phosphates, are the chief elements

the peach requires in the soil. Bone-dust and wood-ashes

are valuable applications, much more suitable than com-

mon animal manures. They may be dressed with compost

of woods earth (leaf-mould), or swamp-muck, if the soil is

very 'poor.

When the trees are planted, the holes may be made

large, and enriched with well-decayed manure, to give a

good growth of wood. For this purpose, guano is an ex-

cellent application ; hut it is fatal to the tree, if it touch

the roots. I have applied it, with success, to all kinds

of fruit trees. After the holes are dug, a little guano is

sprinkled in the hole ; this is covered at least two inches

deep with fresh loam, on which the tree is placed. If

the soil is very sandy, two inches might not be sufficient

to protect the roots. When the roots are entirely cov-

ered, another sprinkling may be given, which is covered

over with more earth. Two or three tablespoonfuls

are sufficient for a tree, and but a small quantity is re-

quired for a large orchard. For this purpose, as well as

manuring most shrubs, rose bushes, &c., few applications

are so cheap or so satisfactory. But guano must not touch

the roots, in its dry, caustic state. After the tree begins

to fruit, application of linie, ashes or leaf-mould are much

better than those which excite rank growth, since they do

not impair the flavor of the fruit, or induce decay.

The peach is best propagated by budding and grafting

upon seedling peach stocks. There are, however, many

varieties, of the clings particularly, that can be raised true

to their kind by planting the seed, especially if the tree

from which the stone is taken stands apart from other vari-

eties. It is believed that the stone of a seedling is more

apt to reproduce its kind than if taken from the fruit of

a budded or grafted tree. Seedlings often escape frosts
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that are fatal to the finer varieties ; but the highest fla-

vored seedlings are often quite as susceptible of injury as

those budded or grafted. High-flavored varieties are

usually tender.

Plum stocks are recommended by foreign writers ; but

they are of little use in this climate, for the graft soon out-

grows the stock and breaks off.

Peach stocks are raised by planting the stones two or

three inches deep, in the autumn or winter. If the stones

are cracked, they are more sure to grow. Abundance of

stocks can often be s^ecured by taking the volunteers that

spring up under the trees early in the spring, when about

an inch high, and transplanting in rows two and a half feet

apart and sixteen inches in the row. Plant them in good

soil, where they will grow rapidly ; for on this, more than

anything else, the success of budding depends. If the sea-

son is good, the best will do to bud in June. When the

bud starts, the top may be headed down, and if the stocks

are vigorous, they will make suflicient growth to be fit for

transplanting the next winter. Budding may be continued,

while the bark rises freely, until the first of October; the

last will make no growth until spring, It should, however,

be performed as early as the stocks will admit. It is best

in budding, when you do not wish to preserve the scion

a day or two, to leave a portion of the leaf, say half an

inch, attached with the leaf-stalk to the bud, as it attracts

the sap, and the bud is more likely to take. The bud
should be put in the north side of the stock, to screen it

from the sun. Any of the trees which have failed in

taking the bud may be taken up, and grafted in the root

the ensuing winter; a mode of propagation which for-

tunately succeeds well here, as it enables us to procure

scions of valuable varieties, in a dormant state, from all

sections of the Union.
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Peach trees raised or varieties originating in the North-

ern States, are not at all unfitted for our climate. We
know of trees from the North, imported in 1836, and

others almost every year since, growing side by side with

good native varieties, and giving as profitable results. It

will be many years, before we get twenty-five as good

southern varieties that ripen in succession as can be

selected from any nursery catalogue. Still every superior

variety—especially of those that ripen late, for such can-

not be procured at the North—should be disseminated at

once. It sometimes happens that a fruit which originates

in one locality, is better fitted for some other section.

Some few European varieties of fruits are found to suc-

ceed better on this continent than even where they origi-

nated.

Peach trees, in transplanting, are usually set twenty

feet apart each way ; which gives one hundred and eight

trees to the acre. They may, if shortened in yearly, be

set out fifteen feet apart, which will give one hundred and

ninety-three trees, or in small gardens twelve feet, giving

three hundred and two trees per acre. In gardens, fifteen

feet is generally the best distance.

Peaches are so much alike in general character—the

difference in outline, color, flavor, and texture being less

than with other fruits, it is necessary in order to determine

the name of a variety, to resort to other methods of dis-

tinction.

The two most obvious divisions are into free- stones and

cling-stones ; or, as we call them, soft and plum peaches

—

the flesh of the former parting freely from the stone, and

being of a melting consistency ; and that of the latter ad-

hering to the stone, and being of a firmer texture. The
English name these divisions, melters and pavies. Both

these grand divisions are subdivided into classes according
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to the color of the flesh—viz. : those with light-colored and

those with deep-yellow flesh. These classes are again

subdivided into three sections.

At the base of the leaf, of some varieties, will be found

small glands which are either round and regular, or oblong

and irregular, or kidney-shaped ; while others have no

glands, but are more deeply cut or serrated like the teeth

of a saw.

SERRATSD XSD GlANDLESS. GLOBOSE GLANDS. BENIFORM GLANDS

Hence the three sections, viz. : 1., Leaves serrated with-

out glands, a. ; 2. Leaves with small, round, or globose

glands, b, ; 3. Leaves with large irregular reniform glands, c.

From the blossom, another characteristic is derive<l,

giving us two subsections. The first embracing large

flowers, red in the centre, and pale at the margin. The
second, small flowers, tinged with dark at the margin.

Most of the native peaches, in this vicinity, belong to the

first class ; but the great mass of the finest fruits have

small flowers.

Varieties,—The following varieties have been tried in

in this vicinity, and are found among the most desirable.

They are classed pretty much in the order of ripening.*

A full list of good clingstones in succession, from the

• In 1862, two or three weeks earlier than the next year ; so the

times of ripening, and even the order cannot be fully relied on.
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beginning to the end of the peach season is yet to be

obtained. All named are good bearers.

Columbus June.—Glands reniform ; flowers small ; fruit

medium to large, flattened, or slightly hollowed at the

apex ; suture shallow ; skin pale yellowish white, with

rich, red cheek ; flesh slightly red at stone, melting, juicy,

and high-flavored ; excellent ; ripens here 20th June
productive. Free.

Serrate Early York.—Leaves serrate, glandless ; flowerS/

large ; fruit—size medium, roundish oval ; suture slight

;

skin thickly dotted with pale red on a greenish-white

ground, in the shade—dark red in the sun ; flesh

greenish-white, tender, melting, full of rich, slightly acid

juice ; ripens 20th June. Free.

Walter^s Early.—G-lands globose ; flowers small ; size

above medium ; color, nearly white, with a fine red

cheek ; flesh, whitish, slightly red at stone—^melting,

juicy, sweet, and fine-flavored ; not so easily injured by
frost as some others ; likes sandy soils ; succeeds as ftir

south as Mobile ; ripens 1st of July. Free.

Early Newivgton Free.—Glands globose ; flowers small

;

fruit medium to large, round ; suture distinct ; one half

larger than the other ; skin yellowish-white, dotted and

streaked with red ; cheek rich red ; flesh white, red at

stone, to which it partially adheres
;
juicy, melting, and

vinous. Eipens early in July.

Grosse Mignonne.-—Glands globose ; flowers large ; fruit

large, roundish, apex, depressed, suture distinct ; skin

dull white, mottled with red, and with a purplish red

cheek ; flesh red at the stone, melting, juicy; with a rich,

high vinous flavor; stone small, very rough; perhaps, the

best free-stone peach in cultivation ; ripens July 8th. If

it has a rival it is

George IV,—Glands globose ; flowers small; fruit large,
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round, with broad suture; skin white, dotted with red,

and rich, dark-red cheek ; flesh pale, melting, very juicy,

with rich, luscious flavor ; stone small ; ripens July 8th.

Free,

Craioford's Early.—Glands globose ; flowers small ; a

yellow-flesh peach ; fruit very large, oblong, with a pro-

minent, swollen point ; skin yellow, with a fine, red cheek

;

flesh yellow, melting, sweet, and excellent ; ripens middle

of July. Free,

Belle de Beaucaire.—Glands globose ; flowers small

;

fruit very large, roundish, with protruding point, suture

shallow, but distinctly marked ; skin light-yellowish green,

with cheek slightly reddened. Flesh pale greenish yellow

red. at the stone, a little coarse, but melting and deli-

cious, full of rich, vinous juice ; skin slips readily from

the flesh, without the use of a knife j ripens last of July.

Free. Variable, but in perfection most excellent.

Old Mixon Cling.—Glands globose ; flowers small ; fruit

large, roundish oval ; suture at top ; skin yellowish white*

dotted with red, red cheek ; flesh light, melting, juicy,

with a rich, high, luscious flavor. Ripens last of July and

early in August. There is no better peach known.

Late Red Rareripe.—Glands globose ; flowers small

;

fruit large, roundish, oval ; skin downy, grayish-white,

marbled with red in the sun ; flesh pale, juicy, melting, and
^

of a rich, luscious flavor. Ripens last of July.

Late Admirable.—Glands globose ; flowers small; fruit

large, roundish, oval ; suture distinct ; apex swollen, acute
;

skin pale, yellowish-green, with pale, red cheek, marbled

with darker red ; flesh pale, melting, and fine-flavored

;

Ripens 10th to 15th August. Free. A superb peach.

Crawford's Late.— Glands globose; flowers small; a

magnificent yellow peach ; very large, roundish ; suture

shallow, but distinct ; skin yellow, with dark red cheek

;

14
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flosli deep yellow, red at stone; juicy and melting, with

rich, vinous flavor ; early in August. Free,

New'mgton Cling.—Leaves serrate ; flowers large ; fruit

large, roundish; suture slight; skin pale yellowish-white,

with fine, red cheek ; flesh pale, yellowish-white, deep-red

at the stone ; melting, juicy, and rich. A cling. Ripens

10 th August.

Lemon Cling.—Glands reniform ; flowers small ; leaves

long ; fruit large, oblong, narrowed at top, with a swollen

projecting-point ; skin rich, dark-yellow, reddened in the

sun ; flesh fine yellow, red at the stone, with a rich vinous

flavor. Ripens lOth of August. Cling. Pitt's Lemon-

Cling is an improvement on the above.

President.—Glands globose ; large, roundish, oval ; su-

ture shallow; skin downy, pale, yellowish-green, with a

dull, red cheek ; flesh pale, but deep red at the stone, very

juicy, melting, and high-flavored; stone very rough.

Middle of August. Free.

Yellow Blanton- Cling.—Leaves large; glands globose;

Fruit large, and shaped like Lemon-Cling, with the same
projecting, swollen point ; skin rich orange, with a slightly

reddened cheek ; flesh orange yellow ; firm, but full of

a delicious vinous juice. Later and better than the Le-

mon-Cling. To my taste the best of the clings. Repro-

duces itself from seed. Ripens August 10th.

Tippecanoe- Cling.—Glands reniform ; flowers small

;

fruit very large, nearly round, with a point; skin yellow,

with fine red cheek ; flesh yellow, juicy, with fine, vinous

flavor. Ripe the last of August.

White ^Ti^Zi^A-CZzTi^.—Glands globulose ; flowers small

;

fruit very large oval ; suture slight, with a swollen point

at top ; skin clear creamy white, with a slight hue of red

on the sunny side ; flesh delicate white, free from red at

the stone, to which it firmly adheres ; very rich, juicy,
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and high flavored. As it is free from color, one of the

best for preserving in sugar or brandy. Doubtless ori-

ginated from the Heath Cling, with which it is almost

identical.

Bmigh.—Leaves with globose glands ; fruit medium,

roundish, terminated with a small point ; suture obscure
;

skin pale yellow, almost white, with a slight blush to-

wards the sun ; flesh yellowish white, melting and juicy,

with a sweet, pleasant flavor. Free. Ripens 1st October.

Baldwin's Late. Free.—Fruit large, oblong, with a

distinct swollen point at the top ; skin greenish white,

with a slight red cheek ; flesh very firm, juicy, melting,

and well flavored. Ripe last of October, and will keep

several weeks in the house.

Freestone.*—Disseminated by Dr. Baldwin, of Mont^

gomery.

Edward's Late White and Pride of Autumn ; the latter

especially, are described as excellent late Peaches.

Lady Parham, Mr. Afilech writes, is the only October

Peach he knows of first rate quality. Free.

Scott's Late October is said by Mr. Summer to be a

large Cling, with a dingy greenish skin ; flesh firm and

remarkably sweet, ripening last of October.

While this work is going through the press, Mr. Nelson,

in the Southern Cultivator , gives the following select list

as those his large experience proves most desirable :

—

May Peach.—-Ripens last of May. Small white ; flesh

white, sweet and pleasant. Free. Early Anne.—'Round,

pure white, small size, very juicy and delicious. Ripens

first week in June. Free. Early Tillotson.—Ripens 15th

June. Early York (Serrate).—Ripens 20th June. Flew-

cllen.—The earliest Cling; flesh deep red, exceedingly

» Nelson.
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juicy and refreshing, of high, vinous flavor. Ripens July

1st. Yellow Rareripe.—Large, deep orange, juicy and

well flavored. Eipens July 4th—free. Walter''s Early,

—Eipens July 8th. Gross Mignonne.—Ripens July 8th,

Vanzandfs Superh.—White, nearly covered with red,

juicy, melting, and high flavored. Ripens July 10th ; too

tender for market—free. Bergeri's Yellow,—Best of

Yellow Peaches ; dingy yellow, covered with dark, dull

red ; flesh orange, very juicy—free. Ripens July 10th.

CrawforWs Early.—Ripens July 12th. Ked Rarerijpe.—
Resembles Gross Mignonne externally; a week later; too

tender for market, but delicious for home use. Ripens

July 16th. George Fourth, Old Mixon Free.—Ripens

July 18th. Very juicy and fine. Congress Cling.—Like

Old Mixon Cling, large, very juicy, sweet, and well flavor-

ed ; excellent for market. Ripens July 20th. Napo-

leon.—Large, oblong, skin dingy green, considerably cov-

ered with red; flesh firm, marbled with blood red, very

juicy and rich. Ripens July 20th. Green Catherine.—
Large, oblong, creamy white, with red cheeks, firm, sweet,

and delicious. Ripens July 20th—free. Late Admira-

ble,—Ripens July 20tli. Breevoort.—jLarge, firm, and

well flavored—free. Ripens July 20th. President.-^

Ripens July 24th. CrawforWs Late.—Ripens July 24th.

Columbia^ or Face.—Ripens August 3d. Druid Hill.—
Gi^eenish white, slight red cheek, juicy, melting and rich.

Ripens August 8th. Newington Cling.'—Creamy white,

red cheek, red at stone, very juicy and well flavored.

Ripens August 10th. Late Rareripe.—Greyish green,

marbled with red, very downy, dark red cheek, juicy, melt-

ing and rich. Ripens August 10th. Lemon Cling,—
Ripens August 20th. Lagrange,—Large, 'oblong, very

downy ; skin pure white, marked with dark spots ; flesh

white, firm, and juicy—^free. Ripens August 20th.
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Amydalus Vulgaris Var Lcsvis—^Nectarine.

The nectarine is merely a v>iriety of the peach with a

smooth skin. It is impossible to distinguish the tree from

a peach, except that the fruit is without down. The same

characteristics of the leaf, flower, &c., which are used to

describe the varieties of the peach, are brought into re-

quisition in distinguishing those of the nectarine.

Nectarines usually produce nectarines from the seed

;

but the Boston nectarine originated from a peach stone.

The tree is cultivated and pruned like the peach, and

is propagated by budding or grafting on peach stocks.

The great difficulty in raising nectarines (and the same is

true of the apricot), is the curculio. The smooth skin of

these fruits offers an inviting place for this insect to de-

posit its eggs. The injured fruit may be known by being

marked with a small semi-circular impression as if cut with

a *' baby's nail." It is useless to plant the nectarine or

apricot, especially in sandy soils, unless the trees are daily

jarred, and the insects collected on sheets as they fall,

and immediately destroyed. A limb may be cut off the

tree, and the stuuip hit a few times with a mallet smartly,

since if gently shaken the insect will not loose its hold.

Or another very good method is to plant the plums,

apricots, and nectarines by themselves, and admit poultry,

and swine to eat the fallen fruit, which will, if other fruit

gardens are not contiguous, protect the crop the succeed-

ing year.* The borer infests the nectarine as well as the

^* In preventing the curculio, I am inclined to think that fowls are

much more serviceable than swine. The latter are of less use the

current season, and mostly beneficiaJ as regards the ensuing crop

;

but the chickens and ducks will take the perfect insect, whenever

he falls upon the earth, or rises from it in the spring.
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peach. Aside from the curculio, the nectarine is as hardy

and easily raised as the peach ; though scarcely equal to

the best peaches in flavor. Fine fruit is not to be ex-

pected unless the trees are shortened-in annually, as di-

rected for the peach.

The analysis of the nectarine scarcely differs from the

peach—^it requires exactly the same soil. The best

varieties are :

Hunfs Tawny—Leaves serrate ; flowers small ; fruit,

medium size, roundish, oval, with swollen point ; skin pale

orange ; dark red in the sun, mottled with russet specks
;

flesh orange, juicy, melting, and rich ; a good bearer. Ripens

10th July. Free,

Violette Hative or Early Violet,— Glands reniform
;

flowers small ; fruit, large, roundish, pale, yellowish-green,

with purplish red cheek, mottled with brown; flesh

whitish-red at the stone, melting, juicy, and delicious.

Eipens 20th July.

Downton.—Glands reniform ; fruit, large, roundish-oval

;

skin, pale green, red at the stone, melting, and most deli-

cious. Ripens 20th to 25th of July.

Elruge.— Glands reniform ; flower small ; fruit me-

dium, roundish-oval ; suture slight ; skin pale-green, with

deep violet, or blood-red cheek, and minute brown specks

;

flesh pale-green, pale-red at stone, melting, juicy, and

rich ; stone oval, rough, and pale-colored. Ripens July 25th.

Boston.—Glands globose; flower small; fruit, large,

roundish-oval ; skin, bright yellow, with deep-red cheek

;

flesh yellow, not rich but sweet and pleasant. Ripens

last of July.

New White.—Glands reniform ; flower large ; fruit large,

nearly round ; skin white, with slight tinge of red in the

sun ; flesh, white, tender, juicy, vinous, and rich ; stone

small. Ripens 1st of August.
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The best Clingstone nectarine is the Early Newington ;

and the best of all nectarines is said to be the Btanwick,

the quality of which is yet to be ascertained in this coun-

try. Temple's is said also to be a fine variety.

Armeniaca Vulgaris—Apricot.

The apricot is a fruit somewhat resembling both the

plum and the peach. The tree is ornamental as well as

useful ; larger than the plum, with glossy, heart-shaped,

large leaves, and white blossoms, which appear so early

that they are often cut off by frosts. But as with the

nectarine, the great obstacle to its culture is the curculio,

which may be warded off as in the case of that fruit. In

favorable seasons, when protected from the curculio, the

apricot is exceedingly productive.

The apricot is a native of Armenia, and other parts of

Central Asia. In quality it is second only to the peach

;

but coming earlier (with the earliest plums) it is very ac-

ceptable. For jellies, tarts, and preserving in brandy or

sugar, it is much esteemed, and is excellent when dried

as directed for the peach.

The apricot is generally budded on the plum stock. It

is sometimes propagated on its own root, and also upon the

peach. The plum is the hardier stock, and produces the

best tree. It may be root-grafted on the Chickasaw plum

by the method of whip-grafting. Those propagated by

seed, are usually very hardy and productive. On the

peach stock, the tree is liable to be destroyed by the

borer, and the fruit is inferior.

Apricots are so apt to bloom too early in the spring,

that it is better to plant them in northern exposures where

they will be retarded in blooming, by the shade of build-

ings there is less danger of severe frost. It is just as

necessary to shorten in the young branches of the apricot
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as those of the peach. The best soil is a deep loam ; cul-

tivate and manure the same as the plum or peach. I can

find no analysis.

The hardiest Apricots are Dubois, Orange, and Breda.

The best varieties are :

Dubois and Early.— Fiiiit small, roundish-oval; pale

orange; moderately juicy, sweet and good; very produc-

tive and hardy. Ripens early in June.

Large Early.— Fruit medium size, oblong and com-

pressed ; suture deep ; skin sligtly downy, pale orange in

the shade; bright orange or ruddy in the sun; flesh

separates freely from the stone, orange colored ; rich and

juicy ; kernel bitter. Ripens 10th of June.

Orange.— Fruit medium, roundish, with suture hollowed
at the stalk ; skin firm, orange, with a ruddy tinge ; flesh

dark orange, rather dry and somewhat adhesive to the

stone, which is small and roundish ; kernel sweet ; not first

rate; but excellent for tarts, preserving or drying, and

often bears a full crop when others fail. Ripens June 10th

Breda.—^^
Small roundish, deep orange— darker in the

sun ; flesh deep-orange, high-flavored, rich and juicy

;

separating from the stone ; kernel edible. A native of

Africa, hardy, productive and fine for dessert or preserves.

Ripens middle of June.

Peach.—Fruit very large, size of a medium peach, round-

ish, sides compressed, and with a distinct suture ; skin yel-

low, but deep orange mottled withbrown in the sun ; flesh

deep yellow, juicy, rich, and delicious. The finest variety

in cultivation ; stone perforated. Ripens last of June.

Moorjpark.— Large roundish oval; skin orange, with

ruddy cheek; flesh bright orange, free from stone; juicy and

of rich luscious flavor ; stone perforated. Hardly differs

from the preceding, except in being not quite so large

and a little later. Ripens 21st of July. Very productive.
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Castanea, etc.—Chestnut and other Nuts.

There are several kinds of nuts worthy of cultivation by

every planter, many of which are ornamental shade trees,

besides being valuable for the fruit they yield. For con-

venience we class them all under one head.

Castanea Vesca.—The Chestnut is a lofty forest tree,

and common to both continents. The Spanish Chestnut,

or Marron produces a very large, sweet nut, and is propa-

gated by grafting on the common sorts. There are several

varieties of this, of which " Marron de Lyon" is the best.

It will bear the second year from the graft. Chestnuts

are difficult to transplant when taken from the woods.

The improved varieties are much superior to the wild

sorts. The Chestnut as a shade tree is very effective in

landscape gardening.

Carya Alba.— Shell Bark Hickory. This tree is found

in fertile soils all over the Union, producing the common

thin shell white hickory nut. The tree is very regular

and beautiful for ornamental purposes. There is consider-

able difference in the size and flavor of different varieties.

It is generally propagated by seed. The largest and

finest flavored varieties only should be planted.

Carya Olkceformay or Pecan nut, is still more worthy of

cultivation.

Corylus Avdlana (Filberts)—are generally raised from

layers. They should not be allowed to sucker, but trained

to form low heads near the ground, which should be kept

tolerably open, and the young shoots shortened back every

spring. Of the varieties :

Cosford is a large, oblong, oval nut, with a thin shell and

of fine flavor. Prolific.

Frizzhdy known by its frizzled husk, nut of medium

14*
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size ; oval, compressed, liusk, hairy, shell thick ; kernel

sweet and good. Productive.

Red Filbert, known by the crimson skin of the kernel,

medium sized, ovate, thick shelled, sweet agreeable kernel,

husk long.

White Filbert.—Like the last, but with a light yellow

or white skin. Husk*long and tubular, nuts ovate.

Juglaus Regia.—Maderia nut is a fine lofty tree, with a

handsome spreading head, producing the well-known nuts

of the shops. It is produced from the seed or by grafting.

Likes a rich moist sail.

Juglaus Praejpartiii'iens is similar to the above, but bears

when three years old, and is valuable on this account for

the garden.

Juglaus Nigra, or Black Walnut, should also have a place

in the grounds as a line shade-tree as well as for its nuts.

Pistacia Vera (The Pistaco nut).—An ornamental tree,

producing agreeable flavored nuts, is much cultivated in

Southern Europe. The tree is dioecious, so that to pro-

duce, the male and female trees must be planted together.

The nuts are oval, the size of the olive, slightly furrowed,

with a mild flavored, oily nut. They begin to be produced

when the tree is five or six years old. The tree itself

grows to the height of fifteen or twenty feet. Nuts of this

tree have been distributed in various parts of the Union

by the Patent Office, and the tree will be likely to suc-

ceed in the low country.

Cerasus Vulgaris—Cherry.

The Cherry, it is said, was brought from Asia, by Lu-

cullus, the E;Oman General ; and from Eome, its culture

spread over Europe. In cooler latitudes, some of the va-

rieties are quite ornamental on account of their fine foli-

age and early white blossoms ; but it stops growing and
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drops its leaves too early in this climate to be esteemed

for this purpose.

The Cherry, in favorable climates, is highly esteemed as

a pleasant and refreshing fruit. The rich, luscious flavor

of some varieties, and the delicacy and juiciness of oth-

ers, renders it a very desirable dessert fruit. The tender

acid sorts are preserved in sugar or brandy, and are excel-

lent for pies and tarts ; dried slowly by artificial heat, with

the addition of sugar, the stones being removed ; they are

excellent for winter use. Cherry gum is very similar to

Gum Arabic. The Cherry is a very difficult fruit to

bring to perfection in the South, except the common Mo-

rello ; and even this does not average a really good yield

oftener than once in two or three years. It likes a mel-

low loam, so deeply trenched that it will not suffer from

drought, and pretty well enriched. A thin mulching of

chip manure or tan bark about the roots, is a beneficial

application.

I have been able to obtain an analysis of the fruit and

stalk only, which is by Eichardson

:

Entire Fruit. Stalk.

Potassa, .... 51.85 42.66

Soda, . . . . . 1.12 6.17

Lime, .... 7.47 22.29

Magnesia, .... 5.46 2.71

Sulphuric Acid, . . • 5.09 2.98

Silicic " . . . 9.04 2.59

Phosphoric" . . . 14.21 14.89

Phosph. of Sesquioxide of Iron, 3.74 2.35

Chloride of Iron, . . 2.02 2.39

100.00 99.00

Per-centage of ash . . 0.43 2.37
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Cherries are generally budded or grafted on the Maz-

zard or wild European stock, though the Mahaleb or per-

fumed cherry stock, is far better here. Our common Mo-
rello seems to do better for stocks here, than theMazzard.

If grafted, it must be done very early in the spring, as

well as all other stone fruits. Cherry trees must be cut

back so low when planted, that they will throw out

branches within eight or ten inches of the soil, in order to

shade the roots and trunk ; then keep them shortened-in,

like the peach. Without this mode of training, it is use-

less for us to plant the finer varieties, as the sun will kill

them by scorching the bark. They should be planted in

a cool situation, as the north side of a building, or on any

northern exposure, where they will be screened from the

mid-day sun, as the young fruit is liable to blight from

heat, as well as the tree to be injured.

If caterpillars, or insects of any kind attack the foliage,

they must be exterminated by some of the modes given

under the head of insects. The bug is best destroyed by
throwing ashes or lime up among the leaves, or syring-

ing with soap and tobacco.

After the cherry arrives at maturity, the finer kinds are

generally stolen by the birds, against which, powder and

shot is the most effectual remedy. Dwarf trees may be*

protected by nets.

It is not probable that the cherry will be very success-

fully cultivated in the South, until we have varieties

raised here from seed, that are adapted to our wants.

Cherry seed should be planted immediately, because if

they become dry, they seldom grow.

Of the varieties described below, the Elton, May Duke,
and common Morello, have borne fine crops here. The
Kentish, Late Kentish, Belle Magnifique, Reine Hortenso,

and English Morello, will probably prove as hardy as
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the common Morello ; while Downer*B Late, Kirtland's

Mary, Gov. Wood and Eockport Bigarrean, are American

seedlings, and with the Black Heart, are likely to suc-

ceed as well as the Elton. Time of ripening can be given

only of the Elton and May Duke. The Duke and Mo-

rello cherries are the hardiest in our climate.

May Duke.—Fruit, roundish, medial size and in clusters

;

skin lively red at first, dark red when ripe. Flesh, red-

dish, tender, melting, veiy juicy, rich and excellent when

fully ripe, Eipens early in May. The best for this climate.

Doctor.—A heart cherry, small, roundish, heart-shape,

distinct suture, bright yellow and red blended and mot-

tled. Flesh, white, tender and juicy, with a sweet de-

lightful flavor. Worthy of trial here.

Rockfort Bigarrean.—^Very large, heart-shaped ; color,

deep red on amber ground; flesh, yellowish,.fine, juicy,

with a sweet, rich flavor.

Elton.—^Very large ; acute, heart-shaped ; skin, thin,

pale yellow, with a cheek mottled with bright red ; stalk,

long and slender ; flesh, firm at first, becoming tender, juicy,

with a rich, luscious flavor. Has produced good crops

here, in a northern exposure, the past two seasons

(1852-3). Eipens May 10th to 20th.

Kentish.—Fruit, small to medium, round, a little flat-

tened, borne in pairs ; skin, fine bright red, growing

dark when fully ripe ; stalk, one and a fourth inches long,

stoutly set in pretty deep hollow ; flesh, melting, juicy

and of a rich, acid, sprightly flavor. A hardy sort and

excellent for cooking, &c.

Late Kentish.—Eesembles the above, but is two weeks

later, a little larger and excellent for cooking, preserving,

and drying.

KirtlancVs Mary.—^Very large, roundish heart-shaped,
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light and dark red marbled on a yellow ground ; stalk,

moderate size ; flesh, light yellow, half tender, rich, juicy,

with a sweet, high flavor.

Black Heart,—Large, heart-shaped ; skin, glossy, dark

purple, changing to black when ripe ; stalk, one inch and

a half long, in a moderate cavity ; flesh, half tender, be-

coming, when ripe, tender and juicy, with a rich, sweet

flavor. A large, hardy tree.

Downer's Late.—Fruit medium, roundish, heart-shaped,

inclining to oval ; skin smooth, of a soft but lively red,

mottled with amber in the shade; stalk in a slight depres-

sion ; fruit borne thickly in clusters ; flesh tender,

melting, with a sweet, luscious flaror. Tree grows well

with me ; has not borne yet.

Bell Magnifique.—A large, red cherry, rather acid, ten-

der, juicy, and rich ; fine for cooking and for the table,

when fully ripe. Tree of slow growth, but bears pro-

fusely.

Reine Hortense.—A new, French cherry, of great excel-

lence ; large, bright red, tender, juicy, nearly sweet, and

delicious ; tree vigorous ; bears well. Has fruited since

the above was written. Excellent.

English Mordlo.— Tolerably large, roundish* nearly

black ; flesh reddish purple, tender, juicy, of a pleasant

sub-acid flavor. (The common Morello of this country is

a smaller and inferior variety of the foregoing. Eipens

May 25th.)

Plmnstone Morello.—Large, dark red, rich, and fine ; the

best of all the Morellos. Tree of slender, slow growth.

Most of the above have fruited at Pomaria, S. 0., and

have proved excellent. See Southern Agriculturist, May,
1853.
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Citrus—The Orange Family.

Citrus Aurantium—The Orange.

The orange is a native of Asia. The rich, golden fruit

displayed among its dark, evergreen foliage, renders it the

most beautiful of fruit trees. The tree usually rises

twenty-five or thirty feet, with a round, symmetrical

head, the bark of the trunk being an ashy gray, while that

of the twigs is a soft green. The leaves are of a fine,

healthy, shining green ; its blossoms are delicately fra-

grant, with an aroma that never satiates or offends ; and

as the tree is in all stages of bearing at one and the same

time in flower and in golden fruit, nothing can surpass an

orange grove in the combination of attractions.

Wild or bitter oranges are found in the various parts of

Florida, as far north as 28°. Where they are found, a

good soil is indicated. It may have originated from the

Seville orange, introduced by the Spaniards. The orange

is considerably cultivated in Florida, and somewhat on the

sea-coast of Carolina and Georgia.

It has been analyzed by Eowny and How. Like other

fruit trees, it requires a soil well supplied with lime,

potash, and the phosphates.

Potassa, .

ROOT.

15.43
STEM.

11.69
LKAVBS.

16.51
FRUIT.

36.42
SEKD.

40.28

Soda, . 4.52 3.07 1.68 11.42 0.92

Lime, 49.89 55.13 56.38 24.52 18.97

Magnesia, . 6.91 6.34 5.72 8.06 8.74

SeBquioxide of Iron, 1.02 0.57 0.52 0.46 0.80

Sulphuric Acid, 5.78 4.64 4.43 3.74 5.10

Silicic Acid, 1.75 1.22 4.83 0.44 1.13

Phosphoric Acid, 13.47 17.09 3.27 11.07 23.24

Chloride of Sodium, 1.18 0.25 6.66 3.87 0.82

199.95 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Per-centageof ash, 4.48 2.74 13.73 3.94 3.30
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The orange seems to demand a calcareous soil. Lime
would, doubtless, prove a beneficial application in most

localities.

The best -soil for the orange is a deep, fertile loam. The
seeds of the wild orange give the hardiest stock. They
should be sown early in spring, and may be budded the

same season, or early in the next. They may also be

whip-grafted in the spring, just before the time the sap

comes into brisk motion. The hardiest kinds should be

selected for open air culture.

The scale insect (Coccus Tlisperidum) and others have,

of late years, proved a formidable enemy to the extended

culture of the orange. The female insects, in spring, are

found in a lifeless state, from which the eggs being hatched

by the warmth of the season, the young insects crawl forth,

puncturing the tender shoots and leaves, and sucking their

sap; they gradually increase in size, and in about eight

days permanently attach themselves to the trunk and

branches to undergo their transformations. During the

summer, all the young leaves and branches become rapidly

and successively covered with the scales of these insects,

of which there are successive generations during the sea-

son. In the green-house, this insect is kept down by a

strong tobacco wash, heated to the temperature of 100 de-

grees Fahrenheit, and applied to the whole affected sur-

face. The warm liquid irritates ^he insect, so that it looses

its hold, permitting the fluid to enter between it and the

bark, by which means it is destroyed. Applied at ordi-

nary temperatures, tobacco water has no effect.* To be of

much benefit, the application must be universal.

Varieties.—There are about forty sorts of oranges culti-

vated, of two principal classes, viz., the Sweet or China

Orange, and the Bitter, Seville or WUd Orange. The latter

« Burst.
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class is much the most hardy, but is of no value as a des-

sert fruit. They are used in cooking, and for flavoring

liquors.

Of the Sweet Oranges, the Maltese has a thick and

spongy rind, pulp red and delicious, but with sometimes a

trace of bitterness. The glands which secrete the oil are

prominent.

St, Michael's,—Small, with thin smooth rind, and small

glands; pulp, light colored and, of a luscious, sugary taste

;

often seedless. The most delicious of all oranges.

Mandarin is a small flattened fruit, with a thin rind

parting freely from the pulp, frequently separating of

itself
;
pulp, dark orange, juicy and rich.

The Havana, or common sweet orange, is a well known

fruit, of good size, and moderately rough rind ;
pulp well

filled with delicious juice.

The St. Avgustine Oranges, are a large variety of the

Havana, much better than those brought from Cuba.

Bergamct.—Has small flowers and pear-shaped fruit.

The leaves, fruit, and flowers are all very fragrant, and

much used by perfumers.

The following varieties of the orange tribe are cultivated

in the same manner.

Citrus Limonum (The Lemon).—^Is cultivated like the

orange, but has longer, lighter, colored leaves, with naked

footstalks ; flowers tinged with red, externally ; fruit,

pale yellow, oblong, with a swollen point, and an acid

pulp. Used mostly for flavoring and preparing lemonade,

and other cooling drinks.

Citrus Limetta ( The Lime).—Has smaller flowers than

the lemon, which are white, and small, roundish, pale

yellow fruit, with a slight protuberance at the end. The

fruit is acid, and used for the same purposes as the lemon.

The green fruit makes a delicate preserve.
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0. Medica (The Citron) , has large, oblong, wingless

leaves, and flowers tinged with purple without. The fruit is

lemon-shaped, but larger, with warts and furrows. Rind,

thick and fragrant
;
pulp, sub-acid. Chiefly used for

preserves.

C. Decumana, or ShaddGcJc, has leaves winged like the

orange ; flowers, white ; frtdt, globular and very large,

weighing often six or eight pounds ; rind very thick
;
pulp,

sweetish or sub-acid, but not very desirable, except for its

showy appearance.

Cydonia Communis—Quince.

The quince is a small hardy tree, seldom growing over

twelve or fifteen feet high, thickly branched,with roundish

or ovate leaves, whitish underneath, on short petioles ; the

flowers which open late are white, or pale pink ; and the

fruit appears on shoots of the same years growth, vary-

ing in shape, but having a general resemblance to the

apple and pear. It is when ripe, highly fragrant, and of

a fine golden yellow, making the tree quite ornamental.

Quinces are seldom eaten raw ; but for stewing, preserv-

ing, marmalades, or in pies and tarts along with apples,

they are much esteemed. They are, also dried for winter

use, giving an excellent flavor to dried apples and peaches.

For these purposes the quince has been long in cultivation,

having been in great esteem by the Greeks and Romans.

The mucilage from the seeds was formerly used in

medicine, instead of gum-water. The juice is cooling,

astringent and stomachic.

The quince is propagated from seed, layers, slips, or

cuttings. The latter planted in autumn, in a shady situa-

tion, very seldom fail, and are not as liable to throw out

suckers as those raised from suckers and slips. Quinces

generally produce the same from seed, but occasionally vary.
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Quince stocks are very mucli used for budding and

grafting the pear, for which the Angers Quince is pre-

ferable, being easily raised from cuttings or layers. The

other kinds are of less vigorous growth, and more short-

lived. I have not been able to find an analysis of the

quince. A large amount of soda and chlorine, will pro-

bably be the chief difference between it and those of the

apple and pear.

The quince likes a deep, light, moist soil, and a cool ex-

posure, growing naturally on the banks of streams. It

will, however, succeed in a rich, deep, dry soil ; trenching

will afford a due supply of moisture. No tree is more

benefited by manuring, especially with vegetable matters.

Salt is a very beneficial application every winter—minis-

tering to the growth of the tree directly, and by keeping

the soil always moist. If applied occasionally during the

summer, in small doses, at a distance from the stem, the

fruit will not drop. It will bear an application annually

of tftn bushels j)er acre. Plant the trees ten feet apart.

The quince is slightly subject to the blight, like the

pear and apple, and is also attacked by the borer, which

infests the apple ; the blighted branches must be cut off

and burned as with the jpear. The borer must be dug out

as directed under the head of Insects.

In training, the best fruit is obtained from those trained

in tree form ; but on account of the borer, it is best to use

the bush form, with three or four main stems (not more),

so if one is destroyed, there are others left to take its

place. Thus trained, the bush should be pruned moder-

ately open, or the fruit will be inferior. If there is an

over-crop, the fruit must be thinned. Trees will com-

mence bearing in two or three years.

Varieties.—Apple-shaped^ or Orange. This is the com-

mon variety, with large roundish, or apple-shaped fruit,
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with a short neck ; skin light, golden yellow ; flesh firm,

but stewing tender ; leaves oval, shoots slender. It bears

abundantly. Earlier than the other sorts.

Pear-shaped.—Fruit of larger size, pyriform ; oblong,

tapering to the stalk ; skin, yellow ; flesh of firmer tex-

ture, when preserved, and not quite so good in flavor and

color as the foregoing ; fruit ripens a fortnight later, and

when picked, keeps much longer ; leaves, oblong, ovate.

Tree of more vigorous growth, but does not bear so well.

Portugal (Cydonia lusitanicaJ.-^Yrnit still more oblong,

of lighter color, milder flavor, and better quality than the

preceding kinds ; leaf, larger and broader ; shoots stouter

;

ripens between the other two ; a shy bearer. Pretty

good as a stock for the pear. Tree larger than the other

varieties.

Angers.—^A variety of the last, the strongest grower of

all the quinces, and best for pear stocks. The fruit is

said to be larger and better than any other kind.

The Chinese and Japan quinces are fine ornamental

shrubs.

Ficws Carica—Fig.

The ^^ is a large shrub, or a low spreading tree—some

varieties growing to the height of twenty-five, or thirty

feet, in favorable circumstances ; but it does not generally

reach over half this height. The leaves are large, cordate,

and deeply cut, from three to five lobed, thick, and pubes-

cent beneath. The blossoms are not apparent, but con-

cealed in the inside of the fleshy receptacle that becomes

the fruit ; which consists of a pulp, containing numerous

pericarps enclosed in a rind, various colored in the dif-

ferent varieties. Though the flavor at first is too sweet and

luscious for most unaccustomed tastes, it soon becomes a

great favorite, and is perhaps the most wholesome and

nutritious of all fruits.
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The fig is a native of Asia and Africa, and has been

cultivated from the earliest times. It is. perfectly at home
in all the low country and middle portions of the South,

and as universally cultivated below the mountain section

as the peach itself.

Large quantities of dried figs are imported into the

United States, and even sold in our midst. These at a

very little expense could be put up at home and exported

at a profit. A good v^ay to dry them, is to gather them

dead ripe ; when dry, boil them in a preserving kettle in

a syrup of nice sugar, about ^ve minutes. Take then out,

drain them dry in a brick oven, after the Ifread is with-

drawn, or in a kiln made for drying fruits ; when dry,

they can be put away in drums^or boxes.

Imported figs are dipped in a hot lye made of fig ashes,

and dried on hurdles in the sun. When sun-dried here,

they are apt to be infested with insects. The ^g is worth

culture for feeding fowls, pigs, &c.

The fig is readily propagated by cuttings either of the

shoots or roots, planted in the fall or spring. Suckers also

can be taken off the old plants, or layers made. Cuttings

should be eight- or ten inches long, and include half an

inch of old wood at the base of each. Planted in hot beds

in January, they will form handsome plants the same

season.

Figs should be set out twelve or fifteen feet apart, and

the winter after planting, they may be cut nearly to the

ground. The next year, they will throw up vigorous

shoots, of which one or more may be retained, and the rest

rubbed off. The Celestial Fig is best trained as a low

tree.

Analysis,—The following analysis of the ashes of the

fruit of the fig is by Richardson. I have met with none

of the tree itself :

—
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Potassa, . 28.36

Soda, 24.14

Lime, . . . 18.91

Magnesia, . ... 9.11

Sulphuric Acid, . 6.73

Silic Acid, 5.93

Phosphate of Sesquioxide of Iron, . 2.76

Chloride of Sodium, 4.02

100.06

The best soil for the ^g is a mellow loam, of a calcareous

nature. Ashes, marl, or composts, prepared with mild

lime, form the best manure. If the soil is too moist, the

fig continues its growth too late in the season, when the

new wood is killed bj the frost. While young, it is best to

protect the tree during winter with evergreens. I have

found young trees will mature their fruit and wood much

more perfectly, and better endure the winter, if the young

shoots are broken off at the tips, and if all fruit forming

after that is removed, and no more growth permitted, after

the middle of September. As a general rule, however,

with the fig, " the more you prune, the less your crop."

This, however, does not apply to root pruning. If from

too rank growth of wood the tree drops its fruit, cut off all

the roots that project more than half the length of the

branches at any time during the winter. Eoot pruning

can also be applied with success to the pear or any other fruit

tree, rendered unfruitful by too luxuriant growth of wood.

The nomenclature of figs is still very uncertain, few

being described with minuteness and accuracy. The
names of several of our common varieties do not appear in

the books ; or they are there so imperfectly described, that

we do not recognise them.

Brumwick^—Fruit very large, long, pyriform, with an

oblique apex ; eye depressed ; stalk short and thick

;
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skin pale green, tinged with yellow in the shade ; dull,

brownish red in the sun, sprinkled with pale brown specks

;

flesh reddish brown, pinkish at the centre, semi-transpa-

rent, rich, sweet, and high-flavored. If I have the true

variety, the leaves are deeply cut, and generally seven-

lobed. Wood of strong growth ; very hardy ; indispensable.

Brown Turkey.—Fruit large, oblong or pyriform; skin

dark brown, covered with a thick blue bloom ; flesh red

and delicious ; said to be very hardy and prolific. May
be our common blue variety. My tree, procured under

this name, proves to be the Brunswick.

Brown Ischia—Fruit medium or large, roundish, obovate;

skin chestnut brown ; flesh purple, sweet and excellent

;

fiYQ lobed, leaves broad.

Small Brown Ischia.—Fruit small, pyriform, with a short

footstalk ; skin light brown ; flesh inclining to purple ; high-

flavored; leaves less divided than the other sorts. This

and the Brown Turkey are generally considered the

hardiest varieties.

Black Genoa,—Fruit large, long, obovate, tapering to

the stalk, which is slender; skin almost black, glossy,

covered with purple bloom
;

pulp bright red, of excellent

flavor. Continuing to bear fruit abundantly until frost.

Leaflets narrow, and leaf seven-lobed like the Brunswick.

Indispensable.

Celestial.—Fruit quite small, pyriform ; stalk slender

;

skin very thin, dark-colored, covered with purple bloom

;

pulp light red, and of very delicious flavor. In dry weather,

it hangs on the tree until it shrivels, improving in sweet-

ness and flavor. Trees grow quite large, and are very

productive, yielding constantly from July to October.

Leaves five-lobed. May prove the Malta of Downing and

others. As hardy as any variety cultivated, and probably

the best.
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Tht Common Blue is rather inferior in flavor to the fore-

going ;. but it is very hardy and productive. Fruit large,

oblong, bluish purple ; early, and produces two crops.

WHITE, YELLOW, OR GREEN

Round White
J
Common White, Lemon Fig. fFigure

Blanche Eondo.)—Fruit turbinate, flattened ; stalk short

;

skin pale, yellowish green ; flesh white and sweet, not

high-flavored. Eipens quite early ; is a good bearer. Its

color renders it very valuable for preserves.

White Genoa ( White ItalianJ.—Fruit large, globular,

a little lengthened to the stalk ; skin thin, yellowish when
ripe

;
pulp light red, and of sweet, delicious flavor. If

protected, the fruit is the first to ripen. A good bearer

here. Indispensable.

Nerii.—Fruit small, roundish, obovate ; skin light, green-

ish yellow
;
pulp red, slightly acid, delicate, and rich. Has

borne here some years, and is a very nice little ^g,

Pregussatta.—This is really a colored fig; but being

omitted in its place, I will describe it here, where it is usu-

ally but incorrectly placed. Fruit medium, roundish, flat-

tened; skin purplish brown in the shade, dark brown in

the sun; pulp deep red, high-flavored, and luscious.

Alicante.-^-A very large and delicious purple ^g, bear-

ing early in the season abundantly, until frost, in the low

country, but not suited to this latitude, as it is more ten-

der than those described.

Black Ischia and White Ischia are. said to be good. The
above list I know are. The White Marsailles, Gentile,

and Yellow Ischia are worthless ; the first from inferior

fruit—the others are poor bearers.

Fragaria (of Species)—^Strawberry.

The (Strawberry is a well known small, creeping plant,

with perennial roots, and generally ternate leaves. Its
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botanical name is derived from the delightful fragrance of

the ripe fruit. Its common name, strawberry, has arisen

from the ancient practice of laying straw between the

roots to keep the ground moist, and the fruit clean. This

fruit is fragrant, delicious, and universally esteemed. The
first offering of the season in the way of ripe fruit, nothing

that comes after can excel ** a dish of ripe strawberries

smothered in cream,'* or eaten fresh from the plant. It is,

indeed, the most popular and wholesome of all the small

fruits consisting of matter almost entirely soluble in the

stomach, and neither there, nor when rotting in heaps, does

it undergo the acetous fermentation. Hence, it is very

wholesome, and may be safely eaten by gouty and rheu-

matic persons. Besides its grateful flavor, the subacid

juice has a cooling quality, peculiarly acceptable in sum-

mer. When taken in even large quantities, there are few

constitutions with which they disagree ; and, indeed, they

are positively salutary in cases of the gout and stone.

They promote perspiration, and also remove the tartareous

incrustation of the teeth. In addition to its excellence for

the dessert, it is a favorite fruit for making jams, ices, jel-

lies, and preserves.

The English Wood strawberry was the first brought into

cultivation. Says old Tusser :

—

" Wife, into the garden and set me a plot

With strawberry plants the best to be got,

Such growing abroad amid trees of the wood,

Well chosen and picked, prove excellent good."

Turning over its cultivation to the ladies, as beneath his

attention.

The best varieties now cultivated have originated from

the Scarlets and Fints, which are natives of America.

Plants taken directly from the field into t)ie garden yield

15
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at once a tolerable crop. This climate is well adapted to

the culture of this fruit ; since by giving the plants a due

supply of moisture, fruit can be gathered the greater part

of the year. The great strawberry market of the world is

Cincinnati, where oyer five thousand bushels have been

sold in one season. But Mr. Peabody, of Columbus, in

this State, is probably the most successful of strawberry

growers, having fruit in the open ground sometimes nine

months in the year.

a, STAMI-VATB. 6, PISTILLATE. C, HERMAPHKODITE.

In its natural state, the strawberry generally produces

perfect or hermaphrodite blossoms. The hermaphrodite

are those which have both the stamens perfect, and the

pistils so well developed, as to produce a tolerably fair

crop of fruit. Cultivation has so affected the strawberry,

in this respect, that there are now three classes of varie-

ties :—1st. Those in which the male or staminate organs

are always perfect, like a, in the figure ; but the female or

pistillate organs are so defective, that they will very rarely

bear a perfect fruit. These are called staminate. 2d.

Those in which the female or pistillate organs are perfect,

(see &, in figure,) but in which the male organs are gener-

ally so defective that they cannot produce fruit at all, un-

less in the neighborhood of, and fertilized by staminate or

hermaphrodite plants. Impregnated by these, they bear

enormous crops. These are pistillate. 3d. (See figure c.)

Those, like the native varieties, whitfh are true herma-

phrodites, that is, they are perfect in stamens, and more
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or less perfect in pistils, so that they generally produce

a tolerable crop, and in favorable seasons, the pistils being

fully developed, they will produce a good one. This is

the staminate class of the looks. The first of these classes,

the staminate, rarely producing fruit,' and running exuber-

antly to vine, should be dug up wherever they are found,

since the hermaphrodite are productive, and equally use-

ful for fertilizing. It is to the pistillate varieties, fertilized

by the hermaphrodite, that we must look for large crops

of fruit.

In beds of each of these varieties, seedlings will spring

up, differing from the parents ; but runners from any va-

riety, will always produce flowers of the same class, and

similar in all respects to the parent plant. By the due

admixture of hermaphrodite and pistillate plants, fi\Q

thousand quarts have been picked from an acre at Cincin-

nati, where the strawberry season is usually less than a

month.

Analysis.—The strawberry has been analyzed by Rich-

ardson :

—

FRUIT, PLANT.

Potassa, . . . '
. 21.07 38.65

Soda, .... 27.01 9.27

Lime, . . . . . 14.21 12.20
Magnesia, . trace 5.85
Sulphuric Acid, 3.15 5.89

Silicic ** 12.05 2.58

Phosphoric "
. . . 8.59 15.58

Phos. of Sesquioxideof Iron, 11.12 8.65

Chloride of Sodium, 2.78 1.23

99.98 99.93
Per-centage of ash. 0.41 0.39

Potash, soda, and phosphoric acid are the elements most

likely to be wanting. Wood ashes and the carbonates of

potash and soda, prove very beneficial applications. The
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good effects of applying the phosphates or lime, has not

been so apparent, perhaps, owing to there being enough

already in the soil.

Propagation and Culture.—To raise the strawberry in

perfection, requires good varieties, a proper location, care-

ful cultivation, vegetable manure, mulching the roots, and

regular watering.

We shall notice the varieties hereafter. The straw-

berry bed should be situated in the lowest part of the gar-

den, succeeding best on a bottom near some little stream

of water, where the soil is moist and cool. I^o trees or

plants should be allo^w^ed to overshadow it, to drink up the

moisture of the soil. New land is the best an<! the most

easily kept free from weeds. The soil should be dug at

least two spades deep, to enable the plants better to with-

stand drought. It is not required to be rich, unless with

decayed vegetable matter, as animal manures produce

only a growth of vine.

If the soil is poor, give it a thick coat of swamp muck

;

or wood's earth, and leached or unleached ashes, which

must be turned under, ^fter the soil is prepared and

levelled, mark off your rows two feet apart. Plant there-

on, selecting the young, healthy runners from old stocks,

three rows of pistillates, then a path, then a row of a good

hermaphrodites, another path, and then six rows of pistil-

lates, and so on until the ground is planted. Let the

plants be fifteen or eighteen inches asunder. Choose

damp weather for the operation of transplanting. The
roots of the plant must be well spread out just as they

grow ; when transplanted, set them firmly and wash them

in with water like sweet potato slips, if the ground is not

moist. Cover the space between the plants, but not the

plants themselves, with a thin mulching of partially de-

composed leaves, straw, or decayed tan—the latter is ex-
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cellent. As the runners appear, unless desired to make

new beds, they should be cut off—not pulled, which dis-

turbs the roots. As soon as the blossoms begin to appear,

the great necessity is water. Unless it rains twice a

week, give water by hand, water to swell the fruit, and

water to form new fruit stems. In this way, Mr. Pea-

body has crops of Hovey's Seedling, from March until

hard frosts. Kill all grass and weeds as fast as they ap-

pear, with the hoe. After the plants have done fruiting,

let the beds remain until winter, when they should be

well hoed, thinned out to twelve or eighteen inches in the

row, the cut-up vines dug in, and a new coat of leaves,

straw, muck or decayed tan given the whole bed, except

the crowns of the plants. Keep the proportion of male

and female plants, the same as when planted. A very

easy way to get a good spring crop is by cultivating in

alternate strips. Prepare your soil as before, strike out

the rows three feet apart, and plant eighteen inches apart

in the row, giving a due proportion of the different sexes

as before ; let these runners fill up every alternate section

of three feet, keeping the other bare, by destroying all

runners, and the whole patch free from weeds. The strips

of runners will give a heavy crop of fruit, and the open

strip will serve for a path while gathering them. After

the fruit season is over, dig and prepare this alley for the

occupation of new runners for the next crop ; dig in plenty

of decayed tan, swamp-earth, or leaf-mould, trench two

spades deep. The runners from adjacent vines will soon

cover this strip. The plants will need thinning in order

to be evenly distributed. When the strips are well cov-

ered, which they will be by August, dig under the old

plants, and add a light coat of manure. Here a crop of

turnips or spinach may be raised and removed before the

next fruit season. By thus changing each season the
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strips occupied by the plants, the same plot of ground

will remain productive many years. To produce supe-

rior crops, in this mode as well as the former, liberal water-

ing is required.

Varieties.-—As the season of this fruit, with the ex-

ception of Large Early Scarlet and Hovey's Seedling, is

very short, but few varieties are required. Having tried

Hovey's Seedling, Boston Pine, Hudson, Burr's New Pine,

Moyamensing, Eival Hudson, Black Prince, Cuthill's Black

Prince, Bishop's Orange, Longworth's Prolific, British

Queen, McAvoy's Superior, Walker's Seedling, Buist's

Prize, English Eed, White Wood, and several others. Of
these I have selected for my own grounds the following

rarieties, as decidedly the most desirable :

—

Large Early Scarlet.—An American variety. Fruit

pretty large, roundish, ovate, regular, light scarlet, seeds

deeply imbedded ; flesh tender, and of a rich excellent

flavor, leaves broad, deep green, flowers large and perfect.

The most valuable Hermaphrodite variety. It will stand

dry weather better than most varieties ; bears well ; in a

bed of pistillates it is easily distinguished by its foliage.

Bishop^s Orange.— Fruit light scarlet, somewhat ap-

proaching orange, of large si^e ; shape conical, regular,

borne in large clusters lying on the surface; flesh firm

and of high flavor. A fine bearer and a favorite with me,

requires but little care. In flavor, excellent ; flowers

pistillate.

Hoveyh Seedling.—When we consider the size, flavor,

and its habit of long-continued bearing where well cul-

tivated, this is the finest of strawberries. Like all the

pistillate varieties, it needs a fertilizer. It is the best

market strawberry known, and when fully ripened, it is

excelled in flavor by few varieties. Leaves large, bright

green^ foot-stalks long and erect ; fruit very large, round-
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isli, oval or slightly conical, deep shining scarlet, seeds

slightly imbedded ; flesh firm, with a rich agreeable flavor,

nearly equal to Bishop's Orange. Pistillate, originated by
C. M. Hovey, of Boston.

Burros New Pine.— Large light orange scarlet, always

of the highest and most delicious flavor. With me it often

shows fruit most of the season ;. but so far it is not suffici-

ently productive, and it lacks the hardiness of the forego-

ing varieties. Plants seem to be easily killed by extremes

of heat or cold. The hardiness and productiveness of

Hovey *s Seedling would render this the most desirable

of strawberries, l^eeds further trial.

McAvoy^s Superior.— This won a prize of $100 at Cin-

cinnati, as the best pistillate variety for size, flavor, and

fruitfulness. Leaf dark green, serrate; foot-stalk long,

trusses of fruit, full ; berry large of rich dark col or, irregular,

roundish conical, seeds large slightly sunk ; flesh crimson

and white, tender and juicy, core of rather open, coarse

texture, too soft for market. With me not as desirable as

Hovey or Moyamensing,

Moyamensing,— Fruit rather large, roundish, conical,

deep crimson ; seeds crimson set in rather deep depressions,

with rounded intervals ; flesh red, flower very fine, qual-

ity "best," pistillate; leaf large with creuate serratures.

This is first rate with me in every respect, a capital mar-

ket fruit from its firm texture.

Of these the first, second, third, and sixth, are most

desirable. Walker's Seedling, a staminate variety, pro-

mises well. McAvoy^s Extra Red will probably prove a

good market fruit. Boston Pine occasionally bears well,

and is of excellent quality. Crescent Seedling proves here

nothing remarkable. Longworth's Prolific I have tried

but one season, when it did not do very well, but may
prove a good sort.
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Morus—Mulberry.

This genus includes two species worthy of cultivation

on account of tlieir fruit, both hardy deciduous trees, rip-

ening their berries in May, with the later strawberries.

The fruit is of very agreeable flavor, and of abundant sub-

acid juice. It is cooling, laxative, and wholesome for,

like the strawberry, it does not undergo the acetous fer-

mentation. An agreeable wine may be made of the juice.

All the species of the mulberry are of the easiest culture,

and are generally propagated by cuttings of the branches or

roots. The former should be shoots of the last season,

having one joint of old wood ; they may be three feet

long, and buried half Jheir depth in the soil. The tree

requires little or no pruning. The soil should be a rich,

deep, sandy loam. The fruit falls when ripe, hence, when
the tree commences bearing, the surface below should be

kept in short turf, that the fruit may be pickled from the

clean grass. The black mulberry, morus nigra, is a na-

tive of Persia, and is a slow-growing, low-branched tree,

with large, tough leaves, often iive-lobed, producing large

and delicious fruit, frequently an inch and a half long,

and an inch across ; black and fine-flavored. Tree a very

poor grower.

Morus Ruba,—Is a native of our woods ; leaves larg*e,

rough, and generally heart-shaped ; fruit an inch long,

sweet and pleasant, but much inferior to the last. The
vigorous growth and fine spreading head of this species,

makes it deserving of culture as an ornamental tree. If

the cherry is planted near the house, and the mulberry a

little more remote, the latter will often attract the birds

from the more valuable fruit. There is an everbearing

variety of this, very desirable for affording a succession

of fruit until frost. Mr. Charles Downing has also another

variety, said to be nearly equal to the black in flavor.
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The varieties of the white mulberry produce fruit of no

value, and are only cultivated for the silk worm.

Okd Euro'pea—Olive.

The olive is a low, branching evergreen tree, rising to

the height of twenty or thirty feet, with stiff, narrow,

bluish-green leaves. The fruit is a berried drupe, of ob-

long, spheroidal form ; hard, thick flesh, of a yellowish-

green color, turning black when ripe. The tree is a

native of Greece and the sea-coast ridges of Asia and
Africa

; it has been cultivated from time immemorial for

the oil expressed from its ripe fruit. Where cultivated,

it answers all the purposes of cream and butter, and en-

ters into every kind of cookery. Unripe olives are much
used as pickles, which, though distasteful at first, to most

persons, become by custom exceedingly grateful, promot-

ing digestion and increasing appetite. The ripe olive is

crushed to a paste, when the oil is expressed through

coarse, hempen bags into hot water, from which the pure

oil is skimmed off. If the stone is crushed, the oil is infe-

rior.

MuUer has analysed the various parts of the olive tree :

Potassa,
WOOD

20.60
LEAVEP.

24.81
FRUIT

54.03

Lime, 63.02 56.18 15.72

Magnesia, . .2.31 5.18 4.38

Sulphuric Acid, 3.09 3.01 1.19

Silica, . 3.82 3.75 5.58

Phosphoric " . 4.77 3.24 7.30

Phos. of Sesquioxide )

of Iron, )

1.39 1.07 2.24

Chloride ofPotassium, 1.00 2,76 9.56

100.00 100.00 100.00
Per-centage of Ash in )

the dry substance )

FiR fi ±F%v.t/o \J,'±0

Per-centage ofAsh in | 2.61
the fresh substance, )

15*
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Lime and potash are the chief sorts the olive requires

in the soil.

Fro^pagation and Culture,—Olive plantations are gener-

ally formed from the rooted suckers which rise abund-

antly from the roots of old trees. It also grows readily

from cuttings and seeds. Knots and tumors form on the

bark of the trunk, which, being removed with a knife, are

planted like bulbs, an inch or two deep, when they take

root and become new trees. The cultivated olive may,

perhaps, also be grafted on our Olea Americana, or Devil

TFi?^^, which abounds on the seacoast. The best trees

are from seedlings, which commence bearing in ^ve, or six

years, but are not remunerative until ten or twelve years

old. The trees produce about fifteen or twenty pounds

of oil per year, and their longevity is greater than any

other fruit tree. The olive is hardier than the orange, but

is most hardy and prolific when grown on a dry calcareous

sandy or rocky situation. Such situations on the steep

cliffs of the Mediterranean, planted with olives in the dry

crevices of the rock, afford abundant and prolific crops.

It grows more luxuriantly in strong, rich, clayey loam;

but in such situations will not endure so great an extreme

of cold. The dry limestone soils of Florida would proba-

bly become exceedingly valuable if planted with the olive.

It should be tried wherever the orange will survive the

winter. In planting, the trees are usually set thirty-five

or forty feet apart.

Varieties.—Of the many varieties of the catalogues,

the following are described in the French "Bon Jardi-

nier," as the hardiest and best.

Olea Angulosa.—A hardy variety with scanty foliage
;

fruit reddish, with a long stem. It is preserved in some

places. ** Oil of medium quality,*' says Gouan, but very

good according to others.
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Oka Amygdalina.—The variety most commonly culti-

vated. Fruit almond-shaped; it is often pickled. Its oil

is very sweet.

plea Cranimorjpha,QX Weeping Olive,—The largest and

finest tree of the genera ; branches Jbending towards the

earth ; very productive ; fruit small, crooked, pointed,

very black; stone sharp at both ends; excellent; oil pure

and abundant.

Olea^Syhceric:!,—Fruit more round than any other va-

riety. Oil delicate, and yield abundart.

Oka Ohloiiga ("from Olivier Picoline).—Fruit best for

pickling ; oil fine and sweet
;
produced abundantly. Tree

hardy.

Prunus Domesticai etc.—Plum.

The plum-tree is probably a native of Asia, whence it

was early introduced into European gardens. The tree

grows some fifteen feet high or more, and is conspicuous

early in spring, with its white blossoms. London asserts,

that it is probable that the natural color of the fruit is

black ; but the cultivated varieties are of the various shades

of green, yellow, red, and blue. It is a delicious dessert

fruit in its best varieties, and is very much esteemed for

pies, tarts, and preserves. It is also dried for winter use.

The prune or dried plum, enters considerably into com-

merce. When fully ripe ; and the plum should always be

allowed to become perfectly matured before eating ; they

are, in moderate quantity, very nutritious and wholesome
;

but in an unripe state, are more apt to disagree with the

stomach than most other fruits, producing cholic, diarrhoea,

and cholera morbus. Medicinally, they are emollient,

cooling, and laxative ; and, especially in the case of French

prunes, are useful for persons of costive habits.

Prunes are generally dried by artificial heat. They are
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laid singly, without touching each other, on plates which

are placed in ovens after the bread is removed, or in kilns

prepared for the purpose, and occasionally moved and

turned. In order to have them fair and glossy, they must
be suddenly cooled when taken from the oven. If deprived

of their skin and stone, they are called prunettes-«—the

stone is pressed out the stem end—the skin is taken out

by pouring hot w^ater over them. They should be dried

carefully and gradually. They are also excellent when
dried with sugar, as directed in the case of peaches.

The following analysis of the plum is by Salisbury :

—

Proportions.

BarK oi

Root.

WooU of

Root.
Bariv oi

Limbs.
Wood of
Limbs.

Per-centage water, 48.51
51.49
3.12

44.64
55.36

24

27.50
72.50
4.37

20.23
Per-centage dry-wood, 79.67
Per-centage ash, 0.38

Analysis.

Plum
Pits *

Bark ot

Root.
Wood pt

Root.
Bark of

Limbs.
Wood of
Limbs.

Potash 13.92

10.08

2.25

6.11

23.30
4.80

8.00

6.65

27.20

9.86

6.68

4.22

5.22

22.74

0.98

( 6.90

7.62

3.28

1.76

21.40

3.60

t 40.31 \

} 0.103
(

4.64

0.17

O20
1.20

31.98
17-12

2.50

1.80

0.90

8.59

19.49

1.03

4.09

39.42

3.76

2.30

7.60

trace

1.40

8 40

11 63
Soda,
Chloride of Sodium,
Sulphuric Acid,

Carbonic Acid,

Lirae, ,

0.18

20.34

8.12

Magnesia,
Phosph. Perox. of Iron,

]
Phosphate of Lime,... . >

Phosph. of Magnesia,...

)

Organic matter,

6.56

0.60
24.99
1.16

4.60
Insoluble Silica,

Coal,

0.70

1.60

102.31 94.21 100.923 9598 80.53

The quantity of soda indicates the partiality of this tree

for common salt. Like other fruit trees, lime, potash, and

the phosphates are the chief special manures required.

This analysis was made with two grains of ash.
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Although the quantity of silica is large, the plum is de-

cidedly better on a clayey soil. Any soil has sufficient

silex to supply the wants of the plant, so far as its

elements are concerned ; but silex is probably not available,

unless ammonia is also present. Burnt clay, swamp mutjk,

common salt, and wood-ashes are among the best fer-

tilizers.

Propagation and Culture,—The plum is generally bud-

ded or grafted upon stocks raised from the seed of some

free-growing rariety. The Chickasaw plum, however,

makes a very good stock. It should be grafted at the

collar, and planted so deeply that the scions can also

throw out roots. This stock makes very pretty dwarf

trees for the garden. By this mode the tree can be propa-

gated at any time during the winter months. Stone fruits

require to be grafted before or during the first flow of sap.

In transplanting to remain, plum trees should be twelve

feet apart. The best soil for the plum is a heavy loam,

moderately rich. In sandy soils the curculio is more prev-

alent. The fruit, too, is .of better quality in a heavy soil.

In sandy soil clay should be applied to the surface.

There are three obstacles that have to be overcome to

raise the plum successfully. The first is the curculio,

which infests all smooth-skinned stone-fruit. The only

really satisfactory mode of dealing with this insect, is ad-

mitting pigs and poultry into the fruit garden. It is better

not to raise plums at all, unless measures are taken to

destroy this insect; for, if allowed to increase, it will be-

come so abundant that the peaches and apples will also be

attacked. Another, and quite as serious a difficulty, is the

rot. To prevent this, the varieties least subject to decay

must be selected and planted with the roots not too deep,

and the fruit should be so thinned upon the tree that no

two touch each other. The third obstacle to plum culture
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is, happily, not very prevalent in the south. It is a black

excrescence or tumor found growing upon the bark and

young wood. The bark swells and bursts, and finally

assumes the appearance of a " large, irregular lump, with

a hard, cracked, uneven surface." The flow of sap is ob-

structed by the tumor, and its poison is gradually dissem-

inated over the whole tree. The dark-colored fruits are

mostly infected. The disease also attacks the common

Morello cherry. It appeared here, for the first time, in the

year 1853, on a tree from the north. The tumor was very

small, and contained a worm within. None have appeared

since.

The only renjedy is to cut off every branch or twig that

shows a tumor and burn it at once. Look over the trees

at least twice a year, and remove and burn every affected

branch. If on the large limbs, cut out the tumor deeply,

and apply with a brush a solution of chloride of lime.

As the plum is apt to throw out long straggling branches,

which are unsightly and unproductive, these should be

remedied by pinching, or shortening, so as to form a round

handsome head. Most stone fruits require shortening in

some degree, after the manner of the peach, or the growth

becomes too straggling.

Varieties.—Prunus Chicasa—Chickasaw. Plum.

A tree or two of both the red and yellow varieties of this

our indigenous plum, should should be admitted into the

garden. The fruit is much enlarged by garden culture.

Some trees produce much better fruit than others. Leaves

lanceolate, more like the peach than the plumb ; branches

thorny; fruit small ; skin either light, red, or yellow ; flesh

yellow, very juicy and sweet; but somewhat astringent

about the stone, to which it adheres. Ripe here 20th May
;

lasts a month. Doubtless many excellent native varieties
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will be originated from this hardy native fruit. Some are

now found almost entirely free from astringency. This

plum seems free from curculio, and never fails of a crop.

The following are varieties of yrunus domestica :—
Sea or Early Purple.—Eipens the 8th of June, and is

with us the earliest of cultivated plums. Fruit small,

roundish ; skin brownish purple, with a scanty light-colored

bloom ; flesh, greenish yellow, sweet, juicy, and parts

freely from the stone ; highly perfumed. This nice little

plum was, I believe, first introduced here by some grafts

received from Germany. Has now borne some years
;

maturing so early, it is one of the most valuable. I do not

find any description in the books with which it coincides.

It does not rot.

Prince's Yellow- Gage.—Fruit, medium size, broadest to-

wards the stalk ; suture slight ; skin golden yellow, slight-

ly clouded, and with copious white bloom ; stalk an inch

long inserted in a small cavity ; flesh, deep yellow, sweet,

iuicy, and fine-flavored ; free stone ; tree very productive.

The fruit lasts a long time. One of the best for this

climate ; ripe, June 10th.

Columbia.—^Very large, roundish ; skin brownish pur-

ple, with fawn colored specks ; bloom, thick and blue
;

stalk an inch long, stout, in a narrow cavity ; flesh, orange,

not very juicy, sugary, rich and excellent; free stone, ripe,

June 20th. A magnificent variety of excellent quality.

Tree hardy and sufliciently productive.

Bingham.—Fruit, large, oval ; skin, deep yellow, spot-

ted with rich red toward the sun ; stalk in a small cavity
;

flesh, yellow, juicy, rich and delicious ; clingstone. Tree

a fine grower and good bearer. Ripens July 1st.

Elfrey.—Branches small; fruit of less than medium

size, oval; skin, blue ; flesh, greenish, sweet, juicy and

excellent ; freestone. In this climate the Elfrey is one
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of the most desirable plums. It generally escapes the

curculio and the rot also, if properly thinned. Tree,

thrifty and hardy. An indispensable variety. Ripe

July 1st.

Imperial Gage.—Fruit, above medium size, oval ; suture

distinct, pale green, tinged with yellow, and marbled with

dark green stripes, and covered with a copious white

bloom; stem an inch long, slightly sunk; flesh, green-

ish, melting, juicy, luscious, and almost too sugary;

mostly freestone. Ripens July Isf. Matures gradually for

a month—not much injured by curculio; but rots consid-

erably, unless the fruit is well thinned. A good bearer,

and a fine hardy tree.

.Red Magnum B^7iu7nf or .Purple Egg.—Large and beau-

tiful. Egg-shaped. Violet red, deeper in the sun, with

small gray dots ; flesh, greenish, rather firm, juicy, and

agreeably subacid ; freestone. A fair plum for the table,

and makes the very best of preserves. Ripens July 10th.

Not much subject to rot. Indispensable.

Blue Plum.—A native plum generally raised from suck-

ers. Fruit, medium size, roundish, scarcely oval ; suture

very obscure; skin dark blue, with a fine light blue

bloom ; stalk three-eighths of an inch long, inserted in a

shallow cavity ; fle^h, yellowish green juicy, sweet, and

refreshing ; adheres to the stone ; shoots, smooth ; leaves,

rather small. A very pleasant and agreeable plum, and

the tree is a fine bearer. Does not rot.

Jefferson.—Fruit, of the largest size, roundish, oval

;

stalk, an inch long, pretty stout ; suture indistinct ; skin,

golden yellow, purplish red towards the sun, and covered

thinly with white bloom ; flesh, deep orange, a little

dry, good, not equal to the description in the books. But

as the tree bears abundantly, and the fruit ripens late,

hangs long on the tree, and is totally free from decay, it
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is indispensable. The handsomest of all plums. Bipens

last of July or first of August, and lasts a long time.

Besides the above, the St. Catharine, Italian Damask,

Bleeker's Gage, and Duane's Purple, do well here, but

are not equal to those described. Several varieties have

been tried here and rejected. Those who wish a larger

collection, can select from the following, viz. : Peach,

Hudson's Gage, Imperial Ottoman, Green Gage, Law-

rence's Favorite, Eed Gage, Purple Gage, Schenectady

Catherine, Huling's Superb, Diapree Rouge, Purple Fa-

vorite, Lombard, Coe's Golden Drop, Blue Imperatrice,

Madison, Frost Gage, Ickworth Imperatrice and Reine

Claude de Bavay—the latter has proved delicious this

season (1855), and ripened Sept. 1.

Punica Granativm—Pomegranate.

The Pomegranate is a low, deciduous tree, rising some

twenty feet high, with twiggy branches, armed with small

thorns ; leaves long, narrow, of a glossy green color with

red veins. The flowers are produced at the ends of the

branches on the shoots of the same year, coming out either

singly or three or four together, and are quite beautiful,

especially the double-flowering varieties. The calyx is

thick, fleshy, of a fine red color, crowned with petals of a

bright scarlet. The fruit is a berry covered with a hard,

coriaceous rind, of a deep yellow color, spotted with red

and fine deep red next to the sun, beautifully crowned when

ripe with the tube of the calyx. It ripens in September

or October, remaining on the tree, uninjured, a long time.

The Pomegranate is a native of China and Southern

Europe, where it is sometimes used as a hedge plant. The
tree is quite ornamental. The fruit has a very refreshing

acid pulp ; and its singular and beautiful appearance ren-
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ders it a welcome addition to the dessert. It is also used

medicinally in fevers, on account of its agreeable cooling

nature ; but it is not half as much cultivated as it deserves

to be. It might be profitably exported to any extent.

Propagation and Culture.—This tree is propagated from

seeds, layers, suckers or cuttings ; also, by budding and

grafting. Seeds must be sown as soon as they ripen.

Any good soil will do for the pomegranate. It requires

little pruning—only taking out some of the weaker shoots,

shortening in or pinching those that are overgrown, to

make them throw out new fruitful shoots all over the tree.

The only varieties worth cultivating for the fruit are:

1. The sweet-fruited pomegranate.—Pulp sweet, and

juicy.

2. The sub-acid-fruited pomegranate or common variety.

3. The wild or acid-fruited pomegranate, of brisk, acid

flavor—is used for making a nice syrup.

Pyrws Communis.—Pear.

The Pear is often found growing wild in hedges

in various parts of Europe, China, and Western Asia.

It is a thorny tree with upright branches, tending to

the pyramidal form. The wild fruit is exceedingly

harsh and astringent ; but no fruit whatever, is more deli-

ciously sugary and melting than its best improved varie-

ties. The pear was early brought into cultivation ; there

were thirty-two varieties in Pliny's time, yet they were
*' but a heavy meat unless boiled or baked,'' and it was not

before the 17th century that this fruit became really worthy

of culture for the dessert." Indeed, within the last fifty

years, the majority of the best varieties have originated.

The pear, under favorable circumstances, is a long-lived

tree. The Endicott Pear tree, still living in Danvers,
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Mass., was planted by Gov. Endicott, in 1628, or eight

years after the landing of tlie Pilgrims. M. Bosc men-

tions trees in Europe, which are known to be 400 years

old. Even in this State, trees that were in full bearing

thirty-seven years ago, are still healthy, vigorous, and

productive.

It will endure, in suitable soils, greater extremes of heat

than the apple, succeeding well in latitudes too warm for

the latter food to flourish. It is better adapted to our cli-

mate than the apple, while in cold climates it succeeds as

well.

The pear is the most delicious of fruits for the dessert

;

and in this latitude, by choosing proper varieties, we are

able to have them ten or eleven months of the year. The

finer kinds often sell in the cities for one or two dollars per

dozen. It is also excellent for baking, preserves, and mar-

malade. It may be dried like the apple and peach ; and

with or without sugar, will keep for years. Perry is made

from the juice, as cider from the apple. The wood is fine-

grained and compact ; and dyed bl^ck, is used for picture-

frames, &c., instead of ebony.

Dessert pears should have a sugary, aromatic juice, and

a soft, melting, sub-liquid texture. Some few of a con-

sistency, crisp, firm, or breaking, are very good. Pears

for stewing or baking should be large, firm-fleshed, and

moderately juicy. The harsh, austere kinds are thought

best for perry.

Gathering and Preserving thefruit,—Most varieties of the

pear are much better if picked from the tree, before fully

mature and ripened in the house. Indeed, some few kinds

like the Heathcote, Bartlett, and Von Assene, will ripen

well if gathered at any time after they are over half

grown. When a few begin to turn yellow, and ripen on the

tree, then gather the whole. Many of the most delicious
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varieties, ifallowed to ripen on the tree, become dry, insipid,

second or third rate. They will also ripen more gradually,

last longer, and are less liable to loss or injury if ripened

in the house. It is said, however, few varieties do best to

ripen on the tree. When gathered, some few kinds ripen

more perfectly by exposing them to the light and air.

Most of them, however, in kegs, or small boxes, or on the

shelves of a cool, dark fruit room, each one separately en-

veloped in absorbent paper or loose cotton. This is not

necessary with the summer varieties. Pears, like apples,

must be gathered by hand, with the same precaution, to

prevent bruises, or they will soon decay. Winter Pears

should hang as long as may be upon the tree. When it is

time to ripen, bring them for a week or two from the fruit-

room into a warm apartment, which will much improve

their flavor.

Pro'pagatioii and Culture,-^-'Pears are propagated by

budding or grafting on seedling pear stocks or on certain

varieties of the quince. Suckers should never be em-

ployed for this purpose ; for they seldom have good roots

and the trees are short-lived ; a great deal of prejudice

exists against pear culture from this cause. Seedlings

raised from the thrifty growing, indifferent fruits that are

often cultivated about the country, are much more healthy

than those raised from the improved varieties.

Sow the seed thickly in Autumn, in drills eighteen

inches apart. Let the soil be deep, rich loam. Ashes arc

an excellent application to the seed-bed. The soil must

be moist as on vigorous and continued growth the first

season, much of the value of the stock depends. Take

them up in November or December, shorten the tap-root,

and reset them in rows four feet apart, putting those toge-

gether which are of about the same size. The best of

them, if in a good, deep, moist soil, will be fit to bud during
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the next summer, and nearly all the balance can be whip-

grafted the ensuing spring.

Most kinds of pears grow well on the quince, and come

some years earlier into bearing. The common quince is

not sufficiently vigorous to form a good stock ; but for

this purpose the Angers Quince—an upright, quick-grow-

ing variety, which takes readily from cuttings—is used.

The fruit produced from trees on this stock are usually

larger and of better flavor than on the pear. The trees

can also be set much nearer each other; they come into

bearing in two or three years, but are not so long-lived as

on the pear.

In planting, the trees on the pear stocks should be set

twenty feet apart ; but as these will be several years be-

fore they come into bearing, the spaces should be filled up

with dwarf trees growing on the quince stock, so as to

leave them when planted ten feet apart. Thus a planta-

tion of sixteen trees, set in a square, on the pear stock,

would require thirty-three on the quince to fill the inter-

vals—making a square of seven trees on a side. The
djvarf trees should be planted so deeply as to cover every

trace of the quince stock, in order to permit roots to be

thrown out from above the point of union. This will

prevent the quince borer, and add to the longevity of the

tree. The soil must be kept clean and well tilled; but

should not be deeply spaded within two feet of the trunk.

No fruit tree will be healthy or bear well if the ground is

deeply spaded near its stem.

The pear likes a deep, strong loam, similar to that

required by the apple. Iron is very beneficial; hence the

pear succeeds well in our red clayey loam, if deeply dug

and sufficiently manured. On the quince the soil should

be deep and cool.
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ANALYSIS OF THE ASH OF THE PEAR.

SAP WOOD.

Potash, 22.25

Soda, 1.84

Chlorine, ..... 0.31

Sulphuric Acid, . . 0.50

Phosphate of Lime, . 27.22
Phosphate of Per-

)

^ ^-i

oxide Iron, . . )

Carbonic Acid, . . . 27.69

Lime, . ... . . 12.64

Magnesia, 3.00

Silex, O.30
Coal, ...... 0.17

Organic matter, . . . 4.02

100.25 96.65 98.50

The above analysis is hy Prof. Emmons. The root of

the pear contains less lime and magnesia, but more chlo-

rine, soda, phosphate of lime, and silex. Wood ashes will

supply the potash, and bone manure or superphosphate

of lime the phosphate of lime.

In pruning the pear, the object is to make it throw out

branches within a foot of the ground, and to encourage its

growth in its natural pyramidal shape. Not much prun-

ing is required the first year ; but any shoot that by over-

growth threatens to destroy the beauty of the tree, should

be pinched in at once. When the tree is transplanted, if

it has been out of the ground for any time, it must be

severely shortened in. If you have good roots, the top

will soon be renewed. Severe pruning at this time is the

only way to make the tree branch out near the soil, so as

to shade the trunk, and give a fine pyramidal shape.

The object is to form a tree like c. in the cut. To secure
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this plant maiden trees, or those one year from the bud.

When they have grown one year, they will be something

like a. Cut off the branches where the lines are dotted,

in the winter, and pinch in any shoots during the summer,

that would destroy the symmetry of the tree, or remove

them entirely if superfluous. If this is done, the tree at

the close of a good season will resemble b. Head back

the leader to strengthen the side branches, each year. The
leader must be shortened more or less according to its

vigor. A little practice will enable any one of ordinary

judgment to form his trees in the desired shape. Do not

let the branches remain so close together that when they

come to bear, they will cause the fruit and foliage in the

interior to suffer for want of air. Keep the lower shoots

the longest by pinching those above, when disposed to

overgrow them. The main thing is constant attention

that the tree may not waste its strength in forming wood
where it will have to be cut out to keep the tree in good

shape. The whole process is concisely detailed in the

following from the " Gardener's Chronicle :"

—
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** The process consists in shortening the first year's

shoot of the apple or pear tree, called the graft shoot, to

one foot at a full bud. The first year, on pushing out in

spring, rub off all laterals, except four or five at the bottom

of the stem, to garnish it with a first tier of branches for

future years. Train the leader to a stick quite perpendicu-

lar. The next winter proceed as before, by shortening the

leader twelve inches at a full bud. Remove all interme-

diate buds as before down the leader, and leave those at

the bottom to form a second tier of laterals ; and shorten

the lower tier to an outside bud. After the second year

shoot, the summer pruning consists in rubbing off the

laterals forming now the lower tier, above and below the

branch, so as to keep them as horizontal as possible.

Strengthen those that grow horizontal by pinching off the

ends if necessary. Each tier should be as near as may be

twelve or thirteen inches, one above the other ; and, if

possible, the branches of each succeeding tier should be

so grown as to be above the intervalis of the tier below."

This makes a beautiful symmetrical tree, ornamental even

in a flower garden."

The great obstacle in pear culture is the blight, a dis-

ease whose virulence is almost peculiar to this fruit tree.

The causes are not well known. Hon. John Lowell, of

Boston, attributes it to a minute insect described by Peck,

in 1816, as the scolytus jpyri. The insect in this latitude

lays its eggs late in May or June, close to a bud ; and as

they hatch, the grub enters the shoot, perforating and

devouring it. While the tree is in its full growth, shoots

at the extremity of the branches stiddenly shrivel, the

leaves turn back and die; the wood also is dark and dis-

colored, and dries very hard. Prof. Turner attributes this

disease to another minute insect, scarcely perceptible to the

naked eye, which covers the branches in myriads. This
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form of bliglit can be prevented by the application of lime-

wash, soft soap, or soda lye. But these will hardly ac-

count for all the forms of blight in the pear. Sometimes

in fine growing weather, nearly the whole tree is suddenly

killed by this insidious disease. Perhaps, when the shoots

are very tender, succulent, and full of sap, they are unable

to endure a high degree of"heat Again, trees that are

growing in very rich ground, sometimes do not ripen their

wood perfectly, when a sudden frost, followed by a hot

sun-shine, bursts the tissues of the shoots, and corrupts the

sap, causing the shoots to perish, and if not timely arrested

by severe pruning, totally destroys the tree. This disease

is quite frequent in cold climates. Whatever may be the

causes of blight, it is certain that those varieties making

rapid growth, are most affected by it. The Seekel pear

growing slowly, is free of it. Again with us, if old trees

are headed down severly in order to graft on, they are

almost sure to be blighted, the ensuing summer, in the

vigorous young shoots.

Mr. Van Buren, one of our best pomologist«, thinks the

disease caused by an insect^ which ^punctures the hath on

the trunk, and large limbs at those points, where it is

changing from the smooth to the rough state. It first ap-

pears as a dark spot, as if a little powder had been burned

there. The spot enlarges, the bark sinks down to the

wood, and at length becomes surrounded with a crack or

seam, separating it from the healthy part. Soon as the

spot occupies a tonsiderable portion of the trunk or limb,

the leaves at the end of the twig turn black and die \ as

does also more or less of .the diseased limb itself. The
leaves die on the same side of the tree that is diseased

below. Hence, when the leaves begin to die, or even

refuse to grow, you will generally find the bark below

somewhere diseased. When not lai^er than a pea, they

]6
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may sometimes be seen while the health of tTie tree is

affected, only so as to stop growth. Upon cutting into the

spots the bark is dark and discolored ; with two punctures

generally about one eighth of an inch apart (occasionally

there is but one). At first they do not reach the wood,

but only to the cellular integument. If the affected part

is removed with a knife, the wound immediately heals,

and the health of the tree is restored. Out out the dis-

eased bark, if it extends nearly around the trunk. Trees

with soft, thick bark are more liable to he affected. When
the leaves turn black, the branch will have to be cut off

below the affected part. It is not certain whether this

variety of the disease is caused by an insect, or a fungus.

This form of blight I have never seen.

In all cases of blight, whether it is caused by insects, or

disease of the circulation when the twigs begin to die, the

remedy is the same, and must be promptly applied, or the

tree is lost. Out off the infected part at once, a foot below

where it appears shrivelled, and burn it. If it spreads

further, cut more deeply. Examine daily; cut promptly

and unsparing
;
you nmy as well kill the tree yourself, as

have it destroyed by blight, and the disease spreading from

tree to tree. The best method of prevention is not to feed

the pear too highly with nitrogenous manure, but rather

with leaf mould or swamp muck, composted with the

mineral constituents found by analysis necessary for the

pear.

Varieties.—A greater number of varieties of the pear

are in cultivation than of any other fruit. Of those which

have fruited here, the following are the mcyst desirable.

The varieties do not always observe with us the order of

succession laid down in the books.

The earliest pear is AmireJoannety which ripens in May

;

but it is small and of rather indifferent quality, though it
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"bears well, and is desirable in a large collection. Not

many of the later pears (whicli are the most desirable),

have yet fruited here; but so far as tried, they are equal

or superior to the same fruits ripened at the North.

1. Madeleine.—Fruit medium, obovate, tapering to the

stem; stem long, slender, set on the side of a small swel-

ling ; skin smooth, yellowish green ; calyx small,.in a shal-

low basin ; flesh white, melting, juicy, sweet, and perfumed.

Ripe between the first and niiddle of June. Tree some-

times blights ; but it is very desirable, unless Doyenne

d'Ete, which ripens at the same time; should supersede it,

as it probably will, being a more healthy tree.

2. Skinless.—Fruit small, long, pyriform ; skin thin, smooth,

pale green, turning to light yellow, speckled with light

red in the sun; stalk long, slender, curved in a very

slight cavity; calyx enclosed in a small basin; flesh

white, juicy, half melting, sweet, and perfumed. A very

produetive and excellent little pear, and deserves a place

in every garden. Ripens June 18th.

3. Bloodgood.—Fruit medium size, turbinate, thickening

into the stalk ; skin thin, yellow, dotted, and marked with

russet, and has a musk perfume ; calyx open ; stalk short,

dark brown, siet obliquely; fleshy at the base ; flesh yel-

lowish white, buttery, melting, very sugary and aromatic

;

core small. The best flavored early pear. Ripens 25th of

June, Muscat Rubert ripens at the same season with

this fruit, and is a very prolific . bearer and a good pear,

although inferior to Bloodgood.

4. DearhorrCs Seedling,—Fruit rather small, turbinate^ reg-

ular ; skin smooth, light yellow, with a few minute dots

;

stalk slender, ovier an inch long, in a slight cavity ; calyx

spreading in a shallow basin ; flesh white, melting, sweet,

and sprightly. A very juicy and delicious little pear>
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quite productive, and one of the best. Eipe tlie last of

June. Indispensable.

5. Julienne.—Fruit medium size, obovate, regular ; skin

smooth, fine yellow ; stalk light brown, over an inch long,

rather stout, in a very shallow cavity ; calyx small, closed

in a shallow basin ; flesh white, melting, buttery, sweet,

and moderately juicy. A very early bearer, and a hardy

and productive pear, and of very good quality, if house-

ripened, but sometimes astringent. Ripe 1st of July.

TDesirable and profitable.

6. St. Ghistlain.-—Fruit rather small, pyriform, tapering to

the stalk ; skin pale yellow, with a few gray specks ; stalk

an inch and a half long, curved and joined to the fruit by

fleshy rings at its base ; calyx small, open, in a shallow

basin ; core small ; flesh white, melting, juicy, with a rich,

sprightly flavor. Eipens July 6th. This little pear is a fa-

vorite with me, producing enormous crops, which continue

to ripen successively for some six weeks or more, and

when house-riped, they are invariably excellent.

7. Stevens* Genesee—^is a most excellent variety. Fruit

roundish, obovate (varying to turbinate); stalk an inch

long, stout, thicker at the base, and set in a slight, one-

sided carity ; calyx with short, stiff divisions, in a moder-

ate basin; flesh white, half-buttery, of rich, aromatic

flavor.

8. Golden Beurre of Bilhoa,—^Fruit above medium size,

obovate, regular ; skin thin, smooth, golden-yellow, sprink-

led evenly with small, brown dots, a little russet near the

stalk ; stalk an inch and a half long, slender, in a moder-

ate cavity ; calyx small, closed in a slight basin ; flesh

white, buttery, melting, and rich. Eipens the last ofJuly,

before the Bartlett. A nice looking and good pear, pro-

ducing well—^needs house-ripening to bring out its flavor.
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9. Na;poleon.—Fruit large, obtuse, pyriform, varying in

form ; skin smooth, pale yellow when ripe, with a darker

cheek ; stem stout, half an inch to an inch in length, set

in a slight depression ; calyx open in a medium basin

;

flesh tender^ sprightly^ juicy, and excellent if house-

ripened. Grrowth free on quince or pear upright ; shoots

olive colored.

10. Bartlett,—Fruit oflarge size, pyramidal, irregular ; skin

thin, smooth, clear yellow, sometimes a slight blush to the

sun, rarely a little russeted ; stalk an inch long or over,

stout, in a shallow basin ; flesh white, fine grained, but-

tery, juicy, vinous, and perfumed. Eipe August 1st to

20th. The tree is apt to blight, and the fruit is sometimes

acid, and never of the very highest flavor. In unfavorable

seasons, the fruit rots where exposed to the sun; but its

size, fine appearance, and productiveness make it very pop-

ular and desirable. Will ripen finely in the house when

two-thirds grown, where blown off by the wind.

11'. Seckel.—Fruit small, regular, obovate; skin dull yel-

lowish brown, with russet red cheek ; stalk short, curved, in

a slight cavity ; calyx small, in a slight basin ; flesh, whit-

ish, buttery, very juicy, with a very sweet, rich, spicy flavor,

considered the best of all pears This fruit is generally

larger than at the north. It bears abundantly every year,

seldom blights, and is always delicious: Ripens Aug. 15th.

Does well, and bears larger fruit on the apple as a stock.

12, White Doyenne (Virgalieu, St. Michael's, %).—Fruit

medium to large, regular obovate ; skin smooth, light yel-

low dotted, and often with a red cheek ; stalk from three-

fourths of an inch to one and a fourth inches long ; slightly

curved, and in a small cavity ; calyx small, closed in a

shallow basin ; flesh white, buttery, melting, high-flavor-

ed and delicious. Eipens 15th August, and in succession a

long time j always of fine quality here ; never cracks, and
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in every respect is of the highest excellence. Succeeds on

pear or quince.

13. Louise Bonne de Jersey.—Fruit large, pyriform ; skin

smooth and glossy, pale green overspread in the sun with

brownish red, sprinkled with gray dots; stalk an inch

long, curved, inserted obliquely, without depression in a

fleshy base ; calyx open, in a shallow basin ; flesh green-

ish white, juicy, melting, rich and excellent. Ripens August

25th. Proves here equally good on pear or quince stock

;

an early bearer always fair, beautiful and of excellent

though not the highest flavor. (Mr. Van Buren writes it

does not succeed with him.)

14. Duchessed'Angouleme.—FrUit very large, oblong, obo-

vate with a knobby surface ; skin dull, greenish yellow,

streaked and spotted with russet ; stalk long, very stout, bent^

and deeply set in an irregular cavity ; flesh white, buttery,

very juicy, rich and delicious. Said to succeed best on the

quince, does well here on pear stock ; a very desirable sort

on account of the fruit being of excellent quality, and im-

mensely large.

15. Belle Lucrative.—Fruit medium size, round, obovate

;

skin pale yellowish green, slightly russet ; stalk an inch

long, stout
J,
set obliquely in a slight cavity ; calyx, short,

open, in a moderate basin ; flesh, melting, exceedingly

juicy, sugary, rich and delicious. Ripens August 25th. To
my taste fully equal to the Seckel, very melting and de-

licious, and a first-rate pear in every respect. Napolean

and Heathcote are desirable pears ; ripening about the 20th

of September, and increase the variety of fruits at a season

when peaches and apples are not usually plentiful.

16. BeurreBosc.—Fruit large, pyriform, tapering gradually

to the stalk -, skin dark yellow, nearly covered with cinna-

mon russet, slightly tinged with red to the sun ; stalk long,

slender, curved; calyx in a shallow basin; flesh white;
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melting, buttery, rich and delicious ; begins to ripen tlie

middle of September ; decidedly one of the best. Has a

delicious flavor, and is a constant and abundant bearer.

Succeeds best on pear stock.

1 7. Beurre Did,—Fruit larger, obovate/varying to obtuse

pyriform; skin thick, lemon yellow, turning to orange,

somewhat marbled with russet, and marked with large

brown dots ; stem rather long, stout, in an uneven cavity
;

flesh yellowish white, a little coarse at the core, rich,

sugary, buttery, and delicious. Ripe the 15th of September.

Thought to succeed best on the quince, but here very fine

on either. The trees for two or three years past, appears

more subject to blight than formerly ; very desirable.

18. Messire Jean.—Eipens at the same time with the latter.

Fruit, medium size, turbinate ; skin somewhat rough, yel-

low, mostly covered with brownish russet ; ^talk an inch

long, in a small wide cavity ; calyx small, open in a shal-

low basin. Flesh, white, crisp, juicy, breaking with a

very sweet, rich flavor. Second rate at the North. A
good bearer, and worth cultivating in a warm climate. A
highly excellent breaking pear.

19. Soldat Lahoreur cV Esperin,—Fruit large, oblong, pyri-

form ; skin greenish yellow, when ripe, somewhat striped and

dotted with russet; stem full, stout, curved, depression

slight ; calyx open; flesh a little coarse, but juicy, melt-

ing, and sweet. A very strong, growing, vigorous, upright

tree. On the quince, has borne fine specimens with me
the last two years on quite a young tree. Ripens in Oc-

tober, and keeps some time.

20. Lawrences—Fruit medium to large, long, obovate, nar-

rowing to an obtuse end; color dull, pale yellow, mar-

bled with greenish brown russet at the ends ; calyx large,

closed in a furrowed basin ; stem stout, swollen at the point

of junction with the tree, in a round, deep cavity. Tree
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liardj, of moderate growtli, slioots thorny, light yellowish

brown. October and later.

21. Glout Morcean.—Fruit rather large, oval, obovate,

varying in shape ; skin, thin, pale greenish yellow, with

brownish patches ; stem long, slender, in a small cavity
;

calyx open, in a deep basin. Flesh white, fine-grained,

buttery, melting, saccharine and rich. Ripens gradually

through October, lasts often until January. Excellent.

22. Winter Nelis.—Fruit medium size, roundish, obovate

narrowing to the stalk, yellowish green, dotted with gray

russet and nearly covered with russet patches towards the

sun ; stalk long, curved in a narrow cavity ; calyx open,

in a shallow basin ; flesh yellowish white, fine grained,

juicy, melting, with a rich sugary flavor. Tree apt to

blight, but the most delicious of late pears. Ripe last of

October and through November. Nearly or quite equal

to the Seckel.

23. Jaminette, or Josephhie.—Fruit medium to large, obo-

vate, narrowing to the stalk ; skin, pale green, marked with

brownish russet and speckled with round dots ; stalk,

rather short, thick, obliquely set without a cavity

;

calyx open, in a m^oderate basin ; flesh, white, melting,

juicy, with sugary aromatic flavor. Ripens Nov. 6th.

Valuable.

24. JBeurre D' Are?/il?erg.—Fruit, obovate, narrowing to

the stalk ; skin, pale greenish yellow spotted with russet

;

stalk short, fleshy and obliquely set ; calyx small, in a

deep basin ; flesh white, buttery, melting and juicy, with

a rich vinous flavor. Ripens in November. Promises well.

25. Franklin.—A native of this State; large, oblong, turbi-

nate, very irregular, narrowing to the eye
;
green, clouded

with dark green, and thickly sprinkled with dark green

dots. A very indifferent looking pear which bears abun-

dantly, and when ripe in January, the flesh is sweet.
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melting, juicy, and delicious ; calyx in a shallow one-sided

basin ; stem an inch long, set on one side of the fleshy

protuberance.

26. Passe Calmer.—Fruit large, obovate, varying to obtuse,

pyriform ; skin yellow, sprinkled with brown russet ; stem

inserted in an uneven cavity or without depression ; calyx

open, in a shallow basin ; flesh yellowish, buttery, juicy,

rich and sweet. This fruit has not borne here ; but in

other sections of the South, is much liked. The tree is

apt to blight.

27. Easter Beurre.—Fruit large, roundish, obovate ; skin

yellowish green, sprinkled with russety dots, with some-

times a brownish cheek ; stem short, blunt, in an abrupt

cavity ; calyx small, closed in a broad plaited basin
;

flesh white, fine-grained, buttery, melting, and of a rich,

sweet excellent flavor. Has been kept here till March.

Several trees should be planted of this variety, as it re-

mains in eating all winter, and is valuable for market. It

succeeds best, it is said, on the quince.

28. Catillaci (a cooking pear).—Extremely large, broad,

turbinate; skin yellow, dotted with brown, and with a

brownish red cheek ; stalk stout, curved, *in a narrow

cavity ; calyx in a wide deep plaited basin ; flesh hard

and rough, but cooking tender and of a fine light red

color. Ripens in November.

29. Black Worcester.—Fruit large, obovate or oblong ; skin

thick, rough, green, covered with dark russet ; stalk short,

stout, in a slight cavity ; calyx small, in a moderate basin

;

flesh hard during the winter, but cooks well, and towards

spring becomes tolerably good for the table.

30. Easter Bergamot,—Fruit medium to large, roundish,

obovate, narrowing to the stalk ; skin smooth, pale green,

speckled with light grey dots, becoming pale yellowish at

maturity ; stalk in a slight cavity ; calyx small, in a>«hal-

16*
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low basin ; flesh white, crispy, juicy, melting and sprightly,

The tree is thrifty, furnishes fruit fit for cooking a long

time; and as they ripen, they become agreeable for the

table. Ripens December and January.

In addition to the above list, Beurr6 Giffart, Doyenne

d'Ete, Ott, Rostiezer, and Tyson, are esteemed early

varieties ; Belle et Bonnes Beurre, Brown, B. d'Anjou, B.

Oswego, Gansels Bergamot, Bonne des Zees, Brandywine,

Doyenne Boussock, De Gris, Flemish Beauty, Henry IV.,

Leech's Kingsessing, Lodge, Onondaga, Paradise d'Au-

tomne, Urbaniste, Van Assene, and Washington, of the

middle season ; and Buerre Bretonean, B. Gris d^Hiver

Noveauy B. Langeliers, Columbia, Doyenn6 d'Alencon,

Elize d'Heyst, Josephine de Malines, Lewis, Princes St.

Germain, and Suzette de Bavoy, of the late varieties, are

worthy of a trial with those seeking variety, or desiring a

large collection. The native pears ripening the last of

August, viz., Comaks, Green Cluster, and Horton, and

the Nabours a little later, are very desirable.

Mr. Summer, of Pomaria, S. C, has published in the

Southern Agriculturist a select list of fifty-one sorts,

including Nos: 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17,

21, 22, 24, of the above described. Mr. Van Buren, of

Clarkesville, gives, as his choice of best sorts, Nos. 3, 7, 9,

10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 24, 27, and Onondaga and Brown Buerre.

H. A. Swasey, of Yazoo City, Miss.^ recommends, in the

Southern Agriculturist^ Nos. 2, 6, 10, 11, 14, 22, 27, and

Jefferson, Jargonelle, Carolina Sugar, Buffam, Prince of

Orange, Capiamont, Pound Mammoth, and Le Cure. Dr.

J. C. Jenkyns, in Southern Cultivator and Report to the

American Pomological Society, speaks highly of Nos. 1,

3, 5, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 22, 24, 26; also,

among others. Doyenne d'Ete, Beurre Gifiart, Rostiezer,

Tyson, Summer Franc, Real Beurre Gouboult, Leech's
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Kingsessing, Doyenne Grey, Brandywine, Long Green,

and Vicompte de Spoelberg St. Andre, most of which

bear a high character everywhere. Mr. Van Buren rejects

Maria Louise and Vicar of Winkfield, also Louise Bonne

de Jersey and Pass Colmar. Maria Louise here is subject

to blight, and Vicar of Winkfield or Le Cure always cracks

and is worthless; but Louise Bonne de Jersey is one of

the very best in tree and fruit here, and Passe Colmar

generally succeeds in the South.

Fi/rus Malus—The Apple.

The apple probably originated from the European crab;

but, in its improved state, it is so superior to its parent, in

size and 'flavor, that some deny the original identity of the

two. But centuries of cultivation might certainly cause

as great a change in the quality of this fruit as, in the case

of the dahlia, we have seen a very few years produce in

the beauty of a flower.

The apple was early brought into cultivation—^in the

time of Pliny twenty-two varieties being known to the

Romans. They probably introduced its culture into Great

Britain. It succeeds, however, in this country better than

in Europe, especially in the fresh soils of the middle

States, or in the cool mountain regions of the South,

localities which have originated many choice vnrieties.

Where the apple can be grown and preserved in per-

fection, it is the most useful of fruits. Varieties can be

selected which will aflbrd a succession through the entire

season. They can be thus preserved in our own mountain

region, from which excellent fruit is brought as late as the

first of May.

The best varieties of apples are excellent dessert fruits.

Medicinally, they are slightly laxative, and, used moder-
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ately, keep the system in proper tone. Children are more

healthy if allowed to use, in moderate quantity, fully ripe

fruit. Apples, indeed, are really nutritive, and are often

employed in feeding domestic animals. For the table they

are prepared in many ways (in all of which they are

wholesome), as by baking, stewing, in pies, tarts, pud-

dings, jellies, and preserves. They are also dried for

winter use. Choose for this purpose those which will

cook tender, and are of fine, brisk flavor.

The apple may be propagated by cuttings, which may
be planted like most other cuttings, with both ends bent

downward like an inverted U, thus £[. The upper part

of the bow should be crowned with a- bud, which should

be just beneath the surface of the soil. But the best mode
is by budding or grafting on seedling stocks. The seed

should be planted in good soil, at any tinae during the

winter months, in rows eighteen inches apart. Keep them

clean during the summer, and, if the soil and season have

been favorable, they may be taken up the next spring, the

roots shortened, and then whip-grafted just above the sur-

face. Reset them in good soil, in rows three feet apart,

and one foot in the row. Those which were not large

enough to graft may be also reset, and will do to bud

during the summer. The next winter, those w6ll grown

may be set where they are to remain. If any of the plants

are infested with the woolly aphis, wash them with tobacco-

water; or, if you have enough without them, burn them
up. The plants should be placed in the orchards twenty-

five or thirty feet apart. The intervening space, for the

first few years may be filled with dwarf pears, quinces,

plums, or peaches, which can be cut down when the apple

trees require the whole ground. A thin mulching of leaves,

straw, or decayed tan-bark, is a useful application about

the roots of the tree.
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ANALYSIS OF THE APPLE.

SAPWOOD. BARK,

Potash, . . . 16.19 4.930

Soda, . . . 3.11 3.285

Chloride of Sodium, . 0.43 0.540

Sulphate of Lime, . 0,05 0.637

Phosphate of Perox. of Iron, 0.80 0.375

Phosphate of Lime, . ' . 17.50 2.425

Phosphate of Magnesia, 0.20

Carbonic Acid,. . 29.10 44.830

Lime, . 18.63 51.578

Magnesia, 8.40 0.150

Silicica, 0.85 0.200

Soluble Silica, . 0.80 0.400

Organic matter, 4.60 2.100

100.65 109.450

One-half of the ash of the bark of the apple, and orer

one-sixth of that of the sap-wood, it will be seen, is pure

lime. When this mineral is not pretty abundant, the tree

cannot be kept in health. Swamp-muck or leaf-mould

composted with this, with the addition of bone-dust, pot-

ash, or ashes, are the best applications.

The best soil for the apple, in this climate, is a deep,

cool, moist loam. In bottom-lands they generally do

well, if there be no stagnant water, since the roots find

abundant moisture, and the later varieties will continue

growing until the proper time to gather for winter use.

If planted on dry, shallow soil, unless deeply trenched,

all the winter varieties will drop before attaining perfec-

tion. The best manure for the apple is swamp-muck, or

woods earth composted with the lime and salt mixture ; to

which may be added wood-ashes, old plaster, and any-

thing containing lime.

The apple, in this section, is a difficult fruit to culti-
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vate. A tree full grown, and entirely free from disease,

is a rarity. I have had them die at the root suddenly,

while the top was apparently free from disease,.and both

entirely free from the woolly aphis. Sometimes they die

slowly, perhaps from the too intense action of the sun

upon the soil and roots; or, it may be, from the- great de-

ficiency of lime in this soil. A large proportion of our

trees are diseased and decayed on the south-western side

of the trunk, where the sun falls in the heat of the day.

Then we have the bark-lice, borers, and caterpillars.

Then, worse than all, is that pest of the orchard, the

woolly aphis, or American blight. Now these are serious

obstacles in the way of the orchardist; but they maybe
surmounted. Bark-lice, caterpillars, and borers, a little

care,' in season, will destroy here, as well as anywhere.

The sun-burning of the trunk can be prevented by plant-

ing trees of but one year's growth from the bud, and so

shortening them in, when, planted, that they will throm

out branches near the soil. The thick foliage will thus

screen the trunk from the sun, and, by keeping the roots

shaded, will improve the general health of the tree. The
lime and other constituents lacking in the soil can from

time to time be applied. Old plastering, and the refuse

lime of the tanner, where they can be had, will cheeply

supply this element.

The aphis is more troublesome. If they are on a single

tree in the garden, the wind will soon carry them enve-

loped in the down from one end to the other. If you are free

from them at first, it is better to raise trees from seed, get

scions and graft them yourself, than to incur the risk of

introducing the aphis with your purchases. If you do

buy, beware of those trees with roots full of warts, caused

by its minute lacerations. If there is the least token of

the preseijce of the aphis, either by the downy matter in
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the crack of the bark of the young tree, or by the warts on

the roots, wash the roots thoroughly in tobacco water, and

paint the stem and branches, with whitewash, comp6sed of

soap-suds, thickened with quick lime. You will thus be

free from this pest to begin with ; afterwards every place

where they appear should be coated with this paint. This,

on moderate size trees, is an effectual remedy, and besides a

beneficial application to the tree. Some trees, like the

Meigs, are seldom troubled with the aphis, while the Early

May is almost always infested with them. When the

aphis infests the roots it is best destroyed by uncovering

the roots, and pouring strong tobacco water upon them
wherever affected. In prunning the young tree, the first

object is to make it throw out shoots near the earth to

shield the trunk from the sun. All fruit trees should be

thus trained. Never let a fruit tree be bare of branches

more than twelve inches from the ground,- or allow it to

shoot up with a long naked stem. Peaches, pears, plums,

&c., are all more healthy and productive thus trained.

This is effected by shortening or pinching the upper

shoots, for which sufficient directions are give iii our

article on the * Pear.^ The apple, however, does not gene-

rally require as close shortening in of its leading shoot as

the pear. All needless branches, and those which inter-

fere by crossing and rubbing against each other, should be

removed while small. If a large limb is removed, cover

the stump with grafting wax, or the shellac solution.

Gathering the Fruit.—Those intended for keeping or

sending to market, should be carefully picked from the tree,

and handled with great care, to prevent bruising. Those

that fall of themselves must be kept separate, as the least

bruise will cause decay. They must be frequently looked

over, and every one the least decayed, m.ust be carefully

removed, or it will infect the others. They should be
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kept at a uniform temperature in a dry cool, situation

Choice specimens may be wrapped in absorbent paper, and

laid singly on shelves. They should not be exposed to

much frost, and still less to extremes of heat. Specimens

may thus be kept in good condition until March. A fruit-

room should be kept as cool as possible, and if the tempe-

rature cou-ld be kept uniformly at 32°, no decay would

take place. Packed in ice, they are sent in perfect

safety to the East and "West Indies.

In selecting varieties for cultivation, as it is a matter of

some difficulty to raise a good supply (the apple being

adapted to a more northern climate), we must guard

against overreRnement It is not our first question. What
varieties are of the very highest flavor ; but is the tree

hardy and productive enough to bear fruit at all. Will it

produce enough to be worth cultivating. It is then quite

early enough to select from those possessing these indis-

pensable good" qualities those of the highest flavor for

the dessert or kitchen.

Of northern varieties, those classed as Summer Apples

almost invariably succeed here. Some of the Early Autumn
varieties also do well, and, of course, are summer apples

with us. But the winter apples, as a class, are entirely

unsuited to our climate. We need good Autumn and
Winter varieties, and for them we must rely upon those

of southern origin, as the northern winter varieties usually

fall and decay before the middle of September ; besides

here very few of them exhibit any choice qualities.

Some fifty sorts have been tried here, and failed. Any
one possessed of native varieties that ripen in October and
November, or later, will confer a benefit on the entire

South by disseminating scions among our Southern

nurseries.

1. Early May,—Fruit small, roundish, sometimes slightly
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oblong; skin thin, yellowish green when ripe, with some-

times a brownish cheek; stem short, in a shallow cavity;

calyx small, closed in a shallow basin; flesh yellowish-

white, tender, of a mild acid and rather pleasant flavor;

begins to ripen the 15th or 20th of May. The earliest of

apples, which is its only merit. Probably the White

Juneating of Downing. Liable to the aphis.

2. Early Harvest.—^Fruit medium size, ronnd, some-

tinies flattened ; skin smooth, with a few white dots, and of

lightest straw color; stalk half to three-fourths of an inch

long, slender in a moderate cavity; calyx in a shallow

basin ; flesh white, tender, juicy, crisp ; flavor rich, spright-

ly, andsubacid. Inclined to overbear. Ripens last of May.

3. Red June.—Fruit medium, generally oblong, but occa-

sionally flat ; skin smooth, green in the shade, changing

rapidly at maturity to a fine dark crimson ; stem half to

three-fourths of an inch long, inserted in a moderate

cavity ; calyx in a shallow basin ; flesh white, tender,

mellow, and digestible, fine grained, slightly acid, moder-

ately juicy, but not rich. A good fruit and a hardy, pro-

ductive tree. Ripens early in June. This is not the Red
Astracou, which, being more acid, is better for the kitchen,

and not so good for the dessert.

.4. Julian.—^Fruit medium size, roundish, tapering some-

what to the eye, rather one-sided ; calyx small, in a

narrow basing stem short, in a moderate cavity; skin

thin, yellowish white, striped and marbled with carmine,

of a beautiful waxen appearance, sprinkled sparingly with

whitish dots ; flesh white, tender, juicy, and fine flavored

;

indeed, the finest summer apple known north and south.

Ripens about the middle of July.

5. Sinclair's Yellow.—Fruit small to medium, flat or

roundish ; skin smooth, of a fine orange color,-darkened

in the sun ; flesh pale yellow, with a rich subacid flavor.
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A good bearer, and excellent for both the table and kitchen^

Ripens June 15th.

6> Bough.—Large oblong ovate ; skin smooth, pale green-

ish yellow ; stalk rather long, in a deep, narrow cavity

;

calyx deeply sunk ; flesh white, with a rich sprightly

saccharine flavor. Ripens late in June.

7. Maiden Blush.—Fruit medium size, flat, smooth, and

fair ; skin thin, clear lemon yellow, with a fine blush to

the sun; stalk short, in a wide, deep cavity; calyx closed

in a moderate basin ; flesh white, tender, sprightly, sub-

acid. Excellent for drying and culinary uses, and a fair

dessert fruit. Ripens first of July to August.

8. Cane Creek weet.-—Medium or large, oblong, regular

tapering to the eye ; skin pale green ; stalk long, slender,

in a deep cavity, often slightly furrowed ; calyx closed,

in a narrow, plaited basin ; flesh white, tender, moderately

sweet, when in perfection juicy, but becomes mealy if

over ripe. Quality very good. From Burke Co., N. C.

Ripe 15th July.

9. Toccoa.—Rather large, conical,irregular ; skin yellow,

striped with red
; §tem short, in an irregular cavity ; calyx

closed in a small, irregular basin ; flesh yellow, with a

brisk rich Spitzenburgh flavor, moderately juicy; core

large. A native of Habersham Co. Ripens first of August.

10. Horse Apple,— Size medium to large, roundish, nar-

rowing to the eye, sometimes conical and somewhat irregu-

lar ; skin thick, greenish yellow in the shade, but rich, dark

orange, or blush, towards the sun, often marked with a

few russet lines, or flecks, about the stem; stem short,

rather large, in a shallow cavity ; calyx in a narrow basin

;

core large, hollow ; seeds few; flesh yellow, firm, coarse

grained, with a rich acid flavor. '5^ell ripened, a good

table apple ; excellent for cooking. Ripens last of July

Productive, hardy, and valuable, continuing long in use.
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11. Male Carle,—Fruit medium size, regular, narrow-

ing to the eye ; skin' smooth, waxen, lemon yellow in the

shade, with a light crimson cheek ; stalk an inch long, slen-

der, in a narrow, regular cavity ; calyx in a deep, narrow

basin; flesh white, moderately juicy, tender^ of delicate

flavor. A native of the south of Europe ; succeeds well

here. E-ipens in August.

12. Fall Fippin.—Fruit very large, roundish, flattened,

obscurely ribbed ; stalk three-fourths of an inch long, in a

shallow, round cavity ; calyx small, in a deep, narrow

basin; flesh tender and mellow, with a rich, aromatic,

subacid flavor. A splendid apple here. The Oameusar

or Elgin Pippin (Eeinette Blanche d'Espagne) resembling

this, but oblong, is a little later, and proves, with Dr.

Jenkyns, near Natchez, the best of all apples. It rJpens

there last of July, and through August. Fall Pippin ripens

here in August.

13. Carthouse.—Fruit of medium size, roundish, oblong

;

skin smooth, handsome, streaked with red and yellow;

stalk short, in a deep cavity ; calyx in a deep, regular

basin; flesh yellow, firm, juicy, and rich, when fully. ripe

tender and sprightly. A fine cider apple. Ripena first

of September. From Virginia.

14. Buffs.—Fruit of the largest size, irregular, roundish,

flattened, and slightly angular in form ; skin thick, ground

color, yellow, but striped and overspread with red, very

dark next the sun, marked with a few greenish russet

spots; stem three-fourths of an inch long, in a medium
cavity; calyx in a large, irregular basin; flesh yellowish,

and. when well ripened, tender and excellent, sometimes

indifferent—Slacks richness and acidity. Ripens Novem-

ber to March. Indispensable.

15. Meigs.—Fruit large, regular, oblong, narrowing to

thee ye, somBtimes slightly ribbed ; skin yellow, but mostly
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concealed witli a marbling of red, and sprinkled with

prominent yellow dots ; calyx small, closed and set in a

narro'w basin ; stalk very sbort, thick, in a deep, narrow

cavity ; flesh yellowish white, tender, juicy, with a rich

slightly subacid flavor. The best apple I know of our

native fruits. G-rowth very thrifty, and less infested with

aphis than many others.

16. WaddeFs Hall or Shockley.—Fruit, medium, roundish,

oblong, narrowing to the eye ; skin, yellow, clouded, and

striped with red, and with blotches of very dark-greenish

russet ; stalk long, slender, inserted in a deep, narrow

cavity ; calyx closed, set in a shallow basin; flesh firm,

saccharine, of good second-rate flavor ; ripe in October,

and will keep till March.

17. Linibertwig.—Fruit large, dull red ; flesh yellowish,

firm, not very high-flavored, but a good deal cultivated in

our up-country. The pendant branches give the tree its

name. Originated in Virginia. It keeps through the winter.

The following additional varieties are described by Mr.

Van Buren, of Glarkesville, Gra., as very superior, and

most of them recommended by the Fruit Committee of

the Southern Central Agricultural Society. They are

now in the nurseries :

—

18. Carnation.—Fruit medium size ,• a delicious sub-acid

apple, fully first-rate ; dark-red, splashed with russet

;

flesh white, brittle, and very juicy \ both the calyx and

stem are sunk in deep depressions; no autumn apple is

superior ; ripe August 10th.

19. Hugh's Crab.—Small size; green striped, and splashed

with dark red ; stem short, inserted in a moderate cavity
;

flesh sprightly, subacid, and good ; a good bearer ; ripe

August 10th.

20. Batchelor or King.—Fruit of the largest size; roundish,

flattened a little, broader at the base ; skin lemon yellow,
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washed with avely red pn the sunny side, (sometimes ob-

scurely striped), and sprinkled sparsely with greyish

specks ; calyx small, open in a rather deep basin ; stalk

very short, thick, and inserted in a moderate regular basin,

which is often russeted ; flesh white, tender, line grained

juicy and most agreeable subacid flavor. It is from

North Carolina (November).—^A magnificent fruit.

WINTER VARIETIES.

21. Maverick Sweet,—^Very large, roundish, irregular, some-

times slightly conical, striped with bright red, sprinkled

with greenish flecks ; stem short, in a rather large regular

cavity ; calyx open ; basin medium ; skin rather thick

;

flesh fine grained, tender, of sweet, excellent flavor. Ripens

November and December.

22. JSickajack.^—Size very large, flattened ; color yellow-

ish green, covered with red stripes and splashes, and

sprinkled with minute white specks ; calyx large, open,

set in a broad basin ; stem short, in a regular cavity

;

flesh juicy, tender, brisk, acid. Ripens late, and in the

mountains keeps until May. Originated in Franklin,

N. C; one of the very best.

23.' Span.—Large, flattened
;
green, striped with red, a lit-

tle russet about the stem, which is short, thick, in a broad

cavity ; a good acid apple, nearly first-rate ; keeps till

January or February; tree upright, thrifty, and a good

bearer.

24. Murray,—^Medial, oblong or conical ; very regular

;

calyx in a deep basin ; stem short, moderately thick, in a

rather deep, regular cavity ; color fine yellow, inclining to

orange ; flavor fine, brisk, subacid ; keeps till March. Tree

a good bearer.

o Or Summerour ?
—

"V B.
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25. Walker's YeZZ<?«^.—Large, oblcmg, or oval ; skin yellow,

with a slight blush to the sun; fine flavored; tree upright

and vigorous; a seedling of George Walker, Esq., Long-

street, Pulaski Co., in the lower part of this State, where

it ripens in October ; will prove a fine winter apple in most

of the Southern States.

26. Cullasaga.—Large, regular, a little conical ; skin yel-

low, covered with fine crimson stripes ; calyx small, in a

moderate basin ; of pleasant, aromatic, subacid flavor ; a

first-rat-e apple, and keeps well.

27. Berry.—Large, roundish, slightly flattened, regular

;

skin yellow mottled with dots, covered with broad stripes

of dark red ; stem medium cavity broad, calyx in a broad

shallow basin. Flesh yellow, firm, rich, of slightly acid

flavor. Tree thrifty, upright and very prolific. Eipens

late in October, and keeps through the winter.

28; DisJiaroon.—Large, regular, slightly conical ; calyx

small in a narrow basin, skin yellowish green, with many
roundish spots made darker by minute specks. Flesh of

fine aromatic subacid flavor, resembling that of the New-

town Pippin. 'Early winter, or late autumn.

29. White.'—Medium to large, regular, slightly conical y

calyx in a hollow basin ; color lemon yellow, with spots and

splashes made darker by minute black specks on a greenish

ground. Flesh crisp, tender, juicy- Keeps until January.

Eather acid for the table, but fine for cooking.

30. Catooga.—Large to very large irregular,, broadest at

the base
;
yellow mottled, with black dots, and sprinkled

with flecks of green, stalk of medium length, slender;

cavity deep, calyx, open in a deep basin. Flesh yellowish,

with a mild pleasant subacid flavor.

31. Oamaks' Sweet.—Fruit, medium to large, roundish,

conical; whitish green, mottled with green russett, the

patches of which are made up with small dots, with a fine
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flusii, orred cheek towards the sun ; flesh firm, scarcely

^weet, juicy and fine flavored, very good, stalk short,

cavity and basin broad ; calyx closed December.

32. Never Fail.—^Medium, roundish, conical, greenish

yellow, a little russeted^ striped and nearly ovei^pread

with red ; stem short, in a small regular cavity ; calyx

small, nearly closed ; flesh yellow, firm, with a rich aro-

matic sub-acid flavaor. Eipens in December.

33. Queen.—Size, medium to large ; form ovate, very

regular ; calyx slightly sunk ; stem three-fourths of an
inch long ; color, a fine golden yellow. Very beautiful,

and quality first-rate.

34. Tf^aZ/.—Large, oblong, flattened at each end, slightly

ribbed ; color, dark green, nearly covered with dark red ;

calyx large. Of fine quality, and tree prolific.

35. Mangum,—Size medium, regular, slightly conical

;

stem small, in a narrow cavity ; color green, nearly over-

spread with large red stripes. Of excellent quality, and

keeps till March.

36. Norton.—Large, roundish, regular ; color, green,

broadly striped with red, A beautiful and good fruit which

keeps till May. Tree vigorous and prolific.

37. Red Warrior.—Fi^uit very large, form nearly globu-

lar, but a little angular ; color orange yellow, striped and

marbled with bright and dark red, with a few dark brown

spots sprinkled over it ; stem medium size, three-fourths

of an inch long ; cavity medium ; calyx closed in a smooth

deep basin ; flesh white, moderately acid, with plenty of

juice
;
quality very good. Montgomery, Ala., Dr. Bald-

win keeps till March a first-rate variety for winter.

38. Carter.—Fruit.roundish, narrowing to the eye ; size

medium to large; color fine orange yellow in shade, nearly

overspread with smooth blended red towards the sun;

the yellow is speckled with faint russet ; stem three
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fourths of an inch long, fleshy, springing from a wide deep

cavity ; calyx lar^e open in a wid^ deep, somewhat ribbed

basin. Very highly spoken of at the fair for 1856, at

Montgomery^ Ala. In a milder climate is said to hang on

the tree until January. Probably the best winter apple

for the climate of middle^ Alabama, Mis«., &c.

39. Oconee Greening is said to,be a very fine winter

apple, in appearance much like Disharoon with which it

may prove identical.

For a select list, Mr. Van Buren recomm^inds Bed June,

Bruce, Julien, Bough, Cane Creek, Toccoa, and Defiance,

for summer. Disharoon, Tender Skin, Batchelor. and Fall

Pippin for the middle season, and Nickajack, Camak,

Sweet Oullasaga, WallvCatooga, Berry, Maverick Sweet,

Sho<?kley, Neverfail, and Duckett for jvvinter.

For a select list, I would recommend Nos. 3, 4, 6, 10,

12, 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22, 26, 27, 28, 31, 32, 35, 37,' 38.

Mostly native Bo.uthern varieties, and whatever else we
buy abroad, it is certain that our apples should be got from

our Southern Nurseries,

Rihes—Currant and Gooseberry.

Ribes Ituhrum—GxjRRANT.

The currant is a; iow shrub, a native of Great Britain

and the northern pflxts of Europe and America^ with

smooth branches, doubly serrate pubescent leaves, and

yellowish green flowers, appearing early. The fruit rip-

ens with the later strawberries aad raspberries. It ftue-

c^eds and thrives admirably in our mountain sections^ and

will live and bear tolerably well herein a cool, northern

exposure ; but would probably die out, the first summer,

near the coa^t.

The fruit is of an agj?^iib!e acid taster^ripe, it is used
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with sugar at the dessert ; and also alone, or mixed with

raspberries, for jams, jellies, and wine ; and both green

or ripe for stewing, tarts, and pies. In cool climates, it is

the most easily cultivated and most useful of small fruits.

Medicinally, it is like the lemon and other subacid fruits,

cooling and antiscorbutic. When perfectly ripe, it is use-

ful in some cases of diarrhoea. The jam of black currants

in sore throat is useful.

The currant is propagated by cuttings, which should be

planted in the fall in a shady situation. It requires moist,

rich, deep loam, and should be trained as a bush. It bears

on wood of previous- year's growth ; but mostly on two

years old wood. As soon as the fruit is off, thin out the

old wood, leaving only stems of the present and last year's

growth. Clip off three or four inches of the former to

make a growth of spurs for the next crop.

Varieties.— Red Dutch. Fruit of large size, oblate,

borne in large clusters, and less acid than the common red.

Color fine transparent red.

White Dutch,—Large yellowish white, less acid than

the red kinds.

Black Naples {Rihes nigra)—^is the largest and best of

the black varieties ; but none of these are desirable.

Rihes Grossularia— Gooseber ry.

The Gooseberry like the currant is a native of Europe.

Green, it is used for pies, tarts and puddings— ripe, it is a

rery agreeable dessert fruit. But it is even more impatient

of heat than the currant, and cannot be expected to thrive

except among our mountains. It is propagated from cut-

tings, likes the same soil and exposures, and is cultivated

in exactly the same manner as the currant. It has in one

or two instances produced fruit here from imported plants,

but they have been very short lived, yielding only one or

17
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two crops. Our gardens can be occupied with more produc-

tive and desirable kinds of fruit. Houghton's seedling is

the hardiest variety.

Ruhus— Easpberry and Blackberry.

Ruhus Mens— Easpberry.

The Easpberry plant has small shrubby stems of bien-

nial duration, but perennial roots. The leaves are pinnate.

The flowers appear in panicles on the new growth upon

last year's canes— the fruit ripens in a few weeks after the

flowers appear. It is a native of both continents in low

moist situations. The fruit is highly grateful, being fra-

grant, cooling, allaying heat and thirst, of a pleasant sub-

acid flavor and is much esteemed either alone or in connec-

tion with the currant for preserves, tarts, sauces, jellies,

jams, and ices. Wine is made of the juice by the addition

of water and sugar. Easpberry shrub, a refreshing drink,

is made of the unfermented juice, by adding sugar and

water. Currant shrub prepared in the same way, is still

more cooling. Easpberry juice, like that of strawberries,

dissolves the tartar of the teeth, and the fruit never ferment-

ing in the stomach may be used by invalids.

This plant flourishes on deep, rich, moist loam. A bot-

tom near a stream is the best location. If this is not to

be obtained, trench the ground deeply and mulch during

the summer. Permit no grass or weeds among the bushes.

Easpberries grow admirably where they can receive the

drainage of buildings. Downing says a slight dressing of

salt is a valuable application. The raspberry is propaga-

ted from suckers or offsets from the main roots. It may also

be raised from seed by which new varieties are obtained.

Seedlings bear in two years. In planting offsets two or

three are planted together to form a stool in rows five feet

asunder and three feet in the row. The black Easpberry
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is propagated hj layering the brandies. When the crop

is gathered, cut away all the wood, and leave but five of

the new canes. Manure the ground, in autumn, with a

coat of swamp muck or leaf mould, which dig in. In the

spring cut off from six to twelve inches of the young shoots

as the extremities are feeble and worthless. Mulch in

April, directly after a good rain, with leaves, pine straw, or

litter. By cutting off the canes near the ground in the

spring, later fruit may be obtained. A plantation will con-

tinue in bearing five or six years. The fruit is better

where the canes are neatly tied to rods or low espalier rails.

VarieHes.—The American Black, and a variety known
as the English, succeed finely here. Mr. Affleck, of Miss.,

finds the Yellow Magnum Bonum productive and deli-

cious. We describe those most worthy of trial ; but, so

far, the black is worth all the others.

Antwerp Red.—Large, conical ; dull red ; flesh firm,

rich, juicy, sweet, and high-flavored; canes moderately

strong and pale brown ; leaves, large.

Antwerp Yellow.—Large, nearly conical
;
pale yellow ;

sweet and excellent; canes strong and vigorous; light

yellow, and spinous ; bears a long time.

American Blade (Rubus occidentalis).—Small, flattened

;

black, or dark purple, with a whitish bloom ; later, and

more aci^ than the preceding ; the well-known Thimble-

berry, succeeds well here. From its rich, acid flavor, it

is the best variety for cooking, as in tarts, pies, puddings,

&c. It is much improved by pruning and culture, and

should be set at wider distances than the other varieties,

because it grows more rampant. Ohio Ever-bearing is a

variety of this, but bears through the season.

Franconia.—Fruit large, obtuse, conical, dark purplish

red ; of rich, brisk acid flavor ; canes strong, spreading,

branching, yellowish brown, Avith scattered stout spines

;
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leaves narrow, long, deep green. Said to bear abun-

dantly.

Fastolff.—Very large, roundish, conical; bright purplish

red; tender, rich, and high-flavored ; canes strong, erect,

branching;- with strong spires.

Gushing.—Originated by Dr. Brinckle, of Philadelphia.

A fine new crimson sort, which will doubtless succeed here

here better than the European varieties. The same

remark will apply to Brinkle's Orange, and Wilder, both

of which are light-colored varieties.

Ruhns Villosus, 8f(%
—Blackberry.

The blackberry is a native American plant, found

growing abundantly from Labrador to the Gulf of Mexico.

The Ruhus villosus^ or High Bush, which includes several

varieties, and Ruhus canadensis, both produce excellent

fruit. The wild fruit is so abundant in most localities, that

it will be long before it comes into general cultivation.

Use.—The blackberry is an excellent dessert fruit, con-

tinues a long time in bearing, and is also used for tarts,

pies, puddings, jams, and preserves. From the juice a

palatable wine is produced. The ripe fruit eaten fresh, or

preserved, is found useful in summer diseases.

The blackberry will grow in any soil, but is produced

in the greatest perfection in that which, is deep, rich, and
moderately moist, especially if newly cleared from the

forest. It abounds in all rocky lands, by the side of old

fences, and other spots rich with vegetable mould. Ashes,

swamp-muck, or leaf-mould, composted with animal matter,

are the best manures. It is best propagated by offsets se-

lected from those plants producing the best flavored fruit.

It is cultivated like the raspberry, cutting away the old

wood, &c., in the same manner.

The High Bush, in its varieties, is perhaps worth culti-
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vating. Fruit large, long, ovate, bright black ; tender,

juicy, and sweet, with an agreeable bitter, or rather aro-

matic flavor
;
growth upright, becoming recumbent at the

top. There is said to be a white variety. One, more

common, is of light red color, with fruit sweet and good.

We have also a variety in this State with blossoms per-

fectly double, but the fruit is abortive. The New Eochelle

is probably the best variety now known. The fruit is the

shape of Hovey's strawberry, very pulpy, and of excellent

flavor, and continues for some weeks in use.

Vitis of Species—The Grape-Vine.

The vine was one of the first plants brought into culti-

vation. The foreign grapes are all varieties of Vitis ViniferUf

and came originally from Asia. Of native grapes, we
have Vitus Labrusca, of which the Isabella, Catawba, and

Diana are varieties ; Vitis Cordifolia and Vitis JEstivalist

from one of which the Elsinburgh and Ohio originated

;

Vitis Rotundifolia* which is the parent of the Scuppernong,

our most valuable grape, and some other species from

which no valuable varieties have yet been produced.

Of the other fruits, as the apple, pear, &c., we are cul-

tivating kinds removed many generatiojis from their na-

tural state, and improved in quality by a long course of

culture ; but our American grapes are chance seedlings of

the wild varieties taken within a few years from their

native woods. Seedlings from these generally revert to

the original wild species ; but the Catawba is the parent

of the Diana grape, one degree further removed from its

original type ; from this we may expect seedlings will be

derived, still more improved, until they rival in sweetness

and freedom from pulp, the fine European varieties.

Foreign grapes do not generally succeed in our climate.

The exceptions are the Black Burgundy, the Sherry, and

^ Michaux and Le Conte.
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the Devereaux ; but the latter is claimed as a native.

Another variety, the Delaware county, which is claimed

to be identical with the Traminier, a European grape, is

found to do well at Cincinnati ; the identity of the two

is however disputed. All the foreign grapes succeed well

both north and south in cold graperies, i. e. under glass

without fire-heat.

Vines, both native and foreign, attain great age ; some

of the latter are known to have lived three hundred years,

and how long they were planted before the record began

is not known. Vines, three feet in circumference, are not

uncommon in Europe and America.

The grape is a cooling and refreshing fruit of the high-

est excellence
;
green, it is used for pies and tarts ; when

ripe, it is nutritious and medicinal. It is used in cases of

dysentery, being diuretic and laxative, allaying thirst and

reducing heat ; it is also employed in pulmonary disorders.

Tt is a most agreeable dessert fruit, and is likewise used

for preserving, jellies, &c. The dried fruit or raisins are

employed extensively for the dessert, and in many prepa-

tions of cookery. The leaves are an elegant garnish to

other table fruits; but the chief product of the grape is

wine, which is superior to that made of any other fruit.

That derived from the pure juice of the grape " is in all

cases of langour and prostration of strength, and in the

convalescence from protracted fever, the most grateful and

efficacious cordial known." In a state of health, however,

the highest medical authorities tell us that *' it, at least, is

useless, if not absolutely pernicious."

The wine of the grape is superior to that of any other

fruit, because its acid, (the tartaric,) is insoluable in alco-

hol, hence as the must ferments and alcohol is formed, the

acid suspended in the juice subsides, and combined with

potash also in the juice, settles in the lees. Thus the
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stronger the wine becomes by age and fermentation, the

less acid it contains. Citric and malic acids, which exist

in other fruits, are not thrown down in the lees by the

formation of alcohol, and the wine from these is, therefore,

inferior, and liable to acidity.

Large quantities of an excellent and wholesome wine

are made near Cincinnati from the juice of the Catawba
grape. The natural juice produces a specie of hock ; but

wines, resembling Champagne and Maderia, and believed

to be quite as good, are also produced. Wine in cooler

latitudes always has more aroma or boquet than in warm
climates, but the wine of the latter has more strength. A
good wine is said to be produced from the Scuppernong

grape. Excellent wine has been made from the Catawba,

by Mr. Axt,at Washington, in this State.

Position and soil.—A hill side, on account of its superior

drainage, is preferred for a vineyard. The soil should be

a dry calcareous loam with a porous subsoil. If the soil

does not abound in lime, it should manured with lime and

ashes.

ANALYSIS OF THE WILD GRAPE.
WOOD. BARK. LBAVKS

Potash, 20.84 1.77 13.394

Soda,- . . 2.06 0.27 9.698

Chlorine 0.02 0.40 0.741

Sulphuric Acid, 0.23 trace 2.062

Phosphate of Lime, \ 15.40

) 1.20

5.04
32.950

'* " Peroxide Iron, 5.04

Carbonic Acid, . 34.83 32.22 3.050

Lime, 17.33 39.32 4.391

Magnesia, 4.40 0.80 1.740

Silex, I
Soluble Silicia,

j

^80 14.00

0.30
29.650

Coal and Organic matter. 2.20 170
Organic Acids, 2.250

10L31 100.86 99.926
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Lime, potash and phosphates, are the mineral consti-

tuelits mostly required. Potash, freely applied, is thought

to improve the quality of the wine produced.

For vineyard culture of the Catawba grape, the ground

should he suhsoiled with a plow, or deeply trenched. A
declivity should be thrown into terraces, with a slight

inclination to the hill, that the water may be collected

there, to be carried thence to the main drains. The Ca-

tawba grape* is planted by the wine-growers on level

ground, in rows seven feet apart, and four feet in the row,

but on hill sides three by five feet apart. The vineyard

is laid off with a line and a stake put down where each vine

is to grow ; then a broad hole a foot deep is dug, in which

are placed two cuttings, six or eight inches apart, at the

bottom, in a slanting position, but with the top eyes only

about an inch apart, and even with the surface-^throw in

a shovelful of well-decayed leaf mould, that the cuttings

may strike freely. Cover with an inch of charcoal dust or

light mould, when the cuttings are planted. The cuttings

should be short jointed and well ripened, each cutting con-

taining about four joints. Cut them off close to the lower

joint, and about an inch above the upper. The earth

should be pressed closely around the cuttings. The best

time for putting them out is the last of November or De-

cember. The finest vines are raised from cuttings where

they are to stand. Being undisturbed by removal, they

are more thrifty and longlived. Eemove all the cuttings

but one, if more than one succeeds, and use them to re-

plant where others have failed. During the summer keep

the ground clean and light by repeated hoeings, and pull

off superfluous shoots, leaving but one or two to grow at

first, and one eventually. Next spring cut the vine down
to two buds—one of which remove when the vine shoots,

* See Buchan on Grape Culture.
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and drive a stake seven feet long to each plant. Chestnut

charred at the end is very good ; but locust and cedar

make the most permanent posts. Tie the young vine to

the stake, remove all the suckers, and allow but one cane to

-grow. Keep free from weeds, and cultivate as.before.

The next spring cut down the three buds, and the year

after , to five, and this year train two canes instead of

one. The pruning should take place from November to

the last of February. The third or fourth year, according

to the strength of the vine, cut down the weakest cane to

a spur of two or three eyes, and select the best shoot of

the preceding year, cut it down to six or eight joints, bend

it over in the form of a hoop, and tie to the stake, or

fasten it to the adjoining stake in a horizontal position.

PRUNING THK VINE.

Fig, 1. Yine at the end of the second year, from a cutting, or the first after a
Rooted vine is planted out.

Fig. 2. Vine at the end of the succeeding summer.

Fig. 3. Vine at the end of fourth from a cutting pruned in the bow form.

Fig. 4. Vine pruned after the r^jnewal system.

a Point where the shoots are to be cut off in pruning.

b Places of removed shoots.

5 Bearing shoots.

The bow form is the best. Training the vine in this man-

ner checks the flow of the sap, and causes the buds to

breali piore evenly, retarding growth, and increasing pro-
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ductiveness. To do it, bend the shoot in a circular form,

and fasten the top within three or four inches of the stake,

having previously made a tie at the bottom and another

at the centre of the bow. From this bow the fruit is to be

produced the current year, and the bearing wood of next

year from the spur left for this purpose. The next winter

this bow is to be cut away, and the bow for another crop

is formed from the best branch of the new wood of last

year. Keep tlie old stalk within eighteen inches of the

ground. Tie the vines carefully, without breaking them,

in damp weather, when the buds are swelling, the last of

February or early in March. In the summer, remove

suckers, and pinch off lateral shoots, leaving but two for

the next year. Pinch offthe ends of the bearing branches

when they blossom, some three joints beyond the

last blossom bunch. Remove no leaves from the bearing

wood, but unnecessary lateral shoots may be pinched

off when small. The object is to throw the strength of

the vine into the fruit and the next year's bearing branches.

The vineyard should be heavily manured once in two

or three years. Wood-ashes and gypsum are good appli-

cations, and are thought to prevent the rot. The trim-

mings of the vines dug in, are found beneficial ; but leaf-

mould well rotted, by the addition of lime and ashes, is

the best application. Vines highly manured, and allowed

to grow rampant, covering a large space, will produce a

weak and worthless wine, and continue in bearing but two

or three seasons.

Where grapes are liable to rot, it is best, for the more
desirable kinds of table fruit, to train them to a trellis

eight or ten feet high, and protect them by a coping of

boards, projecting over one foot on each side of the trellis.

This coping protects the plants from the heavy dews and

excess of moisture, and seems nearlv as efficacious as a
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cold grapery. Set the vines six or eight feet apart, or

raise them from cuttings at that distance, as before directed.

Cut back the second year's growth of the cutting (the first

if a vine is planted) to two buds tliQ. next winter. Allow

these the ensuing season, to form two upright shoots (as

in the bow method before described), which should be fas-

tened to stakes. The next winter form the trellis by setting

a post two feet deep, and firmly in the earth, between every

two vines. To these attach the coping, and let the post at

each end of the boards be of unequal length, varying an inch

or so, that the water may run off. The bars iqslj be made of

laths, or No. 10 or 12 wire, fastened by staples. The first

bar should be one foot from the earth, and the others should

be that distance apart. Now bring down the two upright

shoots, and fasten them each side to the lower bar of the

trellis. Shorten them at two and a half to four feet from

the main stem according to the distance between the vines.

The next season, allow upright shoots to grow a foot

apart, and stop them when they reach the top of the trel-

lis. The trellis is now full of vines.

After the trellis is filled with upright shoots as above,

in the renewal system of training, at the next pruning

every other upright shoot is cut down within an inch of

the main arm of the vine. The upright shoots that are

left will bear, the coming summer, and from the stump of

each upright cane removed, a young shoot is trained to take

its place the succeeding year. At the next winter prun-

ing, this is left to bear fruit, and the shoots which bore the

preceding season are cut down in their turn to an inch of

the main arm, from which young shoots are trained to pro-

duce fruit a year after. In this mode of pruning both na-

tive and foreign vines, the largest bunches and the best

crops for a course of years are obtained.

The plan of protecting Grapes by a coping to prevent
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rot, lias been tested several years by Mr. Van Buren, and

was very naturally suggested by the fact that grapes

trained to a piazza or a house, when sheltered by the pro-

jecting roof, are generally free from decay. Vines planted

for experiment, with one half under a coping, and the

other half exposed, have ripened perfectly where protected,

and rotted badly where exposed. Vines are thought not

so liable to rot when allowed to run high.

The Scuppernong Grape never rots, being protected by
its thick skin ; hence for our climate it is the most valuable

of all grapes. It likes a good dry soil and plenty of room.

The vines should be, at least, thirty feet apart. It bears

better when trained over an arbor. It seems to need lit-

tle pruning—the only care required, is to add to the scaf-

folding, year after year, as the vine extends. The vines

should be trained evenly over the arbor, and not allowed

to run together in a mass. Vines covering one or two

thousand feet of scaffolding, and increasing in productive-

ness and extent, every year, are not uncommon, and the

€[uantity of grapes such a vine has produced, has been

nearly thirty bushels. This vine will not readily grow

from cuttings, but is propagated solely by layers^ which,

put down in the winter or spring, may be taken up

safely the ensuing winter. Stake them the first year and

begin to make the arbor the second. Fruit will be borne

the third year after planting.

Ashes, lime, rubbish, and its own leaves, are the best

manure. The fruit of the Scuppernong is in fact almost too

luscious, and hence is not as wholesome as the other culti-

vated varieties. All the culture this Grape requires is to

keep soil free from weeds, until the vine begins to cover the

arbor, when its shade and droppings will kill everything

beneath it.

Wine.—The best wine produced in this country is that
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made at Cincinnati from the Catawba grape. The grapes

are not picked until dead ripe ; all green or decayed ber-

ries are removed from the branches ; they are then bruised

in a mashing tub or passed through a small wooden mill,

mashing the skins and pulp, but not the seeds. It is bet-

ter to stem the grapes before pressing, which is done by
running the mashed grapes through a wire screen with the

meshes three-fourths of an inch apart. When shaken, the

pulp and skins fall through, and the stems are thrown out.

The pressing is now performed. A strong, tight box plat-

form, six feet square, and six inches high at the sides, is

made oftwo or three inch plank, and tightly wedged together

in a heavy timber frame : a hole is made in the front to

permit the juice to flow out into a tub. On this platform a

box, five feet square made of one and a quarter inch boards,

ten inches high at the sides, and with holes at the lower

edge, is placed to receive the mashed grapes ; boards fitting

loosely inside this box, are placed on the pile of mashed
grapes, and pieces of scantling are laid across these to receive

the pressure. This is applied by means ofa lever and screw,

until the juice is extracted. The outside of the cheese has

to be cut off and thrown on top two or three times and re-

pressed, to extract all the juice. The must should then be

placed in clean casks, for fermentation. Everything used in

wine-making must be scrupulously clean, whether press, ves-

sels, or casks, or the aroma and flavor of the wine will be lost.

At Cincinnati, with the Catawba grape, no sugar is

added ; but casks are filled with the juice within six inches

of the bung, which is put in loosely, to allow the gas to

escape without the wine running over; a cool dry cellar,

is the best place for fermentation. In two or three weeks

fermentation ceases, and the wine becomes clear, when the

casks are filled and the bungs tightened. The wine is

racked oiF the ensuing February, into clean casks, which
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are bunged tightly, and there left to improve by age. If

racked more frequently, its acidity is increased ; it will do

to bottle when a year old; but if allowed to stand two

years it will be better. A good wine is produced from

Herbemont's Madeira, by the same process.

In this climate, as the grape ripens before the weather

becomes cool, wine cannot be kept without the addition of

sugar to the must, or brandy to the wine. Mr. Weller of

North Carolina, adds three pounds of double refined sugar

to each gallon of Scuppernong must. The cask must be

well shaken. Mr. Herbemont used to add from two to two

and a half pounds of sugar to the gallon of Herbemont

Madeira juice. The same object is better obtained by the

addition of good brandy to the wine as soon as properly

fermented. Mr. Weller added to the must one-third pure

brandy, shaking the cask well several times, the first week.

Half of each of ^he above amounts of sugar and brandy

may be added, instead of using either alone ; but it seems

almost incredible that so large an amount of sugar or

spirit is required
;
yet the amount varies with the heat of

the climate and the ripeness of the grapes.

In a cool climate, two gallons of brandy to the barrel is

sufiicient, if the wine is kept in cellars, and racked off at

at the bottom, when the crust at the top begins to break,

into casks fumigated with sulphur. In a hot country, the

amount of brandy must, as we see, be largely increased.

The wine must be closely watched, and if disposed to fur-

ther fermentation, more brandy must be added.

If wine is turbid, it can be fined with the white of eggs
;

one e^^ for every six gallons. The whites are well beaten,

then put into a tub, into which the wine is drawn, and

while running, the whole is well churned and beaten

briskly until the cask is drawn off; it is then returned to

the cask which should not be quite fiill. The froth pro-
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diiced should all go back into the cask, and the top of the

wine should be stirred ; the cask is then bunged . up and

left until the Avine is clear ; the froth produced aids in the

process of fining.

A fine, sparkling, or Champagne wine, is produced by

the addition of Eock Candy to each flask, when the wine

is bottled. The amount required is not divulged.

FOREIGN VARIETIES.

Delaware County.—A small grape, color of Catawba
;

bunches small ; skin thin, transparent
;
juice brisk and

vinous ; one of the best table grapes. Vine like the

foreign grape—said to be the Traminier grape of Germany.

Succeeds well in New Jersey and Ohio. Worthy of trial.

Devereaux.—The best foreign grape for open air culture.

Branches about six inches long, shouldered; making them

some three inches broad at the base ; berries generally

with one seed, medium, round, very compact or crowded

on the bunch ; skin thin, black and covered with blue

bloom ; flesh juicy, with a brisk, agreeable flavor, much

better than the native grapes. A great bearer and free

from rot. Ripens middle of August.

Sherry.—Bunches medium size, shouldered, compact;

skin thin, black covered with blue bloom ; berries round,

medium size, with one stone ; flesh very juicy, rich, high-

flavored and exceedingly sweet—much better than Blue

Frontignan. Eesembles Devereaux, and may be identi-

cal ; but the bunches are not so large and the berries are

more sugary and high-flavored ; this may be an accident

of aspect or soil. Does not rot. The best grape cul-

tivated here.

The Black Cluster, Blue Frontignan, Early Chasselas,

Black Hamburgh and Miller's Burgundy, if well cultivated

and protected by a coping, succeed here.
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NATIVE GRAPES.

Bland, or Bland's Madeira,—'QunoheB long and loose
;

berries round, on long stalks, hanging thinly ; skin thin^

pale red when ripe ; flesh slightly pulpy, of sprightly

delicate flavor, a little astringent; foliage light green,

smoother and more delicate than that of the Catawba

;

ripens last of August ; cuttings do not readily strike ; it

often drops its leaves before the fruit ripens, which de-

stroys the flavor.

Catawba.—Bunches of medium size, shouldered, some-

what loose ; berries large, round ; skin rather thick, pale

red in shade, but deep red in sun, with lilac bloom ; flesh

slightly pulpy, juicy, very sweet, with an aromatic,

rich, musky flavor; ripens last of August. A hardier

grape than the Isabella, and the best of all for wine.

Diana.—A Catawba seedling ; resembles its parent in

buuch and berry, but with less color ; berries round, juicy,

rich, sweet and musky. Hipens middle of August.

Isabella.— Bunches large, rather compact, shouldered;

berries large, oval, purplish black, with blue bloom ; skin

thick ; flesh tender, with little pulp, juicy, sweet, with

slight musky aroma ; liable to rot and requires a coping.

A better grape to my taste than Bland or Catawba.

Ripens August 15th.

Lenoir.—Bunches large, compact, sometimes shouldered

;

berries small, black, free from pulp, sweet, and palatable.

Norton's Virginia.—Bunches long, sometimes shouldered;

rather compact ; berries small, round; skin thin, dark pur-

ple. jSTot a very good grape for the dessert. Always bears,

is free from rot, and is as hardy as a Scuppernong.

Ripens middle of August. Said to make a tolerable wine.

Ohio,—Bunches very large, shouldered ; berries small,
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black, sweet, and free from pulp. Does well on an arbor.

Requires long pruning.

Scuppernong (Vitis Rotundifolia).—Bunches very small,

with from two to four, and seldom over six berries, which

are round and large ; skin very thick, light green, marked

with yellow dots ; flesh pulpy, juicy, sweet, and of rich,

luscious flavor. The best of all grapes for ordinary cul-

ture in this climate. Must be trained on arbors. Does

not grow from cuttings readily.

Warren ( Warrenton^ or Herhemont^s Madeira),—A native

of this State, and long known as the Warrenton, whence
obtained by Herbemont, who gave it his own name.

Bunches of medium size, long, sometimes shouldered

;

berries round, medium size, and rather closely set ; skin

thin, dark purple, with light bloom. Grapes on the same

bunch do not color evenly, varying from a light to a dark

purple; flesh tender, melting, free from pulp; flavor sweet

and pleasant, when fully ripe. An enormous bearer. Prob-

ably it would ripen more uniformly, if the bunches were

properly thinned. A fine dessert and wine grape, though

somewhat subject to rot. The wine can scarcely be dis-

tinguished from Spanish Manzanilla. Clermont, Marion,

Zane, and Imitation Hamburgh, are new Ohio, grapes, of

good reputation, not yet tested at the south. Harris and

Long are two good southern grapes, fully equal to the

foregoing. Brinckle, Gassady, Clara, Concord, Emily,

Graham, E-aabe, and Thurmond are all new varieties, of

excellent flavor, but of which the merits are hardly known
yet. The latter is of hest quality.

Zizephus Sativax.—Jujube Plum.

This fruit has been cultivated at Augusta, Ga., by Mr.

Change and by Mr. Chisholm, of Beaufort, S. C. It is

a small tree, or thorny shrub, from the south of France,
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bearing an oval, reddisli plum, about the size of an olive,

and enclosing an oblong stone pointed at both ends. It

is of a sweet, clammy taste, from which the "Jujube

paste " is made. It is served up at the table, in Italy and

Spain, during winter, as a dry sweetmeat. The tree is grown

in hedge-rows, about Genoa and Nice. Seeds have been

sent out from the Patent-Office. They would probably

require about the same culture as the pomegranate.
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Downing's (A. J.) Landscape Gardening.
A Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening. Adapted to North
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Being a Treatise on Draining Land, in which the most approved systems of LTainage

are explained, and their diflPerences and comparative merits discussed; with full

Directions for the Cutting and Making of Drains, Mith Kemarks upon the various

Materials of which they may be composed. With many illustrations. By B. Mudu,
Landscape Gardener. Price 50 cts.

Eiliot's (F. R.) American Fruit-Grower*s Guide in Orchartl

and Garden: being a Compend of the History, Modes of Proijagation, Culture, Aa.,
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Pardee (K. G.) on Strawberry Culture.
A Complete Manual for the Cultivation of the Str^vberry; with a description of the

best varieties.

Also, Notices of the Easpberry, Blackberry, Currant, Gooseberry, and Grape; -with

directions for their cultivation, and the selection of the best varieties. "Every pro.

cess here recommended has been proved, the plans of others tried, and the result is

here given." With a valuable Appendix, containing the observations and experience

of some of th e most successful cultivators of these fruits in our country. Price 61 ct 1
1
ta.

Dana's Muck Manual for the use of Farmers.

A Treatise on the Physical and Chemical Properties of Soils, the Chemistry of

Manures ; including also the subjects of composts, artifioial manures and irrigation.

A new edition, with a chapter on Bones and Superphosphates. $1.

The Stable Book.

A Treatise on the Management of Horses, in relation to Stabling, Grooming, Feed-

ing, Watering, and Working, Construction of Stables, Ventilation, Appendages ot

.
Stables, Management of the Feet, and Management of Diseased and Defective

Horses. By John Stewart, Veterinary Surgeon, With notes and additions adaptins'

it to American Food and Climate. By A. B. Allen, editor of the American Agricul

turist' $1.

Chorlton's Grape Grower's Guide.
Intended especially for the American Climate. Being a Practical Treatise on tho

Cultivation of the Grape Vine in each department of Hot House, Cold Grapery,

Retarding House, and Out-door Culture. With plans for the construction of the

requisite buildings, and giving the best methods of heating the same. Every depart-

ment being fully illustrated. By William Chorlton, author of " The Cold Grapery,'*

&c. Price 60 cts.

White's (W. N.) Gardening for the South

;

Or, the Kitchen and Fruit Garden, with the best methods for their Cultivation ;

together vs'ith hints upon Landscape and Flower Gardening; containing modes of

culture and descriptions of the species and varieties of the Culinary Vegetables,

JVuit Trees and Fruits, and a select list of Ornamental Trees and Plants, found by

trial adapted to the States of the Union south of Pennsylvania, with Gardening

Calendars for the same. By Wm. N. White, of Athens, Georgia. Price $1 25.

Eastwood's (B.) Manual for the Culivation of the Cranberry.
With a description of the best varieties. By B. Eastwood, " Septimus" of the New
York Tribune. Price 60 cts.

Johnson's (Geo. W.) Dictionary of Modern Gardening.

With One Hundred and Eighty Wood Cuts. Edited, with numerous additions, by

David Landretb, of Philadelphia. Price $1 60.

Persoz' Culture of the Vine.
A !New Process for the Culture of the Vine, by Persoz, Professor to the Faculty of

Sciences of Strasbourg ; directing Professor of the School of Pharmacy of the same

city. Translatad by J. O. 0. Barclay, Surgeon. U. 8. N. Price, paper, 25 cents

cloth, 50 cents.
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Johnston's (James F. W.) Catechism of Agricnltnral Chemis-
try and Geology. By James F. W. Johnston, M. A., F. R. 88. L. and E., Honorary
Membjr of the Koyal Agricultural Society of England, and author of "Lectures on
Agricultural Chemistry and Geology." Wfth an Introduction by John Pitkin Nor-
ton, M. A., late Professor of Scientific Agriculture In Yale College. With Notes and
Additions by the Author, prepared expressly for this edition, and an Appendix com-
piled by the Superintendent of Education in Nova Scotia. Adapted to the use of
schools. Price 25 cts.

Johnston's (James F. W.) Agricultural Chemistry.
Lectures on tiie Apphcaiicn of Chemistry and Geology to Agriculture. New edition,

with an Api endix, coiitalning the Author's Experiments in Practical Agriculture. $1.25^

Smith's (C. H. J.) Landscape Gardening^, Parks and Pleasure
Grounds. With Practical Notes on Country Eesidences, Villas, Public Parks, and

Gardens. By Charles H. J. Smith, Landscape Gardener and Garden Architect, &o.

With Notes and Additions by Lewis P. Allen, author of "Rural Architecture," «fec.

The author, while engaged in his profession for the last eighteen years, has often

been requested to recommend a book which might enable persons to acquire som«
general knowledge of the principles of Landscape Gardening.

The object of the present work is to preserve a plain and direct method of statement,

to be intelligible to all who have had an ordinary education, and to give directions

which, it is hoped, ^will be found to be practical by those who have an adequate

knowledge of country aflFairs. Price $1 26.

Norton's (John Pj Elements of Scientific Agriculture;
Or, the Coiinexion between Science and the Art of Practical Farming. (Prize Essay

of the New York State Agricultural Society.) By John P. Norton, M. A, Professor

of Scientific Agriculture 11 Tale College. Adapted to the use of Schoola Price 60

oenta.

Sash's (J. A.) Progressive Farmer.

A Scientific Treatise on Agricultural Chemistry, the Geology of Agriculture, on PlMita

and Animals, Manures and Soils applied to Practical Agriculture; with a Catechism

of Scientific and Practical Agriculture. By J. A. Nash. Price 60 cents.

Chorlton's (Wm.) Cold Grapery.

From direct American Practice : being a concise and detailed Treatise on the Cultiva-

tion of the Exotic Grape Vine, under Glass without artificial heat By Wm. Chorl-

ton, Gardener to J. C. Green, Esq , Staten Island, N. Y. Price 6t) cents.

Allen (J. Fisk) on the Culture of the Grape.

A Practical Treatise on the Culture and Treatment of the Grape Vine, embracing Itt

history, with directions for its treatment in the United States of America, in the open

air and under glass structures, with and without artificial heat By J. Fisk Allen.

Price $1.

Hoare (Clement) on the Grape Vine.

A Practical Treatise on the Cultivation of the Grape Vine on Open Walls, «rlth

Descriptive Account of an improved method of Planting and Managing the R4iot8 ol

OrapeVinefc By Clement Hoare. With an Appendix on the Cultivation of tUo sanw

ta the United States. 50 cents.
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llfysteries of Bee-keeping Explained

;

Being a Complete Analysis of the whole subject, consisting of the Natural History of

Bees; Directions for Obtaining the greatest amount of Pare Surplus Honey with the

least popfilble expense; Eemedies for Losses given, and the Science of Luck, fully

tlluBtrated; the result of more than twenty years' experience in extensive AplartoiL

ByM. Quinby. Price $1.

American Bee-keeper's Manual;
Being a Practical Treatise on the History and Domestic Economy of the Honey Be€i
embracing a full illustration of the whole subject, with the most approved methods ^1

managing this Insect, through every branch of its Culture; the result of many years*

experience. Illustrated with many engravings. By T. B. Miner. Cloth, $1.

The Cottage and Parm Bee-keeper

;

A Practical Work, by a Country Curate, 50 cents.

Weeks (John M.) on Beesr—A Manual;
Or, an Easy Method of Managing Bees in tLe most profitable manner to their owner;

with infallible rules to prevent their destruction by the Moth. With an Appendix by
Wooster A, Flanders. Price 60 cts.

The Rose;
Being a Practical Treatise on the Propagation, Cultivation, and Management of the

Eose in all Seasons ; with a List of Choice and Approved Varieties, adapted to the

Climate of the United States; to which is added Full Directions for the Treatment of

the Dahlia. Illustrated by engravings. Cloth, 50 cts.

Buist*s (Robert) American Flower-Garden Directory

;

Containing Practical Directions for the Culture of Plants, in the Flower-Garden, Hot-

House, Green-House, Booms, or Parlor Windows, for every Month in the Year; with

a description of the Plants most desirable in each, the Nature of the Soil and Situation

best adapted to their Growth, the Proper Season for Transplanting, &c.; with Instruo-

tions for erecting a Hot-House, Green-House, and Laying out a Flower-Garden ; the

whole adapted to either large or small Gardens ;. wiih Instructions for Preparing the

Boil, Propagating, Planting, Pruning, Training, and Fruiting the Grape Vine. Price

$1 25.

Buists' (Robert) Family Kitchen Gardener;
Containing Plain and Accurate Descriptions of all the different Species and Varietlea

of Culinary Vegetables, with their Botanical, English, French, and German namea^

alphabetically arranged, and the best mode of cultivating them in the garden or under

glass ; alflb. Descriptions and Character of the most Select Fruits, their Management,

Propagation, &c By Robert Buist, author of the " American Flower-Garden Direc-

tory," &a Cloth, 75 cts.
;
paper 50 cts.

The American Florist's Qnide

;

Comprising the An ^rican Rose Culturist and Every Lady her own Flower Gkodener
Half cloth, 75 cts.
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Every Lady Her own Flower Gardener;
Addressed to the Industrious and Economical only ; containing Blmplo and Practic«l

Directions for Cultivating Plants and Flowers; also, Hints for the Management oi

Flowers In Eooms, with brief Botanical Descriptions of Plants and Flowers. The

whole in plain and simple language. By Louisa Johnson. Cloth, £»• oe 50 cts.

The American Agriculturist;

Being a Collection of Original Articles on the Various Subjects connected with thd

Farm, in ten vols. 8vo., containing nearly four thousand pages. $10.

The Complete Farmer and American Gardener,

Rural Economist, and New American Gardener, containing a Compendious Epitome of

the most Important Branches of Agricultural and Rural Economy; with Practical Di-

rections on the Cultivation of Fruits and Vegetables; including Landscape and Orna-

mental Gardening. By Thomas G. Fessenden. 2 vols, in one. $1 25.

Fessenden's (T. G.) American Kitchen Gardener;

Containing Directions for the Cultivation of Vegetables and Garden Fruits. Cloth,

price 50 cls.

Dadd's (Geo. H.) American Cattle Doctor;

Containing the necessary infv>rmation for preserving the health and curing the diseases

of Oxen, Cows, Sheep, and Swine, with a great variety of original receipts, and valu*

able information in reference to Farm and Dairy management, whereby every man

can be his own Cattle Doctor. The principles taught in this work are, that all medi*

cation shall be subservient to nature—that all medicines must be sanative in their

operation, and administered with a view of aiding the vital powers. Instead of depres-

sing, as heretofore, with the lancet or by poison. By G. H. Dadd, M. D., Veterinary

Practitioner. Price $1.

Browne's (D. Jay) Field Book of Manures:
Or, American Muck Book; treating of the Nature, Properties, Sources, History, and

Operations of all the Principal Fertilizers and Manures in Common Use, with Specific

Directions for their Preservation, and Application to the Soil and to Crops; drawn
from Authentic Sources, Actual Experience, and Personal Observation, as com-
bined wilh the leading Principles of Practical and Scientific Agricultura By D. J*y
Browne. $1 25.

Eandall's (H. S.) Sheep Husbandry;
With an account of the different breeds, and general directions in regard to Summei
and "Winter management, breeding, and the treatment of diseases, with portraits and
other engravings. By Henry S. Randall. Price $1 25.

Blake^s (Rev. John L.) Farmer at Home.
A Family Text Book for the Country; being a Cyclopsedia of Agricultural Imple-

ments and Productions, and of the more Important Topics in Domestic Economy,
Science and Literature; adapted to Rural Life. By Bev. John L. Blake, D. IX

$} 25.
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Youatt and Martin on Cattle

;

Being a Treatise on their Breeds, Management and Diseases, comprising a fall History

of the Various Races; their Origin, Breeding, and Merits; their capacity for Beef and

'M.iW itv W. Youatt and W. 0. L. Martin. The whole forming a complete Guidt

for the Farmer, the Amateur, and the Veterinary Surgeon, with 100 illustrations.

Edited by Ambrose Stevens. $1 25.

Youatt on the Horse.
Youatt on the Structure and Diseases ofthe Horse, with their Remedies. Also, Prac-

tical Rules for Bayers, Breeders, Smiths, &c. Edited by W. 0. Spooner, M. R. 0. V. 8.

With an account of the Breeds In the United States, by Henry S. Randall. $1 26.

Youatt and Martin on the Hog.
A Treatise on the Breeds, Management and Medical Treatment of Swine, with dlre«»

tions for Salting Pork and Curing Bacon and Hams. By Wm. Youatt, R. 8 and W-
C. L. Martin. Edited by Ambrose Stevens. Illustrated with engravings drawn from
life. 75 cts.

Youatt on Sheep

;

Their Breed, Management, and Diseases, with Illustrative engravings; to which ar*

added Remarks on the Breeds and Management of Sheep In the United States, and on
the Culture of Fine Wool in Silesia. By William Youatt. 75 cts.

American Architect.
The American Architect, comprising Original Designs of cheap Country and Village

Residences, with Details, Specifications, Plans, and Directions, and an estimate of the
Cost of each Design. By John W. Ritch, Architect First and Second Series, quart©
bound in 1 vol., half roan, $6

Domestic Medicine.
Gunn's Domestic Medicine, or Poor Man's Friend, in the Hours of Affliction, Pain, and

Sickness, Raymond's new revised edition, improved and enlarged by John C. Gunn,

8vo. Sheep, $3.

Pedder's (James) Farmer's Land Measurer;
Or, Pocket Companion ; showing atone view, the Contents of any Piece of Land from

Dimensions taken in Yards. With a set of Useful Agricultural Tables. Price 60«ct8.

Chemical Field Lectures for Agriculturists;
Or, Chemistry without a Master. By Dr. Julius Adolphus Stockhardt, Professor in

the Royal Academy of Agriculture at Tharant. Translated from the German. Edited,

with notes, by James E. Tescheraacher, Price $1.

Thaer's (Albert D.) Agriculture.
The Principles of Agriculture, by Albert D. Thayer ; translated by William Shaw and

Cuthbert W. Johnson, Esq., F.R.S. With a Memoir of the Author. 1 vol. 8vo,

strong cloth. Price $2

This work is regarded by those who are competent to judge, as one of the most

beautiful works that has ever appeared on the subject of agriculture. At the same

time that it is eminently practical, it is philosophical, and, even to the general reader,

remarkably entertaining.

Von Thaer was educated for a physician ; and, after reaching the summit of his pro-

fcMionj he retired into the country, where his garden soon became the admiration of.
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the citizens; and when he began to lay >utr>antatIonsand orchards, to cultivate herb'

age and vegetables, the whole country was fastonished at his science in the art of culti

vation. He soon entered upon a large farnrj, and opened a school for the study of Agri-

culture, where his fame became known from one end of Europe to the other.

This great work of Von Thaer's has passed through four editions in the Uniletl

States, but it is still comparatively unknown. The attention of owners of landc<V

estates in cities and towns, as well &3 those persons engaged in the practical pursuits ol

agriculture, is earnestly requested to this volume.

Guenon, on Milch Cows;
A Treatise on Milch Cows, whereby the Quality and Quantity of Jdilk which any Cow

win give may be accurately determined by observing Natural Marks or External In-

dications alone ; the length oftime she will continue to give Milk, &c., &c By M. Francis

Guenon, of Libourne, France. Translated by Nicholas E Trist, Elsq. ; with Introduc-

tory Remarks and Observatloiis on the Cow and the Dairy, by John 8. Skinner. lUus-

'.rated with numerous Sngifcvings. Price, neatly done up in paper covers, 87i cts.

bound In doth, 62>^ cts.

American Poultry Yard.
The American Poultry Yard; comprising the Origin, History, and Description of the

different Breeds of Domestic Poultry, with complete directions for their Breeding,

Crossing, Rearing, Fattening, and Preparation for Market; including specific directions

for Caponizing Fowls, and for the Treatment of the Principal Diseases to which they

are subject, drawn from authentic sources and personal observation. Illustrated with

numerous engravings. By D. J. Browne. Cloth, $1.

The Shepherd's Own Book

;

"With an Account of the different Breeds and Management and Diseases of Sheep,

and General Directions in regard to Summer and Winter Management, Breeding, and

the Treatment of Diseases; With Illustrative engravings, by Youatt & Eandall, em-

bracing Skinner's Notes on the Breed and Management of Sheep in the United States

^d on the Onlturo of Fine Wool Price tS.

Allen's (L. F.) Eural Architecture;
Being a complete description of Farm Houses, Cottages, and Out Buildings, comprising

Wood.houses, Workshops, Tool-houses, Carriage and Wagon houfifes, Stables, Smoke
and Ash houses, Ice houses, Apiaiies or Bee houses. Poultry bouses, Kabbitry, Dove-

cote, Piggery, Barns, and Sheds for Cattle, &c., &c ; together with Lawns, Pleasure

Grounds, and Parks ; the Flower, Fruit, and Vegetable Garden ; also. Useful and 0>
namental Domestic Animals for the Country Resident, &c., &c Also, the best method
of conducting water into Cattle Yards and Houses. Beautifully illustrated. Price

II 25.

Allen's (R. L.) American Farm Book.
The American Farm Book ; or, a Compend of American Agriculture, being a Prac-

tical Treatise on Soils, Manures, Draining, Irrigation, Grasses, Grain, Roots, Fruits,

Cotton, To>>acco, Sugar Cane, Rice, and every Staple Product of the United States;

with the be>t methods of planti ig, cultivating, and preparation for market. Illustrated

by mor 3 than lo(? engravings. 3y R. L. Allen. Cloth, $1.
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Reemelin's (Ghas.) Vine-dresser's Manual.
An illustrated treatise on Vineyards and Wine-making, containing full instructiont

as to location and soil
;
preparation of ground ; selection and propagation of vines

;

the treatment of a young Vineyard, trimming and training the vines ; maDures and

the making of wine. Cloth, 50 cts.

Bement's (C. N.) Eabbit Fancier.

A Treatise on the Breeding, Rearing, Feeding and General Management of Rabbits,

with remarks upon their diseases and remedies, to which are added full directions

for the construction of Hutches, Rabbitries, &c., together with recipes for cooking

and dressing for the table. Beautifully illustrated. Cloth, 50 cts.

The Horse's Foot, and how to keep it Sound.

With cuts illustrating the anatomy of the Foot, and containing valuable hints on

shoeing and stable management in health and in disease. By William Miles. Goth,

50 cts.

Stephens' (Henry) Book of the Farm;
A Complete Guide to the Farmer, Steward, Plowman, Cattleman, Shepherd, Field

-Worker, and Dairy Maid. By Henry Stephens. With Four Hundred and Fifty

Illustrations; to which are added Explanatory Notes, Eemarks, &c., by J. 8. Skinner

Really one of the best books for a Farmer to possess. Cloth, $4.

Allen*s (R, L.) Diseases of Domestic Animals

;

Bolng a History and Description of the Horse, Mule, Cattle, Sheep, Swine, Poultry,

and Farm Dogs, with Directions for their Management, Breeding, Crossing, Rearing,

Feeding, and Preparation for a profitable Market; also, their Diseases and Remedies,

together with full Directions for the Management of the Dairy, and the Comparative

Economy and Advantages of Working Animals, the Horse, Mule, Oxen, &c By R
L. Allen. Cloth, T5 cts.

Browne's (D. J.) American Bird Fancier;

Considexed with reference to the Breeding, Rearing, Feeding, Management, and

Peculiarities of Cage and House Birds. Illustrated with Engravings. By D. Jay

Browne. BO cts

Saxton's Enral Hand Books, . . . . . $1 26

First Series, containing Treatises on—
The Horse, The Pests of the Farm,

The Hog, Domestic Fowls, and

The Honey Bee, The Cow.

Saxton's Rural Hand Books, |i 26

Second Series, containing—

Every Lady Her Own Flower Gardener, Essay on Manures,

Elements of Agriculture, American Kitchen Garde'^er,

Bird Fancier, American Rose Culturist.

Saxton's Rural Hand^Books,
Third Series, contammg—

Miles on the*Horse's Foot, Vine-dresser's Manual,

The Rabbit Fancier, Bee-keeper's Chart,

Weeks oa Bees, Chemistry made Kaay.

$1 25
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Boussinganlt's (J. B.) Eural Economy,
In its relations witli Chemistry, Piiysics, and Meteorology; or, Chemistry applied

to Agriculture. By J. B. Boussingault, Translated, with Notes, etc., by George

Law, Agriculturist.

" The work is the fruit of a long life of study and experiment, and its perusal

will aid the farmer greatly in obtaining a practical and scientific knowledge of his

profession." $1 25.

Thompson (R. D.) on the Food of Animals.

Experimental Researches on the Food of Animals and the Fattening of Cattle;

with remarks on the Food of Man. Based upon experiments undertaken by order

of the British Government, by Robert Dundas Thompson, M,D., Lecturer on Prac-

tical Chemistry, University of Glasgow. 75 cts.

Richardson on Dogs: their Origin and Varieties.

Directions as to their general Management. With numerous original anecdotes.

Also, Complete Instructions as to Treatment under Disease. By H. D. Richardson.

Illustrated with numerous wood engravings. 25 cts. paper; cloth, 50 cts.

This is not only a cheap, but one of the best works ever published on the Dog.

Liebig's (Justus) Familiar Letters on Chemistry,

And its relation to Commerce, Physiology, and Agriculture. Edited by John

Gardner, M.D. Paper, 25 cts. ; cloth, 50 cts.

The Dog and Gun.

A few Loose Chapters on Shooting, among which will be found some anecdotes

and incidents. Also instructions for Dog Breaking, and interesting letters from

Sportsmen. By A Bad Shot. Price 50 cts.

Johnston's (J. F. W.) Elements of Agricultural Chemistry
and Geology. With a Complete Analytical and Alphabetical Index, and an

American Preface. By Hon. Simon Brown, Editor of the "New England F» ^la*

er." Price $1.
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-ilM arranged and adapted to the Use of American Farmers.

Price 2d Cents each*
Hogs;

Their Origin and Varieties ; Management, witli a View to Profit, and Treatment under

Disease ; also, Plaia Directions relative to tlie most approved modes of preserving their

Flesh. By H. D. Eichardson, author of "The Hive and the Honey Bee,"&c,4 dsa

With illustrations—12mo.

The Hive and the' Honey Bee

;

With plain directions for obtaining a considerable Annual Income from this branch of

Kural Economy ; also an Account of the Diseases of Bees, and their Remedies, and

Remarks as to their Enemies, and the best mode of protecting the Hives from their at-

tacks. By H. D. Richardson. With illustrations.

Domestic Fowls

;

Their Natural History, Breeding, Rearing, and General Management. By H. D.

Richardson, author of "The Natural History of the Fossil Deer," &c. With Hlus-

trations.

The Horse;
Their Origin and Varieties; with Plain Directions as to the Breeding, Bearing, and

General Management, with Instructions as to the Treatment of Disease. Handsomely

Illustrated—12mo. By H. D. Richardson.

The Rose

;

The American Rose Culturist ; being a Practical Treatise on the Propagation, Cultiva-

tion, and Management in all Seasons, Ac. With full directions for the Treatment ol

the Dahlia.

The Pests of the Farm;
With Instructions for their Extirpation; being a Manual of Plain Directions for th«

certain Destruction of every description of Vermin. With numerous illustrations on

Wood.

An Essay on Manures;
Submitted to the Trustees of the Massacliusetta Society for Promoting Agriculture^

for their Premium. By Samuel H. Dana.

The American Bird Fancier;
Considered with reference to the Breeding, Rearing, Feeding, Management, and Pe-

culiarities of Cage and House Birds. Illustrated with Engravings. By D. Jay

Browne.

Chemistry Made Easy.
For the Use of Farmers. By J. Topham.

Elements of Agriculture.
Translated from the French, and Adapted to the use ofAmerican Farmers, By F. G.

Skinner.

The American Kitchen Gardener;
Containing Directions for the Cultivation ofVegetablea and Garden Fnilts. By T. G
Fessendeo.
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The Bee Keeper's Chart;
Being a brief practical Treatise on the Instinct, Habits, and Management
Bee, in all its various Branches, the result ofmany years' practical experie

the auf »or has been enabled to divest the subject of much that has beej

mysterious and difficult to overcome, and render it more sure, profitable,!

ing to every one than it has heretofore been. By E. W. Phelps.

Every Lady Her Own Flower Gardener

;

Addressed to the Industrious and Economical only; containing Simple

Directions for Cultivating Plants and Flowers: also, Hints for the Mtj

Flowers in Rooms, with brief Botanical Descriptions of Plants and PI
whole in plain and simple language. By Louisa Johnson.

The Cow : Dairy Husbandry and Cattle Breeding.
By M. M. Milburn, and revised by H. D. Eichardson and Ambrose Stever

lustrations.

Wilson on the Culture of Flax

;

Its Treatment, Agricultural and Technical ; delivered before the New York State Agri.

cultural Society, at the Annual Fair, held at Saratoga, in September last, by John Wil-

son, late President of the Royal Agricultural College at Cirencester, England.

Weeks on Bees.—A Manual

;

Or, an Easy Method of Managing Bees in the most profitable manner to their owner ^

with infallible rules to prevent their destruction by the Moth ; with an appendix by

Wooster A. Flanders.

Reemelin's (Chas.) Vine-dresser's Manual.

Containing full instructions as to location and soil
;
preparation of ground ; selection

and propagation of vines ; the treatment of a young Vineyard ; trimming and train-

ing the vines ; manures and the making of wine. Every department illustrated.

Bement's (C. N.) Rabbit Fander.
A Treatise on the Breeding, Rearing, Feeding and General Management of Rabbits,

vnth remarks upon their diseases and remedies ; to which are added full directions

for the construction of Hutches, Rabbitries., &c., together with recipes for cooking

and dressing for the table.

The Horse's Foot, and how to keep it Sound.

With cuts iliustratmg the anatomy of the Foot, and containing valuable hints on
shoeing and stable management both in health and disease. By William Miles.

The Skilful Housewife,

Or, Complete Guide to Domestic Cookery, Taste, Comfort and Economy, embracing

,659 receipts pertaining to Household Duties, the care of Health, Gardening, Birds,

Education of Children, etc., etc. By Mrs. L. G. Abell.
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